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OBITUARY FOR DENNIS BUTLER FRY*

The death of Profe$ser Dennis B. Fry at the age of 75 on March 21, 1983
was a great blow to his colleagues, his many gbod ,friends, his wife
Chrystobil, and his three children.

Dennis Fry was born the third of November 1907 in Stockbridge, Hampshire,
England. After five years of teaching French, first at Tewkesbury Grammar
School and then at Kilburn Grammer School, in 1434 he was Opointed_Assistent
Lecturer in. Phonetices at University College London, where he also became
Superintendent of the Phonetics Laboratory in 1937. In 1938 he.was promoted
to Lecturer in Experfiental Phonetics'. In 1948, the year after the award of
his Ph.D. degree, he became Reader in Experimental Phonetics. From 1958 until
his retirement in 1975, he was professor of Experimental Phonetics, the first
one to hold the title in Britain.

The Department of Phonetics of University College London owed much to
Dennis Fry's benevolent yet, I think, firm hiadship from 1949 to 1971. In-
deed, he played an 4nportant role in the later absorption of the newly fledged
program in linguistic* to form the present Department of Phonetics qnd

linguistics.
14,

Dennis Fry's phonetic interests were broad and included such topics as
automatic speech recognition, the perception of lexical stress, children's
acquisition of phonology, categorical perception, and the relevance of experi-
mental phonetics for linguistics. He also did much important work on problems
of the the deaf, especially deaf children;. furthermoreo'he worked on problems
qt hearing in aviation during his wartime service (1941-45) with the acoustics
laboratory'of the'RAF Central Medical Establishment. His extensive publica-
tions up to the beginning of 1979 are listed in "Essays on the Production and
Perception of Speech in Honour of Dennis B. Fry," a special issue of Language
and Speech, (Vol. 21, Part 4, 1978).

From 1961, the time of the Fourth International Congress of Phonetic Sci-'
ences In Helsinki, until hi* death, Fry served diligently as the President of
the Permanent Council for the Organization of International' Congresses of .

Phonetic Sciences. I'keow.that our many excellent congresses regularly gave
him pleasure over the successful VAcomes,of the negotiations that the.Coup-

.

cil, under his leadership, has been able to carry out with dedicated scholars
and scientists in so many places. In his last year he.`tegan talking to some
of us about encouraging able people in untried parts a the world to mount
equally good congresses.

Fry also furthered international cooperation in our field through his
link of -more than tt:enty-five years with Haskins Laboratories, first in New
York Cit.), and then in New Havcp., gis occasional lengthy visits to do research
and his frequent consultations with some of vs yielded important results-on
both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.

*Also to.appear in Speech 1Coimunisstios.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-76 (1987)3
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IA 1958 Dennis Fry founded the journal Language and Speech as an impor-
tant outlet for broadly interdisciplinary work. He Was Editor until 19.75 when
'he' persuaded me to join him as Co-Editor; he left the editorship altogether
at the end of 1978, three Ars after his retirement from his professorship.

His talent as a singer, a talent much enjoyed by operatic groups, in his
region, went with a serious technical interest in music and the singing voce.
A very recent example of his publications in that field-is his article The
Singer and the Auditorium" in the 1980 volume of the Journal of Sound Vi6ra-
tfon. c'

'% I should like to end with a personal note. From 3960 on, Dennis Fry's
.hOmmne"and good-humored approach to people and problems gave me a-role mode;
that I fear I shall never match. The sudden loss of his warm, caring friend-
ship was hard to take.

Arthir S. Abramson

The University of Connecticut and Haskins Laboratories

)
Dennis Butler Fry

. -

1907-1983
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SKID ED ACTIONS: A TASK DYNAMIC APPROACH

4. (4'

Elliot Saltzmen and J. A. Scott 41.0104

Abstract. A task dynastic approach to skilled movements of multide-
gree of freedom effector systems has been developed in which
task-ape:Atte, relatively autiOnomous action units are specified
within a functionally defined dynamical framework. Qualitative
distinctions among tasks (e.g., the body aftntaining a steady verti-
cal 'pasture or the hand reaching to a single spatial target versus
cyclic vertical hopping or repetitive hand motion between two spa-
tial -targets) are captured by corresponding distinctions among

.dynamical'i.oPologies (e.g., point attractor versus limit cycle
ttnamics, defined at an abstract task space (or work space) level of
description. The approach provides a unified account .Nr several
signature proper't'ies of skilled actions: trajectory shaping (e.g.,
hands move along approximately, straight lines 'during unperturbed,
reaches/ and immediate compensatt6n (e.g., sponfintous adAstments
<rcur over in entire effector systeaf if a-given part.is disturbed en
route to a goal). Both of these properties are viewed as implicit
.consequences of amtask's underlying dynamos and, importantly, do
not'require explicit trajectory plans or replttnning procedtres. .Two

versions of task dynamics are derived (control law; neark cou-.
piing) as 'possible methods of control and coordination in artificial
(robotic, prosthetic) systems, and the network 'coupling version is
explored tp a biologically relevant control scheme. '

I) Introduction

For animals to function effectively in their environments, their'move-
ments must 'be coordinated in space and time. Though self-evident, this fact

;Also University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgments The preparation of this manuscript was supported in part by
Contract No, N00014-03.C-0083 from the U.S. Office of Naval Research, NIH

grant NS-13617, and Biomedical Research Support Grant RR-05596. Various as-
pects of the paper have been formally presented at the'Sccond International
Conference on Event Perception, Nashville, Tennessee, June, 1983, and the
Engineering Foundation Conference on Biomcchanics and Neural Control, Hennik-
er,` New Hampshire, July, 1983. We would like to express our appreciation'to
the following colleagues for their helpful Comments on a earlier draft of
this paper and for valuable discussions concerning severu1 of the topics
therein: James Abbsi. John Delatizky, Carol Fowler, Louis' coldstein,. Vince
Gracdo,'Neville }ogah, John Hollerbach, Fait Horak, Bruce Kay, Wynne Lee, Rich
McGian,. 'Gin McCollum, Paul Milenkovic, Lewis Nashner, Petrick Ny, Mara
Rapert, and Michael Turvey. In addition, we are grateful to Phil Rubin who
developed some of the basic software probedures used in the present computer
simulations.
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Saltzman & Kelso: Skilled Actions: A Task Dynamic Approach

raises a most fundamental isz'ue that has recentlY attracted a number of
disciplines ranging from nftroscience to robotics and cognitive science,
viz. how coordination and control arise in complex, multivariable systems.
Haw are the many degrees of freedom adaptively harnessed during coordinated,
skilled actions? A deterrent to viable solutions to this problem rests in
part in our "Milted ability to recognize the significant informational units
of movement", (Greene, 1971, p. xviii; see also Szentagothai & Arbib, 1974).
For some time, it has seemed questionable to us that nervous systems work
through individualized control of component elements, whether they be thought
of as joints or muscles. Instead, we believe (and there is an increa::ng
amount of evidence to support the claim: that he many potentially free vari-
ables are partitioned naturally into collective functional'units within which
the component elements may vary relatedly and autonomously. The behavior of
these action units or coordinative structures (Fowler, 1977: Kelso, *Southard,
& Goodman, 1979; uivey, Shaw, & Mice, 1978) is often exemplified by the ex-
istence of relational invariances among kinematic and muscular events during_
activities as diverse as locomotion, speech, handwriting, and reaching to sr
target (see Grinner,. 1982; Kelso, 1981; Kelso, Puller, & Harris, 1983;

Schmidt, 1982; Viviani & Terzuolo, 1980).

The primary focus of the present paper is to characterize the style of
operation of these proposed action units within what we call a task dynamic
approach. The term talk dynamics follows directly from the view (1) that the
degrees of freedom comprising action units are constrained by the particular
tasks that animals perform, and (2) that action units are specified in the
language of dynamics, noto.as is more. frequently assumed, in terms of kinglet-.
is or muscular variables (cf. Stein, 1982, for an inventory): Thus 15., pro-

pose, and seek to elaborate Mre, an invariant control structure that is spec-
ified dynamically' according to task requirements and that jives_ ,rise to

diverse kinematic consequences.
0

The paper is organized as follows: First we expand upon those desirable
properties of action units that are central to the explication of a task dy-
namic framework.' Second, we present a short tutorial on topological dynamics;
a crue.al aspect of wttich is to link the system's geometrical qualities to 4t3
dynamics in ways that are tank- specific. These steps are Precursory to the
introduction'of.the task dynamic approach, two versions'of which (control law,
network coupling) will to presented. The task dynamic approach will be shown
to provide a viable account of such tasks as discrete reaching, bringing a cup

the mouth and turning a handle. It can also offer a principled account of
various compensatory behaviors such as those that occur when an sr, is per-
turbed during a reaching movement or when the support base is per%urbed during

,:standing. Finally, it will be suggested that the network coupling version of
task dynamics both provides an extension of the control law version and offers
a new synthesis of recent physiological findings on the planning and control
of arm trajectories.

A

The signifibance of the tDsk dynamic approach for a theory of coordina-
tion and control is. that Wafers a unified account of certain phenomeda that
heretofore have required conceptually distinct treatments in the movement
literature. In addition, the implications for design and control of robotic
and prosthetic devices will be apparent." In fact, the approach shares some
but hot all of the features of several current developments in manipulator
control (cf. Hogan & Cotter, 1982; ,Raibert, Brown, Cherponis, Hastings,
Shreve, & Wimberly, 1981). But before discussing the tack dynamic framework

4



Saltzman.& Kelso: Skilled Actions: A Task Dynamic Approach

in detail, we will describe the phenomena that led us, in part, to propose the

present theoretical approach. Indeed, it is the existence of these phenome-
ns--trajectory shaping and immediate compensation--that constitute the.main
empirical results that the,task dynamic framework is designed to explain.

The first phenomengn, trajectory shaping, refers to the task - specific no-.

tionip4terns of the terminal_ devices or end-effectors of Lhe effector sm.
tens absociated with various types of skill. For example, it has been ob-

i
experimentallyexperimentally that, in reaching tasks involving two joints (shoulder

and elbow) and two ,spatial hand motion dimensions, the hands move in qua-
si-straight-line spatial trpjectories from initial to target positions and
display single-peaked tangential velocity curved (e.g., Morass°, 1961): Simi-

larly and more obviously, in cup-to..mouth tasks,the Wasped ,cup maintains a
spillage-preventing, apprbilmately horizontal orientation en route from table

to mouth.

The second phenomenon, immediate compensation, refers to the factthat
skilled movements show task -- specific flexibility in attaining the task goal.

.

If one part of 'the system its perturbed, blocked, or damaged, the system is
able to compensate (assuming the disturbance is not "too big") by reorganisiK;

the activities of the remaining parts in order to achieve the original goal.
Further, such readjustments appear to obcur automatically without the need to
.detect the disturbance explicitly, .replan a new movement, and axecutethe new

movement plan. Kelso, Teller, and Fowler (198?) have deaonstrgted such behav-
ior in the speech articulators (jaw, upper and lower lip, tongue body) when

subjects produced the utterances /baeb/. or /baez/ across a series of trials in
which the jaw was occasionally and unpredictably tugged downward while moving_
upward to the final /b/ or /z/ closure (see also Abbs & Gracco, in press;
Folkins & Abbs, 1975). The systenits response to the jaw perturbation was mea-
sured by observing the motions of. the jaw and upper and lower lips as .cell as
the electromyegraphic (EMG) activities of the.orbicularis oris superior (upper

lip), orbicularis oris inferior--CUmcmr-tip-4-invi-emmilmglossuw-kbenve-bedy4-----7----

muscles. The fnvestigators found relatively "immediate" task-specific compen-

a tlon (1 .E7-2030-ertr-tralir-anWt--Cit-3311-11et-°r-e"Pene"."-re-
sponse) in remote articulators to jaw perturbationi. For /baeb/ (in which fi-

nal lip closure is 'crucial) they found increased upper lip activity (moti,-1

and DIG) relative to the unperturbed control trials but normal tongue activi-
ty; for /baez/ (in which finalitongue-palate constriction is important) they

found increased tongue activitylrelative to controls, but normal upper lip mo-

tion. The speed of these task-specific patterns indicates that compensation
,does not, occur according to traditidnally defined "intentional" reaction time
processes, but rather according to an automatic, "reflexive" type of organiza-

tion. However, such an organization is not defined in a hard-wired input/out-

put manner. Instead, these data imply the,existence of a selective pattern of

coupling or gating among Vie component articulators that is specific to the

utterance produced. Essentially, then, such compensatory behavior represents

the classic phenomenon of motor equivalence (Hebb, 1949; Lashley, 1930)

according to which a system will find alternate routes to a given goal if an

initially traversed route is unexpectedly blocked.

What -type of sensorimotor organization could generate, in a task-specific

manner, both characteristic-trajectory patterns for unperturbed movements and

spontaneous, compensatory behaviors for perturbed movements? We believe that

a task-dynamic approach provides at least the beginnings of a cohesive answer

to th4.e question. Let us examine these issues, then, beginning with an

overview of action unit propertie4.,



Saltzman b Kelso: Skilled Actions: A Task Dynamic Approach

II) Units of Action

There are three major points to be made concerning our description of ac-
tion units:

1. Functional definition; Special purprle device. Action units are defined
abstractly in a functional, task-specific fashion and span an ensemble of many
muscles or joints. Thus, they are not defined in a traditional reductionist
sense relative to single muscles and/or joints, nor are they hard-wired in-
put-output reflex arrangements. These units serve to constrain the mus-
cle /joint components of the collective to act cooperatively in a mum'
specific to the task at hand. For different skilled actions, performers
transform Ur limbs temporarily into different special purpose devices whose
functions match the tasks bein performed. Thus, an arm can become a
retriever, puncher, or polisher; a leg may become a walker or kicker; the
body can become a &ricer or swimmer; the speech organs may become talkers,
singers, chewers, or swallowers, etc.

2. Autonomy. Action units operate relatively autonomously and are to a large
extent self-regulating. That is, once a given functional organization is es-
tablished over a muscle/joint collective, the system achieves its goal with
minimal "voluntary" intervention. In later discussions of the mathematics of
task dynamics, we will also indicate that action units are relatively autono-
mous.in a strict mathematical sense, i.e., the equations describing task-dy-
namic systems are not explicit functions of an independent time variable.

. 3. Dynamics. Action units are defined in the language of dynamics, not
kinematics (e.g., Fowler, Rubin, Remez, b Turvey, 1980; Kelso, Holt, Kugler,

Turvey, 1980; Kugler, Kelso, b Turvey; 1980). The behavior of an effector
system is controlled by a task-specific patterning of the system's dynamic
parameters (e.g., stiffness, damping, etc.) according to the abstract func-
tional demands of the performed skill. Such dynamical patterning serves to
convert the effector system into the appropriate-task-demanded special purpose
device, Further, this patterning both generates the observable motions that
are characteristic of that skill andiate-fries---the ability to compensate
spontaneously for unpredicted disturbances. There is no explicit plan for the
desired kinematic trajectory in the action unit, nor is there an explicit con-
tingency table of replanning procedures for dealing with unexpected perturba-
tions. Rather, task-specific kinematic trajectories and compensatory behav-
iors emerge from, or are implicit consequences of, the action unit's dynamics.
In this sense, most robots (with at least one notable exception, i.e., Raibert
et al., 1981) have no skills, but are controlled instead as general-purpose
devices using the same dynamical structure for all types of tasks, e.g., spa-
tial trajectory planning for the terminal device, conversion to a joint
velocity plan, and joint velocity servoing for both manipulators (e.g., Whit-
ney, 1972) and hexapod walker legs (e.g., McGhee b Iswandhi, 1979).

Given the above three points, one can formulate the problem of skill
learning as that of designing an action unit or coordinative structure whose
underlying dynamics are appropriate to the skill being learned. That is, in
acquiring a skill one is establishing a one-to-one correspondence between the
functional characteristics of the skill and the dynamical pattern underlying
the performance of that skill. This correspondence between dynamics and func-
tion is perhaps the key concept underlying the task-dynamic approach. To ex-
plore it more fully we will now: a) examine the geometric notion of topology.

6



Saltzman & Kelso: Skilled Actions: A Task Dynamic Approach

as it relates to a system's dynamics; and b) describe how functionally
specific dynamical topologies can be used to specify task-specific action
units or coordinative structures.

III) Topology and Dynamics

Quite (and perhaps too) simply in the context tf skilled action, topology
refers to the qualitative aspects of a system's dynamics, e.g., vhether a sys-
tem's dynamics generate 1) a discrete motion to a single target or 2) a sus-
tained cyclic motion between two targets. For a one-degree-of-freedom rota-
tional system such as the elbow joint (flexion-extension degree of freedom)
the first motion type might correspond to a positioning task with a single
joint angle target, while the second might correspond to a reciprocal tapping
task between two joint angle targets. What sort of dynamics might underlie
these qualitatively different tasks? For the discrete task, several investi-
gators have hypothesized that the system can be modeled as a damped
mass-spring system (e.g., Cooke, 1980; Feldman, 1966; 'Kelso, 1977; Kelso &
Holt, 1980; Polit & Bizzi, 1978; Schmidt & Hcawn, 1980). Such a dynamical
system may be described by the following equation of motion: '

I* + bI k(x x
o
)=0, where (1)

I = moment of inertia about the rotation axis;
b : damping (friction) coefficient;
k = stiffness coefficient;

xo= equilibrium angle;
x, I, * : angular displacement and its respective first and second

time derivatives.

If we assume a set of constant dynamical parameters (I, b, k, x0), then the
behavior of this system can be characterized by its point stability or
Isuifinality., in that it will come to rest at the specified x de-
spite various initial conditions for x and I and despite any trabsient pertur-
bations encountered en route to the target.

The behavior of such systems can be displayed graphically in two differ-
ent ways. In Figure 1A, the angle of an underdamped mess-spring with constant
coefficients is plotted as a function of time for a givet set of initial
conditions and with no perturbations introduced. Defining the equilibrium or
rest angle as aligned with the abscissa, one observes the system's point sta-
bility in the progressive decay of the amplitude to the steady state rest an-
gle. In Figure 18, the same trajectory is represented alternatively in the
phase plane for -which the abscissa and ordinate correspond to x and I,

respectively, and in which the system's zo is located at-the phase plane or-
igin. In the phase plane, the system's point stability may be observed as the
trajectory spirals down to the origin. Theoretically, if one were to plot-the
phase plane trajectories corresponding to all possible initial conditions, one
would fill the plane with qualitatively similar decaying trajectories defin-
ing,thereby, the system's phase portrait. The qualitative "shape" of the sys-
tem's phase portrait reflects the system's dynaMical topology, i.e., the char-
acteristic relations among the system's underlying dynamic parameters. For

the type of system described by equation 1, the corresponding phase portrait
represents the topology of a point attractor (Abraham & Shaw, 1982), and the

7
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A.

Figure 1. Point attractor system. A. position vs. time; B. Velocity
vs. position (phase portrait).

x

Figure 2. Phase portraits for neutrSlly stable system (A) and periodic
attractor system (B), showing system trajectories for several ini
tial conditions.

8 16



Saltzman b Kelso: Skilled Actions: A Task Dynamic Approach

underlying dynamics may be described
of discrete positioning tasks, such
since the -same underlying topology
characteristics (e.g, peak velocity,
specificati3n of different values for

as point attractor dynamics. As a model

point attractor dynamics are appealing
will accommodate different trajectory
movement time) and target positions by
the system's dynamic pirameters.

Obviously, another type of dynamics is required to generate the kinemat-
ics observed in a sustained cyclic elbow (or finger, e.g., Kelso, Holt,* Rubin,
& Kugler, 1981) rotation between two target.angles. Perhaps the simplest dy-
namic scheme corresponds to that of an undamped mass-spring system or harmonic
oscillator, with the following equation of motion:

12 + kXx x
o
) a0, (2)

where all symbols are defined as in equation (1). The solid line trajectory
in Figure 2A represents the phase plane orbit of such 'a system, which
oscillates about the-origin (x n) with an amplitude that is determined by the
system's total mechanical ener(y, and whose angular targets correspond to the
system's maximum and. minimum angular limits. However, this type of system
does not provide a satisfactory model for the cyclic elbow task for two rea-
sons: a) it represents the ideal frictionless case and no real world system
is frictionless. Adding friction to equation (2) would simply convert it to
4tqcation (1), leaving a point-attractor dynamics unsuitable for any sustained
yclic task; and b) the system described by equation 2 is only neutrally, sta-

ble in that the oscillation amplitude is extremely plastic with respect to
both initial system energy (determined by initial conditions of position and
velocity) and transient changes (perturbations) in energy imposed during
oscillations. For example, the dotted trajectories in Figure 2A represent
oscillations of the S880 system as does the solid trajectory. However, the
inner and outer dotted orbits show the oscillations corresponding to smaller
and larger itiAitude initial conditions, respectively, relative to the solid
orbit. Clearly then, for a task whose oscillation amplitude is crucial, a
neutrally stable system is undesirable.

One can overcome the above shortcomings of an undamped mess-spring dynam-
ics, however, by moving to an alternate periodic attractor (Abraham b Shaw,
1982) dynamical model, with the following equation of motion:

12 + bit + k(x - x
o

) f(x,t), where (3)

I,b k,x0,x,t,2 are as in equations 1 and 2; and
f(x,t) w nonlinear escapement function of the system's current sot.

This system's behavior is Characterized by the three phase plane trajectories
seen in Figure 2B corresponding to three different sets of initial conditions.
The solid trajectory represents a motion starting at either target, and the
inner and outer dotted trajectories represent motions starting inside and out-
side, respectively, of the target-to-target angular range. It can be seen
that these trajectories converge onto the solid orbit, which is described as a
stable limit cycle, or periodic attractor. In fact, all trajectories (except
those starting exactly at x,) converge to the limit cycle, and the corre-
sponding phase portrait paetures the topology of this periodic attractor

1 i
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dynamical system. The reason for this orbital stability lies in the nature of
the nonlinear escapement term, fixot), seen in equation 3.''' Basically this
term is the means by which the system taps an external energy source in a
self-gated manner, i.e., energy is gated in or oft of the system as a function
of the system's current xpl state. On the limit cycle, the energy tapped per
cycle from the external reservoir is equal to the energy dissipated per cycle
both by'the system's intrinsic damping propertievqi.e., bi) and phe system's
escapement function. Inside the limit cycle, the energy tapped .per cycle is
greater than that dissipated, and trajectories grow or spiral out to the limit
cycle; outside the limit cycle, the converse situation holds, and trajecto-
ries decay or spiral down to the limit cycle (cf. Minorsky, 1962).

The above examples illustrate how particular distinct task functions
(discrete positioning vs. 'cyclic alternation) may be modeled by topologically
distinct dynamical systems. It should be noted, howeVer, that both tasks and
dynamics were defined in single degree of freedom systems. In these cases one
dimensional motions were demanded by the tasks and these task requirements
were sapped directly onto corresponding dynamical control types at a single
joint. This style of control, in which task-specific seta of constant dynamic
parameters are defined with respect to control at single joints or articulator
degrees of freedom, may be labeled arlicalator dynamics. Real world tasks
seldom involve such simple one-to-one mappings of task demands into sets of
constant articulator dynamic parameters. Consider, for example, the two di-
mensional discrete reaching task discussed earlier in the Introduction involv-
ing two articulator degrees of freedom (shoulder, elbow) and two spatial di-
mensions of terminal device (hand) motion. Extending an articulator dynamics
approach to this more complex task meets with only limited success, providing
a reasonable account of final position control but failing to account'for the
observed characteristic quasi-straight line hand trajectory patterns

(Delatitky,1982). More specifically, in this two dimensional task the arm is
effectively nonredundant (e.g., Saltzman, 1979) and, given the anatomical
limits on joint angular excursion, there is a unique mapping from hand posi-
tion to arm configuration (i.e., the set of shoulder and elbow angles;'arm
posture). Therefore, if one defines constant point attractor dynamics at each
Joint with rest angles corresponding to the target arm configuration (and thus
target hand position), the hand/arm will exhibit equifinality by attaining the
desired target ,sition/configuratiod despite variation in initial posi-
tion/posture 'Lou Jespite trapsient disturbances encountered en route to the
target. However, as mentioned above (and td be explained in greater detail
below), sr-4 an articulator dynamics approach fails to account for the charac-
teristic trajectory patterns seen in these reaching tasks, t.e., this approach
does not "favor straight line movements over other movements" (Hollerbach,
1982, p. 190).

At this point, then, those committed to a dynamical account of coordinat-

ed movement face a nasty dilemma. The conceptually parsimonious account,of
motor control via articulator dynamics no longer appears valid. That is, the
elegance of the articulator dynamic account for single degree of freedom tasks
lay in its use of a set of constant, task specific, articulator-dynamic param-
eters to generite a potentially- _infinite number of_taskTtappropriate_kinematio

trajectories. The failure of such an approach when extended to trajectory
shaping in a multidegree-of-freedom task as simple as reaching Shows that
searching for invariant task-specific action units at the level of articulator
dynamics is likely be a frustrating and probably pointless endeavor. What

type of principles or control structures might underlie the trajectory con-
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straints on arm motion during reaching tasks? There are (at least) two alter-
native accounts. The first is simply to abandon the oynamical approach
altogether, and invoke explicit kinematic trajectory plans as sources for'the
characteristic constraints on motion patterns observed in different tasks:
Such an approach has been generally adopted in,the field of robotics (e.g.,
Hollerbach, 1982; Saltzman, 1979), and has been described in the following
fashion by Hollerbach (1982):

A hierarchal movement plan is developed at three levels of abstrac-
tion...The top level is the object level, where a task command, suctiN.
as 'pick up the cup', is converted into a planned trajectory (ital-
ics added] for the hand or for, the object held by the hand. At the
joint level the object trajectory is converted to co-ordinated con-
trol of the multiple joints of the -human or robotic arm. At the
actuator level the joint movements are converted to appropriate mo-
tor or muscle activations.

N

Alternatively, the second account involves defining dynamical control to-
pologies at a level of task description more abstract than the level of
individual joints. This leads us to a task-dynamic account of skilled ac-
tions.

IV) Task Dynamics

Previous articulator -dynamic descriptions of skilled movement provided
plausible accounts of only .a very limited type of data: that obtained in lab-
oratory tasks where uni-dimensional tasks mapped directly onto control-at a
single joint. For example, a discrete target acquisition task was thought to
involve specifying the dynamic rest angle parameter corresponding to the
task's target joint angle. .Hoitever, given the failure of articulator dynamics
to account fOr data observed in more complex multivariable tasks, one begins
to suspect that this approach might be inappropriate even as a model for con-
trol of single variable tasks. More specifically, one reaches the conclusion
that the dynamics underlying control of a singe joint task might be defined
more abstractly than at the articulator level (or joint level; see Holler -
bach's, 19P2, quote above).

On the basis of a logical analysis of performances across:a set of
multivariable real world tasks, two common aspects shared by all tasks become
evident: a) tasks are typically defined for the terminal devices associated
with task-releveint multidegree-of-freedom effector, systems (e.g., the grasped
cup and arm-trunk, respectively, for a cup-to-mouth task) and b) tasks typi-
cally demand characteristic. patterns of, or force' by these terminal
devices relative a set of task-specific spatial axes or degrees of freedom.
Thus, a given task .type can be associated with a corresponding task-spatial
coordinate system (task space) that is defined on the basis of both the termi-
nal devices and the environmental objects or surfaces relevant to the task's
performance. In fact, Soechting (1982) has presented evidence from a pointing
task nvoivingthe-elbow-*4ntthat- i #ea -thatthe-contrelledvariable Is
not joint angle Der se, but rather the orientation angle of the forearm in a
spatial coordinate system defined relative to an environmental reference
(e.g., the floor surface, or gravity vector, etc.) or the actor's trunk. This

suggests that a task-spatial coordinate system might indeed be the appropriate
level at which to characterize a skilled action.

r.
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The central tenet of the task-dynamic approach is that a set of constant
task-dynamic parameters can be defined for each of a given skill's task-space
degrees of freedom, defining, thereby a one-to-one correspondence between the

characteristics or ttff Iki IT' lad- the- ta-sk-idynamical-topology-under-----
lying that skill's performance. In other words, skill-invariant action units
are defined functionally relative to a given skill's task space and underlying
task-spatial dynamics (more simply, task dynamics). Such sets of constant
task-dynamical parameters may be used to define changing patterns of articula-
tor-level dynamic parameters (e.g., joint stiffnesses, dampings, rest angles,
etc.) according to two related versions (control law and network coupling) of
the task dynamic approach. The evolving constraints on articulator dynamics
serve to convert a given skill's effector system into an appropriate special
purpose device whose individual components (i.e., articulator degrees of free-
dom). act cooperatively is a manner specific to the task at hand. It should be
remembered for purposes of comparison that the articulator-dynamics approach
postulated sets of constant dynamic parameters at the inaividual joint level;
a given set would underlie the resultant variety of equifinal kinematic tra-
jectories for a given type of single degree of freedom task. In contrast, the
task dynamic approach postulates sets of constant dynamic parameters at the
'task-spatial level for given types of multivariable tasks. A given set of
such aarameters would: a) underlie directly an articulator-state dependent
patterning of articulator dynamic parameters; and b) underlie ultimately the
task-specific trajectory patterns and compensatory behaviors observed during
task performances. We will now provide an overview of the specifics of the
task-dynamic approach. using a relatively, simple arm reaching task for

illustrative purpose,. A schematic of the approach and the coordinate
transformations involved is shown in Figure 3.

A. Task dynamics; Task network

1. Task-space. A task-dynamic approach to a given skill begins with an_
abstract, functional description of, that skill's task space. Such a descrip-

tion has three parts. First, the relevant terminal devices and goal objects
or surfaces are defined. Second, an appropriate number of task axes or de-
grees of freedom are defined relative to the terminal device and goal

referents; and finally, an appropriate type of task dynamic topology is de-
fined along each task axis. For a discrete reaching task in two spatial di-
mensions, the corresponding task space is modeled as a two-dimensional point
attractor and is Illustrated in Figure 4A. In this figure, the reach target

(x) defines the origin of a t1t2 Cartesian coordinate system. Axis tl
.(the "reach axis") is oriented along the line from the target to the initial
position of the terminal device (open circle), which is modeled as an abstract

point task-mass. Axis t
2

is defined orthogonal to t1 and measures devia-
tions of the task masa from the reach axis. The task-mass,is allowed to
assume any t

1
t
2

position (filled circle) during task performance, and may
be considered an abstract point mass since it is not tied to any particular.
effector system. The equations of motion corresponding to axes ti and t2
are as follows:

mTel + bTlel s kT1t1 '

mTe2 "T2e2 s kT2t2 2

NT x task-mass coefficient;

12

where, (4)
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Task Space CO
-topological
-metrical

Body Space CO

Task, Network (g)

4

Articulator Network (e)

Figure 3. Overview of descriptive -,levels in task dynamic approach.

task mass (current position)

4-1 Wring
damper

t 'Reach
initial

1- axis
target Position

A.

t2
I

1

B. -

is

Figure 41. A. Discrete reaching (task space); D. System_ trajectories corre

sponding to di.fePent task axis weightings and initial conditions.
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!T1, bT2 a damping coefficients;
kTl, kT2 = stiffness coefficients.

In Figurc 4A the corresponding damping and stiffness elements are represented
in lumped form by the squiggles in the lines connecting the task mass to axes
t1 and t2. Equation (4) describes a linear, uncoupled set of task - spatial
dynamic equations, whose terms are defined in units of force, and whose dynam-
ic parameters are constant. This equation can be represented in matrix form
as:

+ Bit + KT = 0 , where

[
mt 0 bT2 1

MT 2 Mt. 0 ; it 2 bT1 I

0

['T
s Kil 0

0 kT2

41

(5)

It should be noted'that there are two nested structures of dynamical con-
straints at the task space level.' The first constraint structure is refined
globally, and serves to establish a task-specific dynamical topology. In our

reaching example, these global constraints on the task-dynamic coefficients
specified point attractor topologies along each task axis. Additionally, how.
ever,- a set of locally defined, metrical constraints serve to time the
task-spatial dynamic parameters (ir, BT, Kr) according to current task de-
mands. Thus, in the reaching example aT designates the perceptually
estimated mass of the terminal device (i.e., ,gripper + any grasped ob-
ject-to-be-moved), and BT and KT are specified, for example, according to the

-
3;

desired or required da in rstios (ST( = bT1/(2ficriii 3, i 1,2) and all-
tains times (ti" 4/E3Ti Tiin3 );

,2; Le., the time required for the
system` to settle within 2$ of the target amplitude; Dorf, 1974) along each
task axis. ,

The movements of the task mass in reaching space display two properties
highly Sesirable for the terminal devices of real world reaching tasks. Due

to the .point attractor dynamics, the movements will exhibit equifinalIty in
that the task mass will come to rest at the target regardless of initial posi-
tion (i.e., by definition, initial distance along t11 and velocity (i.e.,
initial direction and speed of task space motion) and despite transient
perturbations introduced en route to the target. Additionally, the task mass
sill shot straight line traJectories duringsnperturbad motions to the target,
since in this case the system is effectively one'iimensional by virtue of the
definition of the reach axis. However, motions in which the tapk mass is per-
turbed away from the reach axis will display trajectory shapes that depend on
the relative values of k

Tl
and k (assuming equivalent defying properties

along each axis) as well as the position in tit2 Space wheee the perturba-
tion "deposits" the task mass (see Figure 4B). Assuming critical damping
aloig both task axes (i.e., 1 1. = 1.0; i = 1,2) and a post-perturbation
velocity of zero, then: a) wh41 kTI < kT2, the task 'mass will approach
the reach axis faster than axis t; b) when

k,1 > t.T2'
the teak mass

will approach axis t2 faster than 11; and c) when k-Tl . = k4 the task-2'

14,
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moss will approach t1 and t2 at the same speed, showing a straight line
post-perturbation trajectory to the target. A straight line post-petturbation
trajectory will also result if, regardless of the relative values of kTi and
kre . the task-mass is deposited precisely on the t2 axis (Figure 48,
trajectory d). The reason for these relationships between perturbed position, ,

relative axis stiffness, and trajectory shape lies in the shape of the poten-
.tial energy functiOns corresponding to these different relative kTi and

1t2 values, and the resultant constraints placed on the ensu.ag motions of
tine task-mass when stt.rting at various post-perturbation locations on these
manifolds (see Hogan, 1980, for a more detailed discussion of potential energy
functions and spring stiffnesses in a similar two-dimensional mass-spring sys-
te00. Finally, note that these free and perturbed trajectories evolve as im-
plicit consequences of cal underlying task -space dynamics and, therefore, do
not reflect the use of either explicit trajectory.plans or replanning proce-
dures,

A. x2

B.

t
2

1

shakier I

sr 3XS

x01
1

x
1

Figure 5.0 Cdscrete reaching: A. Body space. Task space is embedded in a-
shoulder-centered' coordIG:te system; 8. Task network. Body space
description is transformed into joint variable form of massless
model arm. -

2: Lodz. gem. The above, patterns of task spatial dynamic parameters
were defined relative to an environmentally defined goal location and an ab-,
street disembodied terminal device.. If these patterns are to be useful to a
performer, they must first be transforomed into egocentric or body spatial form

(e.g., Saltzman, 1979). Such a transformation most be sensitive to the cur-
rent spatial or geometric relationship-between the performer and the task
space. Ae illustrated in Figure 5A for a reaching- task, this corresponds to
locating and orienting the task space relative to a body spatial (x1, xp)

coordinate system whose origin corresponds to the current location of the
6
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shoulder's rotation axis. Thus, the.terminal device's (task-mass's) current
location may be specified in xix2 coordinates. Further, the set of local-
ly defined constraints gfven by the spattcl relationship between task and body
spaces serve to tune the body spatial dynamic parameters 10 = (x01,
xn,) (the location of the task space origin in body space coordinates)
and 0 (the orientation angle between the task space's reach axes ti and body
space axis x1). Given this information, the task-spatial dynamical pattern
may be transformed into a corresponding body or shoulder spatial pattern. The
resulting set of linear body - spatial equations of motion for the task's termi-
nal device are defined in matrix form as follows (Note: In these and the
following equations, a superscript T denotes the vector matrix transpose,
operation): 4

(6)MA 11/811; ICB4a = p, where

148 = MTH, where HT : task space mass matrix; and

R = the rotation transformation matrix with elements rid converting
task space variables into body space form;

cos 111 sin

-sin 0 cosh

,1,113 = BTR, where 8T = task space damping matrix

KB = KTR, where KT = task space stiffness matrix

A3 4 -40, where L = (x1,x2)
T

, the current body space posi-
tion vector of terminal device; and

O = (x01ezn2)
T

, the body space position vector of the task
space origin.

One should note that equation (6),.unlike equations (4) and (5), represents a.
set of (usually) coupled, autonomous body spatial dynamic equations (i.e., the
off-diagonal terms are generally non-zero) due to the rotation transformation.
However, as in the case of the task-dynamic parameters, the terms of (6) are
defined in force units and the resultant set of body spatial dynamic parame-
ters is constant.

3. Joint variablesi Task Nage Network. The above patterns of body
spatial dynamic parameters were defined with reference to motions of an ab-
stract terminal device disembodied from its effecter system. These patterns
may be further transformed into an equivalent expression based on the

joint-variables of a massless "model" effector system. Lip the transforma-
tion from task-space to body space, this transformation is a strictly kinemat-
ic one and involves only the substitution.of variables. defined in one coordi-
nate system for variables defined in another coordinate system. As illustrat-
ed in Fige 58, this corresponds to expressing body spatial variables (4. AA
JV as funVons of an arm model's kinematic variables (g, 1), where

= (</42) , 01 : shoulder angle defined relative to axis x2,

d2 = elbow angle defined relative to the upper arm'segment. It should be
emphasized that the model arm used for this transfosimatioq is defined in
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kinematic terms only ,(i.e., the proximal and dicta, segments have lengths 11

ano 1,, respectively, but no maases), and that the arm's proximal (shoWder,
and drstal (wrist) ends are attached to the body space origin and the terminal
device/task mass, respectively. The transformed .equation is as follows (see
Appendix A for details):

Meji DEIJi Kex(g) = - MDYlp, where (7)

MB, BB, KB are the same, constant

WV = w(g) - )40, where

IVO = (X1(t)0X2(t)) 0

the terminal device
glee;

30 2 the same constant

J = Jig., the Jacobian
partial derivatives,

a - (al a a i6'T the
p 1. 1 20 2
vector; and

matrices used in equation (6);

the current body space position vector of
expressed as a function of current joint an-

vector used in equation (6);

transformation matrix Whose elements J
ij

a4i44j, evaluated at the current gi

current joint velocity product

are

V = V(i), a matrix of coefficients associated with in introduced-
during the kinematic transformation and evaluated at tlIe current 0.

One should ..ote that the matrix preGucts in equation (7) are not con -
stant, but are nonlinearly dependent on the current arm model posture g via
the configuration dependence of the J(g) and V(d) matrices. Further, although
equation (7) is expressed in terms of articulator or effector Aystem vari-
ables, it is bytno means an articulator-dynamic equation. Rathef, it is sim-
ply the .body spatial dynamic eouatibn (6) rewritten in- the articula-
tor-kinematic variables of a massless arm model with no reference to the Actu-
al mechanics of a performer's corrospohding real arm. Its terms, in fact, art
still defined in unite of force not torque. Thus, if the initial state.
(gpit) for the arm model in equation (7) specifies an initial body-spa-
tial itrist position and velocity equal to the initial position and velocity
for the task-mass in equation (6), the arm model's joints will change (via
equation (7)) in such a way that the wrist moves along exactly the same
trajectory as would the abstract terminal device (via equation (6)).

Equation (7) may be rewritten in units of angular acceleration:

J-1 M;1884 J-iti/K845(g) J-1111 (8)

9

For reasons to be elaborated further in the sections to follow, we consider
equation (7) to define the task dynamic network (task network) for our reach-
ing task example since, in effect, this equation describes a network of
task-and context-specific dynamical relations among the arm model's articula-
tor4inematic variables. Ultimately, however, a reaching task is performed by

1
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a real arm whose motions and responses teperturbetlons are shaped according
to task specific, evolving patterns of articulator-anemic parameters: In the
task dynamic approach, constraints arc supplied for these articulator dynamics
with reference to the task network equation M.

Ike will not, review the basic articulator-dynamics of a simple two-jointed
arm, and then discuss two alternative ways in which equation (8) might be used
to constrain these dynamics for a reaching task. *

B. Articulator dynamics; Articulator network
a

. For the purpose of singlicity, 440 will restrict our discussion to a
two joint, two - segment effector system whose segments ("upper arm" and "fore-
arm") have lengths if and i2, with' -masses m6 and a, uniformly
distributed along the %respective segment length,. Assuming Tric.ionless
revolute joints (01,02f defined, in the same manner as for the model arm) ,se

. and to gravity, the passive mechanical-(nW controls) articulator dynamic equa-
tions of m,tibn whost terms are defined in units of torque, are (see Appendix
B for details):

+ sA2p 2 , where (9)

M
A

..:41,(9), the 2 X 2, acceleration sensitivity matrix associated .

with inertial torques, whose eleients are fUnctiarorthe current
linkpge configuration, 9, The subscript "A" denotes articulator
dynamic elements;

SA 2 SA), a 2 X 3 matrix associated with coriolis torques
(rented to joint velocity cross products) and centripetal torques
(related Lb squares of joint velocities), whom elements are func.
tions of the current linkage configuration, b.

4

With controls included, this equation becomes:

HAi SAGA + Tits r. 2, where (10)

or

K
ilAQ

B
A

- a 2 X 2 control damping matrix;

= a 2 X-1 4ontrol spatial- spring torque vector; ,

KA = a copOol 2 X 2 joint-stiffness matrix;

441 $ 2 - o, where 20 = a 2 X 1 control reference coal/oration
vector; and .

ir a 2 X 1 control additional torque vector, whose function will
mita

be described more fullylin the following section on Control Laws.
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Equation 00) may be rewritten as follows with terms defined in units of
angular acceleration:

4 4413
A A.,

b
MAlis HASAip MAZAa ' 2 (11)

or

M4A K AO

Just as we considered equation 8 to define a network of task-dynamical rela-
tions over a kinematic arm model, we also consider equation 11 to define an
articulator dynamic network (articulator network) of relations among our (sum-
plified) real arm's joint variables.

The task dynamic problem for our reaching example (and other real world
tasks as well) may now be posed as the question of how to specify patterns of
articulator dynamic controls (Equations 10 and 11) such that, the resultant
terminal device's free and perturbed kinematics evolve according to con-
straints embodied in the corresponding task space's topological dynamics
(Equation 5). We consider two related methods in the sections bllow based on
alternate versions of equation (11). The first method uses equations 8 and 11
to formulate task-specific equations of constraint or control laws over the
articulator dynamic'parameters; the second combines the use of control laws
with the concept of network coupling between the task (equation 8) and articu-
lator (equation 11) networks. Both methods address the issue of coordination
in artificial (robotic, prosthetic) linkage systems. The network coupling
method also affords a novel perspective on styles of control in physiological
systems. In the following section, the control law approach is described,
while the network coupling method will be discussed in a later section on
physiological modes of motor control.

C. Method 1: Control laws

This method is conceptually quite simple and is outlined in Figure 6.
First, one assumes that the model arm state (tot) equals the real arm state .

(Roe) and that 9 and e (hence, also. I and i) are specified proprioceptively.
Second, one uses the following version of equation (11):

WABAi mXs i'10A,01) MArAa 8 2 (12)

Third, by comparing equations 8 and 12, one can see that the real arm (R vari-
ables) will move according to task dynamic requirements (i.e., will move
identically to the task netvores model arm 4 variablep) when the following
identities hold: a) J-141113 J AB b) J- MiK

B
43(0) MA 7As '

and el
-1

s MASA fleA Finally, one uses these identities to
define the fallowing nonlinear, hate- dependent. articulator dynamic control
laws:

BA = MAJ
-1

M
B
1
BBJ (13a)

BAs Me/ -4lBr(Bax(e)
(13b)

'Y
Aa

= (M
A
J -1V -S

A (13c)
..

192,
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It should be noted that the articulator dynamic controls in'equations 13
are defined by the linkage configuration(i)- or 3tate(0,0- dependent products
of: a) M

Ito
S ,J ,J` V A(Q) and 4 - -these are e- or R, -dependent, but

task independent;7 and b) MiT,BB,Ki, and x --these are constant, but
are dependent on both spatial context and task.1-0Finally, one should note that
for purposes of simplicity we have assumed that the computations involved in
equations 13 occur instantaneously. However, in reality this cannot be the
case and hence there must be a delay (At) between sensing a given linkage
state (at t = t4) and the specification of a task- and context-specific set
of controls (at t = t4 A t). It is possible, taerefore, that these con-
trols will be totally' inappropriate for the current (t = t4 +At) linkage
state. There are two main ways to deal with this problem. The first is to
minimize/it by using a variety of methods: a) table lookup (e.g., Raibert,
1978) for those terms in equations 13 that are independent of the current spa-
tial and task contexts, but can be indexed according to current artiellatory
state; b) parallel computation procedures, such that all elements in all
matrices in (13) are not computed sequentiapy; c) computation strategies
that heuristically omit certain terms in (13) or that capitalize on tht re-
peated use of certain "modular" functions (e.g., Benati, Gaglio, Moreno,.
Tagliasco, & Zaccaria, 1980) inthe component terms in (13); and/or d) using
remote sensing (exPrqPrioception, e.g., vision) to upecifY certain kinds of
information directly (e.g., hand position A) rather than indirectly through
computations based on proprioceptive feedback (e.g., 0)). The second way of
reducing the adverse consequences of delays is to use a predictive, "lookah-
ead" type of computation (e.g., Ito, 1982; Pellionisz & Llinas, 1979) such
that given an estimate of delay pt, the system might sense a linkage state at
t=t4, predict the state at t = t4 lit, and perform equation 13'3 compu-
tations with reference to this predicted state.

Control Laws
(IAAr' As Aa

,IArticulator Networkf__
(0)

Figure 6. Overview of information flow i control law version of task dynam-
ics.

V) Further Examples,

In the preceding sections we described the details of the control law
version of the task dynamic approach in the context of a discrete reaching
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task's point attractor topology. In the present section, we generalize this
approach to'other task types as well as to variations on the discrete reach
task theme. More specifically we describe how the task dynamic model: a)
generates task specific trajectory shapes in discrete reaching, rhythmic tar-
get-to-target, cup-to-mouth, and crank-turning tasks; and b) provides "imme-
diate coiperisation" to a sustained perturbation introduced to an effector sys-
tem while en rote to a target in a reaching task.

In the current control law context, all examples and computer simulations
described below represent motions of the articulator network (the "real" arm),
and the task network (the "model" arm) is rigidly constrained to move identi-.
i,ally due to the assumptions that b 2 4 and b = 4, given the current
"proprioceptively" specified 9 and It.

A. Trajectory Shaping

1. Discrete reaching. This is the familiar Teaching example, whose task
space is defined as a two-dimensional point attractor (see Figure 4A). A

straight-line trajectory for the terminal device (the hand) generated by these
task dynamics for a discrete reach is illustrate8 in Figure 7 (trajectory a).
For this trajectory the task space axis stiffnesses are symmetrical (i.e.,
k
T1 r. k) and critical damping is assumed along both axes. Note, howev-
er, that perfect, straight line trajectoriem are generated in contrast to the
Quasi-straight line trajectories observed experimentally for primates (e.g.,
Georgopoulos, Kalaska, & Massey, 1981; Morasso, 1981; Soechting Lacquanti,
1981).

x2
t

t 1
I2 ,

N. I

Figure 7. Body space discrete reaching 'trajectories showing effects of omit-
ting velocity product torque compensation terms with different task

axis weightings. I and F denote initial and final arm configura-

tions, respectively.
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As alluded to earlier (see also footnote 8), it is possible to 010itlAa
(i.e., the control vector associated with velocity product torques) from equa-
tion 12 and thereby obtain more "realistic" trajectories while at the same
time reducing the amount of computation involved in specifying constraints on
articulator dynamic parameters (trajectory b in Figure 7). As with trajectory
a, trajectory b illustrates a reach involving symmetrical task axis,

stiffnesses and critical task space damping. Omitting results in an
articulator network whose velocity product terms are simply f.ose specified by
passive arm mechanics (i.e., SAL in equation 9) rather than those speci-
fied by the task network (i.e., "%vit., in equation 7). Note that although

fthe omission of int:oduces a "hook* into trajectory b's illustrated hand
lia

motion, the hand nevertheless arrives precisely on target due to the underly-
ing task space point Attraotor dynamics. This preservation of accurate
targeting behavior when control terms related to velocity product torques are
ignored is a teatime of the task dynamic approach not shared by some other
robotic control schemes (e.g., Honerbach & Flash, 1981, see their Figure.8).
Finally, it should be noted that straight line hand trajectories. can be
approximated when /AA is omitted by a judicious relative weighting of task
axis stiffnesses. .and progressively clrser to ideal straight
lines will be produced using progressively greater penalities for task mass
deviations from the tesksrace reach sxis (t1) en rout* to the' target. A
hand trajectory for the arm motion corresponding to one such ratio

(k :k el 1) with critical darviii, along both task *.rxes is illustrated
in-

75
Figure 7 (trajectory c).

2. nutlialtagl task. In a cup-to-mouth task the 2021 i3 to move a cup
of liquid from an initial to final position (e.g., table top to mouth% while
maintaining a horizontal spillage - preventing cup orientation during the move-
ment. As in our discussion of the discrete reaching task, we begin with a
simplified task-dynamic treatment of a planar cup-to-mouth task performed by a
3joint (shoulder, elbow, wrist) arm usinS an Ostraot, functional description
of that skill's task space. This task spate it mndeled as a three dimensional
(one rotational and two linear degrees of freedom) point attractor and is
illustrated in Figure 8A. In this figure the terminal device 's An abstract
task-segment (mr 1: mass, 1T 1: length) representing 'Cc grasped cup, with
one end (the "distal" end) defined as the point of final cup-mouth contAlloto
and requiring three coordinates for its complete task space description. The

target location (mouth) for the segment's distal end defines the origin
(t

01'
t
02

) of a t
1
t2 Cartesian coordinate sysem; a.Us ti is defined

as a reach-axis from the initial position of the segment's distal end to the
tit

2
origin; and axis t2 is defined orthogonally to t1. The orients-

t on of the task segment relative to axis t, defines the ctrrent angular
t coordinate; to defines the (identical) initial and target task seg-
mkt orientations; and IT (41/31111.1./. ) is the task segment's moment

of inertia about its distal end. The equations of motio0 corre.tponding to
axes t1, t2, and t3 are:

m41 + bTlil kT1t1
0 (14a)

1142 * bT2i.2 + kT2t2 = 0
(14b)

PITL3 4. br3i 4. r 3 ( t 3403 ) = 0 (I4c)

whereto is a constant scaling factor with units of length and is used to en-
sure dimensional homogeneity along all task space dectes of freedom. Thus,
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A. t2

...-i,
target tip
position

B. ,i
2

C,

x0

task segment spring + damper
Na

3 --
*V It03

initial tip
position

initial (+ target)
/ orientation

03 t
1

,

x1

Figure 8. Cup-to-mouth task: A. Task space; B. Body space; C. Task net-
work.
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all terms of equation 14, even the rotational terms of 14c, are defined in
units of force. For purposei of the present paper, so is set to t and
consequently is olittd for notational simplicity in all further discussions
in this section.' In Figure 8A the stiffness and damping elements are
represented in lumped form as squiggles in the lines connecting the task seg-
ment to the linear "rest positions" and to the rotational "rest orientation."
Equations 14 describe a set of uncoupled (to definition of the abstract task
space) equations with constant task dynamic parameters and can be represented
in matrix form as:

MTI BTi f [(Tat e 2, where (15)

HT, BT, and KT are 3 x 3 diagonal matrices of teak dynamic parameters
analogous to the simpler 2 x 2 point attractor system of equation 5. In a
similar fashion, the body spatial equation and the joint variable (task net-
work) equation are simply the 3 x 3 analogs of equations 6 and 7. The corre-
sponding body spatial and joint variable representations are illustrated in
Figures 8B and 8C.

When simulated, a typical movement generated by these task dynamics, us- 4.,
ing symmetrical task axis stiffnessess (cTiek7,2ekT2) and critical damp-
ing along all task axes, shows both a straight "Tinetrajectory and a Wain-
tainted horizontal orientation of the task segment during the movement.

3. Reaching (rhythmic). The point attractor task space topologies used
for the discrete reaching and cup-to-mouth tasks will be unable to generate
the arm kinematics associated with sustained cyclic hand motion between two
body spatial targets. Consider, for example, the case of planar motion of the
terminal device (hand) and a corresponding 2-joint effector system (arm with
shoulder and elbow joints). The task space is illustrated in Figure 9A and
consists of an orthogonal pair of axes (tittp) for which: a) t, is de-
fined along the line between thetwo targets (D- distance between the targets);
and b) the origin is located midway between the two targets (A :D /2: distance
from origin to either target). The terminal device is an abstract point
task-mass (mTemase), and may be located anywhere in the task space. Point
attractor dynamics are defined along axis t2 to bring the task mass onto
axis t, and to maintain it there despite transient perturbations introduced
perpendicular to t1. Limit cycle (periodic attractor) dynamics are defined
along axis t1 to sustain a cyclic motion of the task mass parallel to t1
between the two targets, and-to maintain the desired oscillation amplitude
(A :D /2) despite perturbations introduced parallel to t1. The task space
equations of motion are:

m1:1 1)T11 f cT1tYt1 f kTiti C (16s)

e 0, where142 1)T2t2
kT2t2 (16b)

mT, kTl, bT2, and kTl are defined as in equation 5 (discrete reaching task,
point attractor); and (-b 1t1 cTit)ii) is the nonlinear escapement term
(van der Pol type) for axis t1.

The dynamic parameters for axis t2 are tuned in the same manner as in
the t

2 axis of the discrete reach task space (see ear14.er Task space sec-
tion). Tuning the dynamic parameters along axis t1 involves specifying
k
T1

according to the desired period, P, of motion and the relation
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A.

B.

C.

x
1

Figure 9. Rhythmic reaching: A. Task space. Open circles represent targets.
Squiggle represents point attractor (spring and damper) dynamics

along axis t2. Open box represents limit cycle (spring and van
der Poi escapement) dynamics along axis t1; B, Body space;

C, Task network.
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P=271/ .k./7'sr. The procedure for specifying bT1 and cri is more in-
volved, and may be understood by considering equation 16a in the following
normalized, dimensionless form:

Zi" 6 (1z12 )211 ZI = 0, where (17)

a) the single and double apostrophe superscripts denote differentiation with
respect to the dimensionless time variable, N =(sn, with Wor. .17rjrtkIT

and n denotes the standard time tariable; 21=i45;t1 is the
dimensionless displacement variable; and c) 6 = bT1/ mT Ti is a dimen-
sionless measure directly related both to escapement *strength" (i.e., the
strength with which'the system resfstb being displaced from the limit cycle)
and the shape of the limit cycle orbit in the phase plane (e.g. , 6 <<1 corre-

sponds to a circular orbit and sinusoidal motion; e» 1 corresponds to a
relaxation orbit and a step-like motion). Given values for k." (from the
desired period) and ,6 (from the desired orbit shape), l'is determined from
the above expression for G . Finally, it is known that the amplitude for the
normalized (2-variable) system of equation 17 is equal to 2.0 over. a wide
range of 6. values (e.g., 0<6<10, Jordan & Smith, 1977). For the original
non - normalized (t-variable) system of equation 16a, the corresponding ampli-
tude is A = 2

T1 Tle
Therefore, given valuta for b1.1 and desired am-

plitude A, the' value of c
T1

is determined from the preceding expreision for
A. Finally, equation 16 may be rewritten in matrix form as:

MTi BA + KTt =Iv where (18)

MT andiKT are defined as in equation 5;

[BT = -1)T1
0 , denoting the linear damping components; and

0 b
T2

F
T
=(-0

T1
ei

1 1,
0)T denoting nonlinear system components.

pi

Equations 16 and 18 represent an autonomous, uncoupled, task spatial

dynamical syst^", with constant parameters. Figure 98 illustrates how the task
space is located and oriented in body (shoulder) space. The body spatial
dynamical system is described by:

Ma 4. 8131 Keet =IFB, where (19)

MB =MTR, .where R=the rotational transform matrix with elements
r
ij

defined previously in equation 6;

BeBTB;

KB KTR; and

a _
F -(-c (r Ax r Ax (r x r 31 )9TI 11 I 12 2 11 I 12 2

0)T.

4

Equation 19 describes an autonomous, coupled (due to the rotation

transformation), body spatial dynamical system with a constant set of linear
parameters and a nonlinear, state-dependent forcing function. This body spa-
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tial equatioti may be transformed kinematically into joint variable form by
expressing is variables as functions of the t variables of a corresponding mod-
el arm (see Figure 9C):

MIA BBJI K8 ix =1,1 Met, where (20)

KB, BB, and KB are defined as in equation 19;

J-441(t), the Jacobian matrix;

iiet)=A4)-4;

Ed = i.e., B with the substitutions ax1 =ax1(t), ax2
ax24), il 2 j1181. J1212, X22j21614. 62262; and

V and by are as defined in equation T.

Equation 20 may be rewritten in the following task network form:

+
J-11031346 J-10:KBax(i) J-101 j-lvip

X
2

(21)

Figure 10. Body space rhythmic reaching trajectory when hand ,starts (or is
perturbed to) a position away from the steady state trajectory.

Finally, since the real arm's motion can be described by the articulator net-
work (2 variables) equation 12, one sees that the articulator controls, BA
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and L. are specified according to control laws 138 and 13b, respectively.
A cosfirison of equations 12 and 21 *lows that, assuming tri and be: the
articulator control T4a is defined according to the following control law:

0

-
Zia = (MA?

-1
V-3Alp MAJ

1

MB4Ed
(22)

A typical movement generated by these task-dynamics is illustrated in
Figure 10, showing the motion of the task mass in body (shoulder) space. Rote
the straight line hand trajectory during the steady.state cyclicmotion be-
tween targets, and also the way the hand,is attracted autonomously to this
steady-state trajectory despite a startup position (with zero velocity) 'away
from this trajectory.

4. Crank Pilling,. Figure 11C illuStrates the shoulder spatial layout of
a crank turning task in which: a) motion of arm and crank occur in the
horizontal plane; b) the crank segment's "distal" end is attached to a fixed
rotation axis located at No in Shoulder space; c) the crank rotates at a
constant angular velocity, i..about the fixed axis; d) the wrist joint is
fixed and the hand tightly grasps the crank's hanIlle, which freely rotates
about an axis fixed to the crank's "proximal" end; and t) Si and d2 rep-'
resent shoulder and elbow angles, respecti vely, while d2 represents he
.angle between .the hand-forearm and crank. The task space description is
illustrated in Figure 11A in which: a) the crank is the terminal device or
task segment (ftemass, 1Tilength): b) the fixed rotation axis at the
crank's distal end defines the origin of a Cartesian tit, coordinat: sys-
tem: c) an angular t3 coordinate is defined b§ the orientation of the crank
relative to axis to and d) IT:(1/3)mT1T is the crank's moment of

.inertia about its distal end. The task spatial equrtions of motion are de-
fined as:

sTil bT1t'1

m42 bT2i'2

-iobT3i3

pis the same scaling
further discussions in

kT1
t
I

= 0 (23a)

kT2t2 = 0 423b)

ect3t33 a 0, where (230

factor used in equation 14c, and will be omitted from
this section f ?r notational simplicity.

Equations 23a and 23b define point attractors whose corresponding damping
and stiffness factors are represented in lumped form in Figure 13a, and which
serve to maintain the crank's distal end at the task Space origin. Since in
the real world the crank is fixed to this axis, these axes may be weighted
rather loosely (i.e., they may be assigned low values for kTi and kT2).
Equation 23c needs a bit more explanation as it contains a limit cycles
escapement term (Rayleigh type escapement: -1)142 eT2112 ) but no

spring term. The behavior associated with equation 23d is besrutderstood by
examination of its corresponding phase portrait (Figure 12). Here it can be
seen that there are three steady states represelted by lines parallel to the
t2 axis. The lines defined by t3 = IV = 457.77.; are stable steady
states, and the line t2 = 0 denotes an unstable steady state. In other
words, given any nonzero' startup velocity in either the upper or lower half
plane, the system will reach the corresponding positive or negative steady
state angular velocity, ZY. If, however, the systeebegins at any angular
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A.

C.

x2

z 02 Io

x01

xl

xl

Figure II. Crank turning: A. Task space. Squiggles represent point attrac-
tor dynamics along linear axes t1 and t'. Open box represents
velocity attractor (Rayleigh escapement) dynamics along rotational
axis t B. Body space; C. Task network.
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position with precisely zero velocity, it will simply stay at that position.
In normalized form, equation 23c becomes:

t
3

Figure 12. Phase portrait of velocity attractor system.

3
( 1432 )i

3"
0, where , (24)

23
= STPTir tl is the dimensionless displacement variable, and

= beelT 1s directly related to the "strength", of the escapement t(i.e.,

the sWed with which the system attains the, steady State and the strength with
which it resists perturbations from the steady state). Since we are unaware
of any other label for this type of dynamical topology, we will call it a
bistable velocity attractor (or more simply, a velocity, attractor). Given a

desired escapement strength (A) and final crank angular velocity (Y), the
above relationships are sufficient to tune the system's bT1 and oTI values
according to these task demands. Equations 23 may be rewritten in matrix form

'3:

MTI gri 4. KT/ = IT, where

MT is defined as in equation 15;

(25)
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Equations 23 and 25 represent an autonomous, uncoupled (by definition)
task spatial dynamical system with constant parameters. Figure 119 shows how
the task space is located and oriented in body (shoulder) spatial coordinates.
Note that the orientation of task-to-body space is arbitrary, and in Figure
118 the orientation angle 111 is simply assumed to be zero (e.g.; see Ftgure 88
for an example of a different task with nonzero 9). Figure 11C, as mentioned
previously, shows the relation of the task and body spaces to the task's "mod-
el" arm. Equations for body spatial, arm model, and task network oynamics may
be .derived from equation 25 in a manner similar to that ustd in generating
equations 19, 20, and 21, respectively, from equation 19.

It should be noted that the configuration it of the model arm is specified
in exactly the same manner as our earlier examples. Angles di (shoulder)
and do (elbow) can be obtained "proprioceptively" but 62, the angle be-
tween the crank and the hand-forearm, cannot. However, ass1ing that the lo-
cation of the crank's distal end

AO
(envirphmentally fixed rotation axis) is

known in body space coordinates and given di and 62 proprioceptively, 6
is uniquely specified by geometric considerations. TKOs the full- S set iS
available for use in the control law computations.

B. Immediate Compensation

In the Introduction, we re7iewed experimental data on speech movements
that 'showed task-specific, automatic, compensatory response patterns in remote
articulators to unpredicted transient perturbations in a given articulator
that were relatively immediate. These data implied that selective patterns of
coupling or gating c.isted among the component articulators that were spwcific
to the produced utterances. In the context of the task dynamic approach, we
hypothesize that these coupling patterns are due to the corresponding evolving
patterns of articulator-dynamic control parameters specified by task- and
state-dependent control laws or equations of constraint.

To illustrate, consider the following example of a discrete reaching task
(formulated as a modified version of a cup-to-mouth task) in which a) the
terminal device is a pointer fixed to the hand of a 3-segment (upper arm,
forearm, hand-pointer) arm; b) planar motion of the pointer corresponds pp
angular motions of the arm's 3 joints (61 :shoulder, deelbow, 61-angie
between pointer and forearm); and c) task demands focus on positioning the
pointer's distal end at a body- spatial xic2 target but are relatively
indifferent to the precision of final orientation control. Consequently, the
task space may be described as a 3-dimensional point attractor with symmetri-
cal weightings for the linear t1 and t2 axes, and a much smaller weighting
for the rotational t2 axis. Figure 13 illustrates the initial (a) and final
(b) arm configurations that correspond to the current task dynamics (weighting
ratio of axes t1 and t2 to t is 20 :1) when the arm encounters no

perturbations en route to 'Its bodf spatial pointer target. The initial arm
configuration is (79°, 20°, :71 °) and the final arm configuration
0 8 (115°, 81°, 75' )T. Figure 13 (configuration c) shows the final arm
position when the shoulder angle is suddenly braked during the trajectory when
it reaches 105° and is held fixed at this angle. The initial 21 is the
same as in the unperturbed case and the pointer's distal end reaches precisely
the same spatial xix2 target as in x.he unperturbed motiolit delpite
fact that the. final configuration has changed to 2, = (105", 95', 52")4.
In other words, the system's response to the perturbation was to mautomatical-

redistribae the activity among its component degrees of freedom in a
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1

Figure 13. Arm configurations for simulated discrete, reaches showing:
a. Initial posture; b. Final posture (unperturbed trajectory);
c. Final posture (perturbed trajectory).
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Figure 14. Desctiption of basic postural perturbation paradigm of Nashner and
colleagues, showing four types of perturbation (right column) and
corresponding leg joint angular rotations (left column); A. AP
translation; B. Direct rotation; C. Synchronous vertical;

D. Reciprocal vertical. (Adapted from Nashner & Woolacott, 1979.)
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manner that still achieved the same task spatial goal. Furthermore, such

compensatory motor equivalence reflects the fact that targets in the task dy-

namic approach are not Aplcified as final articulator configurations, but

rather as desired final spatial coordinates for the terminal device; the-fi-

nal articulator configuration "falls out" of the task dynamic organization and

the environmental conditions in whichAhe movement is performed.

VI) Relevance to Physiological Literature

In this section, we will describe how the task dynamic approach might ap-

ply to the issue of postural control in humans, and suggest a *systemic" al-

ternative to the modular synergy model of Nashner (e.g., Nashner, 1981;

Nashner & Woolacott, 1979) to account for postural compensatory phenomena.

Further, we will review -evidenceAiva-studies of single=joint...dis_crete move-.

ment tasks (e.g., Bizzi, Chapple, & Hogan, 1982) that show that the physiolog-

ically relevant parameter df rest angle (i.e., the angle specified by the

equilibrium point between agonist and antagonist length-tension curves) is

actively specified during such tasks as a gradually (as opposed to step-like)

Changing central control signal. In the control law version of task dynamics,

there is no articulator-dynamic control parameter corresponding to rest angle.

However, a network coupling version of task dynamics, now in preliminary form,

will be described that includesrest angle as a parameter and provides a ra-

tional account for the evolution of the rest angle's trajectory without

,requiring an explicitly preplanned trajectory representation to account for

the observed pattern. Finally we will discuss the,Amplications of the network

coupling approach for theories of learned complex killed actions.

A. Postural control

Nashner and his- colleagues have performed an elegant series of experi-

ments on postural responses to ;support surface perturbations in standing human

subjects. Summarizing from the experimental report of Nashner, Woolacott, and

Tuma (1979) and several subsequant reviews (Wishner, 1979; Nashner, 1981;

Nashner & Woolacott, 1979), we, can describ' the paradigm and findings in the

following way. Basically, a subject stands.'with each foot on a separate

horizontal platform that can be translated horizontally, translated vertical-

ly, or rotated about at axis aligned with/ the ankle joint. Using these

platforms, one or a combination of the following four types of perturbation

could be delivered to the .subjects- on /a given trial (Figure 14): a)

simultaneous forward or backward anteroposterior translation (AP translation);

b) simultaneous flexion or extension ¢ otations (direct rotation), c)

simultaneous upward or downward vertical Aranslation (synchronous vertical);

and d) r;ociprocal vertical translation (reciprocal vertical). These perturba-

tion tipes may be characterized by the :corresponding patterns of whole body

motions,and joint rotations that would be induced in "passive" noncompensating

quhjeets (Figure 14). Thus, AP translation caused the body to lean in the

direction opposite to the translation; direct raition caused the nosy to

tilt in the same sense as the rotation; synchronous vertical caused the body

to move with the translatiOn; and reciprocal vertical caused the body to tilt

laterally toward the lowering platform. It should be noted that the first

three perturbation types induce motions in the sagittal plane, while the

reciprocal vertical type induces motion in the frontal plane.
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In response to each perturbation type or type combination, Nashner et
al. measured EMG responses from the upper and lower leg muscles, as well as
changes In ankle, knee, and hip angles. Associated with each perturbation
typewasa_lang_labeng3slatency in gastronemius) "rapid
postural adjustment" (Nashner, 1981), whit comprised the earliest useful
postural response, while the.sho-ter latency myotatic reflexes were either ab-
sent or of no apparent functional value. These rapid postural adjustments for
a given type a) were characterized by fixed ratios of activity among the
responding muscles, b) were -specific to the perturbation type (and the corre-
sponding type-specific patterns of joint displacements), and c) were "func-
tionally related to the task of coordinating one kind of postural adjustment"
(Nashner, 197 , p. 179). Further, during a set of trials in which a sequence
of either of three perturbation types (AP ,translation, synchronous vertical,
or reciprocal vertical) was unexpectedly and immediately followed by a se-
quence of one of the other two types, it was found that the functionally ap-
propriate postural synergy response occurred even on the first trial of the
new type. Such "first trial adaptation" did not occur, however, when a se-
quence of AP translations was followed immediately by r unexpected series of
direct rotations (or vice versa). In these cases, the inctionally correct
(i.e., posturally stabilizfiTi) synergistic response pattern was implemented
progressively over a series taf approximately three to five trials. Addition-
ally (Horak & Nashner, 1983), if a series of AP trials with the subject stand-
ing directly on the footplates was followed by a series of AP trials with the
feet resting on narrow transverse beams, the subjects switched from a postural
response involving predominantly ankle motions (ankle strategy) to one involv-
ing predominantly hip motions (hip strategy). This strategy change was imple-
mented progressively over the course of approximately 5-20 trials, and this
multitrial adaptation process was also seen for the reverse change from beam
to footplate postural strategies.

Nashner and his colleagues have interpreted these data as being consist-
ent with a modular synergy "conceptual model for the organization of postural

adjustments" 'e.g., Nashner, 1979, 1981; Nashner & Woolacott, 1979). Al-
though admittedly in preliminary form, this hierarchical model proposes that
postural synergies are organized spinally as separate modular functioi genera-
tors, and are automatically triggered by correspondingly appropriate distinc-
tive features of somatosensory (i.e., proprioceptive information related to
joint angular rotations) inputs. Thus, for example, the AP sway synergy mod-
ule is activated in proportion to ankle rotational input, while the vertical
suspensory synergy module is activated in proportion to knee rotational input,
and inhibition of the sway module by the suspensory module i3 provided to pre-
vent simultaneous activation of both synergies. Such a system provides a rea-
sonable account of the automatic first trial postural responses described
above. Additionally, supraspinal processes are assumed to modulate the in-
put -output relationships of the peripheral synergy modules in order to main-
tain postural stability using posturally relevant knowledge of results (e.g.,
sensory conflict betwen somatosensory and vestibular sources of information
concerning the body's orientation relative to the-support lase and the line of
gravity). Such supraspinally controlled modulation effects are presumed to
occur relatively slowly, and are posited to underly the multitrial postural
adaptation phencmena described above.

Task dynamics offers an attractive alternative to this hierarchical mdu-
lar synergy approach. In the modular approach, synergies are canonically
represented as stored output patterns, and are triggered by corresponding dis-
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tinctive features of somatosensory inputs. When the problem of postural con-
trol is formulated in task dynamic terms, however, synergies need not be
canonically represented anywhere; rather, synergistic patterns of muscle
activity may be viewed as emergent properties of the task dynamically organ-
ized postural system. In this latter view, one may define a postural task
space (see Figure 15A) in the following way, using postural control only in
the sagittal plane for Purposes of illustrative simplicity. This task space
is modeled as a two-dimensional point attractor for which: a) the terminal
device is the body's center of mass and is represented as a point mass with
mass equal to total body mass (note that, unlike earlier examples, this
termin41 device cannot in general be associated with a particular point on the
linkage); b) axis t is defined parallel to the line of gravity and axis
t

1
is defined ;Ionia to t2; the t

t
t2 origin is defined by the target

location of the mass center, which coincides with the mass center's initial
location (assuming a corresponding posturally stable initial body configura-
tion). The task space equations of motions are:

aril briii kriti = 0

= 0, where
11142 bT2t*2 kT2t2

(26a)

(26b)

the damping and stiffness parameters define point attractor topologies along
each task axis. Gravity does not appear explicitly in (26b) since t2
denotes displacement frgm the ftatically stable vertical position of the task
mass in the grayrtatioha1 field. In other words, t2 = t

2 2

(mIg/kT2)'
where te corresponds to the statically stable "vertical*

post ion of the task mass in the absence of gravity, and g denotes the
acceleration due to gravity. In matrix form these equations become:

MTI BT1 KTI = 0
(27)

The pattern of task spatial dynamic parameters in (27) may be transformed
into body spatial form with reference to a coordinate system whose origin
coincides with the center of the support base. The spatial, relationships be-
tween task space and body space are illustrated in Figure\ 15B in which: a)
the x

1
axis is defined along the anteroposterior line between the rear and

front edges (denoted by open squares) of the support base, which is defined by
the contact areas between the feet and ground surface; b) the x2 axis is
defined normal to xi st the midpoint of the support base; c) the relative
orientation between teak and body space is defined by the angle I; and d) the
location of the task space origin in body space coordinates is defined by
311. It should' be noted that both and AA are defined by' the current
postural configuration, which is assumed to a statically stable, i.e., the
projection of the initial location of the center of mass (task space origin)
along the line of gravity will fall within the boundaries of the support base.
In this regard, the task dynamic approach to vertical posture control is simi-
lar to the model' proposed by Litvintsev (1972), who stated that it is likely
that "the essential role in equilibrium maintenance is Flayed by a mechanism
which organizes muscular control at the various jolats by parameters
characterizing the general body position...(p. 590)," and that "the magnitude
and the rate of deviation of the weight center projection on the support plane
are input parameters for this mechanism (p. 598)." Finally, it shotad be noted
that: a) in most daily activities we stand co horizontal surfaces and
thereby usually assumes a value of zero (Figure 15C); and b) the body spatial
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C.

D.

Figure 15. Postural maintenance task: A. Task space; B. r'ody space. Open

boxes represent front and back edges of support base (feet).

Orientation angle, 0, between task snd body space is nonzero;

Body space. 0 is zero, representing parallel orientation of

t
1

and x1; D
'
Postural effector system,
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equations of motion derived from (27) have the Jame form as equation (6) in
our earlier discrete reaching example.

The body spatial pattern of dynamic parameters may be transformed into an
equivalent task network expression based on the joint variables of a (simpli-
fied) four-segmeni-17al, shank, thigh, torso), three-joint (ankle, knee, hip)
effector system (Figure 15D). This task network equation has the same general
form as the discrete reaching equation (8), except that the postural task net-
work involves three joints (not two joints), and two spatial variables, defin-
ing thereby a redundant task-articulator situation (see footnote 7) and hence
requiring the use of the Jacobian pseudoinverse, J-1; or weighted
pseudoinverse, J*.

In the task dynamic framework, it is evident that consistent synergistic
patterns of postural responses will occur in response to given types of
destabilizing inputs. If a task network is "established according to an
accurate evaluation of the spatial relationships between task and body space,
these postural responses will be stabilizing and compensatory. Further, they
will be ',immediately" accurate since they depend only upon the current limb
state and the (accurately tuned) task network. In other words, synergistic
responses emerge from the (tuned) postural system's underlying task dynamic
organization; there is no need to invoke the notion of access to and trigger-
ing of stored canonical synergy output programs. However, the postural system
can be fooled into establishing an improperly tuned task network based either
on an inappropriate evaluation of the task-body space geometric relationship,
or on the use of an inappropriate weighting strategy for the joints in the
(redundant) postural effector system. In the former case, for example, a se-
ries of trials involving AP translation perturbations requires tuning I g 0,
since the support base is horizontal throughout the trials. If a direct, rota-
tion perturbation is unexpectedly introduced, this setting is SO longer valid
and the task network will shape postural responses that are inappropriate and
destabilizing for the new task-body space geometry. Adaptive responses to di-
rect rotation perturbations require setting 0 a di (where 41 s aakle an-
gle) in order to tune the task network appropriately. Apparently, this sort
of retuning process does not occur instantaneously, bit requires 3-5 trials as
discussed earlier.

hi the case of tunings related to effector system weighting strategies,
it appears that an efficient strategy for dealing with AP translation pertur-
bations of the foot plates is an ankle-predominant one when the feet rest
directly on the plates, but a hip-predominant one when the feet rest on narrow
beams. These strategies would serve to tune differentially the weighAng
matrices for the task network (via the weighted pseudoinverse, J*) according
to the current support surface configuration. If the support surface context
is changed, say, from plate to beam support, :lien the ankle-weighted used

for the plate context will be inappropriate for (or less efficient than) the
new beam context. Apparently, adaptively retuning J* to reflect a hip predom-
inant strategy (and vice versa for hip to ankle strategy retuning) requires
approximately 5-20 trials as discussed earlier.

B. Rest angle trajectories; Network coupling

1. Rest angles_ final position, control, trajectort formation. It was

noted above (in the Topology and Dynamics section), that discrete target
acquisition tasks in one degree of freedom systems (e.g., at the elbow joint)
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were observed to display properties homologous to damped mass-spring systems
by several investigators (e.g., Cooke, 1980; Fel'daan, 1966; Kelso, 1977;
Polit & Bizzi, 1978; Schmidt & McGown, 1980) and had been modeled, essential-
ly, as point attractors in an articulator dynamic sense, requiring only the
setting of the final or target rest angle parameter (but see footnote 4).
According to the so-called "WILL positioq control" hypothesis (e.g., Bizzi,
Accornero, Chapple, & Hogan, 1981; Kelso & dolt, 1980; Sakitt, 1980), the
relative levels of neural activation of he spring-like agonist and antagonist
muscle groups at a joint

define an equilibrium point between two opposing length-tension
curves and consequently a joint angle. It has been suggested that
the transition from a given position to another may occur whenever
the CNS (central nervous system) generates a signal shifting the
equilibrium point between the two muscles by selecting a new pair of
length-tension curves (Bizzi et al., 1981).

According to this schema, movements are, at the simplest level,
transitions in posture. This simple idea is attractive because the
details of the movement trajectory will be determined by the'lner-
tial and visco-elastic properties of muscles and ligaments around
the joint (ibid).

However, as we discussed above (Section III), such an articulator-dynamic
control scheme breaks down when more complex mtiltijoint tasks are considered
(see also footnote 4). Further, even for single degree of freedom positioning
tasks, the final position control hypothesis may be incomplete. Bizzi and him
colleagues (Bizzi & Abend, 1982; Bizzi et al., 1981; Bizzi, Accornero, Chap -
ple, & Hogan, 1982; Bizzi, Chapple, & Hogan, 1982), for example, have sug-
gested that the rest angle trajectory is controlled in addition to final posi-
tion. Thus, the final position control hypothesis predicts that elbow move-
ments result from rapid shifts to target equilibrium points and that,

consequently, steady state equilibrium positions would be achieved after a de-
lay from'ausele activity onset due solely to the dynamics of muscle activa-
tion. Bizzi, Chapple, and Hogan (1982) offer a "slowest case" approximation
of 150 as for the time taken by the net muscle force to rise within a few per-
cent of its final value. In fact= however, these investigators showed that
for movements of at least 600 ms in duration, the mechanical expression of al-
pha motoneuronpl activity reached steady state only after at least 400 ms had
passed following the onset of muscle activity. Consequently, it appears that
the centrally generated rest angle signal gradually changes during the move-
ment, even in deafferented monkeys, such that the alpha motoneuronal activity

defines mm series of equilibrium positions, which constitute a trajectory
whose end ?oint is the desired finil position" (ibid). Finally, it should be
noted that Bizzi et al. (1981) interpret their observations as implying the
existence of trajectory plans or programs to account for the observed time
courses of rest angle movement as well as the final rest angle position.

The control law version of task dynamics is unable to account for these

data for two reasons. First, there is no parameter corresponding to rest an-
gle in the single degree of freedom case or rest ,,;onfiguration in the mul-
ti-degree of freedom case. Second, the control law version assumes that p, and

(real arm state) are perceived proprioceptively, that i and i (model arm
state) equal the real arm's state, and that control laws are specified accord-
ing to the currently perceived real arm's state. In the mdeafferentee case,
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in which the current 9, and i are unavailable, the control laws are undefined
and (coordinated) motion is not possible. Given the above "trajectory forma-
tion" data of Bizzi and colleagues, if task dynamics is to be applied in these
situations, the control law version must be amendf'4 to generate coordinated
movements in deafferented preparations and to include a rest configuration pa-
rameter (which, of course, must evolve autonomously during the movement
according to task-dynamic constraints). Although in preliminary form, we be-
lieve a network coupling version of task dynamics satisfies these requirements
and provides a more biologically plausible task dynamic account of skilled
movements.

2. Network Coupling.. The network coupling method (outlined in Figure
16) involves shaping articulator dynamics according to task-specific dynamical
constraints and may closely approximate a biological style of coordination and
regulation. Briefly, the network coupling method involves interpreting the
observed skilled motion of aneffector system to be the observable "output" of
an articulator network that comprista, however, only one half of a task
specific action system. The complete action system consists of the mutuallY
or bidirectionally coupled task .(output variables: g, I, etc.) and articu-
lator (output variables: etc.) networks. Thus, for the multidegree
of freedom discrete reaching task described earlier, this method involves: a)
treating the task network defined in equation 8 as a system for intrinsic pat-
tern generation that is specified for a given task and actor-environment con-
text, and that does not require peripheral input for its operation; b) defin-
ing the articulator network corresponding to an actual arm by the following
version of equation (11):

+ MASAOp + WIABAi + glyo + 44a : 0 (28)

Task Network
(0)

Control
Laws

(-1B 'T. )
A' A' Aa

4.111,

Articulator Network
(e)

Ae

Figure 16. Overview of information flow in network coupling version of task
dynamics.
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and c) using the task network to both actuate and modulate the articulator
network, while using the articulator network to modulate the task network.

More specifically, the network coupling method begins by using the A; out-
put of the task network as the *0 input ("rest configuration," i.e., % )

for the articulator network. However, since the task and articulator networks
are potentially independent, one cannot simply assume identical task and arm
network states (as in the control law approach). Rather, we make the less
stringent assumption that real arm and model arm states are "close," i.e.,
that 2 - = AQ and 2 - 4 .0 are "small." Therefore, the constraint rela-
tionships for Ba, KA, and TA. are defined in a more approximate sense
than those in equation (13) (see Appendix C for details):

BA = DIAJ
1
MBBBJ)19.i (29a)

KA = (HAJ
-1
Hic010

7:Aa= (HAJ-1V-SA312a=i4p

These 'sets of "driving" constraints (9,04) and "modulating" constraints (equa-
tions 29) comprise the "efferent" aspect of our coupled-network action system.
With these constraints, the articulator network becomes (statically) stable
about the current ,rest configuration, with stiff:gess and damping properties
defined relative to task space axis directions. "

(29b)

(29c)

However, a coupled-network action system involves bi-directional coupling
and hence an "afferent" aspect as well. This pattern of afferentation serves
to modulate the activity of the task network on the basis of 'oth relative an-
gular displacement to = and relative velocityanguvelocity ;17T

i#

cou-
pling terms defined byoc and pat respectively, w ere oc and P are constant
scalar coupling coefficients. This type of coupling, which is proportional to
differences between corresponding sets of state variables, is called _diffusive
coupling (e.g, Rand & Holmes, 1980). The modulaWed task network is then le-
scritJd by the following amended version of equation (8):

r1kilOBJ1 +rig:KB/We + 4.4ced +Psi = 9, (30)

where by assumption 4# and 4A are assumed "small." The effects of these cou-
pling terms on system behavior are to reduce the size of 40= -42) via (get
coupling and to reduce the size of 4# via Ns coupling, thereby promoting an
in-phase (vs. anti-phase) one-to-one relationship between real and model arm
motions. It stoup' be noted that equation (30) reverts to equation (8) when
4# and Aa equal zero (i.e., there is perfect mutual tracking of the real and
model arms) or when the afferent coupling is disengaged (i.e., peripheral
feedback is eliminated and the system is "deafferented") by setting otand P to
zero. Further, one should note that, even when deafferented, the model arm is

governed by the task network equation (30) and hence kis capable of
coordinated (although probably degraded) motion due to "internal feedback" of
the model arm's current state within the task network. Here, internal feed-
back is used in the sense of Everts (1971) to indicate information "arising
from structures within the nervous system" as opposed to peripheral informa-
tion from proprioceptive sources in the (real) limbs. Finally, although the

operation of the coupled action system involves regulating 416(2-0) and
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41(v-41) to be "small," this is not solely a function of R- - position control
requirements glEse but also serves to validate the "small" relative displace-
ment and velocity assumptions used for the real arm control matrices specified
in relationship (29).

In summary, the network coupling version of task dynamics may provide a
more biologically relevant sensorimotor control scheme than does the control
law version. For single degree of freedom positioning tasks, it provides a
rational account of the centrally specified rest angle's trajectory for these
tasks without needing to invoke an explicitly preplanned representation of
that trajectory. Rather, the rest angle trajectory evolves, even in the
deafferented case, as an ongoing fUnction of the underlying task dynamics.
Similarly, when applied to discrete planar reaching tasks of 2-joint arms, the
rest configuration trajectory will evolve so that the hand should move in a
quasi-straight-line from initial to final position. Finally, when applied to
cyclic spatial movements of a multijoint arm, the network coupling approach
shares certain features with recent work on locomotion (cf. Grillner, 1981,
for review). Investigators in this field assume the existence of innate,
endogenous, cellular networks that are: a) capable of driving the limbs
according to the locomotor task without requiring peripheral information; yet
b) can be modulated--in phase dependent ways--by this same peripheral input
(e.g., Forssberg, Grillner, & Rossignol, 1975). Task networks may be
interpreted as the abstract, learned analogs of such concretely defined,
innate networks. Thus, from a task dynamic perspective, the origins of task
networks lie in the active discovery and specification processes that occur
during skill learning. Once acquired, their operation is tailored to (tuned
by) cur.ntly perceived task demands and the actor-environment spatial con-
text.
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ApplaiLE A (Equation 7)

The body spatial variables (I, S, !).of equation (6) are transformed into
the joint variables (6, i) or a massless arm model using the following'
kinematic relationships:

I (Al)

voi (A2)

= J(d)a (dJ(f)Adt)i (A3)

= J(f)i V(6)ip, where

x(d) the current body spatial Position vector of the terminal device ex
..

pressed as a function of the current model arm configuration;

= (11 sindi 12 sin(di d2), licosdi 12cos(di 62))T;

a . '[at
1 '1'2.

elT2, the current joint velocity product ttotor;

J(d) s the Jac'...aan transform matrix;

{S (licosdi 12cos(61 62)

(lisindl 12sin(di 42)

12coc(61+ 62)

12sin(di 62)

V(d) = a matrix resulting from rearranging the terms of the expressib$
(d.)(0.)/di in order to segregate the joint velocity products into a sin
gle vector $p;p

4

= (lisindi

4 ( 1
1
cosd

1[

z 12sin(di 62))

12cos(d 1
di2)

7121p(ell 62) 12sin(di 42)

212e0s(d
1

el2) 12eoe(ei 1
el2 )

qr
.

Making these substitutions into (6) and rearranging, we get equation (7):

MI? ; 4 BB4 KBAX(111) = 4MBV6p, (A4),(7)

It should be noted that sincex in equation (6) is not assumed "small,"
the differential approximation dx = J(1)4 is not justified and, therefore,
equation (Al) was used instead for the kinematic displacement transforuation
into model arm variables.
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Appendix B (Equation 9)

Ona may derive using a Lagrangian analysis (see, for example, Saltzman,
1979, for details) the passive mechanical. equations of motion for the 2-seg-
ment arm (frictionless, no gravity) described in the text:

210
where (Al), (9)

MA = MA(S), the 2x2 acceleration sensitivity matrix with elements
qii, where

q11 m2(1) (1/3)11
4- 1

1
1
2
cos0

2
) m1(1/3)1%

q12 = m2((1/3)4 4. (1/2)1
1
1
2
cos0)

q21 (112

q22 : (1/3)111211;

SA : SAW, a 2x3 matrix with elements s resulting from
rearranging the terms of the coriolis and cent31petal torque terms
in order, to segregate the joint velocity products into a single
vector 0p, where

sil t 0; s12 = -m21112sin02; s13 : (1/2)s12

s
21 513; 822 0; 823 3 0

Appendix C (Equation 15)

I) KA. We begin with the expression MAK A01 from equation (11).

Since we assume that 49 is "small," we are justified in making the differen-

tial approximation:

-1 -1
IM1 AKAODIG = NAKAJ 1.3)1G , where (Cl)

MO -0
: 4(o) - A(p ) denotes the differential body space displacement between

the terminal devices of the real (articulator network) and model (task net-

work) arms, and [IA
A
J-1)1

0 denotes the articulator stiffness pat-
MOA

tern governing the real arms's responses to small displacements about x(00 =
i).

The body spatial stiffness responses of the model arm specified by task
dynamics for (possibly) large scale displacements iu(i) = z(t) Ao from the
"reaching target 4 are governed by the spatial restoring force term
IJ 14B K

B
0(0 0)1

go
equation (8). Assuming that the model (d = )

and real (9) arm. configurations are "close," we compare the stiffness expres-
sions and define the following constraint relationship:

K
A

= [M
A B
J-/g1K

B .0 2d
(C2)

vo 0.
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This relationship specifies that stiffness
49 perturbations will be defined according
task space stiffness weightings.

II) B, 15A itssuming that both and A
tional8) tot') to define the following

B = J-lin
A A -8-)15, 3,4

# and

XAa = (MArly-s 0 1
A Aell p

48

responses of the real arm to small
to task space axis directions and

are "small," one may use Aqua -
constraint relationships:

(C3)

(C4)
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Footnotes

1
An effector system is the set of limb segments or speech organs used

in a given action; a terminal device or end effector is the part of a con-
trolled effector system that is directly related to the goal of a performed
action. Thus, in a reaching task, the hand is the terminal device and the arm
is the effector system; in a cup-to-eouth task, the grasped cup is the termi-
nal device and the hand -arcs system is the effector system; in a steady state
vowel production task, the tongue body surface is the terminal device and the
jaw-tongue system is the effector system.

2
Different systems may have different types of escapements. For exam-

ple, van der Pol and Rayleigh oscillators have related escapement terms that
are continuous functions of the systems' states; the pendulum clock's escape-
ment term is a discontinuous function of the system's state, injecting a pulse
of energy at one or two discrete points in the cycle.

3For a task in which an arm is nonredundant, the number of controlled
spatial variables for the terminal device is equal to the number of controlled
joint angular variables for the arm. Hence the inverse kinematic transforma-
tion from spatial motions of the terminal device to corresponding arm joint
angular motions is determinate. For a task in which the number of joint vari-
ables exceeds the number of spatial variables, this transformation is

indeterminate and the arm is redundant. For redundant arms, one may specify
the inverse kinematic transformation by: a) "freezing" the extra joints in
the arm; b) adding extra controlled spatial variables to the task descrip-
tion; or c) speeifying optimality criteria to be satisfied for the joint
variables during the movement.

4
Indeed, herein lies an important difference between the various ver-

sions of the mass-spring model (or equilibrium point hypothesis for discrete
targeting behavior). In one widesprecd view that is restricted to single de-
gree of freedom motions, muscles are represented by a pair of springs acting
across a hinge in the :gonist-antagonist configuration. The final equilibrium
point is established t selecting a set of length-tension properties in oppos-
ing muscles (e.g., B; ,hi, 1980; Cooke, 1980; Kelso, 1977). This view, at
best, may work for deafferented'muscle, but, as pointed out by Fel'dman and
Latash (1982, p. 178) it is inadequate for muscles in natural conditions.
Moreover, as we have taken pains to point out, it does not work for complex,
multivariable tasks. An alternative view, which we elaborate upon here, is
that the parallel between a single muscle and a spring is not a literal one.
Inecd, the mass-spring model is better viewed as a model of equifinality or
motor equivalence: it is this abstract functional property that particular
behaviors share with a mass-spring system (Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey,
1980; Kelso & Saltzman, 1982). In short, the former, articulator dynamic
version is a hypothesis about a physiological mechanism whose shortcomings
have been noted (Rizzi, Accornero, Chapple, & Hogan, 1982; Fel'dman & Latash,
1982). The latter, abstract dynamic version refers to a complex system, and
is a hypothesis about behavioral function.

5
Currently, our task-dynamic formulation does not include precision

force control tasks. It can be easily adapted for tasks that demand particu-
lar motion patterns along a surface and only approximate control of the force
exerted by the terminal device normal to the surface (e.g., polishing a car,
erasing a blackboard). The approach can also be adapted for precision force
control tasks, however, as demonstrated by Hogan and Cotter (1982).
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6
Mason (1981; see also Raibert & Craig, 1981) has formalized a related

geometrical description for manipulator contact tasks in which different tasks
are characterized by distinct generalized surfaces in a constraint space. In

this task-specific constraint space, the task degrees of freedom are parti-
tioned into those associated with either position or contact force control,
respectively, during performances of the associated task. Such an approach
requires, however, explicit task- and context - specific position and force
trajectory plans for the task's terminal device. In contrast, the task dynam-
ic approach requires no such explicit trajectory plans, due to the
task-specific dynamical topologies defined for the task -space degrees of free-
dom. In our formulation, then, task-appropriate terminal device trajectories
are emergent propertieb implicit in the corresponding underlying task-dynamic
organizations.

TIn redundant task-articulator situations (see footnote 3), r 1
is

not defined and the Jacobian pseudoinverse (J+) or weighted Jacobian
pseudoinverse (Jo) may be used (Benati et al., 1980; Klein & Huang, 1983;

Whitney, 1972). Using Jo provides an optimal weighted 'east squares solution
for the differential transformation from spatial to joint motion variables.
If this weighting is task dependent, then Jo would be both task- and
configuration-dependent. For example, if a three-joint arm is used to posi-
tion the fingertip in a spatially planar reaching task, different weightings
would correspond to different arm joint motion strategies. One weighting
might correspond to a predominantly shoulder motion strategy, while a second
weighting might specify a predominantly elbow motion strategy, etc. In such

cases, elements of the weighting matrices used for the corresponding weighted
Jacobian pseudoinverses define a further set of tuning parameters for the task
network.

8As we demonstrate via simulation (in the Trajectory Shaping section)
in the case of our task space point attractor reaching example, it may be
possible to ignore the velocity product torque terms, and therefore omit 5
from equation (12), yet still arrive at the desired target via quasi-strai e

line hand trajectories. In fact, reach trajectories generated without such
correction appear more similar to experimentally observed trajectories than
ones generated with "perfect" velocity product torque correction.

9
The desirability of using such scaling coefficients was pointed out by

Mason (1931). In addition to using them to ensure dimensional homogeneity,
Mason showed that different values could be used to provide correspondingly
different weightings of rotational vs. linear aspects of Vol: performances.
However, since the task dynamic approach uses relative task axis stiffness
weightings for this purpose, the value of 14, was simply set to 1.0 in our
treatments.

10
For task spaces not defined by point attractors along each task axis,

however, equation 29a will no longer hold. For example, if a given task has a
limit cycle organization for one task axis, and therefore a nonlinear damping
term, the 8T and hence 8 matrices will reflect only the linear negative
part of this damping. If Un were used in equation 29a, the articulator net-
work should b.1 highly unstable. In such cases, however, one might simply
choose BA to make the articulator network stable about 20, given the KA
specified in equation 29o.
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SPECULATIONS ON THE CONTROL OF FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY DECLINATION'

Carole E. Gelfer,+ Katherine S. Harris,+ Rene Collier,++ and Thomas Baer

Introduction

It is generally assumed that, for read speech at least, the fundamental
frequency of the voice declines over the course of major syntactic
constituents. These units correspond to what has previously been termed the
"breath group" (Lieberman, 1967; Lieberman, Sawashima, Harris, & Gay, 1970)
or "intonation group' (Breckenridge, 1977), being marked on either end by a
pause and/or itispirstion. The general downdrift of FO is exclusive of local
perturbations secondary to syllable prominence and segmental effects, and is
probably best characterized by a steadily declining baseline upon which these
local movements are superimposed (Cohen, Coler, & t'Hart, 1982; Fujisaki &
Hirose, 1982).

Variations in subglottal pressure (Ps) and cricothyroid (CT) muscle
activity are thought to bear most directly on FO variation, although it has
been difficult to separate the CT's contribution to the global prosodic struc-
ture of an utterance from its involvem-nt in ongoing local adjustments. How-
ever, despite these methodological problems, there has been little evigence to
suggest a gradual decline in CT activity corresponding to that in F0. Rath-
er, the CT's most active involvement in intonation appears to be confined to
instances of local emphasis (e.g., Collier, 1975; Maeda, 1976). Subglottal
pressure, on the other hand, does exhibit a declination of its own that at
least grossly mirrors the F contour (Atkinson, 1973; Collier, 1975; Lieber-
man, 1967; Maeda, 1976), thus suggesting that FO declination might be a
passive phenomenon. However, despite the apparent relationship between P3 and
Fo, attempts to establish a direct correlation between the two (Atkinson,
1973; Maeda, 1976) have been unsuccessful in that the drop in F0 exceeds the
3-7 Hz/cm-H

20 that a purely passive model would predict (Baer, 1979; Hixon,
Klatt, & Mead, 1971; Ladefoged, 1963).

Some researchers have proposed that declination, and tne physiological
processes underlying it, is under active speaker control. This assumption de-
rives in part from observations of variations in some aspects of F0 as a func-

To appear in Vocal Fold Physiology: Physiology and Biophysics of Voice.
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tion of utterance length. Cooper and Sorenson (1981), for example, found sig-
nificant, if not robust, increases in initial peak Fn for progressively longer
utterances, while Breckenridge (1977) and Maeda 0-I976) observed the total
amount of declination to be relatively constant under the same conditions.
However, there is a large amount of data to suggest that final F values are
invariant despite changes in the length of utterances (Boyce ekenn, 1979:
Cooper & Sorenson, 1981; Kutik, Cooper, & Boyce, 1983; Maeda, 1976), initial
starting frequency (Liberman & Pierrehumbert, 1982), or the insertion of de-
pendent clauses such as parentheticals (Kutik et al.. 1983). What these re-
sults seem to suggest, then, is that, as an utterance increases in length, ei-
ther the total amount of declination increases or the rate of decline
decreases. However, it is not entirely clear whether 1) these are mutually
exclusive aspects of FO declination and 2) length-dependent variations in

FO
necessarily refute the predictions of a passive model of declination and favor
theories involving elaborate speaker pre-planning.

The present study examined the FO declination, and some physiological
variables presumed to underlie it, under various linguistic conditions. Our
purpose was to elucidate further the relationships among these variables and
to speculate whether speakers exercise significant control over any or all of
them.

Methods

The subject was a native speaker of Dutch who produced five repetitions
of Dutch utterances of three lengths; six, thirteen, and twenty syllables.
Mean utterance durations were 1.35, 2.065, and 3.02 seconds, respectively.
All three lengths had the first four syllables in common; for the longer
utterances, the first eight syllablies were identical (see Appendix). Each
utterance tymwas also produced in reiterant form, using either the syllable
/ma/ or /fa /. The purpose of employing reiterant speech was to neutralize
segmental effects while preserving overall intonation and syllable timing
(Larkey, 1983; Liberman & Streeter, 19'x8). In addition, by using syllables
with expected differences in airflow requirements, the effect of these differ-
ences on subglottal pressure and, possibly, F0, could be assessed.

Fob' each length condition, emphatic stress was placed either on the first
syllable receiving lexical stress (the second syllable in the utterance), the
last syllable receiving lexical stress (the penult:mate syllable) or both. We
will refer to these as early, late, and double stress conditions, respective-
ly. In all, there were twenty-seven utterance types (3 phorttic conditions x
j stress conditions x 3 length conditions). All tokens were aligned to the
onset of the second vowel and averaged for each utterance.

The results were analyzed with tespect to the effects of utterance length
and syllable emphasis on initial FO, P , CT, and respiratory activity, and the
magnitude and rate of decline in ewe of these variables over entire utter-
ances.

Subglottal pressure was recorded by means of a pressure transducer
inserted through the cricothyroid membrane into the trachea. Standard EMG
techniques were used to record from the cricothyroid muscle (Harris, 1981).
Lung volume was inferred from the calibrated sum of thoracic and abdominal
signals from a Respitrace inductive plethysmograph, and F0 was derived from
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the output of an accelerometer attached to the pretracheal skin surface. A

cepstral technique was used to extract F0 from the signal.

Results

Figure 1 shows Respitrace comparisons for each phonetic condition across
stress types for Length 2 utterances. Within utterances of a given phonetic
composition (i.e., Dutch, /ma/ or /fa/), the rate of air expenditure appears
to remain constant within stress condition, as is obvious from the generally
parallel tractive. However, the peak inspiration varies inconsistently across
parallel sets. Thus, it would seem that, on the respiratory level, locn1
variables such as the degree or place of emphasis were not reflected in the
air flow management of this speaker's utterances.

Across phonetic conditions, however, airflow rates do differ, es is evi-
denced by the apparent differences in the rate at which these curves decline.
The left-hand section of Figure 2 shows a comparison of the Respitrace curves
for each phonetic condition for early stress across three utterance lengths.
It appears that airflow rate for the /fa/ condition always exceeds that for
the /ma/ condition, while, for the Dutch, air expenditure is more variable.
The obvious question is whether these differences in airflow are reflected in
the pressure. From the corresponding subglottal pressure tracings on the
right of Figure 2, it can be seen that they are not. Furthermore, while local
segmental effects are apparent in the P curves, particularly for the4Dutch
utterances, it is also apparent that, for the three comparisons mane at each
length, a single line could characterize the decline of subglottal pressuro,
despite the variations in phonetic composition and concomitant airflow

characteristics.

Because of the demonstrated uniformity of Ps across phonetic conditions,
the remainder of this paper will focus on the analysis of the reiterant /ma/
Ltterancee on the assumption that they are at least generally representative
of normal speech.

ww ..
Table 1

Peak inspiration (left) and total inspiration (right), in liters, for the
three length conditions across all stress types.

Peak Inspiration Amount Inspiration
(liters) (liters)

Earl" Double Late Mean Early Double Late Mean

Length 1 3.83 4.06 4.05 3.98 .85 .93 1.17 .98

Length 2 4.1 4.35 4.12 4,19 .99 1.36 1.11 1.15

Length 3 4.23 4.16 4.09 4.16 1.41 1.6; 1.26 1.43

Mean 4.05 4.19 4.09 1.08 1.3 1.18
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S: RC LUNG VOLUME

LENGTH 2.
IUTT; DUTCH

UTT: MA

UTT: FA
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DOUBLE STRESS

LATE STRESS

Figure 1. Comparison of Respitrace curves for Length 2 utterances across all
stress types shown for each of the three phonetic conditions.
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Figure 2. Corresponding Respitrace (left) and subglottal pressure (right)
curves for the early stress condition across the three phonetic
conditions. Comparisons are shown for each utterance length.
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Figure 3 again shows Respitrace curves for each stress type across the
three utterance lengths. It can be seen that there are no visually signif-
icant differences in the rate of-expiration nor evidence of systematic adjust-
ments in peak inspiration as a function of anticipated length. it is the
case, though, that the depth of inspiration (with the exception of one utter-
ance type) appears to be adjusted according to utterance length. This is evi-
dent from the values in Tacle 1, which shows both the point of peak inspira»
tion and the amount of inspiration (calculated by subtracting the preceding
valley from the peak) for each utterance. However, because the experiment was
designed in such a way that all tokens of a particular stress type were pro
duced in blocks of utterances of increasing length, it is impossible to deter-
mine the significance of this finding. In other words, because Length 3 td-
kens were always preceded by tokens of the same length or, in one instance, by 4

the last token of the shorter length utterance, inspiration necessarily began
at a point lower in this speaker's vital capacity than, for example, Length 2
tokens, which could have only been preceded by tokens of the same length or
shorter. Thus, we are unable to determine whether the increase in the depth
of inspiration as a function of length represents an artifact of experimental
design or evidence of anticipated pulmonary requirements. Overall, the
Respitrace data fail to demonstrate conclusively the manner or extent to which
this speaker makes prephonatory adjustments of this kind under the various
conditions. However-, in light of the otherwise uniform nature of these
Respitrace curves, and the absence of any obvious relationship with the
subglottal pressure, their influence on the ultimate trajectory of fundamental
frequency declination appears questionable.

Figure t depicts the FO contours for the three stress conditions for each
utterance length. These contours probably represent what has been .termed
"baseline declination" in as pure a form as possible in that significant seg-
mental effects are absent. For the early and double stress conditions, there
is an obvious peak associated with every emphatic syllable, and a consistent
initial peak height difference as a function of utterance length. However, F0
does not decline steadily from these peaks. Rather, there is a rapid drop in
frequency to a point from which Fn then begins a steady decline. While the
time course of this initial plunge Is constant across lengths, despite differ-
ences in peak height, the points from which the slow decline begins for each
length are not, bearing instead the same relationship as the initial peaks.
This relationship appears to be maintained throughout the course of at least
the longer utterances, although they appear to decline in parallel. In the
absence of early emphasis in the late stress condition, the'Fo peaks occur up-
on initiation of the utterance and are thus displaced in time relative to the
second Ayllable peaks in the former two conditions. Furthermore, the decline

of F
0

from these peaks is far more gradual and less strikingly parallel. How-
ever, it is of some interest to note that the relationship of these nonemphat-
ic initial peaks across lengths is the same as for their emphatic

counterparts.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding subglottal pressure tracings. It can be

seen that the same general tendencies prevail. That is, there is an effect of
utterance length on the initial peak pressure and a relatively rapid initial
pressure drop into a more-or-less parallel and steadily declining function for
the longer utterances. Again, the peaks occur earlier in the late stress
utterances and the initial pressure drop is less rapid.

If the F
0

and P tracings are examined in parallel, it becomes appirent
that there is a point in time, following the initial peaks, after which the
decline in F

0
almost mirrors that of I'

s'
However, the parallelism is less
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Figure 3. Respitrace curves for reiterant /ma/ utterances across lengths.
Comparisons are shown for each stress condition.
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Figure 1. fundamental frequency curves for reiterant /ma/ utterances across
lengths. Comparisons are shown for each stress condition.
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Figure 5. Subglottal pressure curves for reiterant /ma/ utterances lilere35
lengths. Comparisons are shown for each stress condition.
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Figure 6. Averaged Cricothyroid muscle activity for reiterant /ma/ utterances
across lengths for each stress condition. Final peaks for each
utterance length ere denoted by the numbers above these peaks.
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obvious for the earlier portions of early and double stress utterances, since
the most rapid drop in P3 is far more gradual than that for F0.

Figure 6 shows CT activity across lengths for the three stress condi-
tions. The overall CT pattern differs from those of P. and FO in that, al-
though inhertntif noisy, CT activity appears to be relatively binary in utter-
ances of this form. There eee significant increases in CT occurring for ini-
tial syllables, whether stressed or not, and for all final stressed syllables,
which in this figure are marked in the double and late stress conditions
according to their respective lengths. CT activity during the early portion
of these utterance is characterized by double peaks whose timing is identical
across stress types, but whose relative magnitudes differ with stress type,
corresponding to the placement of the P3 and FO peaks. The double peaks
associated with the final stressed syllables of Lengths 2 and 3, however, are
the result of averaging events that are distant from the line-up point in to-
kens of slightly unequal lengths, and are not characteristic of CT activity
for final stress peaks.

In order to examine the effect of anticipated length on the initial por-
tions of utterances, we compared initial peak values of CT, P3, and Fn for
each stress type across lengths. It should be recalled pat the initial
utterance peaks for P and FO in the late stress condition were displaced rel-
ative to those with larly and double stress, while the timing of the CT peaks
remained constant irrespective of stress type. In the interest of consisten-
cy, then, the values reported here for P and FO in the late stress condition
are those that correspond in time to the Peaks for the other two stress condi-
tions and, thus, actually represent values on the declining portion of these
curves. The results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that a consistent
effect of sentence length obt %ins for every stress condition for all physio-
logical and acoustic measures.

If the corresponding FO and CT curves are examined in parallel, there ap-
pears to be a close correspondence between the time course of the CT suppres-
sion and the point at which FO begins its steadiest decline. We would thus
hypothesize that the combined activity of CT and P3 accounts for the behavior
of FO near peaks, but not during the period of FO slow decline. We
acknowledge, of course, that the activity of a number of muscles, not moni-
tored in this study, may also have causal effects on Fo.

Assuming, then, that CT plays little or no active role in FO declination,
we examined the relationship between P. and F in two different ways. First,

the amount of drop in Fn and P3 was carculated between the point at which the
CT activity ceased and the end of the utterance in the early stress condition,
and between CT cessation and the minimum values just preceding the last peak
in the double and late stress conditions. In the secsad analysis, we used the
average duration of Length 1 of the early stress utterances as a fixed end-
point and determined the amount and rate of F0 and P. decline between the off-
set of CT activity and this fixed endpoint for all utterances.

The offset of CT activity was defined as the time at which the EMG output
(measured in microvolts) dropped to and remained below a level equivalent to
the baseline plus 10% of the peak level. These analyses were not performed on

Length 1 of the double and late stress conditions. In the former condition,
the interval between CT offset for the first peak and CT onset for the second

was too short. In the latter condition, CT activity was never consistently
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Table 2

Initial peak measurements of'cricothyroid activity, subglottal pressure, and
fundamental frequency for the three length conditions across stress types. P

and F
0 values for the late stress Condition do not represent absolute peal

values (see text).

Initial Peak Values

FALThlt Double Late Mean

.ength 1 202 273 159 211

CT Length 2 296 277 169 247 Cricothyroid

Length 3 310 331 189 277 (0)
Mean 269 294 172

Length 1 8.3 9.9 7.1 8.4 Subglottal
P
3

Length 2
Length 3

9.7
9.9

10.7
11.3

7.4
8.2

9.3
9.8

Pressure
(cm-H

2
0)

Mean 9.3 10.6 7.6

Length 1 135 137 102 125 Fundamental
FO Length 2

Length 3
141

166

143

158

111

124
132

149
Frequency

(Hi)

Mean 147 146 112

Table 3

Analyses of rate of decline in FO and P3 across lengths for each stress condi -(
tion, calculated for (1) the interval from the point of CT offset to P3 minima
(variable interval) and (2) the interval from the point of Ct offset to a
fixed endpoint corresponding to the average duration of Length 1 of the Early

stress condition (constant interval). The frequency -to- pressure ratios are

also shown for each analysis.

FO

ANALYSIS 1

FO/Ps

ANALYSIS 2

OPsPs FO Ps

Length 1 22.21 3.94 5.64 22.21 3.94 5.64
Early Length 2 14.39 2.47 5.83 19.7 3.73 5.28

Length 3 7.03 1.07 6.57 17.42 3.95 5.2

Length 1 -
Double Length 2 15.37 2.38 6.46 22.52 4.12 5.47

Let,gth 3 10.76 1.36 7.91 19.75 3.49 5.66

Length 1 - - - - -

Late Length 2 20.79 2.57 8.09 17.32' 2.61 6.64

Length 3 16.85 1.56 10.8 35.22 3.52 10.01
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suppressed, so that an offset time could not be obtained. Furthermore, in
both cases the designated interval for the second analysis extended into the
final stress peak. These analyses were pertormed on a token-bytoktn basis in
order to accommodate variability in the timing of CT activity.

Table 3 shows the results of' both analyses in terms of F0 slope (Hz/sec),

P
s slope (em-H20/secl, end the frequency-to-pressure ratio (Hz/cm-H20). Look-

ing first at tfle ratios from both analyses, it should be noted that six of the
seven values from Analysis 2 fill within the acceptable range cf 3-7
ilz/cm1

20, while only four of the seven values from Analysis 1 fall within
this range. However, even those values that fall outside the range ire
considerably lower than those reported when the effect. of CT and possibly
other muscle activity are not neutralized (see Maeda, 1976). Thus, a passive
mechanism whereby F0 is determined by a steadily falling subglot-
tal pressure should tie reconsidered.

Discussion

As for the influence of utterance length on the slope of Fo
change, the results of Analysis I show a substantial decrease in the rate or

and Pe

change with increasing length. This effect has been observed in previous
studies and assumed to represent high level preplanning whereby certain physi-
cal aspects are represented in a speaker's utterance plan; However, when
slope is alcalated over fixed portions of these same utterances, as in Analy-
sis 2, the length effect observed in Analysis I .is substantially lessened;
demonstrating a more constant rate of decline across lengths. (For Length 3
of the late stress condition, there is probably some peculiarity in the data,
particularly for Fo.) The results of the latter analysis further suggest that
neither FO nor P. decline at a constant rate across an entire utterance. If
they did, we wodld expect the slopes to be identical over any portion of a
given utterance, despite its length. However, the results of Analysis 1

demonstrate that this is not the case. It appears that,. with the obvious
exception of the late stress utterances, the rate of decline in Ps an F0d F is
greatest earlier in an utterance, as.is indicated by the steeper slopes in the
second analysis, and that these curves would be best characterized by an
exponential function. Thus, the apparent "length effect" that we and others
observe when slope is calculated over an entire utterance can probably be
attributed to the nonlinear nature of F0 declination and not to elaborate
precalculations or ongoing reorganization on the basis of utterance to length.
Our data substantiate the claims of Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982) that the
F
0

ppcontour gradually approaches an asytotic value, as well as Haeda's find-
ing that the latter portion of some utterances may not show any evidence, of
declination.

The systematic ac, stments in peak FO' suggest that, on some level, this
speaker does take sentence lengtb into account. However, these peaks do cot
appear to influence the trajeccory of the total declination contour. Rather,
their influence, appears to be limited to their immediate vicinity, probably
including Of frequency from which declination actually begins. However, the
latter is probably a function of temporal constraints whereby, ip a fixed
amount of time, the frequency to which Fo falls is a function of the frequency
from which it starts. Thus, whatever Its purpose, manipulating peak height
does not appear to be essential to the realization of declination, pee se.
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In summary, we have found that, for reiterant utterances composed of
voiced continuants, where normal segmental adjustments were presumed to be
neutralized, CT activity was prominent in instances of emphatic syllable
stress, and relatively inactive elsewhere. Subglottal pressure, on the other
hand, showed a gradual decline before and/or after stress peaks and was
paralleled by a falling fundamental frequency. Thus, while we cannot rule out
effects such as vocal fold relaxation on F

0
and P during these intervals, the

data do suggest that, whe-e CT activity is negligible, F0 declination can be
accounted for on the basis of a falling P3 alone.

Our conclusions at this point must be tentative for two reasons: First,
because we have anlayzed the data of only one subject and second, because
there are inconsistencies between the late stress utterances and the other two
stress conditions. However, we believe there are strong indications that
declination may be the province of low-level processes such that variations in
certain aspects of F0 are the result, not of high-level (i.e. cognitive-
ly-generated) planning processes, but of the intrinsic behavioral properties
of underlying physiological systems.
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Footnotes

1
This should not be interpreterl as meaning that there is not a gradual

relaxation of the muscle, but that the EMG activity associated with
cricothyroid contraction does not appear to lessen gradually over the course
of an Uttgrance,

2
The durations of the reiterant utterances are, on average, somewhat

longer than the corresponding Dutch due to the intrinsic duration of /a/
and /or the inadvertent addition of extra syllables. Those tokens for which
the latter was evident were still included in all analyses on the assumption
that the speaker's intention was to produce an utterance of a given duration,
Po that any length-dependent adjustments would be identical.

3As used here, peak inspiration -Corresponds to the maximum amplitude of
the output signal of the Respitrace immediately preceding the onset of speech.
Becaust of the built-in filter characteristics of the Respitrace, however,
this point may not represent actual peak inspiration. Furthermore, baseline
drift and positional changes may introduce artifact into the signal as well.
Therefore, peak inspiration measures should be interpeted with caution.

4
The actual peak values for P and F0 for the late ctress condition evi-

dence a similar length effect. "They are, in order of increasing length:

P5 7.9, 8.1, 9.0; F0: 113, 119, 139.
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Bares Stress

Length 1:

Length (2:

Length 3:

Double Stress

Length 1:
Length 2:
Length 3:

Late Stress

Length 1:
Length 2:
Length 3:

APPENDIX

Je weet dat jan nadenkt.
Je weet dat jan erover nadenkt te betalen.
Je weet dat jan erover nadenkt ons daaroor met genoegen te

betalen.

Je weet dat jan nadenkt.
Je weet dat jan erover nadenkt te betalen.
Je weet 4at Jan erover nadenkt ons daarvoor met genoegen te

betalen.

Je weet dat jan nadenkt.
.)e weet dat jan erover nadenkt te betalen.
Je weet dat jaa eover nadenkt ons daarvoor met genoegen te
betal



SELECTIVE EFFECTS OF MASKING ON SPEECH AND NONSPEECH IN THE DUPLEX PERCEPTION
PAR? DIGM

Sh1omo Bentin+ and Virginia A. Mann++

Abstract. Perception of second formant transitions isolated from a

synthetic 11)0 or igal syllable as nonspeech "chirps" or as support-
ing identification of a stop consonant was investigated using the
duplex perception phenomenon. This phenomenon arises when dichotic
presentation of the transition and the remaining part of a CV

(the base) allows the transition to support both perception of
that syllable and a nonspeech chirp simultaneously. Over the course
a tour szparimcnte it was found thzt: !) Stimulus onset asynchrony

-of base and transition impairs the accuracy of syllable labeling,
tit improves "chirp" classification into nonspeech categories,
whereas a white noise backward mask ipsilateral with the transition
ixoirs categorigation of "chirps" but not of the syllables suppc "t -
ed by these transitions. 2) Progressive attenuation of the relative
intensity of the transitions impairs speech perception at a slower
rate than nonspeech perception. 3) A white noise mask preceding the
base in the ipsilateral ear and presented simultaneously with the
transition interferes with labeling syllables, but does not affect
categorization of chirps. 4) A white noise ipsilateral backward
mask of the transition penalizes both categorization and discrimina-
tion or nonspeech percepts more extensively than that of speech. An
analagous mask consisting of a second formant transition appropiate
to Ida] did not affect nonspeech perception, but impaired correct
labeling of the syllables. It is suggested that perception i.1 the
speech and in the nonspeech modes is contingent upon activation of
different central mechanisms.

Speech perception involves the recovery of phonetic information embedded
in acoustic patterns that stimulate the auditory nervous system. Frequen-
cy-modulated acoustical signals, foment transitions, can be sufficient cues
for the perceived distinction between 40p consonants when they are integrated
with a syllabic base, in which case they support an abstract phonetic percept
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such as "bit or "g." However, when the same formant transitions are presented
in isolation, perception reflects the acoustic characteristics of the

time-varying nature of the frequency-modulated signal. Thus, although some
subjects might be able to perceive isolated formant transitions as speech-like
(Nusbaum, Schwab, & Sawusch, 1983), most tend to describe them as "chirps"
that have no relation to the perceptual characteristics of the stop consonants
that they otherwise may cue (Mattingly, Liberman, Syrdai, & Halwes, 1971).

This radically different perception of the same physical stimulus in two dif-
ferent acoustic contexts has been taken to reflect two different modes of au-
ditory perception in humans: a phonetic mode exclusively dedicated to (Meech,
and a nonphonetic mode for the perception of other auditory stimuli (Liberman.
1982; Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy, 1978; Mann & t 'erman, 1983; Repp,
1982).

The two different perceptual modes are simultaneously operative in the
phenomenon of "duplex" perception first described by and (1974). Duplex
perception occurs when the transition of the second and/or third foment,
which supports perception of a unique stop consonant, is separated from the
rest of a synthetic syllable and presented to one ear, while the remaining
acoustic pattern (the base, which by itself is perceived as a syllable) is
presented to the contralateral ear. In this situation, most (but not all)
listeners simultaneously expeence two distinct percepts: One is the origi-
nal syllable that would result if the base and the transition were electroni-
cally fused; the other is the "chirp" sound produced by the frequency modula-
tion of the isolated transition. Interestingly, if fusion occurs (as it does
for the large majority of listeners), the subject hears both the fused speech
percept and the nonspeech characteristics of the transition, but not the base
by itself. Since the duplicity of perception involves the fused percept and
only one aspect of the "prefused" information, the duplex phenomenon does not
represent merely a lowe -' vs. higher hierarchical level of information process-
ing, but represents two modes of processing, phonetic and nonphonetic (Liber-
mrn, 1982).

In addition to being an interesting experimental demonstration of the two
perceptual modes, the duplex phenomenon provides an excellent opportunity to
investigate at what level of information processing they become distinct and
to understand better the difference between speech and nonspeech perception.
An advantage in studying this phenomenon is that the two percepts arise from
one and the same physical stimulus, so that all that needs to be manipulated
are the instructions to the listener. It has been shown, for example, that
presence vs. absence of a preceding interval of silence affects discrimina-
bility of torment transitions when they support perception of the consonants
"t" and "p" following 4s," but has no effect on the discriminability of the
same transitions as no,s;'eech chirps (Liberman, Isenberg, & Rakerd, 1981).

This was taken as evidence that the importance of silence in the perception of
stop consonants is related to "specifically phonetic (as distinguished from
general auditory) processes, and that the effect of silence in such cases is
an instance of perception in a distinctively phonetic mode" (Liberman et al.,
1981, p. 142). Further studies have shown that, on the speech side of the du-
plex percept, transitions are perceived categorically, whereas, in contrast,
the same transitions heard as "chirps" are discriminated continuously accord-
ing to onset frequency. Moreover, preposed syllables affect the perception of
the transitions when they support the perception of stop consonants on the
speech side of the duplex, but not their categorization as nonspeech chirps
tlann & Liberman, 1983).
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Studies of duplex perception conducted so far have been aimed primarily
at supporting the distinction between phonetic and nonphonetic modes of
perception. This aim has been accomplished successfully insofar as it has
been possible to manipulate variables that influenced the phonetic side of the
duplex percept, but had no effect on the nonphonetic perception of the Isolat-
ed transitions. Yet, if the nonphonetic mode is truly independent, one should
likewise be able to manipulate variables that will selectively influence the
perception of the transitions as "chirps," while leaving the speech percept
unaffected. A careful investigation of variables that selectively affect each
side of the duplex percept is necessary if we are to accept the independence
of the two perceptual modes.

To this cad, the present study investigated the relation between the
phonetic and nonphonetic modes of perception by manipulating factors that have
selective effects on one or the other side of the duplex percept.. Four
experlments are reported. The first examined the effect of the stimului onset
asynchrony (S0A) between the base and the transition, and the effect of white
noise auditory backward massing of the transition on labeling each component
of the duplex percept. The second experiment examined the effect of attenuat-
ing the amplitude of the isolated second formant (F2) transition on labeling
each component of the duplex percept. The third experiment presented the
white noise mask of Expert:- It 1 on the same channel as the base and
investigated the effects of -kis masking condition on speech and nonspeech
perception of the transition. The fourth and final elcceriment examined
separately the effects of backward masking of formant transitions by white
noise and by different formant transitions on the labeling and discrimination
of each component of the duplex percept.

Experiment 1

This experiment investigated the effects of increasing SOA on each compo-
nent of the duplex percept. Specifically, we reasoned that categorization of
chirps might be facilitated by an increase in SOA, whereas speech perception
is penalized. Cutting (1976) has already reported that when the transition
and the base of a CV syllable, [ba], Ida], or (gal, are dichotically present-
ed, SOA has a destructive effect on the fusion of the two stimuli. In con-
trast to this general effect, it should, be mentioned that in Cutting's (1976)
study the subjects were sometimes able to fuse the transiti.as and the base
even at large SOAs of 80 as and more as suggested by their above-chance cor-
rect labeling of the syllables as [ba], (dal, or (gal. However, one problem
with this interpretation of their responses is that the unfused base is
frequently perceived as [dal, and Cutting's inclusion of this category as a
correct response confounded possible confusion with successful fusior.. We
attempted, therefore, as part of the present experiment, to replicate Cut-
ting's results, but to circumvent the problem posed by the ambiguity of (dal
percepts in his experiment.

Another goal of the first experiment was to investigate the effect that
monotic white noise backward masking of tne isolated transitions might have on
the speech and the nonspeech aspects of the duplex percept. The assumption
underlying the use of backward masking to study perceptual processing is tat
when the onset of the mask is delayed relative to onset of the target, proc-
essing of the target occurs during the delay, but is interupted by che arriv-
al of the mask (Turvey, 1973). If speech and nonspeech perception represent
distinct modes, we might be able to mask selectively one or the other of the
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two perceptual aspects of the F2 transition. We would then be able to inves-
tigate the level in the auditory system at which the two modes become separat-
ed.

The decision to employ a white noise mask was based on several considera-
tions. We wanted a mask that would be most likely to nave a selective effect
on the nonspeech aspect of the transition. Massaro (1970) has shown that a
tone is masked efficiently by a different tone even when the similarity be-
tween the pitch of the mask and the target tones is varied over a considerable
range. On the other hand, white noise does not mask categorization of one or
two tones when_ the intensity of the mask does not exceed that of the test
tones (Kallaan_& Brown 1983), although it does effectively mask detection of
tones ,Elliot, 1967). No similar results are available fob the masking of CV
syllables. However, Ja assumed that the general unratterued nature of the
white noise mask woult minimize the possibility that it interferes with
extraction of the phonetic information embedded in the transition, while still
interfering with ?exception of its nonspeech aspects.

The first experiment, therefore, had two goals: (a) to investigate the
effects of increasing S0A between the F2 transition and the base, and (b) to
investigate the effects of a white noise backward mask presented in the same
channel as the transition on subjects' ability to label the speech and non-
speech aspects of the duplex percept.

Method

Stimuli. The stimuli used to create the duplex percepts are schematical-
ly represented in Figure 1. They were adapted from two-forment synthetic
approximations to the syllables [be] and [gal, as produced on the parallel
resonance synthesizer at Haskins Laboratories. The pattern illustrated in .he
left panel of Figure 1, which we refer to as the "base," is the constant por-
tion of the two syllables. Its duration is 300 ms, with a 25 ms amplitude
ramp at onset, a 100 ms amplitude ramp at .7,ffset. and a fundamental frequency
that falls linearly from 114 to 79 Hz. '''ne first foment begins at 100 Hz,
and during the first 50 ms it increases linearly to achieve a steady-state
frequency of 765 Hz. The remaining two patterns, illustrated in the

right-hand panel of Figure 1, are the F2 transitions appropiate for [be] and
[ga]. Each was synthesized separately from *.he base, and is 50 ms in dura-
tion. Their common offset frequency is the steady-state frequency of the F2
of the base (1230 H,), and amplitude contour and fundamental frequency are '4%-
identical to that of the first 50 ma of the base. The Ibal transition starts
at 924 Hz, has a rising frequency contour, and if electronilally fused with
the base, supports perception of [bal. The [gal transition starts at 2298 Hz,
has a falling frequency contour, and if electronically fused witt the base,
supports perception of [gal. The base alone tends to be perceived as a poor
quality [dal.

An additional stimulus was created for the purpose of backward masking
the perception of the F2 transitions. It consisted of 15 ms of white noise at
intensity 1.8 dB above the maximal intensity of the transitions.

Test. tapes. The base, F2 transitions, and white noise mask were digi-
tized at 10 kHz, and subsequently recorded onto magnetic tape. Five stimulus
series were created: Three practice series to acquaint subjects with the du-
plex percept, and two test series to assess the influence of temporal asyn-
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(to one ear) (to other ear)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the patterns Used to produce the duplex
percepts.

chrony and of the white noise mask on the speech and nonspeech components of
the duplex percept.

In the first practice series, designed to familiarize subjects with the
speech component of the duplex percept, the base was electronically fused with
each of the F2 transitions so as to form two syllables, [be] and (ga3. These
were recorded five times each, and then ten time in alternation. In the sec-
ond practice series, designed to familiarize the subject with the chirp compo-
nent of the duple). percept, the isolated (ba] and [ga] transitions were
recorded five times each and then ten times in alternation. The third and fi-
nal practice series was designed to familiarize the subjects with duplex
percepts. In it, the base and the F2 transitions were recorded onto separate
channels of the tape so as to permit dichotic: presentation of each transition
in synchrony with the base. These two duple: stimuli were also recorded five
times, then alternated ten times.

The two test series included only dichotic stimuli. As in the third
practice series, the base and the transitions were recorded onto separate
channels, but the synchrony of base and transition was systematically
manipulated. In the first test series, the [be] and [ga] transitions each
preceded the base eight times at eight different SOW. 0, 20, 40, 60, 70, 80,
90, and 100 ms. This yielded a total of 128 stimuli that were recorded in
randomized sequence with interstimulus intervals of 2.5 sec, and longer pauses
between blocks of 16 stimuli. In the second test series, synchrony of base
and transition was again manipulated, but each transition was also immediately
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followed by the white noise masking stimulus. Each transition, preceded the
base eight times at three different intervals: 0, 20, and 40 ms. This yield-
ed a total of 18 stimuli, recorded in randomized series with the same
interstimulus and interblock intervals as in the first test series.

Procedure

Subjects listened to stimuli over TDH -39 headphones in a quiet room.
They were naive as to the nature of the experiment, being told only that .tts
purpose was to examine whether perception of speech and nonspeech could be al-
tered by certain distractor sounds. They were further advised to attend to
the percept designated by the experimenter and to ignore all else. The
experiment began with a pretest that involved presentation of the three prac-
tice series: the electronically fused syllables, the isolated transitions,
and the dichotic stimuli. Participation in the experiment proper required
that a subject be able to distinguish accurately the speech and nonspeech
percepts presented in the first two practice series, and to label accurately
the two components of each duplex percept in the third practice series. In

this manner we insured that each subject who continued in thg experiment was
able to perceive the distinction between the [ba] and [gal speech percepts and
.the distinction between the rising and the falling chirps, which were the non-
speech percepts in the duplex listening condition.

Those subjects who met the pretest requirements went on to participate in
two experimental sessions, with order counterbalanced across subjects. In one
sess'on, their task was to label the speech percepts as containing "b" or "g,"
while ignoring the nonspeech percepts. That session began with presentation
of the first (electronically fused syllables) .and third (duplex percepts)
practice series, followed by the two test series in counterbalanced order. In

the other session, the task was to label the nonspeech "chirp" percept as ris-
ing or falling, while ignoring the speech percepts. In this case presentation
of the second (isolated transitions) and the third (duplex percepts) practice
series preceded the two test series.

Subjects. The subjects who met the requirements of the experiment were

ten Young women who attended Bryn Mawr College. Two additional subjects were

screened but not included in the subject population because they f iled to
distinguish the Nal and [gal components of the duplex percept.

Results

The data for the first experiment comprise labeling responses to the two
components of the duplex percept. the speech percept of Nal or [gal and the
nonspeech r'rcept of a rising or filling chirp. In the first test series we
had systedaticany manipulated the synchrony of the constant base and the
variable F2 transition heard in the .they ear. The percent correct responses
for the speech and nonspeech percepts averaged across the ten subjects appear
in Figure 2 as a function of SOA.

In general, subjects were more accurate in labeling nonspeech percepts of
rising and falling chirps than in labeling speech percepts of Ebel and [gal.
This difference was significant in a repeated measure ANOVA, F(1,9) .4 12.39,

MSe = 780, 2 < .005. The systematic increases in SOA also had an effect on
response accuracy, F(7,63) = 3.39, MSe = 65, 2 < .004, *but most importantly,

manipulations of temporal asynchrony had opposite effects on speech and non-
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Stimulus Onset Asynchrony

Figure 2. The effects of increasing SOA on labeling syllables and "chirp"
categorization.

NONSPEECH

...................

0 20 40 msec

Stimulus Onset Asynchrony

Figure 3. The effects of backward masking the transition by white noise on
labeling syllables and "chirp" categorization.
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speech percepts: F(7,63) = 8.75, MSe = 73, k < .0001. Whereas speech percep-
tion was best when the base and transitions were in time synchrony, nonspeech
perception was better when the transitions preceded the base by 20 M3 or more.

We turn now to the results obtained with the second test series, designed
to evaluate the effects of backward mashing on each component of the duplex
percept. The results are presented in Figure 3 where, for convenience, we
have also gitven the results obtained with the comparable unmasked stimuli :rom

4 the first test series. An analysis of variance computed on the results sum-
marized in Figure 3 revealed that while the white noise stimulus had some ef-
fect on performance, F(1,9) = 7.59, MSe = 269, 2 < .02, the more interesting
result is that the mask penalized perception of the transitions as rising or
falling chips, but had no debilitating effect on the perception of the
transitions as cues for distinguishing [Da] and [gs], F(1,9) = 53.47,
MSe = 72, 2 < .0001. Also, no interaction was found between the SOA and the

masking effects. The contrasting influences of backward masking with white
noise and manipulation of temporal synchrony on the two components of the du-
plex percept are to be regarded as the major outcome of this experiment.

Discussion

This experiment has shown that SOA and a white noise mask had selective
(but opposed) effects on the speech and nonspeech aspects of the euplex per-

.

cept. While an increase in the SOA between the base and the transition
systematically degraded speech identification when the transition was
incorporated into a CV percept, SOAs beyond 20 ms had a facilitatory effect on
the labeling of the same transition as a nonspeech chirp. In contrast. a
white noise mask that immediately followed the isolated transition had no ef-
fect on speech identification, but.considerably impaired the discriminability
of the chirps.

The explanation ef the differential effect of increasing SOA on speech
and chirp discrimination is straightforward. SOA has an adverse influence on
fusion, and emphAnizes the individuality of each channel. Obviously, since
chirp identification is based on one channel only, it could not be penalized
oy this manipulation. Moreover,. the higher percent correct categorization of
chirps with nonzero SOA might suggest release from a masking effect of the
(lower frequency) first formant transition, which might survive in spite of
the dichotic presentation. Since identification of [Da] or [gal] is based on
fusion of the base and the transition, obviously SOA impaired reception of the
syllables. We note, however, that.correct labeling of [be) and [ga] was above
chance even when the SOA between the transition and the base was as long as
100 ms. Since the base was identical for both the [Da] and [gal] duplex

percepts, any correct identification of the syllable is contingent upon the
phonetic information provided by the transition. Nusbaum et al. (1983) claim
that listeners may identify the isolated transitions as speech without

integrating them with the base. ff indeed labeling of syllables at large SOAs
was based on phonetic categorization of the transitions, an above-chance
asymptote in performance should have emerged. In contrast, a continuous de-
cline of percent correct was found as SOA was increased, supporting the hy-
pothesis that syllable identification in the duplex situation is in fact based
on successful dichotic fusion (Repp, in press; Repp, Milburn, & Ashkenas,
1983). We therefore reject Nusbaum et al.'s hypothesis, and assume that some
fusion did occur even when the offset of the transition preceded the onset of
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the base by 50 ms. Successful fusion implies that, at some point in time, the
two stimuli were simultaneously available to the phonetic processor and sug-
gests that the information provided by the leading transitions was somehow
stored in memory. The location and form of this storage is not revealed by
the present experiment.

The second and, perhaps, more important result is the differential effect
of the white noise mask on the speech and nonspeech aspects of the perception
of the transitions. The white noise mask impaired categorization of the
nonphonetic differences between the two transitions, but the different phonet-
ic percepts supported by them remained unaffected. This result might be ex-
plained in two ways. The first is to assume that labeling in the phonetic
mode, being both natural and based on highly overlearned categories, require
less precise auditory information than does labeling in the nonspeech mode,
where the artificiality of the task and the higher amount of uncertainty re-
quire more information to be resolved. If this were so, the mask would have
had a general effect on the input of the auditory information interfering with
a common sensory, precategorical storage mechanism accessed by both the
phonetic and nonphonetic processing systems. However, other alternatives
should also be considered. A second ,Nossible explanation is that there exist
different phonetic and nonphonetic information processing mechanisms (Cutting
& Pisoni, 1978). If this were so, the unpatterned white noise would have in-
terfered selectively with nonphonetic processing. One way to discriminate be-
tween the two explanations is to determine whether other stimulus degradations
penalize nonspeech to a greater extent than speech perception. This was test-
ed in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

One explanation for the differential effect of the white noise mask 0
Experiment 1 was based on the rssumption that speech can be classified into
well-known categories, and therefore is more tolerant than nonspeech of the
ambiguity induced by the mask in the auditory stimulus. If this is so, other
forms of stimulus degradation might have effects on speech and nonspeech
perception, similar to those found in Experiment 1. A direct test of this hy-
pothesis was attempted in Experiment 2.

In the first description of the duplex perception phenomenon, Rand (1974)
reported that a 30-dB attenuation of the transition relative to the base did
not impair correct labeling of the fused speech percepts. With 50-dB attenua-
tion of tho transition, labeling performance was st411 above chance. However,
no results were reported regarding the comparable effect of degrading auditory
information on the nonspeech aspect of the duplex percept. If correct speech
categorization can indeed be based on less auditory information than is re-
quired for correct categorization of nonspeech, we should expect that attenua-

tion of the transition will impair speech labeling less than nonspeech

categorization. We tested this prediction by gradually attenuating the inten-
sity of the isolated transition for subjects instructed to label the speech or
rnspeech aspects of the duplex percept in two separate sessions.

Method

Stimuli. The stimult employed in Experiment 2 were the base and the (bai
and iii1ETransiticns Experiment 1. This time, however, instead of
manipulating the temporal asynchrony of base and transition, we kept them in
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synchrony as we decreased the relative amplitude of the transition in step
sizes of 6 dB from about 80 dB (the amplitude employed in Experiment 1) to 66
dB below that amplitude.' The decreases were accomplished on the DDP-224 PCM
waveform editing system at Haskins Laboratories.

Test tapes. The three inspection series were as in Experiment 1. In the

test series, duplex stimuli were presented, with the base and transition
recorded on separate channels In onset synchrony. Each of the two transitions
occurred eight times at each of twelve different amplitude levels: equal to
the base, -6, -12, -18, -24, -30, -36, -42, -48, -54, -60, and -66 d8. This
yielded a total of 192 stimuli, which were recorded in a randomized sequence
with interstimulus and interblock intervals as in Experiment 1.

Proce4ure

The procedure was analogous to that employed in Experiment 1, which had
preceded Experiment 2 by several weeks. There were two sessions, with order
counterbalanced across subjects. In one session, the task was to Label the
speech percepts as (ba), (ga), or Ida]. The response category of (da) was
included because tda) is the response most often assigned to the base in iso-
lation, but no (dal esponses were given by our ,ubjets, perhaps owing to
their previous everience in Experiment 1. Presentation of the first and
third inspection series (electronically fused (ba) and tga) syllables and du-
plex stimuli) was followed by presentation of the test series. In the other
session, the task was to categorize the %percepts as rising or falling in
pitch, or to respond with "0" if no nonspeech percept was heard. Presentation
of the second (isolated transitions) and third practice series was followed by
presentation of the test series.

Subjects. The subjects were the same ten young women who participated in
Experiment 1.

Results

The pattern of results, averaged across subjects, is graphically summar-
ized in Figure 4, where the solid line represents the accuracy of responses
when subjects were asked to label their speech percepts, the dashed line re-
presents the accuracy of response when subjects labeled their nonspeech
percepts of rising and falling chirps, and the dotted line represents the
percentage of the trials on which subjects did not hear any chirp at all. In

general, the accuracy of speech perception was superior to the accuracy of
nonspeech perception, F(1,9) = 10.85, MS6 = 840, p c .009, and the systematic
decrease in transition amplitude had a penalizing effect on both,

F(11,100) = 23.23, MSe = 130, p < .0001. Yet, amplitude decreases had a sig-
nificantly greater effect on nonspeech perception than they had on speech
perception, F(11,99) 7 3.11, MSe = 15%, p < .001. For example, at an ampli-
tude decrease of 42 db, subjects reported hearing no chirps at all in 50% of
the trials, and their categorization of those chirps that were heard was only
75% correct. Yet, at this same amplitude decrease, speew labeling was 95%
accurate. At -48 d8, subjects were reporting a nonspeech percept in only 20%
of the trials and their nonspeech labeling was at chance, but their speech
labeling was correct in 89% of the trials. Indeed, not until an amplitude de-
crease of 66 d8 did speech perception approach a 50% level of accuracy. This,

then, we regard as the major outcome of the third experiment: At certain am-
plitude levels where nonspeech percepts of the F2 transitions often go
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/
undetected and even when detected, are categorized at chance levels, speech
perception conveyed the phonetic information' in the same formant transitions
quite accurately.

100 o........0 ..... ......
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Figure 4. The effects of a decrease in the :Amplitude'Of the isolated transi-
tion on labeling syllables,' "chirp" detection, and ."chirp" categor-
ization.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 replicate those of Rand (1974) and provide
strong support for the hypothesis that categorization of speech may be based
on less auditory information than is-required for nonspeech categorization.
The different sensitivity of the speech and nonspeech' perception( mechanisms to
the decrease in the intensity of the transitions also suggests that they
operate at different als of information proceising. As Cutting (1976)
pointed out, sensiti.ity to energy level Is indicative of loweri-level process-
ing in audition, as Turvey (1973) suggested for visual pirception4 Tn. small-
er effect of the decrease in the transition's energy on speech than on win-
soeech perception indicates that zpeech labeling is less sensitive to changvs
in energy levels of the stimulus and, therefore, is based on higher-level
perceptual processes than is nonspeech categorization.

Experiment 3 .

In Experiment 1 the mask was presented in the same c nnel as the transi-

tion. The purpose of the third experiment was to exa ne the Wefts of a
white noise mask, presented simultaneously with the transition but in the same
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channel as the base, on speech and nonspeech perception of the dichotic stimu-

lus.

,Massaro (1970) reported that contralateral backward masking of tonal tar-

gets by tonal masks interferes Witt pitch perception as much as binaural back-

ward masking. Dichotic backward masking effects have also been found with

more complex stimuli, such as a syllables (Darwin, 1971; Studdert-KennedY,

.ihankweiler & Schulman, 1970). In contrast, when the contralateral mask leads

the target stimulus", recognition of CV syllables is less impaired (Darwin;

1971; Studdert-Kennedy et ra., 1970), and pitch recognition of tones is not

affected at all (Massaro, 1970). On the basis of these results and of binaur-

al masking effects, it has been suggested that an auditory input produces a

preperceptual auditory image that represents the information in the stimulus

and is located centrally. The recognition process entails a readout of the

information from this preperceptual auditory image (Massaro, 1972b), and this

process is penalized when a lagging stimulus (the mask) occurs before comple-

tion of the readout of the necessary information. Phis hypothesis explains

the difference between forward and backward masking effects.

We may assume that two similar intense stimuli simultaneously presented

to the two ears will be simultaneously present in the centrally located

preperceptual storage. In this case, since the white noise and the isolated

chirp are both nonspeech stimuli, they might fuse but should not provide a du-

plex percept. Since the same "constant" (the white noise) is added to each of

the two different chirps, we may expect that the combin4d-tWiii-ralrp

percepts would be discriminable and therefore nonspeech categorization will

not be affected by the contralateral simultaneous white noise mask. A similar

prediction was made about masking effects cn he speech aspect of the duplex

percept. If indeed speech perception involvez readout from the preperceptual

image, the base, the transition, and the white noise would all interact. The

results of Experiment 1 and 2 suggest, however, that s-eech information can be

extracted quite accurately from a "noisy" image, and therefore the mas; should

not interfere with syllable labeling.

Method

Stimuli. The stimuli were 30 ms F2transitions separated from two-for-

slant aproximations of Nal and [ga], and the base, all oewly synthesized on

the Haskins software parallel resonance synthesizer. The base V83 180 813 in

duration, had a 25 ma amplitude ramp at onset, a 100 ma amplitude ramp at off-

set, and a fundamental frequency that fell linearly from 114 Hz to 81 Hz. The

first torment increased linearly from 250 Hz to a steady state of 765 Hz dur-

ing the first 30 ms. The steady state of the base's F2 was at 1230 Hz and be-

---gan-30-ma-after the-ons4t-tatAheefirt. The (ma] transition fell lin-

early from 2200 to 1230 Hz, and the [ba] transition rose linearly from 1000 to

1230 Hz. The fundamental frequency of the transitions was identical to that

in the, first 30 ms of the ease.

For duplex presentation in the control condition, a Nal or a

[ga] transition was recorded onto one char.nel of a magnetic tape and the base

was recorded onto the other channel with 30 ms SOA, following the transition.

In the masking condition, a 30 ms segment of white noire immediately preceded

the bast (i.e., the noise was an ipsilateral forward mask with respect to the

IiiiiTbUt a simultaneaus-cuntral-ateral-mask with respect to the chirp:.
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Test tapes. A screening tape and a test tape were peepared. The screen-
ing tape contained five series of stimuli, starting with the full [ba] and
Iga] syllables repeated ten times, followed by ten-alternations between the
two syllables. In the second series the F2 Eba] and Ega] transitions occurred
in a sequence identical to that for the intact syllables. Following the
isolated transitions, the duplex percepts were introduced in the following
order: First, the base was paired with the (ba] transition and recorded
dichotically five times. Next, the base was paired with the (gal transition
and recorded dichotically five times. These two blocks were repeated once,
followed by ten alternations botweea the (ha] and the Ella] duplex stimuli.
The final two series- on the screening'tape were two different randomizations
of 30 Ege] and 30 (ba] duplex stimuli. The interstimulus Interval (ISI)

throughout the tape was 2.5 seconds.

The test tape comprised four different randomizations of 20 [ba] and 20
(gal duplex stimuli. Two series constituted the control condition, a d two
the masking condition. The ISI was 2.5 seconds throughout the tape.

Subjects. The subjects were seven out of 12 female subjects screened fir
participation in Experiment 4. Their only experience with listening to
synthetic speech was in Experiment 4 (which was run first), and they were cho-
sen only for reasons of availability. We shall describe here the pretesting
procedure, by which the subjects were screened for both experiments.

ent-y-ei-x-voitniteers-were_..,nretested in groups of two to four, in two
sessions separated by at least 48 hours. In the "speech" sessiono'subjectl-
were first presented binaurally with the series of Eta] and Egai syllables.
and asked to label them with no restriction whatsoever. All subjects reported
that they perceived speech, and used the labels 'ba,' 'de,' 'gat' and 'ye to
describe their percepts. The blocked duplex stimuli were then presented, fol-
lowed by the first list of 60 randomized stimuli. The subjects were instruct-
ed to label eao of the 60 stimuli using their own notation. In the "non-
speech" session, the "chirps,' were presented first, and the subjects were re-
quired to describe the two different percepts. None of the subjects perceived
the chirps as speech. The "/" notation was then proposed for the rising chirp
((ba] transition), and the "\" notation for the falling chirp ((gal trarsi-
ttvn). The blocked duplek.stimuli were then presented again, and the subjects
were instructed to label the chirps this time, and to ignore the speech chan-
nel. Finally, the seeoad series of 63 randomized duplex stimuli was given,
and the subjects again labeled the chirps. Only subject% who were correct on
at least 50 out of the 60 trials in both the speech and the nonspeech pretest
sessions were included in the experiment proper.

Procedure. Since most stimuli were labeled by all subjects as (be. or

(ga),' the speech responses during testing were restricted to those two cate-
gories. Subjects were tesi.ed in two sessions, separated by at least 48 hours.
In one session they labeled the speech percepts, and in the other they cate-
gorized the nonspeech percepts as rising or falling chirps. The order of the

sessions was counterbalanced among subjects. Each session begin with a re-
view, using the screening sequences of syllables and duplex stimuli for the
speech sessions, and isolated transitions and duplex stimuli for the nonspeech
sessions. Presentation f one randomization for the control and one for the
maskingtcondition followed, with the order counterbalanced.
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Results

As can ba seen in Figure 5, in the control condition speech was correctly
labeled 75% of the time, and nonspeech categorization was correct on 76% of
the trials. In the masked condition, however, speech perception was signif
icantly impaired, being labeled correctly on only 62% of thetrials, whereas
correct categorization of nonspeech remained nearly constant at 74%. This
condition by perceptual mode interaction was supported by an ANOVA with re
peated I. esures, F(1,6) = 12.4, MSe = 16.2, P < .01.
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Figure 5. The effects of forward masking the "base" with white noise on
labeling syllables and "chirp" categorization.

Discussion

The speech labeling performance in the control condition replicated the
resqlts of Experiment 1 at 30 ms SOA, while categorization of unmasked non
speech was somewhat poorer thar expected. This, however, had the advantage
that both modes of perception in the control condition were comparable in lev
el of accuracy. When a white noise mask was presented in the speech channel
preceding the base, nonspeech perception was not affected while speech label
ing was significantly reduced. Thus, 'simultaneous dichotic masking of the
transitions was not effective for nonspeech percepts. Comparing these results
with the damaging effect of the monotio backward masking obtained in Experi
ment 1, ana with tha effectivt dichotic backward masking obtained by others,
we assume that in the dichotic simultaneous presentation, the tranuition and
the white noise were integrated into one preperceptual image as predicted by
Massaro's model, and that this image containea sufficient infomaation to sup
port identification of rising vs. falling chirps.
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The masking effect of white noise on speech was not predicted. In line
with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, which suggested that speech percep
tion is relatively tolerant of stimulus degradation, we expected no white
noise masking of speech, regardless of the channel. Given the reduced forward
masking effects reported previously, and the redundant nature of the informa
tion in the base, it seems unlikely that the decrease of speech perception
performance in this experiment was caused hy proactive effects of the white
noise mask on the base. However, forward masking effects of the white noise
on the Fl transition in the base that might be critical to perception of any
stop consonant cannot be excluded. It is also possible that the fused image
of the white noise and the transition that was available in the preperceptual
storage when the base arrived, might 11:ve been qualitatively different from
the image of the original transitions and, therefore, less likely to fuse and
to provide phonetic infomation to the base. In any event, adtation of the
white noise altered the recovery of phonetic information in (Fl or F2) transi
tions but did not penalize.recovery of nonspeech information. We cannot,
therefore, sustain the conclusior of Experiment 2 that the speech perception
system, in general, does nqt require as precise auditory information as does
the nonspeech) system. !father, we should assume thst it has different require
ments and different sensitivities, and therefore comprises a different mode of
information processing. This assumption was further investigated in Experi
ment 4.

Experiment 4

the fourth experiment was designed to compare the effects of two differ
ent backward masks on speech and nonspeech perception: a white noise mask,
similar to that used in Experiment 3, and an F2 transition derived from a
synthetic approximation to the syllable [de]. The comparison provided a test
of the two explanations have offered to account for the selective effect
that the monotic white noise backward ma he'd on the nonspeech aspect of the
duplex percept (Experiments 1 and 2). The first assumed that speech percep
tion may require less information than nonspeech. The second assumed differ
ert perceptual processes for speech and for nonspeech, which are sensitive to
different aspects of the auditory stimulus.

If some aspects of the auditory stimulus are used by the phonetic percep
tion mechanism to strivort speech identification, *Mile different aspects of
the same stimulus are used for nonspeech categorization, backward masks that
contain different amounts of phonetic information might affect the two

perceptual modes differently. A white noise mask that provides only limited
phonetic information should have little effect on speech perception but, as in
Experiment 1, should effectively mask the nonspeech percepts. On the other
hand, a Ida] transition that is a potential cue for a phonetic percept may
more effectively :task speech because it provides phonetically patterned infor
mation.

A second means by which Experiment 4 provided a test cf the above men
tioned hypotheses was by examining the influer ^ of the difficulty of the task
on backward masking of speech and nonspeech he different masks. Thus ie

compar "d the relative ef'ects of each mask in a labeling task, similar to the

task used in Experiments 1 and 2, and in a discrimination task using the AXB
paradigm. In the AXB paradigm, no perceptual predefined categories are neces
sary. Although the labeling of auditory percepts may facilitate their storage
in shortterm memory, labels are not essential to accurate discrimination per-
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formance (i.e., deciding whether X is A or B). Therefore, we assumed that in
the discrimination task, speech and nonspeech perception would be similarly
tolerant of ambiguous information, and expected that if selective backward
masking effects on speech and nonspeech labeling are due to the overlearning
of speech categories, they would be less salient in the AXB paradigm. Obvi-
ously, since speech perception may be both sensitive to different aspects of
the auditory stimulus and require less information due to overlearring, a
three-way interaction between the required perception mode, the nature of the
mask, and the difficulty of the mask might exist.

Method

Stimuli. The stimuli for this experiment were two-formant approximations
of the syllaLlett (be] and [gal, newly synthesized on the Haskins software
parallel resonance synthesizer. The duration of each of the two transitions
was 30 1113, and the duration of the base was 175 ms. The fundamental frequency
of the base decreased linearly from 114.to 81 Hz. The first formant rose from
250 Hz to a steady sta4,e of 765 Hz. The steady state of F2 was at 1230 H,.
The (ga] transition went from 2200 Hz to 1230 Hz, and the Cba] transition went
from 1000 Hz to 1230 Hz. The fundamental frequency contour of the tran:ltions
matched those of the first 30 ms of the base.

There were two masking conditions, involving a white noise mask and a
Ida] chirp mask, and a control condition in which no mask was presented. The
SOA between the transition and the' base was 30 ms for all trials in all .:ondi-
tions; thus the transition offset coincided with the base onset, and the
masks were simultaneous with the first formant transition of the base. In the

white noise mask condition, a 30 ms segment of white no'Ise immediately fol-
lowed the Poe] or the (gal transitions.. In the Cda] chirp mask conditiont.the
transitions were immediately followed by a 30-ms F2 transition separated from
a two-formant synthetic (dal, which had the same base as our test stimuli.
The (de) transition fell from 1600 to 1230 Hz, ana the fundamental frequency
and -amplitude contour were identical with those of the (be) and (gal transi-
tions.

Tapes. A screening tape and two test tapes were prepared. The screening

tape conteIned five series of stimuli as described in Experiment 3.

The labeling teat tape comprised two different series of 120 randomized

duplex stimuli (60 (ba] and 60 (gal). In each series there we-e 40 control
trials and 40 trials for each of the two masking conditions. In both the con-
trol and masking conditions, the ba-transition was presented in 20 ti-lals and
the ga-transition in the other 20 trials. The ISI was .5 seconds throughout

the tape.

The discrimination test tape included twv different randomizations of 60

test trials, each preceded by eight practice trials. Every trial consisted of
three stimuli in AXB design, where the second stimulus, X, was identical ei-
ther to ti.e first stimulus, A, or to the second, 8. The A and B stimuli were,

respectively, the [ba] and [gal duplex stimuli used in the labeling test.
Five tris3s for the control condition and for each masking condition were usel
in each ce:1 of a counterbalanced design, AAB, ABB, BBA, and BAA. Within each

trial all three stimuli were taken from the same condition. The intetstimulus
intsrval was 0.5 sec and the intertrial interval was 3 sec.
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Procedure

The screening procedures used for selecting subjects in this experiment
were described in detail in the Method section of Experiment 3.

Following the screening, speech ond nonspeech duplex perception were
tested in separate sessions at least two days apart. Speech p,rception was
tested first in half of the wibjects, while the other half started with non-
speech. Each session started with 4 "refresher" series of 30-40 stimuli, in
which the subjects practiced labeling the syllables or the chirps. Then they
were warned about the presence of the masks, and instructed to la0t1 the sti-
muli using only thejba] and (gal labels. The subjectn were enco.raged to
guess each time they were not sure about their percept. the labelin test was
always given first, followed by the discrimination test. In the discimina?
tion test, tne subjects were instructed to letermine whether.the first or time
last stimulus in each set of three was the "odd one out." They were then given
eight practice trials (24 stimuli), followed by the test sequence itself.

Subjects. The subjects were 12 paid female students screened out of 26

volunteers. They had little or no previous experience listening to synthetic
speech.

Results

It is noteworthy that during the screening tests all subjects heard the
synthetic speech sounds as speech, withcut any prompting by the experimenter.
Also, all but two subjects heard the isolated transitions as nonspeech.
(These two subjects were not run in the experiment.) All 12 subjects tested
in the experiment proper described the discrimination task as being consider-
ably easier than the labeling task.

Figure 6 presents the percentages of correct responses for speech and
nonspeect in each ta..% for the control and masking conditions. A three-factor
analysis of variance revealed that performance in the speech mode overall was
slightly better than in the nonspeech mode, F(1,11) = 4.82, MSe = 283, a <
.051, and that performance was better in discrimination than in labeling,
F(1,11) = 8.00, 1Se p. 371, a < .017. More correct responses were given in the
control than in the masking conditions, as revealed by a main effect of condi-
tion, F(2,10) 27.15, MSe = 138, 2 < .001, Although this main effect was
largely due t) the white noise mask condition, a post-hoc comparison of the
control ar'd tie [dal chirp mask conditions turned out to be significant as
well, F(1,11) = 6.89, MSe = 73, Q < .024. Most importantly, speech and non-
speech perception were differently affected by masking as. reflected in a sig-
nificant interaction between the two factor", FP 10) = 6.88, MSe = 48, p <

.C14. Post-hoc analyses of this interaction revealed that for both categori-
,ation and discrimination, the white noise mask penalized nonspeech perception
more than it penalized speech, while compared with the control condition :n
each mode, overall, the Ida] chirp mask impaired the perception of speech more
effectively. The three-way interaction wan not significant.

Discussion

Better performance was found in the discrimination than in the labeling
task for both speech and nonspeech perception, validating our manipulation, of
task difficulty. However, the effect of the white noise mask on both speech
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Figure b. The effects of backward masking the transition with white noise and
with a different transition on labeling and discrimination of
speech and norspeech.

and nonspeech perception was identical for both discrimination and labeling of
the stimuli. In contrast to Experiment 1, speech perception seemed to be
somewhat impaired by the 'white noise mask, but it was significantly less
affected than nonspeech perception. Since the selective effect of the brick-
ward white noise mask on nonspeech perception was obtained in both tasks, the
results do not support the interpretation that the specific effectof the
white noise mask on nonspeech categorization is due to the greater difficulty
of nonspeech processing. Rather, we should look for differences in processing
phonetic and nonphonetic information that might account for the results.

In contrast to the white noise mask, the effects of the (dal chirp mask
are less clear. Since the Ida] transition was synchronous with the base, one
might expect that this transition would fuse with the base, generating aJdal
percept on most trials and reducing any cistinction between (ha] and (gal
percepts to chance level. Figure 6 indicates, however, that while the Wei
transition reduced correct labeling of speech iv 7.7%, correct discrimination
was reduced by only 4.3%. It seems that while the white noise mask has a sim-
ilar effect on discrimination and categorization of both speech and nonspeech,
the [dal chirp mask is more efficient in masking speech labeling than speech
discrimination. This trend suggests that for speech, the two taske might have
drawn on different strategies and auditory cues.
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General Discussion

The present study investigated some differences between speech and non-
speech perceptual modes. Strong additional support was provided for the hy-
poth4sis that phonetic and nonphonetic information are processed differently
in the auditory system and new information about the nature of this difference
was reported.

In Experiment 1 we demonstrated an interesting dissociation between
speech and nonspeech perception of a transition presented in a duplex percep-
tion context: A burst of white noise following the transition effectively
masked the nonspeech aspects of the percept, while leaving intact the phonetic
aspects necessary to support perception of a stop consonant. Two possible ex-
planations of this phenomenon were investigated in Experiments 2, 3, and 4.
The first, which assumes that speech perception is more tolerant of ambiguous
auditory information (since it uses well-learned categories), was apparently
supported by the results of Experiment 2. In'this experiment we showed that
speech perception performance is above chance even when the chirps are no
longer detected. However, the results of Experiment 3 revealed that when the
white noise mask was presented contralaterally but simultaneously with the
,transition, speech perception was impaired. We have argued that the white
noise could have combined with the second formant to form a hew stimulus that
was less effective in supporting phonetic perception, or could have masked
some critical part of tne base, such as the Fl transition. The first

interpretation implies that the speech perception system not only is more tol-
erant of ambiguous auditory input (although it might certainly be so), but al-
so that it is not as sensitive to energy manipulations as it is to certain
informational aspects of the stimulus. This hypothesis was tested in- Experi-
ment 4, in which the masking effect of the white noise on speech and nonspeech
perception was compared with the masking effect of a different transition.
Although not entirely conclusive, the results of Experiment 4 supported the
following hypothesis: A (dal transition masks labeling of Ibal and [ga] syll-
ables slightly more than white noise, while nonspeech perception is penalized
significantly more by white noise than by a transition.

Our finding of successful fusion and accurate CY perception despite SOA
between the transition and the base replicates the results of previous stud-
ies, and implies the existence of a storage mechanism where the the transition
is still available when the base is apprehended. It is with reference to this
stage that we will try to explain how the different masks influenced percep-
tion of second formant transitions in the speech and nonspeech modes. First,
let us consider the effect of backward masking. The white noise backward mask
interfered with the readout of auditory, nonphonetic information from .he
perceptual storage, thereby penalizing identification of the rising and fall-
ing chirps. In this case, the effects of the.white noise mask were relatively
greater than those of the (dal mask because the former was relatively greater
in intensity, and we should expect intensity to be of primary relevance in
preperceptual, lower-level processing in audition (Cutting, 1976), as well as
in vision (T4rvey,' 1913). The white noise mask however, did not interfere
with phonetic processing of the transition nearly as extensively as it inter-
fered with nonphonetic processing. Parhape phonetic perception is more resis-
tent to backward masking because the phonetic processor, .once trkggeted by
some as yet undefined aspect of an-acoustic syllable, is uniquely suited to
recovering information in formant transitions that is pertinent to place of
articulation. In any case, the particular type of processing involved in
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perception in the speech mode would seen to be more vulnerable to the effects
of the [da] mask than those of the white noise mask. This could occur because
the [dal mask also proildes information about the place of articulation, which
competes with that provided by the Ebel or [ga] transition. In any event, the
marking of phonetic information in the transition is not particularly vulner-
able to differences in intensity between. the Ida) mask.and the white noise
mask, perhaps because those differences are not relevant to the perception of
place of articulation.

Turning now to those results obtained with simultaneous masking, we have
found that when a white noise mask is presented that is simultaneous and con- V
tralateral to the transition, itthas the opposite effect of penalizing phonet-
ic perception, but not nonphonetic perception, Here the greater resistance of
nonphonetic perception could be owing to the fact that the noise did not re-
place the transition in preperceptual acoustic storage, but merely became
integrated with it, and hence did not cause a premature cessation of the rele-
vant auditory readout processes. 'Considering now the penalizing effect of the
noise on the speech percept, two explanations have occurred to us. One is
that when the transition and the white noise co-occur, they fuse, and the
resulting stimulus is less likely to provide phonetic information, which would
be fused with that provided by the base. Another is thet the white noire
obliterates some .ritical aspect of the base, such as the first-formant
transition, which may be a critical cue to stop consonant manner and thus
essential to the assigned task of identifying (be) and (gal.

The results of this study further provide some insight into how. and at
what level of information processing, speech is recognized as such, and starts
to be processed differentially. Given that once duplex perception is

achieved, the base is not heard in and of itself, we are led to entertain the
possibility that the storage mechanism is preperceptual, although certain data
suclast that it cannot be based on transmission channels (Massaro, 1970). One
solution is to adopt Massaro's notion of preperceptual central images and ex-
tend it to include auditory cues necessary for phonetic perception. "Phonet-
ic" auditory information' stored in the preperceptual storage buffer would not
yet be identified as speech. Rather, its ultimate phonetic perception would
be contingent upon the activation of a central mechanism. Confining ourselves
to the present concern of the distinctions between phonetic and nonphonetic
perception of second formpnt transitions, we would conclude by suggesting, in
line with previous processing theories (cf. Turvey, 1973), that speech percep-
tior. involves activation of a central mechanism, while nonspeech perception is
more dependent on peripheral auditory processes. We suggest, therefore, that
perception of speech, as a distinct process, starts when the auditory informa-
tion reaches the central nervous system and "turns on" a special' perceptual
mechanism.
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VOWELS IN CONSONANTAL CONTEXT ARE PERCEIVED MORE LINGUI:TICALLY THAN ARE
ISOLATED VOWELS: EVIDENCE FROM AN INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES SCrLING STUDY'

Brad Rakerdi

Abstract. The purpose of this ..nveStigation was to determine wheth
er the presence of neighboring consonants can exert a iontextual in
fluence ,on vowel perception and,,if so, to characterize the influ
ence. Two experiments were carried outktoward that end. In both.

subjects were asked to judge the '..inguiteic similarity relationships,
that held among a set of American English vowels when those vowels
occurred either: (a) in isolation; or (b) in /dVd/ consonantal
context& The judgment were made in response to recordings of
natural speech in Experikient 1. In Experiment 2, they were made for
subjects' memorial image3%. of vowels as elicited by written stimuli.
Individual differences scaling of the outcomes of the two experi
ments provided evidence that supportee the following conclusions:
(1) consonantal context can signifilantly influence vowel percep
tion; (2) for the /dVd/ context at least, the nature of the influ
ence is to evoke more linguistic perceptual processing of vowela
than occurs when they are presented in isolation; (3) the influence
is more likely 'to be explained in terms of properties of the stimuli
presented to perceivers than in terms of any sort of knowledge that
perceivers bring to bear in perceptual processing;. and (4) three
features of linguistic description for vowelsadvancement, height,
and tenseness--have particular import for vowel perception and for
vowel memory.

It has long been .recognized that the acoustic correlates of a vowel can
vary, sometimes to a substantial degree, depending on the identity of thy con
sonants that precede and/or follow it (e.g., House & Fairbanks, 1953; Lind
blom, 1963; Stevens & House, 1963) This variation has come tor be understood
in terms of the fact that a talker often coarticulatet the neighboring seg
ments of an utterance (thA is, overlaps their respective productions) such
that the acoustic signal is jointly influenced by those segments (e.g., Liller
man, Cooper, Shankweiler, & StuddertKennedy, 1967). 'How, then, do vowel

'Also Perception & Psu:hophysica, 1984, 35, 123-136.
+Also University of Connecticut:
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perceivers adjust to these acoustic variations? One possibility is that in
many or most cases they dc not. If the variations are sufficiently-minor, a
peeiver could simply "ignore" them and achieve an acceptably high level of
performance in identifying vowels. Alternatively, the perceiving of vowels
mizht involve certain context-sensitive perceptual strategies, analogous to
those that are generally thought to be required when listeners identify the
consonants of an utterance (for reviews of the evidence regarding consonantal
perception, see, e.g., Liberman, 1982; Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman & Pi-
soni, 1977).

It benches important to determine whether or not vowel perceivers are
sensitive to consonantal context because (unlike most consonants) vowels can
be freed from the influences of their neighboring segments and produced as
isolated utterances. A good deal is known about the perception (and produc-
tion) of these isolated vowels and there is an important issue as to how to
generalize from that knowledge to other cases. To the degree that listeners
are, in fact, tndifferent to the acoustic variations engendered by consonantal
ooatext, isolated productions might be taken to be the canonical vowel form,
and their acoustic signature to be the one th-t best exhibits the essential
information for bowel perception. However, if .he perceiving of vowels does,
in general, involve context-sensitive strategies, then the isolated vowel form
is but one of many variants, and, arguably, one of the least representative
variants because it occurs infrequently in natural' speech. An answer to the
question of wnether isolated vowels are perceived differently than vowels in
consonantal context thereforeproves to be basic to vowel research.

4

Previous efforts to answer this question have generally been based on
comparisons of the identifiability of vowels in and out of some consonantal
frame. Evidence gathered with this method has .in a number of instances, been
taken to favor the view that consonantal context can signficantly affect vowel
perception by exerting a positive influence on vowel identification (Gottfried
& Strange, 1980; Strange, Edman, & Jenkins, 1979; Strange, Verbr)rgge, Shank-
.weiler, & Edman, 1976). This finding remains a subject of debate, however.
It has not been observed in all studies (Macchi, 1980; Pisoni,/1979) and it
has been challenged on grounds of being largely an artifact of the method of
assessment (Assmann, Nearey, & Hogan, 1982; Diehl, McCe.iker, & Chapman, 1981;
but see Rakerd, Verbrugge, & Shankweiler, in press; Strange & Gottfried,

1980).

The present study complements this work by addressing the question of a
consonantal influence on vowel perception with evidence of a different kind
than has been offered in the past. To begin with, the data collected sere
were judgments of vowel similarity rather than absolute identification judg-
ments; hence, they assess the consonantal influence with a maw perceptual
measure. More importantly, the resulting data were analyzed with an individu-
al differences scaling technique that highlights aspects of the data structure
that have not been considered previously. Those aspects are: (II the dimen-

sions of perception that had some shared significance for the set of subjects
as a whole; and (2) the relative salience that those dimensions had for the
individual subjects depending on whether they judged vowels in or out of con-

text. It wilt be seen that both aspects of the scaling solution were informa-
tive about the nature of vowel perception.
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Experiment 1

The starting point for an individual differences scaling analys.s of
vowel perception is to collect, for each subject, a matrix of what Shepard
(1962a, 1962b) has called "proximities" data. These are data indexing the
netwOrk.of perceptual relationships that hold among a set of vowels. A triad-
ic comparisons procedure was employed to collect those data in the present
experiment. That procedure was chosen because it had provn useful in previ-
ous vowel research. Mire than a decade ago, Pols and his associates (Pols,
Tromp, & Plomp, 1973; Pols, van der Kamp, & Plomp, 1969) assessed the per-
ceived vowel qualitiz of spectrally-constant speechlike sounds byl requiring
that subjects compare triplets of stimuli on a trial. Specifically, subjects
were required to judge which two members of s triplet sounded most alike to
them and 4hich two least alike. They then proceeded to a new triplet and,
over trials, judged all possiblestimulus combinations. This procedure yield-
ed reliable data that were interpretable, both from a linguistic standpoint
and with respect to acoustic properties of the stimuli. Others (Singh &
Woods, '1970; Terbeek & Hershman, 1971) have since employed the triadic
comparisOns method in vowel perception studies and obtained equally satisfac-
tory results. It was used here to compare the perception of isolated vowels
with that of vowels in a consonantal context (/dVd/).

Method

Subjects. Twenty-three subjects, randomly selected from a pool of indi-
viduals,registered with the Haskin7 Laboratories in New Haven, Connecticut,
were paid to participate in Experiment 1. All of them were native speakers of
English,and none had any history of hearing difficulties. it was ensured that
they had no prior knowledge of the purpose of this study or the design of the
experiment. Twelve of the subjects were assigned to the isolated-vowels
condition of the experiment, eleven to the consonantal-context condition.

Stimuli. The stimuli were natl:ral productions of ten American English

vowels: i, i, c, a, A, a, 0, o, u, u/. A single male t lker, who spoke a
General 'American Dialect, recorded these vowels in each o' two contexts: (1)
in the trisyllable frame /hedVde/, where the second syllable (/dVd/) was
stressed; and (2) in isolation. The /dVd/ consonantal tram was chosen be-
cause it imposed certain coarticuiatory constraints on the talker. In order
to prochice initial and final /di consonants, the jaw must be closed and the
tongue trip sealed against the back of the teeth. Articulation of the syllable
vc el, kthic likewise requires an appropriate parameterization of the tongue
ar Jaw,' must therefore be coordinated with ithat of the consonants. Presum..

ably owlIng to these coarticulatory constraints, there often is a substantial
degree Of acoustic modulation associated with /dVd/ syllables,. The stressed
..argot iyllibles wAre flanked by destressed syllables (/ha/ and /e/) to ensure
th the

I

consonantal-context stimuli would not be meaningial words in English.

(
_

While seated in a sound-attenuated room, the talker produced several to-
kens of each vowel in each context. These productions were tape recorded,
low-pass filteted at 5 kHz, digitized at a sampling rate o"'' 10 kdz, and stored

in separate computer files. Two of the tokens of each vowel were used in the

experiment. In all cases, these were the first two tokens produced unless
some sort of articulatory anomaly such as vocal fry or "breathiness" was audi-
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ble. When an anomaly was heard in one of the first two tdkens,'it was re-
placed by the third, and .if that was anomalous by the fourth and sp on.
Acoustic analyses revealed that the stimuli selecteu by this procedure were
acoustically "normal," in that their spectral end temporal characteristics
were shah as might be expected on the basis a' data -eported by previous
investigators (e.g., Lehiste & Peterson, 1961; Peterson & Barney, 1952).

Procedure

Instructions. Atthe outset, it was explained to subjects that the .task
would be to compare their perceptions of several different vowel sounds. It
was also explained that they were to base the couparison on linguistic aspeots
of; those sounds. The individual subjects wert left to define their own cri-
teria fear tine linguistic aspects. They were, however, given the following
,ample as an aid:

If a yhild and an adult were both to say the vowel /i/ or the word /did/o
you would surely hear some differences between the vowel sounds, The
child's vowels would doubtless be softer, higher in pitch, and so en. On
the other hand, the /i/ vowels produced by the child and the adult would
also have something in common, a quality or qualities that distinguished
them from other vowels like the /t/ in /ded/ or. the /1/ in /die/. These
are the qualities that you should attend to in this experiment.

1
Triadic comparisons. As indicate( 1arlier, the specific task set fors

subjects was that of comparing triads et stimuli. On each experimenva trial,

three vowels were randomly selacttY for prczntation from the set often al-
ternatives with the constraint that the particular triad chosen had not oc-
curred on any previous trial. A ':object was alloyed to listen to these three
vowels in any order and any number of times with thegoal of reporting which
two ,of the three sounded most alike and which two least alike. Over the
course of the experiment, listeners judged all possible trladie combinations
of the,ten vowel alternaties (120 possibilities).. Note th&t. this meant that
every vowel pair vas, over trials, judged in relation to every other vowel in
the set.

Data were accumulated over trials according to the following scoring pro-
cedure: vowel pairs judged most-alike were assigned +1 scores and those
judged least-alike -1 scores. In this way, a matrix of data Welting the per-
ceived relat.onships among the ten vowel alternatives was ob.dined for each
subject. The matrix for a subject who rated vowels in consoantal context is
shove in Moll 1 for purposes of example.

One of the virtues of the triadic-comparisons procedure was that it

placed minimal memorial demands on subjects; since only three stimuli had to
be dealt with on each trial and these could be played and replayed in any ord-
er as needed. A second virtue was that the self-paced nature of the trOcedure
min.mized the time pressure felt by subjects.'

Familiarization with the equipment and procedures. A complete testing
session took about two hours. Roughly thirty minutes of that time was devoted
to samiliarizing subjects with the equipment arrA procedures used to prevent
the stimu11 ar.d record the responses.
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Table 1

Similarities matrix for a subject who rated vowels in consonantal context

r 6

r 2e A 0 0 0

-2 2
ae -4 -4 5
A -2 -4 7 1

Q -8 -4 1 4 1

3 -5 -3 0 1 4 5
0 -6 -5 -2 0 2 -3 3

-5 1 4 -1 5 -2 1 3

-3 -2 2 -1 1 -1 -4 4 8

The subjects were tested individually. Each was fitted with headphones
and seated in front of a computer terminal that was housed in a
soundattenuated ANDOM. Three of the keys on the terminal triggered presenta.
Lion of the appropriate stimuli for each triadic trial. After a key was
pressed, the corresponding stimulus was presented throat: headphones at a
comfortable listening level. The most alike and leastalike response choices
were entered via a different set of keys on the terminal. Once these choices
had been made, the system advanced to the next trial.

The equipment and testing procedure were demonstrated to subjects over a
series of training trials. There were between 15 and 25 such trials depending
on the individual. Each training trial comprised a different triadic combipa
tion of stimuli sampled from the set of 120 possibilities. For the first few
such trials, the experimenter operated the equipment, Orecting the presenta
tion of stimuli and entering response choices. After that, control was passed
to the subjects and they paced themselves. They were invited to ask questions
about all aspects of the procedure. The testing session was begun only,after
subjects had both demonstrated competence in operating the equipment and ex
pressed confidence about understanding the perceptual task.

4nalysis of the Da :a

To allow for a direct comparison'between conditions, a single individual
differences scaling analysis was carried out on all subject data from the two
experimental conditions combined. The fundamental modeling assumption of
individual differences scaling. is that when judging the same set of stimulus
items, all subjects will make reference to the same perceptual dimensions.
Subjects may differ from one another in terms of the relative weight (sali
ewe) that they attach to those dimensions, but the cannot 'lifter in terms of,
the identity of the dimensions themselves (Carroll & Chang, 1970; Wish & Car
roll, 1974).
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Consistent with this assumption, the scaling solution has two components
that, together, optimally account for the data structure of the individual
subject matrices. The first component, called a group space, is a model of
what the subjects have in common. The axes of the group space are the shared
perceptual dimensions, and these indef a set of appropriately positioned
points representing the stimulus stems. The second component of the scaling
solution is m weight space, which srecifies the relative salience that the
several dimensions of the group space have for each subject. More formally, a
subject's weight for a particular dimension reflects the amount of variance in
her/his data that can be accounted for in terms cf that dimension. Together,
the set of weight index a subject's location in the weight space.

A noteworthy property of individual differences scaling is that it dic-
tates the orientation in which the scaling solution must be interpreted. When
attempting to relate the solution to potentially relevant factors, an investi-
gator is obliged to make-reference to the shared perceptual dimensions. These
dimensions enjoy a priority because they are the ones that account for the
greatest percentage of variance in the several subjects' data. The presence
of this interpretive restriction sets individ41 differences scaling apart
from other variants of multidimensional scaling and strengthens claims that
the dimensions of its scaling solution have some psychological reality (Car-
roll & Wish, 1974; Kruskal & Wish, 1978; Wish & Carroll, 1974).

It has often been pointed out (e.g., Kruskal & Wish, 1978; Wish & Car-
roll, 1974) that since multidimensional scaling methods are intended to aid in
the description and understanding 4- data, evaluation of the "correctness" of
various scaling decisions must be based on considerations that are substantive
as well as statistical. The substantive considerations have to do with such
factors as the interpretability and stability of results, the statistical with
the goodness-of-fit between model and data. On the basis of these considera-
tions, it was determined that the present data were most appropriately mod-
eled: (a) in three dimensions; and (b) at the ordinal scale of measurement.

Dimensionality of the 4219e. With individual-differences scaling, a

commonly used index to goodness -of -fit is the,percentage f variance accounted
for (V#F) in the several subjects' data (sil;%for examp e, Carroll & Chang,
1970).3 Increasing the number of dimensions will incr ase the VAF ndex,
since the model ha:; added degrees of freedom with which to fit the data. The
gains tend to diminish exponentially, however, and each new increment must be
weighed against the substantive considerations mentioned earlier (interpreta-
bility and stability). Figure 1 displays the VAF function for the present da-
ta when modeled in two to five dimensions. The exponential nature of the
function is clear. There is a relatively large increment in VAF for the shift
from two to three dimensions, a much smaller one for the shift from three to
four dimensions, and a negligible decrement (set footnotes 3 and 4) for the
shift from four to five dimensions.

On the basis of these statistical data, at least, it appears that three
or perhaps four dimensions would be the appropriate modeling choice. In the
former case, 70% of the variance would be accounted for, in the latter, 72%.

The three.-dimensional solution was chosen over the four-dimensional for
two reasons; First, as will be seen shortly, all three of the dimensions are
linguistically meaningful and therefore interpretable, and second, they are
stable in that they emerged, as well, from analyses of individual subject data
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Figure 1. Percentage of variance in the perception data accounted for by
modeling in from two to five dimensions.

collected in a memory experiment (Experiment 2) and from, separate analyses of
the two perceptual conditions of this experiment.

Nonmetric scalin . The decision tot.model these data at the nonmetric

(i.r., ordinal) 'scale of measurement was bas3d on two conjderations. The
first 'gas simply that the subjects' task aas to make ordinal perceptual judg-
ments. Oneach trial, it was required that they identify the mrst-alike and
least -alike vowel pairs, but it was not required that they quantify the
strengths of those pairwise relationships. It is true that by summing over
trials some quantification was arrived at, but it was felt that the most con-
servative treatment of these data was to model their ranks.

The second reason for operating at the nonmetric scale has to do with the
stability of the modeling outcome. The metric/nonmetric distinction made rel-
atively little difference with respect to the present data, but it greatly
affected the outcome of modeling the results of a memory experimept (Experi-
ment 2) that was run, in part, to clarify the findings of tie present
perceptual experiment. This point will be discussed in greater detail later
(see the section on Analysis, of the Data of Experiment 2). For now, it is

enough to note that a nonmetric sealing of these data revealed structure that
was stably present for both of the conditions of Experiments 1 and 2.
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Results

Group space. The group space for all subjects (isolated-vowels and
consonantal-context conditions combined) 4 shown in Figure 2. Dimension2 is
plotted against dimension 1 in the top half of this figure, dimension 3
against 1 in the bottom half. These dimensions are orthogonal to one another
and can be considered independently. To do this, it is useful to "project"
the points visually onto each axis and consider their ordering. In this wan
it Vas determined that each of the dimensions of the group space corresponds
closely to a traditional feature orlinguistic description for vowels. Dimen-
sion 1,'for instance, corresponds to a feature linguists have variously called
advancement, front/back, and grave /acute. After Singh and Woods (1970), the
term Advancement will be-used here. This feature distinguishes vowels such as
/i,t,e,w/ (seen to "project" onto the lower end-of dimension 1) from other
vowels such as /A, o, o, u, u/ (which "project' onto the upper end of the
dimension). Dimension 2, in turn, orresponds to what has been called the
height or compactness feature (height/will be used here), and dimension 3 to
tenseness or length (tenseness is he term that will be used). (See, e.g.,
Hackett, 1958, Jakobson & Waugh, 1 79, Ladefoged, 1971, 1975, for comprehen-
sive reviews of the vocabulary of Vowel feature description.)

These features repeatedly surface when linguists try to document various
aspects e linguistic behavior.' To take just one example, speakers of En-
glish, though generally unaware of it, observe a grammatical rule for vowel
usage that respects the tenseness d:eature: In English, words can end with
"tense" vowels like /i, o, u/ (there are words like "he," "go," and "you"),
but they cannot end in "lax" vowels like /1, Et / (there are no words ending
in the vowel sounds heard in the middle of words like "hit," "bet," and

"book"). English speakers must be at least tecitly Aware of this rule, since
they respect it when creating new words for the langdage. There to countless

;other instances of linguistic behavior that is systematically related not only
to the tenseness feature but to the adVancement and height features as well
(see, e.g., Jakobson & Waugh, 1979).

There is, as well, some evidence to support the claim that all of these
features play a perceptual role (e.g.,-Hanson, 1967;,Shepard, 1972; Singh &
Woods, 1970). The present results are both consistent. with such a claim and
particularly compelling in this'regard given the nature of the scaling analy-
sis that was employed here. Individukl differences in the several subjects'
date provided information that allowed for a nonarbitrary determination of the
dimensions of the.grOup apace. Those dimensions shown in Figure 2 are the
three that optimally accounted for the variance in the linguistic judgments
made by the subjects who participated in Experiment 1. The fact that each of

those dimensions, in turn, corresponds closely to a linguistic feature,

strongly suggests that those features have some shared perceptual significance
,among speakers of English (see Rakerd, 1982, for an expanded consideration of
this point).

Weight ace. The concern in this section will be to look at individual

differences in weighting of the dimensions of the group space, and, in partic-
ular, at differences between the isolated-vowels and consonantal-context sub-
jects. The weight space for all subjects is shown in Figure 3. Weightings

for dimension 2 are plotted against those for dimension 1 at the top of the
figure; dimension 3 weightings are plotted against dimension 1 weightings at

the bottom. Each 0 represents an individual from the isolated-vowels condi-

tion, each X represents an imividual from the consonantal-context condition.
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A

, The first thing to notice in this figure is that the X's are more tightly
grouped than the 0's in both the dimension 2--by--aimension 1 and dimension
3--by--dimension -1 planes. This indicates that there was less variability
among consonantal-context subjects than there wps among isolated - vowels sub-
jects. In order to assess the statistical significance of this difference, a
variance ratio (Snedecor's F) was calculated for the three-dimensional space
as awhole. For each condition the variance in three - space was determined as
follows. First, the centroid, or average subject weight was located in the
space. Then, the distance from this gentrotO was calculated for each subject
according to the Pythagorean theorem. And finally, the average squared dis-
tance was computed as the measure of variance. This measure is strictly anal-
ogous to the variance statistic (sigma squared), which is the average squared
deviation about .the mean for a set of numbers. The dIfferenct in variability
between the two experimental conditions was in face'significant, F(11,10)_ =
3.21,k < .05.

It was observed, then, that in a perceptual task in which listeners were
asked to relate a set of vowel sounds on the basis of their linguistic
qualities, there was significantly greater agreement among individuals who
heard vowels_ in a consonantal context than there was among those whb heard
isolated vowels. It can be inferred from this that the subjects employed .

somewhat different perceptual strategies in the two conditions. This, in

turn, suggests the need for caution in generalizing from what is known about
the perception of isolated vowels -to the perception of movela in context, ,a
generalization that has often been made in the past (e.g., Chiba & Kajiyama, .

1958; Joos, 1948). Also, it would seem to warrant a methodological calleat
, for those who do vovel,research in the future: namely,' that they would'do
well to look at vowels in consonantal context. Given the importance of these
implications. it was deemed appropriate to look at the stability of this re-
sult, and to ensure that it was not an artifact of the scaling procedure.

Regarding scaling, it is noteworthy that part of the variability in the
weight space reflects differences in the goodness-of-fit between the scaling
model and the individual data. Subjects qhose data were well'fit by the model
lie further from the origin of the space (.n some direction) than do thole
whose data were poorly' fit. It may be that the observed condition difference
in.variability was, in fact, a difference with 'respect to goodness-of-fit.
One reason for believing this was not the casel'however, is that, on average,
the subject data in the two conditions were *ALA. equally well fit by the mod-
el. The average VAF for the isolated-vowels condition was 71%, and that for
the consonantal-context condition was 69%, a difference that did not even ap-
proach significance.

Whether goodness-of-fit was significantly different for the two'groups cr
not, it was certainly a source of variation that is of limited interest here.
Therefore, the data were transformed tb "factor out" its influence. A -lb-
jects weight on a dimension is"the square root a the percentage of variance
accounted for by that dimension. The total variance accounted for (VAF) can
thus be computed for any individual by squaring the weights and summing over
all three dimensions. Between-subject differences in goodness-of-fit can, in
turn, be compensated for by normalizing the data Wiel respect to this VAF val-

.

ue. The most straightforward strategy for doing this is to divide a subjects'
squared dimension weights by VAF and to take the square roots of the resultant
dividends to be the adjusted weights.
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These new values index subjects in the weight space shown In Figure 4.
It can be seen to reflect statistical compensation for goodness-of-fit differ-
ences between subjects, in that the original weights (shown in Figure 3)1ive
been "compressed" along lines extending out from the origin of the space. De-

. spite this compensation, the condition difference in subject variability re-
mains significant, F(11,10) = 3.18; E (.05.

It proves to be the case) then, that even when individual differences in
the goodness-of-fit ok the model are factored out, there remains a significant
difference between the two exper$mental conditions eith respect to the subject
variability in the weight space. This findiug clearly supports th..t.view that
vowels are perceived significantlIk differently in consonantal context than
out. It also hints at the nature of the difference, at least Apr the present
experiment. The task set for subjects was to relate a number of different_
vowel sounds on the basis of theA;r linguistic 'qualities. Subjects who heard
vowels in /dVd/ consonantal context exhibited significantly greater agreement
as to what those linguistic relations were'than did their counterparts who
heard isolated vowels. Thus, it can be said that one of the effects of con-
text was to'stabilfze linguistic judgments across subjects.

It is useful to take note of the nature of the stability; the consonan-
tal-context subjects clustered toward the center of the weight space, which
indicates that they attached roughly equal weight to all three linguistical-
ly-meaningful dimensions of the group space. v Notice that thii need not
necessarily have been the case. Between-subjects agreement would-have been
equally 'high for this condition had the,clustering occurred out near one of
the "corners" of the-weight space, wherehpon one or another of the perceptual
dimensions.could have been said to predominate. It turned out, however, that
all three, of the dimensions had substantial perceptual import for consonan-
,tal-context subjects.

The situation was markedly different for the isolated-vopels subjects.
While several,members of that group were positioned near the,center of the
weight space, most of them were in more "eltreme" locatiOns. The data for
thls latter group were largely accounted foiin terms of perceptual sAsitivi
ty to list one or two of the linguistic dimensions: And it should be noted
that the one or two dimensions that predominated were different for different
individuals. Thus it can be seen that isolated-vowels subjects were nct con-
strained to perceive the stimuli in terms of the full set of linguistic dimen-

sions. To the contrary, they attended to the dimensions in a piecewise
manner, while the consonantaliontext subjects integrated the dimensions in a
more linguistically-apprOpriate way.

Summary. The individual differences sca3ing analysis revealed two 'ways
in which vowels in consonantal context can be said to have been perceived more
linguistically 'than isolated, Vowels. First of all, judgments about the
linguistic qualities of vowel sounds were significantly more stable across
subjects when the vowels were in context. And second, three linguistical-
ly-meaningful dimensions of vowels were more integrated in perception when
vowels were in` context.'
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Di3Ci/33i433

How is this effect of ncnaonantal context to be understood? It will be
argued that, broadly 'peaking, there are two classes of accounts that might be
brought to bear to.explain it and that the rPnulta of Experiment 2 lend at,
leant suggestive support to. one over the other. The firat clans, which will
be caned knowledged-based accounts, turns on a subject's underatanding of
certain regularities in the occurrence of vowel categories. The secord claaa, I

called stimulus -based accounts, turns on saubject,a sensitivity to propertiea
of the stimuli themselyea. To illustrate the differinucharacter of knowl-
edge-based and atimului-baaed accounts, aeveraleiamplea of each .are provided
below.

Knowledge-based accounts. One plausible example of a knowledge-bated ac-
count i3 motivated by the fact that in English vowels moat generally occur in
3001i consonantal context. the context condition of the present, experiment

- might therefore be expected to engfige linguistic proceaaing moat effectively.
Such an argument is encouraged by the observation that frequency of occurrence
does positively affect performance OW a number of other indices to language
skill, such eathe reaction time to identify a word as beipg in one's lexicon
(Foratter & Chamber, 173). On the other hand, a wealth of Linguistic phenome-
na reale. explanati in such terms. Witness, in thin regard, the fact that
readers' of'Japaneae name colors more rapidly when they are written in keno (a
representation of the phonologic structure of the language) than in 'kenJi, (a

logographic,repreaentaticq) even though the latter form is seen much more of-
ten (Feldman & Turvey, 1980).

A knowledge-based account of, a rather different sort could draw on the
fait that certain Phonological ',ilea for vowel usage are apecific to conaonan-
tal'coiitext. One mice rule that has already been mentioned is that "tense"
vowels can occur at the ends of ayllablea but "lax" vowels cannot. A listener
asked to make judgments about the Iingu:atic quality of vowel sounds might
therefore have a difficult time with an isolated "lax" vowel like /1 /, since
no such isolated vowel is allowed in English. .Singh and Woods (1970) advanced
,just such an argument to account for the fact that they found no evidenoerthat
tenseness had perceptual significance for listeners who rated the relative
similarity of a set of isolated American English vowels. On the baai$ of the
present findings, however, that failgre might. Poaaibly be attributed to ttie
fact that tnose investigators averaged their data ov-r.aubjecta prior to scal-
ing. For certain iaclatedevowela aubjecta in tht present experiment, the

tenseness dimenaion was particularly salient. For others, however, it had
little or no 'silence. Averaging- over all subjects, then, soul ---'wash out"

any statistical evidence of the significance ofthe tenaene-s feat

inveatigators (Aaaman et al., .1982; Meech', 1980) have also pointed to
thin phonological reatriction on isolated vowel 'nage as a potential explana-
tidh for the recurring ebaervaticn that vowels can be identified more
accurately in consonantal context than out (e.g., Gottfried & Strange, 1980;
Strange et al.,* 1976; Strange et al., 1979). This cannot explain the phenom-
enon in full however; since Strange et al. (1979) have also observed a
consonantal influence in CV ayllablea (e.g., "be") in which "lax" towels are
as phonologically impermissible as they.aould be in isolation.
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Whatever the Outcome of these individual debates, tne tenor of this sort
0 knowledge-based account is clear: to the degree tnat listeners are sensi-
tive (either consciously or unconsciously) to the fact that a phonological
rule d0' English, proscribes thp occurrence of certain vowel sounds in isola-
tion, those listeners' linguistic judgments may be affected.

Acently, it has been shown that a knowledge of how speech sounds are
written may have an effect as well. For instance, listeners will more rapidly
detect the rhyming quality of spoken words when-those words are spelled alike
(e.g.: "fight " / "right ") than-when they are not ( "you " / "two") (Seidenberg &
lanenhaus, 1979). It is perhaps relevant,then, to note that the subjects in
the present experiment were literate- and ..therefore had had a great deal of
expeienoe in reading and writing vowels...In'sit least one previous study
(Diehl et al.; 1981) it has teen suggested that such eXpetle.:e can lead to a
perceptual bias in lavor of consonantal context.

Knowledge -based accounts of the consonantal influence have in coma-, the
fact that they look to a subject's long -term experience with stimuli of a
particular Stich accounts would haye it, for example, that extended
acquaintance with frequently occurring items, or,with certain phonological or
orthographic regularities regarding those items,oexplains the perceptual ef-
fect that was observed in Experiment 1. Thus, the "locus" Of knowledgetbased
effectsis'at some remoVe from immediate stimulation. That is to say, these
accounts have much more to do with the sorts of accumulated knowledge that
'might be brquight to bear in processing stimulus information than they co with 40

the information itself. got so the more stimulus-based acoqunts'that will now
,

be considered.

Stimulus-based accounts. As examples of stimulus-based accounts, consid-
er two that are motivated by the fact that .(as is typically theecase) the
isolated-vowels stimuli tended to exhibit .relative. spectral-constancy over
their course (only the vowels /0/ and /u/ wereenoticeably diphthongized),
while the vowels in /dVd/ context tended to be Marked by more or less continu-
ous formant frequency change.

One reason why foment change may have been the source of'the.enhenced
linguistic processing for vowels is that 'its presence. or absence may' have
differentially effected the duration of a vo4el's representation in what have
been called audittry and phonetic memory stores. By hypothesis, the former
preserves 'a relatively unprocessed "neural analog" or the acoustic signal and
the latter preserves features of the input that are. specifically relevant to
speech. Fujisaki and Kawashima (1969, 1970; see also Pisoni, 1973) have
pointed to the differential presence of vowels and consonants in these
memories as a potential psychoacoustiC basis for the observation that the
former (particularly isolated vowels) tend to be less categorically perceived
than the latter (Fr), Abramson, Elms, & Liberman, 1962r Pisoni, 1973). The

present argument would simply extend this reasoning to a perceptual difference
that holds between two classes of vowels, those in and out of consonantal con-
text.

,.An alternative reason why formant change might be expected to engage
linguistic processing particularly effectively is that properties of the
speech signal are, most generally, dynamic in character (Libermin, 1982).

This is a consequence of the fact that the several segments of an utterance
tend to impose competing demands on the articulators, making it necessary for
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talkers to interleave their productions in a series-of rapid arttcolatorylges
tures. By the laws of physical acoustics, these gestures result in an assort-
ment of dynamic modulations of the signal. Owing to this fact, a speech-
perceiver might be expected to be particularly attuned to any Sort of acoustic
change.

Though other stimulus-based accounts might be advanced, it should be ap-
parent from Nst these that the focus of all such accounts will be .On some
acoustic property or properties of the stimulus set.

How.to distinguish between the two classes of accounts. An essential
difference :etween knowledge-basil-and stimulus -based accounts has to do with
the degree to which they reflect a sensitivity to .properties of the stimula
Lion. - Since knowledge-based factors turn on long-term experienceiwith stimuli
of a type, they should be relatively little affected by the immediate experi-
ence obtained through any particular encounter with a %stimulus. Stisw
lus-based factors, by contrast, are expressly defined in terms of stim4plus
properties. It should be possible, then, to gain some evidence as to the
"locus" of the consonantal influence observed here by looking at a case in
which the relative contribution of immediate stimulation .is reduced. If
knowledge -based factors were critical to the present result, they should be
expecte.Vto be manifest there as well. If, instead, stimulus -based factors
were most important here, the consonantal influence should be diminished.
Experiment 2 provides a case relevant to these predictions.

Experiment 2

In this experiment, subjects' memories for vowel sounds were examined
with a procedure analcgdus to that employed in Experiment 1. The 3uklect.3

were asked to imagine vowels--as occurring in isolation or. in 1/dVd/ con -

text4-and to make judgments about the lingyistic relationships along the iii -
ages. It was expected, first of all, that an analySis of these judgments
might help to clarity the results of Experiment 1. There'it was found that
the presence. of consonantal context had the effect of evoking 300ftehat more
linguistic perceptual prOcessing of vowels than occui'ed in its absence and it
was concluded that while a number of different accounts of this effei:t could
be put forth, broadly speaking, these either turned on various properties of
the' stimuli themselves or on properties having more to do with the occurrence
and recurrence of vowels as meaningful categories in English. If these lat-
ter, more knowledge-based fattors are the critical ones, then it might be
expected that the presence or absence of consonantal context would affect the
outcome of this memory experiment no less than it did that of the perception.
experiment,. because vowel usage rules, orthographic regularities of vowel
transcription, and so on remain in force here. On the other hand, to the de-
gree that stimulus properties are critical to the effect, the condition
difference should be reduced here (or perhaps eliminated) since vowel memory
is at some remove from }he acoustic stimulation.

The results of this second experiment could also prove useful in a second
way: they could, point to the dimensions of organization for subjects'

long -term memorial repretentations of vowels. A questior arises, for

'instance, about the number of such dimensions. Are there three as in Expert-
Int 1, and if so, are these the sake three linguistically -meaningful-dimen- dimen-
sions that were found to have peroep%ual import? And it may be asked whether
the same dimensions are utilized in the same wey by different subjects.
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Method

Stimuli. The stimuli for Experiment 2 were written analogs of the spoken
stimuli used in Experiment 1. That is to say, they were orthographic
representations of 19th isolated vowels and vowels in a trisyllable frame in
which the medial syllable was stressed /dVd/. The stimulus set comprised the
same ten vowels that were used in the perception experiment. Table 2 presents
a summary of all stimuli.

Table 2

Stimuli for Experiment 2. IV = isolated vowels, /dVd/ = vowels in consonantal
,context.

1/112411fie English Exemplars

Vowel IV. /dVd/ 1 2 3

i EE ADEEDA eat heel brief
I IH ADEHDA it him brim
c EH ADEHDA egg hen bread
m AE ADAEDA at ham brash
A UH ADUHDA up hull brush

a AH ADEHDA odd hop bronze

a AW ADAEDA ought haul brawn

o OH ADOHDA oat home broach
u UU *NUN oomph hood brook
u 00 ADOODA ooze hoop broom

lir
4

In English orthography there are numerous ambiguities with respect to the
spelling of vowel sounds. The letters "00," for example, stand for the vowel
/u/ in the word "tool" andor /u/ in the word "book." There are indications
that these spelling ambiguities can affect listeners' perceptions of vowels
(Assmann et al., 1982) and, while the present experiment was not strictly
perceptual, it was thought advisable to devise vowel spellings that were

c, unique to each sound. These are presented in the second and third columns of
Table 2A_ In all cases the vowels were spelled with two-letter sequences.
These sequences were presented alone for isolated vowels and embedded in the
frame

each

DA for the .trtsyllables. In the latter, case subjects were told to
read each 3tian1U3 as ethree-syllable nonsense word, the first and last syll-

able of which was a stress /dVd/.

syll-

ables of which consistedlenstressed schwa ( /e /) vowels and the middle syll-

.

Subjects were familiarized with the newldrthography with the aid of a
training sequence. This sequence paired each written vowel form with three
English monosyllabic words containing the vowel sound that the form was meant
to represent (see Table 2). These words were selected so as to be similar to,

but distinct from both the isolated and /dVd/ contexts employed in the
experimental test.
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The test series consisted of triads of stimuli presented in three adja-
cent columns. All possible triadic combinations of the vowels were included
in each series. The order of occurrence of triads was randomized, as was the
assignment of the words of each triad to the columns.

Procedure

Instructions. As nearly as possible, the instructions for Experiment 2

paralleled those for Experiment 1. It was, explained to subjects that their
task would be to imagine a numper of (afferent vowel sounds mid to make
linguistic comparisonsof the images. A sense of what it would mean to make
linguistic comparisons was again provided by the example of distinguishing an
adult's and a child's .productions of the vowel /1/ from their productions of
vowels such as h:/ and /z/ (see the Instructions section of Experiment 1).

The triadic comparisons testing procedure was explained in detail. Sub-
jects were told that they would be given a test series (either the isolat-
ed-vowels series or the consonantal-context series) and a cover sheet. The
cover sheet had a small slit cut in it to allow the viewing of only one test
line (a trial) at a time. The procedure was: (1) to move the cover sheet
down the test page, thereby exposing the three stimuli of a trial; (2) to
make a triadic comparison among the images of the three vowels represented on
the line; (3) to write down the column numbers of the most-alike and
least-alike vowel pairs; and (4) to proceed to the next trial. It was empha-
sized to subjects that they were under no time pressure. To the contrary,
they were instructed to proceed at whatever pace they found comfortable, with
the constraint that they not look back at any trial once it had been complet-
ed.

Orthographic training and administration of a pretest. Prior to the

test, subjects were given extensive work with the orthographic training se-
quence. The experimenter first read the sequence aloud, pointing out poten-
tial errors to be avoided. Next, subjects were allowed to ask questions about
the spelling:, and then the sequence was read aloud a second tin*. Finally,

the subjects were told to study the sequence on their own for as long as was
needed to commit the spellings to memory.

At the end of the individual study sessions and before the actual test
series were presented, the subjects were asked to complete a pretest designed
to assess competency with the new orthography. The pretest was-straightfor-
ward: Subjects were presented ayandomized list of written vowel stimuli and
asked to give three examples of English words that contained the. vowels

indicated. The examples they gave had to be different from those used in the
training sequence. Subjects' test results were omitted from the data analysis
if they made more than one error on the pretest.

Subjects. Thirty-three undergraduates, errolled in an introductory

psychology course at the University of Connecticut, participated in the
experiment for course credit. These individuals were native English speakers.
They had no prior knowledge of either the purpose of the experiment or its de-
sign. On the basis of their performance on the pretest, six subjects were
eliminated. Twelve of the remaining 27 subjects were in the isolated-vowels
condition, 15 were in the consonantal-context condition.
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Analysis of the Data

Since Experiment 2 was designed to test subjects' memories for vowels in
a way that paralleled the perception test of Experiment 1, there was reason to
expect that the most appropriate scaling solution for the present data might
be the three-dimensional one that appeared earlier. After various modeling
alternatives were examined, it was concluded that, with.one methodological
exceptf.on to be noted below, this was in fact the case.

Dimensionalitj of the space. Thp percentage of variance accounted for

was computed as a function of the number of modeling dimensions. This func-
tion had roughly the same shape as its counterpart in Experiment i, an
observation consistent with the expectation that a three-dimensional modeling
of these dataleight prove as appropriate here as it did in Experiment 1. The
VAF comparison with Experiment 1 also showed that at each dimension level
these memory data were somewha less well fit by the model than were the
perception data, which is to y t e data were somewhat "noisier" here.
This is not surprising. In the perceptio est, the Ater presented to sub-
jects were highly familiar ,(spoken English els) and were, in fact, the
perceptual objects of interest. Here, by contrast, the items presented were
rather unfamiliar vowel spellings, which only mediated contact with the,memory
images that were the true objects of study.

Nonmetric scaling. It has been pointed, out that the stability of a

modeling outcome must be considered when making decisions about scaling (see
Wish & Carroll, 1974, for a discussion of this point). With respect to the
pre3ent study, this consideration bore most directly on the decision to per-
form nonmetric individual-differences scaling, as against a more commonly used
metric procedure such as INDSCAL (Carroll & Chang; 1970). For certain of the
analyses of Experiment 1 in particular, the metric /nonmetric modeling distinc-
tion made little or no difference in the outcome. However, this could not be
said to be the case in Experiment 2; modeling these data at the metric scale
resulted in an uninterpretable group space. At the nonmetric scale, on the
other hand, the group space was not only interpretable, but was quite evident-
ly related to the group space of Experiment 1.

This perception/memory difference in what might be called "measurement .

level" may be interesting in its own right. It suggests that the memory space

for vowels is a sort of nonlinearly transformed version of the perceptual
space. Interval relationships among the vowels hold in perceptual space but
not in memory. On the other hand, the relatively noisy character of the memo-
ry data has already been noted, and the "measurement level" difference between
the perception and memory experiments may simply reflect task variables.
Whatever the true state of affairs, the approach taken in this study has been
to model alo:1sta at the more conservative nonmetric level.

Starting configuration. It proved to be the case that the three dimen-

sions of the group space could not be interpreted as originally modeled. They

neither corresponded to the linguistic features of advancement, height, and
tenseness as they had in Experiment 1, nor to other recognized features of
articulatory or acoustic description for vowels. This was equally the case
for the two- and four-dimensional group spaces.

r.
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The scaling procedure was therefore rerun in three dimeqpions with the
group space of Experiment 1 taken as a starting configuration. This was, in
effect, a test of the appropriateness of that earlier' group space as a model
for memory data structure. It did prove to be an appropriate model, as evi-
denced by the fact that it fit the memory data nearly as well as had the
original, uninterpretable, three-dimensional solution (mean VAF was 59% with
the starting configuration, 611 without it).

Results

Group space. The group space for all subjects who participated in the
two conditions of the memory experiment is shown in Figure 5. It is quite
evidently similar to the group space for Experiment 1 (Figure 2). In the di-
mension 2-by-dimension 1 plane, only the vowel /A/ has shifted its position
substantially: it is "higher" and more "fronted" in the present analysis. In

the dimension 3-by-dimension 1 plane, the only vowels that'moved noticeably
are /m/ and /a/. The former can be seen to have taken on a dimension 3 value
that is somewhat more "tense," the latter one is more "lax." These shifts do
not ,,substantially alter the overall configuration, however. On the whole,
then, it can be said that this combined group space for the memory experiment
does not differ substantially from that for the perception experiment. In

both cases, the non arbitrary axes of the- space correspond to the linguistic
features of advancement, height, and tenseness.

Weight space. Since the group Spaces are similar for Experiments 1 and

2, it is interesting to see how the weight spaces compare. Indeed, a primary
motivation for carrying out Experiment 2 was to determine whether the condi-
tion difference in dimension weightings seen for perception would be manifest
in memory as well. A look at Figure 6, which displays the combined weight
space for Experiment 2, indicates that it was not.

In Experiment 1, subjects in the consonantal-context condition were con-

sistent with one another in attaching substantial weight to all three
linguistically-meaningful dimensions of the group space, while isolated-vowels
subjects were quite variable, with different individuals weighting different
dimensions disproportionately. Here, by contrast, subjects in both conditions
behaved in a fairly comparable way: they clustered toward the center of the
weight space (roughly as did the consonantal-context subjects of Experiment

It turned out that isolated-vowels subjects were, if anything, less
variable in exhibiting this pattern than were their consonantal-context
counterparts--the opposite result from that observed in Experiment 1. (This

trend was not significant in the original weight space shown in Figure 6,
F(14,11) .4 2.27), but was in a weight space adjusted 'co compensate for good-
ness-of-fit differences among subjects (cf. Experiment 1, F(14,11) 4,30,

< ,01,)

Clearly, the pattern of dimension weightings obtained for memory judg-
ments made at some remove from the acoustic stimulation is substantially dif-
ferent from .that obtained in perception. This strongly suggests that stimu-
lus-0ased factors were critical to the perceptual influence of consonants that
was observed in Experiment 1.
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Discussion

In Experiment 1, it was concluded that /dVd/ context had the effect of
evoking more linguistic perceptual processing of vowels than occurred'in iso-
lation. There are a lumber of knowledge-based accounts of why this might have
been the case, including the facts that vowels more frequently occur in
consonantal context than out, that certain phonological rules are specific to
consonantal context in English, and that regularities (and irregularities) in
English orthographic representations of vowels-may differ with context.. Since
these knowledge -based factors reflect a history of experience with vowels as
meaningful categories in English, it might be expected that they would have an
influence in this vowel memory experiment as well. However, the variadte ana-
lyses of the subject weights indicate that they did not. It can be at least
tentatively concluded, therefore, that the consonantal influence in perceptiOn
had more to do with stimulus-based factors than with knowledge-based factors.

In Experiment 1, a Close correspondence was observed between three.fea-
tures of linguistic description for vowels (advancement, height, and tense-
ness) and the three dimensions of the group space. The fact that individu-
al-differences scaling showed these to be the dimensions that optimally
accoudted for variance in the several subjects' data was taken as particularly
strong evidence that those linguistic features have some. significance for the
perception of vowels. A related point can now be made with respect to vowel
memory, although it must be somewhat tempered by the reservation that the pre-
sent analysie was initiated by a starting configuration. The orientation of
axes for the resulting group space was nevertheless dictated by the character
of individual' subject data, and the observed correspondence between the
linguistic features and the dimensions of this space strongly suggests that
listeners' memories for vowels are, at least in some measure, organized in a
way that respects those features. Thus, there appears to be a consistent
reNirrence of the features in perception, memory, and in linguistic behavioral
data such as those havineto do with grammatical rules for vowel usage.

It is important to recognize that altogether different results might have
obtained. First of all, the several subjects participating in this memory
experiment might have exhibited no consistent pattern of responding at all, in
which case the model would have failed to account for i reasonable percentage
of the variance'in'the data and the dimensions of the group space would have
been uninterpretable. Alternatively, to the degree that subjects behaved con-
sistently, they might have done so In a way that made little or no sense from
a linguistic standpoint. Since the stimuli of this experiment were presented
by eye, subjects might, for example, have made their judgments on the basis of
visual features of the input, but they did not.

. Summary and CAnclusions

This study was motivated by an interest in the question of whether vowel
perception is greatly influenced by the consonantal context in which a vowel
occurs. A good deal is known about the perception (and production) of isolat-
ed vowels, and an answer to this question of consonantal influence will deter-
mine how researchers generalize from that knowledge base. To the degree that

the influence on perception is inor the'isolated vowel form.might reasonably
be viewed as canonical (since it is unencumbered by any context effects at
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all) and its acoustic signature might be taken to be composed of the essential
information for vowel perception. On the other hand, if consonantal context
is found to affect the perception of vowels significantly, then the isolated
form can only be considered to be one variant of the vowel and, given the
infrequency of its occurrence in natural speech, an arguably unrepresentative
variant. Caution would therefore be required in generalizing from what is
known about it.

The results of the presen ti. study clearly support the latter, position.
Vowels were here found to be pe ceived.significantly differently in consonan-
'tal context than they were in isolation. One aspect of that difference was
that listeners exhibited greater agreement with one another about the linguis-
tic relationships that held among a set of vowels when those vowels were in
/dVd/ context than when they in isolation. A second aspect was that with
.isolated vowels listeners attended in a piecewise manner to three different
vowel dimensions, while with vowels in context they integrated those dimen-
Sions in a way that was more consistent with other aspects of linguistic be-
havior.

These findings have been interpreted as indicating that /dVd/ context had
the effect of eliciting more linguistic perceptual processing of vowels than
occurred when they were rresented in isolation. To the degree that this
interpretation in appropriate, it follows that those who do linguistic re-
search on vowels in the future would do well to examine them in some consonan-
tal context.
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Footnotes

1The "appropriateness" of point positioning has to do with the distances
between the points. Those distances should. as nearly as possible, be ordered
in a manner that reflects order in the perceptual data (see also Footnote 9).

. , .

=With other scaling methods, such as those designed for the analysis of
single matrices of data (e.g., Shepard, 1962a, 1962b; Guttman, 1968), it is

necessary to perform a post hod rotation of the scaling "solution in order to
bring it into any sort of interpretable orientation. The particular rotation
.performed is necessarily shaped by an investigator's intuitions about'the'.ap-
propriate dimensions of interpretation and is, correspondingly, vulnerable to
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,the challenge that some other dimensions would have been equally (or more) ap-
propriate had some other rotaticn been carrried out. It is Supt this post hoc
rotation that is precluded with individual differences scaling (Carroll &
,Chang, 1970; Wish & Carroll, 197k).

3
Since this is tr.3most commonly discussed index to fit, it is the one

that will be considered here. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the data
were in fpct scaled with a procedure (ALSCAL, designed by Takane et al., 1977)
that, for computational reasons, optimizes a related but slightly different
index called SSTRESS. This undoubtedly accounts for the slight decrement in
the VAP function seen at five dimensions (there was no such decrement in the,
SSTRESS function). Solutions obtained by optimizing SSTRESS are extremely
similar to those obtained with alternative individual differences scaling
methods (Takane et al., 1977).

VAF might not increase with an increase in dimensionality if a scali4
,algorithm was halted after a fixed number of iterations or, more commonly, if

' it was halted due to the encounter.of a "local minimum" in the optimizing
function (see also Footn6te 3).

510 English, the tenseness and length feature labels are not quite so
interchangeable as are, say, height and Compactness. The "tense" vowel! are
generally "long"%vowels as well, but there is one notable exception: the
vowel /at/. This vowel is phonologically "long," yet a usage rule treats it as
"lax"' in,that it cannot appear in open position. Vita respect to the group
space, fa' is 'likewise grouped with-the "lax" vowels along dimension J, which
makes.the choice of the tenseness label particularly appropriate for this di-

.

mension.

The Pythagorean theorem holds that the distance between two points in a
three-dimensional space will be equal to the square root of the sum of the
Squared distances between those points' coordinates along the three reference
axes. Hence, the distance between subject 1 (indexed by the coordinates x1,

yl; z1) and the centrold' for all subjects in the same condition (indexed by
x
c
,y,zc ) was computed with the equation:

, ,
distarice ((x

1
-x

c
)2 y

1
-yc

.2
4- (z1-z

c
.2.1/2

7
zt is also noteworthy that when the two conditions of the experiment

wie modeled separately, thio signiicant difference in subject variability
remained (see Rakerd0.1982,-for the analysis).

.
8
/n Experiment 1, the group and weight spacesi for the metric analysis of

the combined data were virtually identical to those for the nonmetric analysis,

r

shown in Figures 2 and 3. When the conditions were modeled separately (Ra-
kerd, 1982), the metric and nonmetric solutions did differ, at leist in de-

tail.

9To get a sense of what employing a starting configuration entails, it is
important to understand how the sealing procedure operates more generally. An

optimal fit to a set of data is achieved by successively adjusting the stimu-
lus configuration over a series of iterations. The scaling procedure halts
when the improvement achieved 0 any given iteration in less than some speci-
fied tolei-ance value. The adjustment that is made to the, configuration

damounts to moving the 'individual stimuli around in the group space in a wall
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that is sensitive to the modeling shortcomings of the existing configuration.
If, for example, the vowels, /1,t,e/ were currently positioned in the space
such` that the distances among them were ordered as follows:

and yet most subjects ranked vowel -patr similarity such that /1-r/ was judged
less similar than A '-e/9 then on the fo'.iowing iteration of the procedure
there would be a shift in the positioning of /t/ to correct the mismatch be-
tween model and data, i.e.!

Since the scaling proedure is capable of making such adjustments, it is
possible to start with a truly random stimulus configuration and gradually,
over trials, to. move to one that fits a data set quite well. It is equally
possible,,however, 'to start with a configuration that, for a priori reasons,
sight be expected to fit the data closely fromAhe outset.. To the degree that
it does, then the procedure will make only minor improvements and will halt in
a relltively..small number of iterations (because those improvements will' be
less than the halting tolerance level). Owing to this feature, it is possi-
ble, in effect, to test out the appropriateness off' a particular starting
configuration for the individual differences modeling of any setof data.

10
Since scaling accounted for a relativeIy smaller percentage of the

variance in the memory dita than it accounted for in the perception data
aiperlment 1), all weights are, on average, smaller here (i.e., closer to the
origin of the weight space).
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CHILDREN'S PERCEPTION OF [s] AND [n: THE RELATION BETWEEN ARTICULATION AND
PERCEPTUAL ADJUSTMENT FOZ MaaiCULATORY EFFECTS

Virginia A. Mann,. Harriet M. Sharlin++, and Michael Dorman+++

Abstract. When synthetic fricative noises from an (S] - s] continuum
are followed by (a] and, (u], adult listeners perceive fewer in-
stances of ES] in the context of WI (Mann.4 Repp, 1980). This
perceptual context effect presumably 'reflects adjustdent for the
coarticulatory effects of rounded vowels on preceding fricatives,
and thus implies possession of tacit knowled.,e of thiscoarticula-
tion and its consequences. To determine the role.of articulatory
experience in the ontogeny of such knowledge and the consequent
perceptual., adjustment, the present study examined the effect of[eil
and (u) on the perception of Es] and (11 by children who can 'and
cannot produce these consonants. The stimuli comprised synthetic
frication noises from an (11to is] continuum adjoined to periodic
portions excerpted from natural tokens of "shave" and "shoe." The
subjects included adults, five- and seven-year-old children whb
correctly produce both (S] and Es], and seven-year-old children who
misarticulate both fricatives. All three groups of children showed
a significant context effect equivalent to that of adults and inde-
pendent of age and 41e fricative articulation. Therefore,
productive mastery of (31 and Ell is not responsible for children's
perceptual adjustment to vowel rounding on the spectra of voiceless
fricatives.

Introduction

Among adult subjects, context effects in the perception of spoken conso-
nzAts are a well-established phenomenon .(see Repp, 1982, for a recent review).
One acoustic pattern may support different phonetic interpretations in differ-
ent environments. Examples of such effects can be found in the perception of
bursts as cues for stop consonant place of articulation (Liberman, Delattre, &
Cooper, 1952), and in the perception of foraant transitions as cues to cow,
nant place (Mann, 1980; Mann & Pepp, 1981) and manner (Miller & Liberman,
1979). Another example, and the one that concerns us here, involves the place
Of articulation of voiceless fricative noises: When a synthetic fricative

+Also Bryn Mawr College.
++Bryn Maio- College.
+++Arizona State University.
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noise ambiguous between [I) and [s) precedes the vowel [13], listeners perceive
[I) less often than when the same nqise precedes the vowel (a) (Fuitsaid g Ku-
nlsaki, 1978; Mann S Repp, 198C).

Like a myriad of other context effects In *tech pemepticin, the con-
trasting effect of (u) and [a) on perception of a preceding fricative noise

4 finds a parallel, and a plausible explanation, in the dynamics of articulatory
gestures and their acoustic consequence's. The parallel is that, due to
coarticulation of adiacent phonemes, when krnd [s] precede a rounded vowel,
such as the English fu), they are influenced by anticipatory liprounding. The
effect is a lowering of fricative noise 'spectra relative to that which °tours.
when [I] and Cs] are produced before an unroundAd vowel, such as theEnglish
[a] (Bondarko,.1969; Heinz a Stevens, 1961; Hahn a Repp, 1980). The expla-
nation is that, since [s] noises, in general, involve higher spectral frequen-
cies than CM noises, any compensation for the consequences of liprounding
during fricativeoroduotion would make a given dbise appear rela:;tvely higher
when it occurs before a rounded vowel, thus decreasing the likelihood that [I)
will be perceived. . h

,

Therefore:. the tendency of adult listeners to give fewer [I) reboonses
when synthetic fricative noises occur in the context of bal is interpreted as
the reflection of a tendency to compensate for the acoustic consequenCes of

they
liprounding on fricative noise spectra (Mann S Repp, 1980). That

they so take aacount of the acoustic consequences of, articulatory dynamics as,
they assign phonetic labels to speech stimuli is not a unique attribute of.
fricative Perception, but would seem to be a more general and fundamental
property of perception in the speech mode. It is as if speech perceptiOn is
guided by some tacit knowledge of the diverse acoustic consequences of articu-
latory gistures (Kopp, Liberman, Eccardt, I Pesetsky, 1978), and of the subtle
chimps that 'necessarily ensue when sequences of such gestures weave and over-
lap in fluent speech (Mann, 1980; Hann a Repp, 1981). The basii of such
knowledge, however, remains unclear, as does its role in young children's
speech perceptiun To gain' insight into these Jives, the present study has
explored-the effects of [ex] and DA on the percePeOn of the (I)-(s) distinc-
tion among Children who can produce Le) and [I]. and those who cannot.

It is possible that tacit knowledge about the articulation of a given
Phoneme, and its diverse acoustic uonsequences, i3 gathered from listening to
one's own production of that phoneme. If so, experience rith the articulation
of Ls) and [I] -might be critical to any articulatory knowledge that allows the
child to cosipensate for the effects of )i :'rounding on fricative noise spectra.
This hypothesis would be verified were we to' find the normal contrasting ef-
fepta of [103 and Let] only in the perception of fricatives by children who can
produce [s] and [I], and not in that le children who have yet to produce
these phoneies.

On the other hand, it -is likewise possible that children who cannot pro-

duce [s] and [I] coul4,2onetheless be just as capale (or incapable, as the
case may be) of percepelelly adjusting for the influence of liprounding on
fricative noise spectra. On finding this to be the case, we could a
hypothesis that correct fricative articulation is essential to knowledge about
the consequences of fricative-vowel coarticulation, and then turn to' consider-
ing three alternative bases of that knowledge. First, any tacit knowledge
underlying the effect of vocalic context an fricative perception might be
instantiated by more general experience with ones own articulation as opposed
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to specitic experience with fricative articulation. Second, it could be
brought about by experience with hearing and seeing the speech of others.
Third, given the many findings that at least some knowledge about the acoustic
consequences of articulation could be inborn (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982; Miller &
Eimas, in press), the ontogeny of tacit articulatory knowledge could be large-
ly under genetic control, and relatively independent of specific experience,
barring the necessary role of stimulation in the emergence of genetic behav-
iors.

A review of the literature reveals that, while there are many studies of
the ontogeny of speech perception and production, much remains to be learned
about fricative perception, and its relation to fricative production.
Prelingual infants have been reported to be capable of discriminating synthet-
ic tokens of [set] and [jet] (Eilers, 1980; Eilers &' Minifee,' 1975) and

six-month-old infants may distinguish natural tokens of (s) and :II in the
context of (a] and (u] (Kuhl, 1980). Yet when (s) and (I) initiate natural
CVC syllables, children aged ten to eighteen months may fail to make a
perceptual distinction (Garnica, 1971; Shvachkin, 1973) and children as old
as five years of age may show confusions among natural tokens of (s) and other
fricative consonants (Abbs & Minifee, 1969). Likewise, although there are re-
ports that children as young as two or three years old may ,correctly produce
(s) and [f] (Prather, Hedrick, & Kern, 1975), there is much evidence that
fricatives are produced relatively late in language development, and that
fricative misarticulation can be present well into the early elementary grades
(Moskowitz, 1975) with considerable individual variability (Ingram, Christen-
sen, Veach, & Webster, 1980). In short, it is unclear' exactly when. the

(s)-(1.1 distinction is mastered either in perception or production, nur is the
relation between the two abilities apparent. On the ba$is of the common
Observation that deielopment of language comprehension' precedes that of lan-
guage production, it might be tempting to discard a hypothesis that mature
production of the (1]-(s) distinction is essential to mature perception of
that distinction. Nonetheless, there are no reports that falsify this hypoth-
esis, nor has a subtle and sensitive assessment of children's perception cf
fricatives been undertaken, such as might be supplied through a study using
context effects.

With these considerations in mind, we conducted two experiments, each
concerned with the contrasting influence of (a] and (u] on young children's
perception of the (S)-(s) distinction. Our methodology is drawn from that of

Mann and Repp (1980), employing a continuum of synthetic fricative noises
(ranging from one appropriate to (1) to one appropriate to (0) that were fol-
lowed by vocalic portions from natural syllables containing the vowel [er] or

fill]. Their adult subjects were required'to label the initial fricative of
each syllable as (1) or (s), and the context effect was measured in terms of
the number of (I) responses given in the context of each vowel. In Experiment

1, we adapt Mann and Repp's materials and their phoneme labeling task to a"
forced-choice picture identification task suitable for use with preliterate
children, and we provide a test of these adaptations among a population of
five- and seven-year-old children who have mastered production of (15] and Ci].
Thus we demonstrate the utility of our procedure and discern whether any
marked changes in vocalic context effects occur following the mastery of
fricative production. In Experiment 2, we turn to a second population of se-
ven-year-old children who are in speech therapy because they have not mastered
production of (s) and M. In this case, our goal it to discern whether vo-
calic context effects are present before fricative articulation is fully mas-
tered.

12,-3
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Experiment 1

Method

Subjects. All subjects were native speakers of English who had no prior
experience with synthetic speech. Adults were recruited from the Bryn Mawr
area and children were recruited from a local day-care center: none of them
had any known organic, behavioral, emotional, or intellectual problems. In

order to be considered as a potential subject, each adult had to report no
known hearing or speech pathologies. Each child had to have normal hearing
acuity as determined by preschool screening and to be able to produce correct-
ly the Es] and (I) in "sue," "shoe," "save," and "shave." CheaMP-aceording to
these criteria, there were ten subjects et each of three age levelalln-Experi-
ment 1:'five-year-olds (mean age 5.6 years), seven-year-olds (meian age 7.5
years), and adults (mean age 22.4 years) .

\s,

Materials. The stimuli were hybrid syllables consisting of synthetic
fricative noises followed by natural vocalic portions to form two (i)..js] con-
tinua: "shoe"-"Sue" and "shave"-"save." To construct them, we. began with
recordings of the words "shoe" and "shave" that had been read aloud by a na-
tive male speaker of American English as part of a list of words containing
initial vo1celeS fricatives. All utterances were digitized O. 10 kHz ubing
the Haskins Laboratories Pulse Code Modulation (PCN) system, and the single
best tokens of "shoe" and "shave" were chosen for further use* The fricative
noise was then removed from each of these (the fricative noise being defined
as the signal portion preceding the onset of periodicity), and replaced, in
turn, with each of nine digitized synthetic fricative noises created on the
Haskins Laboratories PIE IIIc speech synthesizer. The synthetic noises were
characterized by two steady-state poles whose center frequencies, as can be
seen in Table 1, increased in eight approximately equal steps from Stimulus 1,
which approximated a natural Ei], to Stimulus 9, which approximated a natural
Es]. Noise duration was held constant at 250 ms, with a 150 ms initial ampli-
tude riset'and a 30 ma final amplitude fall..,.,.. eimma.MM...... .. .......a...aww.,m

Table 1

Pole Frequencies of Fricative Noises (Hz)

Stimulus Pole 1 Pole 2

1 1957 3803
2 2197 3915
3 , 2466 4148

4 2690 4269

5 2933 4394

6 3199 4655

7 3389 4792

8 3591 4932

9 3917 5077

mebaift.....M* .1.00.0.
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For the purpose of testing perception of the test stimuli, two different
magnetic tapes were prepared, a separate one for each stimulus continuum.
Each tape consisted of a practice set comprising five tokens of each of the
two endpoint stimuli arranged in a random ordero.followed by a test set
comprising a randomized sequence that included five repetitions of each of the
nine test stimuli along the continuum. Interstimulus interval was held con-
stant at 5 SOC.

Procedure

All t ting was conducted individually at the residence (for adults) or
daycare cen r (for children) where the subject was solicited. Each subject
listened to stimuli over circumeural earphones at &presentation level of
approximately 70 dB SPL. Both tapes were completed within a single session,
with the Order of presentation counterbalanced across subjects. For each
tape, the ten items in the practice set were presented first, followed by
presentation of the 45 test items. The. procedure involved the subject4
listening to each stimulus and then reporting his or her phonetic perception.
Whereas adults gave written responses of "s" or "sh," as in the procedure of
Mann and Repp (1980), children gave a two-alternative forced-choice pointing
respcnses to pictures that corresponded to the words on the tape--ma shoe"

vs. "a girl named Sue" for the context, "a man having a shave" vs. "a pig-
gy-bank in which to save" for the (ei) context and their responses were .tran-
scribed by the examiner, who did not know the identity of.the stimulus being
presented. To accustom children to this task the experimenter showed two
pictures, "tree" and "blue," before the test tape was presented and asked the
child to point to the appropriate picture as she said each word aloud. When
the child correctly identified five presentations of each of these two words
arranged in random order, the task was repeated' using pictures for "shoe" and
"blue." Finally, the child was shown the pictures for the appropriate experi-
mental task and given practice with the experimenter saying each test word
aloud. When the child had touched each picture correctly on five occasions,
arranged in random order, predentation of the prerecorded practice and test
stimuli followed.

Results and Discussion

The data for Experiment I consist of labeling responses of "s" and "sh"
for stimuli along each of our two experimental continua gathered directly from
adults, and inferred from children's picture verification responses. We will
briefly consider the data obtained with adult subjects, then proceed to a re-
port of the results obtained with children at each age, and a brief discussion
of their Import.

Adults. A summary of the results obtained with the ten adult subjects

appears in Figure 1, where the average percent of "sh" responses is plotted as
a function of stimulus position along the fricative noise continuum, separate-
ly for each vocalic context. Solid lines represent the results obtained when
fricative noises initiated a syllable containing the rounded vowel ba3, and

dashed lines represent those obtained when the same noises initiated the syll-
able containing the unrounded vowel [es). For both continua, listeners were
quite consistent in their labeling of the endpoint stimuli. And, as expected,

the category boundary for the labeling function obtained in the context of the
unrounded vowel from "shave" occurs between stimuli 5 and 6 (at 5.2), whereas
that for the unrounded vowel from "shoe" occurs between stimuli 4 and 5 (at
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4.2). Thus fewer "sh* responses were given in the context of the rounded
vowel, t(18) = 3.1, a < .01.

100 T

(J)

0
(J)

a.
w
cr

50
Sn

Zw0
Cr

0 - -U.

i 4 6 7 8 9
STIMULUS NUMBER (FRICATIVE NOISE)

Ye''

Figure I. Influence of vocalic context on the labeling of fricative noises by
adult subjects.

Children. All children successfully learned the procedure, and were 100%
correct in identifying the pictures corresponding to spoken versions of the
test words and 80% or bitter correct in responding to the practice endpoint
stimuli. The results for five- and seven-year-olds are graphed in Figures 2
and 3, respectively. Here, as in the case of the adult subjects, both the
endpoint stimuli were labeled quite consistently, and here, as well, the cate-
gory boundaries for the two vocalic contexts lie at different locations. The
boundary for noises presented in the context of the unrounded vowel lies at
5.5 -for five-year olds, and 5.2 for seven-year-olds, while the boundaries for

noises heard in the context of the rounded vowel occur at 4.1 and 4.3,

respectively.

An analysis of variance, conducted on the total number of "sh" responses
given in each vocalic context by the adults and the children at each of the
two age levels, reveals a main effect of vocalic context, F(1,27) = 59.4,
a < .001, but no main effect of age, and no interaction between the effects of
age and vocalic context. Thus, all subjects, adults and children alike, tend-
ed to give fewer "sh" responses in the context of the rounded vowel: for
five-year-olds, t(18)=2.31, a < .05, and for seven-year-olds, t(18) = 3.37,
a < .01. Moreover, when measured as the difference between the number of "sh*
responses given in each context, the extent of the context effect among chil-
dren was not significantly different from that among adults (a > .1).
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Figure 2. Influence of vocalic context on the labeling of fricative noises by
five-year-olds who can articulate [s] and M.
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Figure 3. Influence of vocalic context on the labeling of fricative noises by
seven-year-olds Who can articulate [s] and In.
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Using a new set of stimuli, then, Experiment 1 has confirmed previous re-
ports (Fujisaki' & Kunisaki, 1978; Mann & Repp, 1980) that when ,synthetiC'
fricative noises along an [t]-[s] continuum are followed by a vocalic portion
that contains the vowel Cu], the category boundary is shifted towards a lower
noise frequency and fewer "sh" responses, than when the same fricative noises
are heard in the context of the vowel [ex]. Most importantly, it has

demonstrated that thislVicalic context effect can be present among five- and
seven-year-old children who correctly produce [s] and Et], and that, among
such children, the extent and direction ofthe effect is remarkably similar to
that obtained among adults. Thus children as young as five years of age who
can produce both Is] and It] show an adult-like perceptual compensation for
the coarticulatory effects of_l_ipromtling on the spectra of these fricatives,
and we may conclude, therefore, that knowledge of fricative-vowel coarticula-
tion and its acoustio consequences does not markedly lag behind"productive
mastery of Els] and ESL Otherwise, we should have found an age-related
difference between the children and adults who participated in our study.
This leaves us with two possibilities as to the relation between perception

:and production: Either perceptual mastery precedes production mastery, or the
two begin at more or less the same time. To decide between these alterna-
tives, we turn to the second experiment of our study, which asks whether a vo-
calic context effect is present among children who cannot produce Es] and rt].

Experiment 2

Method

Subjects. The subjects were fourteen children recruited from .the sec-
ond-grade classes of parochial schools in Northeast Philadelphia, who served
with the permission of their parents and at the convenience of their teachers.
Each of them was selected with the help of speech therapists who worked in
their schools. They fulfilled all of the following criteria:

1) Incorrect production of initial [s] and/or [t]; either substituting

one for the other, substituting another phoneme instead, or simply
omitting [s] and It] altogether.

2) No difficulty with the production of phonemes other than fricatives

or affricates.

3) A maximum of one year in speech therapy.

4) Audiometry scores within the range defined in Experiment 1.

5) No soft neurological signs, cerebral palsy, emotional or behavioral

disorders.

Chosen according to these criteria, there were six females and eight males,
with an average age of 7.6 years.
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Materials and Procedure

The materials and procedure were as in Experiment 1. Each subject was
excused from his or her classroom and taken to the speech room in the school,
where the experimenter explained that the child was helping her to study the
way children hear language. The subjects were assured that there was no right
or wrong answer involved, and that all that was required was to listen care-
fully: The same procedure as in Experiment 1 was used, with training followed
by practice, culminating in presentation of the test trials. Order of the
test tapes was counterbalanced across subjects.

Results and Discussion

The data obtained from the seven-year-old children who could not produce
Es] and are summarized in Figure 4, which should be compared with Figures
1-3 from Experiment 1. We have combined the results across children who omit-
ted Es] and El] (N = 8), those who substituted one for the other (N a 4), and
those who substituted- another phoneme. instead (N = 2), P.- the nature of
production errors did not appear to influence the pattern results. As in
the first experiment, all Subjicts labeled the words spoken during training
with an accuracy. of 100% correct, and also labeled the endpoint test stimuli
with an 80% or better accuracy. Thus, they could clearly distinguish good
exemplars of [s] and (1). Inspection of Figure 4 further reveals that these
children also showed vocalic context effects on fricative perception. When
the stimuli along the synthetic continuum were followed by the vocalic portion
from "shave," the average phonetic boundary lies between stimuli 5 and 6
(5.2), whereas that for the same fricative noises followed by the vocalic por-
tion from "shoe" lies between stimuli 4 and 5 (4.3). Thus, fewer "sh" re-
sponses were even in the context of the rounded vowel than in that of the
unrounded one, t(26) = 3.79, p .005.
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41 6 4 7 8 9

STIMULUS NUMBER (FRICATIVE NOISE)
Figure 4. Influence of vocalic context on the labeling of fricative noises by

seven-year-olds who cannot articulate [s] and [I].
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?

There are two points, to be made in discussing these findings. The first,
and most central to our concern, is that perception of [a] and Ell by children
who cannot produce both of these phonemes does not differ signficantly from
that of adults, and children of the same age who can produce them. That is,
'their perception of Es] and [1] is affected by vocalic context in the same
manner (i.e., more "sh" responses in the context of the unrounded vowel) and
to an equivalent extent. Thus, it would appear that these children can take
account of the consequences of coarticulationtl a fricative with a following
vowel, even though they do not directly control those consequences in their
own speech production.

A second. point, more pertinent to clinical concernM, is that the

exclusive 'problems with fricative articulation that distin ish the children
of our second experiment from those of the first experiment do not appear to
be due to aberrant perceptual abilities. This is a conclus on that has been
reached in several previous studies of children selecti ely impaired in
producing liqeds (Strange & Broen, 1981). Perhaps some de elopmental delay
in motor control is the cause of selective misarticulation f fricatives and
affricates, given the distinguishing developmental dharac eriatics of this,
clasp 83 outlined by Ingram et al. (1980). Fricatives, ar avoided by many
very young children, and it is not impossible that certai children merely
avoid them longer than others. Also, since fricatives, are a ng the last pho-
nemes to' be produced correctly ,(and there seems little agr mint on tne span
of time involved in acquiaition of other phonemes, much les this controver-
sial class), there is ample reason to suspect Oat, many of the children who
participated in the present experiment are following a nor I pattern, albeit
more slowly, of phoneme acquisition.

However, before leaving this second point, we would likes to recognize the
possibility that certain severe articulatory problems .cou be based in a
perceptual disorder (Strange & Broen, 1981). In this regard we note that we
have examined a group of seven-year-old children who preset with multiple
articulatory problems spanning three or more manner classes,, d we have found
them to be quite different from children who selectively mimirticulate frica-
tives and affricatei (Mann, Dorman, Strawhun,. & Sharlin, 1982; Sharlin,

it1982). Subjects who are multiple ilaarticulators give reap° ea that tend to
be more erratic; their attentiveness, is also noticeably lowe and they "fidg-
et" more than the other children Waom we have tested. They have as if our
task is in some way unexpectedly aversive, owing, perhaps, to n inability to

competently and confidently make the required perceptual d stinction. In

addition, and most notably, these c'ildren are unique in thei tendency as a
population to show po, significant effect of vocalic context on fricative
perception. 1r

General Discussion

The following general conclusions can be drawn from th
Experiments 1 and 2: 1) Children as young as five years of age
articulate [a] and [l] show vocalic context effects on fricati
that are commensurate with the context effects, observed among a
2) Competent production of [a] and [I] is not necessary for the
of vocalic context effects on fricative perception; 3)

ir

miaarticulation of fricative consonants, like other selective problems in
speech production (an Strange & Broen, 1981), is not simply att ibutable to
deficits in fricative perception.

results of
ho correctly

e perception
It subjects;
nifeatation

exclusive
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We.may now turn to'a consideration of our findings as they pertain to the
various hypotheses, outlined in the Introduction, about the source of the tac-
it knowledge of articulation that we hold responsible for the influence of vo-
calic content on fricative perception, and that we presume to be guiding
mature speech perception. Certainly we may reject the hypothesis that expert-,
ence with the production of fricatives is essential to the acquisition of such
knowledge that allows listeners to compensate for the consequences of
fricative-vowel coarticulation on fricative noise spectra. Otherwise, we

should not have found vocalic context effectsto be equally present in the
perception of children who can and cannot produce Is) and CIL Even children
who selectively omit fricatives altogether (of which we tested 8) showed vo-
calic context effects on fricative perception equivalent to those, among other
children and adults.

This leaves us to consider the remaining three possibilities about the
basis of tacit articulatory knowledge. One possibility is that, while there
is no simple one-to-one dependence of knowledge about the consequences of
fricative-vowel coarticulation on competent production ot (s) and [IL some
experience with language production may be essential to the acquisiton of that
knowledge; for example, experience with producing rounded and unrounded vow-
els and observing their different consequences on sound spectra, in general.
A second possibility is that ttacit 'articulatory knowledge does not emerge
through feedback from one's own articulation so much as through experience
with listening to, and perhaps watching, the articulations of others. A third

is that tacit knowledge is not induced by experience with one's own articula-
tion or that of others, but is genetically given io as to be present and func-
tioning by the age of five years, before successful fricative production (con-
tingent, perhaps, on some type of auditory stimulation). Each of them: possi-
bilities is equally consistent with the present findings, but, as we shall now
argue, they are not equally consistent with certain other findings in. .the.

literature.

Considering each possibility in turn, we note that the first is incon-
sistent with reporti that subjects who lack speech production abilities may
nonetheless demonstrate apparently normal speech perception (P orcin, 1974),

and with a report by Whalen (1981) who shows vocal{-. context effects for
non-native vowels. However', befol4 concluding that feedback from one's own
articulation is not a prerequisite for acquiring tacit knowledge about articu-
lation and its consequences, it would be desirable to repeat the present
study, using subjects with total congenital inability to speak.

We turn next to the second,hypotheAs, Which stresses experience with the

articulation of others. While this is consistent with the perceptual
capabilities of inarticulate subjects, and with the late onset of certain
speech perception abilities, it is at odds with findings that neonates display
adult-like discrimination of many speechiounds (see, for example, Eilers,
1980, and Miller & UMW, in press, for reviews). One might test this hypoth-
esis.by studying children who have recently been corrected for a congenital
hearing loss, or by examining congenitally blind children who have not had the
opportunity to observe the iip-rounding gestures of others. If subjects in
these groups show normal vocalic context effects on fricative perception, it
would suggest that experience with the articulations of others does not have a
Critical role in instantiating knowledge of artienlation and its consequences.
However, finding that such children fail to show context effects might be
interpreted either as evidence that experience instantiates articulatory
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knowledge, or as evidence that experience merely facilitates or maintain n such-
knowledge (Gottlieb, 1976). Testing neonates and young children could ulti-
mately decide between these two possibilities.

The third and final possibility is 'that tacit knowledge of articulation
and tts (consequences is genetically endowed, as opposed to deriving' from
experience with the consequences of one's own articulation or with those of
others. Thii hypothesis is consistent with findings that neonates prefer to
look at a face articulating the same vowel that they are hearing (Kuhl &
Meltzoff, 1982), and also display a wide range of speech perception. behaviors
that are directly analogous to the perceptual capabilitiei of adult speech
perceivers, including certain context' effects (Miller & Elms; in'eress). It
is further consistent, with evidence that, although infrahuman snecies

discriminate certain speech sounds much as human listeners do (cf. Kuhl &
Miller, 1978; Waters & Wilson, 1976), and may even categorize fricative
noises along an Es]-(S] continuum (.evchik, 1979), they fail to show the pre-
sent vocalic context effects on fricative perception (Sevchik, '1979). If
context effects that involve tacit knowledge of articulatory dynamics am

. unique to human listeners, then it is likely that the knowledge they depend on
is genetically based.
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TRADING RELATIONS AMONG ACOUSTIC CUES IN SPEECH PERCEPTION: SPEECH-SPECIFIC
BUT NOT SPECIALS

Bruno M. Repp

c.

The perception of most, if not all, phonetic distinctions is sensitive to
multiple acoustic cues. That is, there are several distinct aspects of the
acoustic speech signal that enable listeners to distinguish between, for exam-
ple, a voiced and, a voiceless stop consonant, or between a fricative and an
affricate. Although some cues are more important than others for a given
distinction, listeners can usually be shown to be sensitive to even the less
important cues when the primary cues are removed or set at ambiguous values.
All cues that are relevant to a given phonetic contrast seem to carry informa-
tion for listeners.

The relevance of a cue can be predicted from comparisons of typical
utterances exemplifying the phonetic contrast of interest. Any acoustic prop-
erty that systematically covari4 with a phonetic distinction may be consid-
ered a relevant cue for that distinction and may be expected to have a
perceptual effect when the conditions are appropriate.

In many recent speech perception experiments several acoustic cue dimen-
sions have been varied simultaneously. 'rovided the cues are adjusted so that
each has an opportunity to influenc* the perception of the relevant phonetic
distinction, it con easily be demonstrated that a little more of one cue can
be traded against a little less of another cue, without changing the phonetic
percept. This is called a phonetiatradingLrelation.

The perceptual equivalence of acoustically different stimuli obtained by
trading two cue dimensions goes beyond the mere equivalence of response
distributions. As several recent studies have shown, these stimuli are very
difficult to tell apart in a discribination task. Thus the trade-off among
the cue dimensions takes place entirely without the listenet's awareness, and
only extensive auditory discrimination training might reveal the differences
that exist at the auditory level.

Phonetic trading relations are a ubiquitous phenomenon. Whenever two
acoustic cues contribute to the same phonetic distinction, they can also be
traded against each other, within a certain range. Thus, these trading rela-
tions are a manifestation of a more general perceptual principle of cue
integration, by which I mean the assumptionethat, in phonetic perception, the

This position paper was presented at the Tenth International Congress of
Phonetic Sciences in Utrecht, August 1983.
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information conveyed by a variety of acoustic cues is integrated and combined
into a unitary perceptual experience that can be described in terms of
linguistic categories. But what causes the various cues to be integrated and
to trade with each other?

One current school of thought holds that the integration of cues and the
ensuing trading relations are due to auditory interactions of one sort or an-
other. Proponents of this hypothesis, while ready to admit that the
psychoacoustics of complex speech signals are not yet well understood,
nevertheless belleve that phenomena known from research with nonspeech stimu-
li, such as auditory adaptation, masking, c' integration, can account for
trading relations in speech. Oppouonts of this hypothesis; on the other hand,
like to point out the great acoustic diversity of the cues involved apd,their
distribution over oonsidersble temporal intervals, Obviously, and especially
as far as specific trading relations are concerned, this dispute can onlysbe
settled by empirical research. A number of recent 'xperiments have addressed
this issue, employing several different techniques, but which are alluded to
in my abstract. I do not have the time to summarize the results here;
suffice it to say that the available evidence suggests that many phonetic
trading relations Ocrlr only when listeners engage in the phonet c classifica-
tion of speech signals, and not when they identify analogous nonspeech stimuli
or discriminate auditory properties of speech. Thus these trading relations
seem to be a product of phonetic categorization, not of interactions in the
auditory system, This is not to say that auditory interactions do not occur
in speech signals, although it is possible that, due to the intimate
familiarity' of listeners with speech, such interactions have less of a

perceptual impact than in less familiar nonspeech stimuli. Certain erfocts of
irrelevant signal properties on phonetic perception do seem to require a
psychoscoustic explanation. And indeed, some, of the many trading relations
that. now appear t- be phonetic in origin may eventually be proven to rest on
an auditory interaction. It seems extremely unlikely, howevtr, that all of
them will be so explained.

The reason for this prediction of mine. is that psychoacousti: approaches
to speech perception often seem to ignore a crucial factthat phonetic class-
ification takes place with reference to norms established through past experi-
ence with a language. Although this experience has been filtered and trans-
formed by the constraints and nonlinearities in the auditory r:stem through
which it had to pass, the current input undergoes precisely the same transfor-
mations, so that the topological relationship betulen it and the internal
representation of past experience remains essentially unchanged. It is this

relationship that determines the phonetic percept by a principle of proximity:
The input is perceived-at, whatever it resembles most in the past experience of
the individual. There is, of course, much more to be learned about the
perceptual metric that relates speech stimuli and the representations of
phonetic categories in the listener's mind, and auditory nonlinearities may
indeed'illfluence that metric. The essential point, however, is, that the
perception of phonetic categories derives from a relationship, and,not from
any properties of the acoustic signal ez se. Neither the-relevance nor the
perceptual importance of acoustic cues can be predicted fro an inspection of
the input alone. Rather, the integration and weightini of the cues is a
perceptual function based on a relationship of input to'khowledge within the

speech domain. Phonetic trading relations are, therefore, necessarily a
speech-specific phenomenon, even if certain individual trading relations could
potentially (or do in fact) arise from auditory interactions. As we learn
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more about the peripheral auditory transformations of speech signals, we may
eventually be able to redefine the perceptual cues in a way that makes the
trading relations among them exclusively phonetic.

Having argued for the speechspecificity of phonetic trading relations, I
would now like to address the question of whether the perceptual integration
of phonetically relevant cues is achieved by some special machinery or proc
ess, or whether it reflects a general principle of perception. In the past,
it has often been argued that speech perception makes reference to speech
production, and that perceptual processes actually make use of some of the
neural networks ergaged in articulation. This certainly remains an interest
ing and important hypothesis at the neurophysiological level. To the
perceptual theorist, however, it really should be a truism: Since speech
perception occurs with reference to internal criteria based on language
experience, and since language is produced in a systematic manner by human vo
cal tracts, the'listener's internal representation of past experience with his
or her langbagi necessarily embodies articulatory constraints as well as lan
guagespecific characteristics. In other words, I would like to argue that
speech perception must reflect the way speech is produced because the criteria
for perceptual classification are the production norms of the language. To
say, therefore, that speech perception refers to speech production is merely
to state the obvious.

A more specific hypothesis regarding phonetic trading relations might be
proposed, however. It might be argued that many individual cues that trade in
perception also trade in production, in the/sense that there is a continuous
covariation of the two acoustic cues, due to some articulatory reciprocity,
even within phonetic categories. If it were the case that perceptual trading
relations are obtained only for cues that show such continuous covariation in
production, then it might be argued thet speech perceptioly makes use of
specific knowledge of patterns of articulatory variability) and since the
brain presumably cannot:store an infinity of variants, it might be inferred-
that reference is made to an internal representation of the articulatory mech
anism that enables listeners to generate specific cue 40elationships. Although
this hypothesis needs to ,be explored in greater depth, it seems *1 me that the
continuous covariation of cues in production should not be a nessary condi
tion for perceptual trading relations to occur., All that is required is that
typical instances of two different phonetic categories differ along two or
more acoustic dimensions. It is much more plausible and parsimonious to
assume that the listener's brain retains a record of typical instances of
utterances, that is of the central tendencies in the variability encountered,
rather than of the variability itself; While this system of phonetic category
prototypes must be adjustable to the changing characteristics of ongoing
speech, at any given point in time it provides the stable reference points
that guide,speech perception.

From this broad vantage point, phonetic classification is a form of pat
tern recognition. Speech signals may be thought of as points or traces in a
multidimensional auditory space that also harbors the appropriately tuned cat
egor prototypes, and phonetic categories are selected on the basis of some
distance metric. Trading relations among the various acoustic dimensions of
this auditoryphonetic space are an obvious consequence. What makes speech
special, in this view, is not the processes or mechanisms employed in its
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perception but the unique structure of the patterns that are to be recognized,
which reflect in turn the special properties of the production apparatus and
the language-specific conventions according to which it is operaLed.

In summary, then, I have argued that, on the one hand, phonetic trading
relations are speech-specific but, on the other hand, they are not special as
a phenomenon. They are speech-specific because their specific form can only
be understood by examining the typical patterns of a language. They are not
special because, once the prototypical patterns are known in any perceptual
domain, trading relations among the stimulus dimensions follow as the inevit-
able product of a general pattern matching operation. Thus, speech' perception
is the application of general perceptual principles to very special patterns.
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THE ROLE OF RELEASE BURSTS IN THE PERCEPTION OF (s)STOP CLUSTERS'

Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. The role of the release burst as a cue to the perception
of stop consonants following (s) was investigated in a series of
studies. Experiment 1 demonstrated that silent closure duration and
burst duration can be traded as cues for the "say " - "stay" distinc-
tion. Experiment 2 revealed a similar trading relation between clo-
sure duratior and burst amplitude. Experiments 3 and 4 suggested,
perhaps surprisingly, that absolute, not relative, burst amplitude
is important. Experiment 5 demonstrated that listeners' sensitivity
to bursts in a labeling task is at least equal to their sensitivity
in a burst detection task. Experiments 6 and 7 replicated the trad-
ing relation between closure duration and burst amplitude for labial
stops in the "slit"-"split" and "slash"-"splash" distinctions, al-
though burst amplification, in contrast to attenuation, had no ef-
fect. All experiments revealed that listeners are remarkably sensi-
tive to the presence of even very weak release bursts.

Introduction

A large proportion of speeph perception research has been concerned with
stop consonants. Nevertheless, there are still gaps in our knowledge of the
relevant acoustic cues and their perceptual importance. While much attention
has been lavished on the perception of stop consonant voicing and place of ar-
ticulation, the more basic question of whether or not a stop consonant is per-
ceived at all has been addressed in only a handful of studies. Moreover,
nearly all of these studies have used synthetic speech stimuli in which at

least one impertant cue was commonly absent: the release burst that
terminates the stop closure. The present series of studies explores the role
of this cue in the perception of stop consonants after Ls].

A good deal is known about some other cues to stop manner perception, at

least in the context of preceding Is] and following vowel oe M. One very
important cue is an interval of silence corresponding to the period of oral

closure tnat characterizes, stop consonant articulation. Early research at
Haskins Laboratories by Bastian (1959, 1962) as well as the recent thorough

investigations of Bailey apd Summerfield (1980) have shown that an interval of

"Also Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, in press.
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silence between an Eel-noise and a steady-state synthetic vowel is generally
sufficient to elicit a stop consonant loarcept, given that the silence is long-
er than about 20 ms (but not excessively long), and that the vowel is not too
open. Silence frequently is not only sufficient but also necessary for the
perception of a stop, for even when other stop manner cues are present in the
signal (neglecting release bursts for the moment), stops are rarely perceived
in the absence of an appropriate closure interval (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980;
Best, Morrongtello, & Robson, 1981; Dorman, Raphael, & Liberman, 1979;
Fitch, Halwes, Erickson, & Liberman, 1980).

Other relevant cues reside in the signal portions adjacent to the closure
interval. Changes in spectrum and/or a rapid amplitude drop in the preced
fricative noise signify the approach of the closure and thereby contribu e to
stop perception (Repp, unpublished data; Summerfield, Bailey, Seton, & Dor-
man, 1981). Similarly, formant transitions and/or a rapid amplitude rise at
the onset of the following vocalic portiona rising transition of the first
formant (F1) in particularsignify rapid opening and thereby constitute an
important stop manner cue (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980; Best et al., 1981;

Fitch et al., 1980). There is also evidence that the durations of the acous-
tic segments preceding and following the closure can influence stop manner
perception (Summerfield et al., 1981; however, see also Marcus, 1978). These
additional cues engage in trading relations with the temporal cue of closure
duration; that is, the stronger they are, the less closure silence is needed
to perceive a stop. (For analogous findings for stops in vowel-Es] context,
see Dorman, Raphael, & Isenberg, 1980.) In general, however, these studies
suggest that a minimal amount of silence (about 20 ma) is needed fol a stop to
be perceived at all.

Nearly all of the aoove-mentioned studies used synthetic speech stimuli
that did not include any release bursts. One reason for this omission was
presumably that good bursts are difficult to synthesize. Although most
researchers are probably aware of the mwevance of release bursts to the
perception of stop manner, the importance of this cue has not been sufficient-
ly acknowledged in the literature, which has emphasized the role of the clo-
sure duration eve. In an unpublished study, Repp and Mann (1980) took three
tokens each of Este], (aka], Ma], and Ma], produced by a male speaker, ex-
cised the closure period, and replaced the natural fricative noises with
synthetic ones of comparable amplitude. In one condition, the stimuli re-
tained the natural release bursts, and the subjects continued to report stop
consonants on 100 percent of the trials, with very few place-Of-articulation
errors. In another condition, the release bursts were excised, and stop re-
sponses fell to 3 portent (except for two subjects who continued to report
stops, but with poor accuracy for place of articulation). These data clearly
illustrat4 the salience of the repose burst as a manner cue for alveolar.and
velar stops following fricatives. Labial stops, on the other hand, are

associated with weaker release btirsts (see Zue, 1976) that may not be suffi-
cient to cue a stop percept in the absence of an appropriate closure interval.

The present series of studies attempts to answer several questions about
the role of release bursts in stop manner perception: (1) Given that an in-
terval of silence is needed to hear an alveolar stop when there. is no release
burst but not when there is one, how much can the burst cue be weakened before
any silence is needed, and will further weakening of the burst result in
increasing amounts of silence required? In other words, how sensitive are
listeners to burst cues, and is there a regular trading relation between the
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burst and silence cues? These questions are explored in Experiments 1 and 2
by manipulating alveolar burst duration and amplitude. (2) Given an effect of
burst amplitude that can be traded against silence duration, Experiments 3 and
4 investigate whether it is absolute or relative burst amplitude that matters.
(3) Experiment 5 addresses the questfon of whether the point at which an
attenuated release burst ceases to trade with silence coincides with the audi-
tory deteccionathreshold for the burst. (4) The role of burst amplitude is
further investigated in Experiments 6 and 7 with labial stops, with special
attention to the question of whether amplification of a weak labial burst can
make it a more powerful manner cue.

Experiment 1

The purpose of Experiment 1 was to demonstrate the relative importance of
an alveolar release burst as a stop manner cue, and to create a trading rela-
tion between burst and, silence cues by varying the durations of both in natur-
al-speech stimuli.

Method

Stimuli. Good tokens of "say" and "stay" were selected from recordings

of several repetitions produced by a female speaker in a sound-insulated
booth. These two utterances were low-pass filtered (-3 dB at 9.6 kHz, -55 dB
at 10 kHz), digitized at 20 kHz, and modified by waveform editing. To reduce
stop manner cues in the fricative noise, which were not of particular interest
in the present study, the 63-noise of "say," 176 ms in duration, was used in
all experimental stimuli. This noise was followed by a variable interval of
silence and by one of seven different, "day"-like portions, roughly 550 ms in
duration. Six of these were derived from the token of "stay" while the sev-
enth represented the vocalic portion of the "say" token.

Figure 1 shows the waveforms of the onsets of these stimulus portions.
On top is the original post-closure portion of "stay," which began with a
rather powerful (but, for that speaker, not atypical),release burst of some-
what less than 20 ms in duration. The rms amplitude of the total burst was
determined to be 4.6 dB below the vowel onset and 6.8 dB below the vowel peak
(135 ms later), with an amp/itude2decrease of about 10 dB from the initial to
the final quartile of the burst. The release burst was cut back in five
steps, as indicated in the figure. Successive cuts (versions 2-6) were made
at 6.1, 10.6, 13.4, 15.2, and 19.6 ms from the onset. These cutpoints were

selected visually on the basis of local dips in the waveform. In each case,

the cut was made at the nearest zero crossing. The stimulus portion derived
from "say" is shown at the bottom of Figure 1, aligned so as to show its
similarity with version 5 of the "day" portion on top. Despite this similari-
ty of waveforms, however, there were presumably some spectral differences be-
tween these two portions, due to the different contexts in which they had been
articulated.

The silent interval separating the initial fricative noise from the "day"
portions was varied from 0 to 60 ms in 10-ms steps. Because tokens with large
bursts were expected to be perceived as "stay" even without any silence, a se-
mi-orthogonal design was employed that assigned an increasingly wider range of
silence durations to tokens with increasingly shorter bursts. Thus the stimu-
li with the most powerful burst occurred only with the 0-m8 -ai-tenoe, while the
stimulus derived from "say" occurred with all seven silent intervals. This
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Figure 1. Onset waveforms of stimuli used in Experiment 1. The top panel
shows the first 40 ms following the closure in "stay"; the bottom
panel shows the first 24 ms following the fricative noise-in "say".
Arrows in the top panel indicate cut points for release burst trun
cation.
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Figure 2. Trading relation between alveolar release burst duration and clo

sure duration (Exp. 1). Numbers refer to cut points illustrated in
Fir re 1. The dashed line represents the token derived from "say".
Closure duration (abscissa) refers to the actual silence in the
stimuli.
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led to a total of 28 different stimuli that were recorded on audio tape in 10
different randomizations, with interstimulus intervals of 2 s.

Subjects, and procedure. Ten subjects participated, including nine paid

volunteers and one member of the laboratory staff (not a speech. researcher).
None of the subjects reported any hearing problems, and all had only very
limited experience in speech perception experiments. The stimuli were
presented binaurally over calibrated TDH-39 earphones in a quiet room." The
subjects identified in writing each stimulus as either "say" or "stay."

Results and Discussion

Average percentages of "stay" responses are shown as a function of silent
closure duration in Figure 2, separately for each of the seven stimulus pat-
terns. It is evident that versions 1, 2, and 3 were invariably identified as
"stay," even in the absence of silence. Thus, even the remainder of the burst
following the initial high - amplitude portion (version 3, see Figure 1) was a
sufficient cue for stop manner. As the burst was cut back further, increasing
amounts of silence were necessary to achieve a percept of "stay." The stimulus
with the "say"-derived portion yielded results similar to those for version 6,
and it appears that neither provided sufficient cues for unambiguous "stay"
percepts, even at the longest silences used here.

What is most striking about these results is the large perceptual effect
that a small burst cutback had on perception. The change from version 4 to
version 5 consisted of the elimination of only 1.8 ma of relatively low-ampli-
tude noise at onset (see Figure 1); however, listeners needed approximately
10 ms more silence to compensate for this loss and achieve the same average
rate of "stay.. responses. Similarly, the change from version 5 to version 6
consisted of the elimination of the last 4.4 ms of burst residue. The
perceptual effects were dramatic: At least 20 ms of additional silence were
needed to compensate for the loss, and several listeners were not able to
compensate for at all, reporting only "se:** for version 6. Even those few
subjects who did reach a 100-percent "stay" asymptote for.version 6 and had
very steep labeling functions showed large effects of the stimulus manipUla-
tions.

Thus, this study not only demonstrates a perceptual trading relation be-
tween burst duration and silence duration but also that listeners are remark-
ably sensitive to what seem to be rather minute changes in the onset
characteristics of the stimulus portion following the silent Losure interval.
Of course, the truncation of the release burst introduced not only variations
in burst duration but also changes in overall burst amplitud), in its onset
amplitude characteristics, and perhaps correlated spectral changes. Any of
tnese may have been responsible for the effects observed, but it is still true
that relatively small physical changes had relatively large perceptual conse-
quences.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 examined one parameter that may have pined a role in
Experiment 1--the overall burst amplitude. The purpose of the study was to
demonstrate a trading relation between release burst amplitude and closure
duration as joint cues to stop manner perception.
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Method
,

Stimuli. In Experiment 1, stimulus version 3 was /just on the verge of
requiring some silence in addition to the truncated bu st, in order for a stop
to be perceived on all trials (see Figure 2). This st mulua was chosen as the
starting point. Its residual burst was 9 as in durat on (see Figure 1), with
a total rum amplitude 10.8 dB below the vowel onse and 15.1 dB below- the
vowel peak. Five additional versions were created digitally attenuating
the burst by up to 30 dB in 6-dB steps. In a sevent version the burst was
infinitely attenuated (i.e., it was replaced with 9 ms of silence); thus; this
stimulus was equivalent to stimulus version 6 in Experiment 1.

[
.

---- 1

Silent intervals ranging from 0 to 60 ms in 10-ms steps-Ore-4a

4
igmed to

the stimuli 'using the same design as in Experiment 1. Thus, ver o1 1 oc-
curred only with the 0-ms interval while version 7 occurred with the full
range of closure durations. The resulting 28 stimuli were recorded in 10 dif-
ferent"randomizations.

Subjects,and procedure. Twelve new subjects participated in this study.
The data of one had to be discarded because he could not reliably distinguish
among the stimuli. The remaining eleven subjects included eight staff members
of Haskins Laboratories (including the author) with varying amounts of experi-
ence in speech perception tasks, and three paid student volunteers. The pro-
cedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Average percentages of "stay" responses are shown as a function of silent
closure duration in Figure 3, separately for each of the seven attenuation
conditions. It is evident that there is an orderly progression of labeling
functions: As the burst got weaker, more silence was needed to perceive a
stop consonant.

The figure suggests t'at a burst attenuated by as much as 30 dB still led
to more stop responses than a stimulus without any burst. This was confirmed
in a one-way analysis of variance on the stop responses to these two types of
stimuli, summed over closure durations of up to 40 ma, F(1,10) = 9.8, k < .02.
Since, in the 30-dB attenuation condition, the amplitude of the 9-ms residual
burst was about 45 dB below the vowel peak amplitude (or at about 38 dB SPL
versus about 83 dB SPL for the vowel at the subjects' earphones), this finding
again reveals that listeners are remarkably sensitive to burst cues.

Two additional comments are in order concerning Figure 3. First, it
should be noted that, in the infinite etenuation condition, the nominal clo-
sure ended at the beginning of the nonexistent burst. Therefore, the actual

duration of the silence in these stimuli was 9 ma longer, as indicated by the
arrows in the figure, which makes the results more Pearly comparable to those
for the same stimulus (version 6) in Experiment 1 (see Figure 1). It would
not have been appropriate to plot these data in terms of actual silence dura-
tion because the effective silence durations resulting from various degrees of
burst attenuation are not known. Note, however, that such a plot would tend
to space the functions in Figure 3 farther apart and thus increase the ob-
served effects. This distinction between nominal and actual closure duration
will recur in later experiments.
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Figure 3, Trading relation between alveolar release burst amplitude and clo-
sure duration (Exp. 2). Negative numbers refer to amplitude decre-
ment (in dB). Closure duration (abscissa) is nominal; the actual
silence durations in the infinite-attenuation condition were 9 ms
longer due to the silenced burst, as indicated by the arrows.

Second, it will be noted that, contrary to expectations based on Expert-
aent 1, the unattenuated stimulus did not receive 100 percent "stay" re-
sponses, while the burstless stimulus did reach this asymptote at the longer
silences. Although there was considerable variability among individual sub-
jects with regard to how the unattenuated stimulus was perceived, the pattern
of the data suggests that the subjects gave somewhat more weight to closure
duration and lees weight to the burst in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1.
The reason for this is not known.

In summary, the present study demonstrated the expected trading relation
between burst amplitude and closure duration, and it showed that severely
attenuated (and truncated) bursts still can have a perceptual effect.

Experiment 3

Given the finding of the preceding study that burst amplitude is an im-
portant parameter, Experiment 3 addressed the question of whether the

perceptually relevant aspect of burst amplitude is its absolute magnitude or
its magnitude relative to the surrounding signal portions.

Method

Stimuli. Taking the data of Experiment 2 as a guideline, the stimulus
with the 12-dB attenuation of the 9-ms residual burst was selected as the
starting point for the present study. Four other stimuli were created by
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selectively attenuating portions of this original stimulus, as illustrated
schematically in the upper right-hand corner of Figure 4. In addition to (a)
the original stimulus, there were stimuli with attenuation of (b) only the
burit, (c) both the burst and the following vocalic portion, (d) the burst and
the preceding fricative noise, and (e) the whole stimulus. Attenuation was by
12 dB in all cases.

All stimuli occurred with all closure durations, which varied from O'sto
40 113 in IOU= steps. The resulting 25 stimuli were recorded in 10 different
randomizations.

Subjects, and procedure. Ten subjects participated, including six new

paid volunteers and four staff members of Haskins Laboratories (including the
author). Results were similar for the two groups of subjects and were com-
bined. One subject reported only "say" during the first half of the test, so
only her data from the second half were included. The procedure was the same
as in Experiments 1 and 2.

Results old Discussion

The labeling functions for the five conditions are drawn in the top panel
of Figure 4. Clearly, the stimulus man4.pulitions made a difference. Thi.7 was

confirmed by a one -way analysis of r,riance on the percentages of "stay" re-
sponses summed over all closure durations, F(4,36) = 12.6, g < .001. Statist-

ical comparisons among individual conditions were done by post-hoc New-
man-Keuls tests. According to these tests, condition (a) differed signif-
icantly (IL < .01) from all other conditions, and condition (c) differf4 <

.05) from condition (4).

A graphic comparison among conditions is provided in the bottom part of
Figure 4 in terms of the location of the average "say"-"stay" boundary (ob
tained by linear interpolation between the data P.:lots straddling the bound-
ary) on the closure duration dimension. Proceeding from left to right through

the five panels, we see the following: (1) Attenuation of the fricative
noise, holding the other stimulus components constant, increased the number of
stop responses slightly (i.e., the boundary shitted to a shorter silence dura-
tion). (2) Attenuation of the bus.st decreaAPd stop responses substantially,
which replicates Experiment 2. (3) Attenuation of the voiced portion resulted

in a slight decrease 'top responses. (4) Attenuating both the frioative
noise and the voiced porti n together had absolutely no effect. (5) Attenua-
tion of the whole stimulus caused a slbstantial dec.7'ease in stop responses
equivalent to that resulting from attenuation of the burst alone.

These results point toward absolute burst amplitude as the relevant fac-
tor. Clearly, attenuating the burst's environment did not have the same ef-
fect as amplifying (more precisely, restoring) the burst by the same amount
(see Figure 3). Contrary to expectations, attenuation of the vocalic portion
did not increase stop responses. Perhaps, additional stop manner cues con-
..ained in that portion (initial formant transitions and amplitude envelope)
were weakened by the attenuation, thus counteracting the gain in burst sali-
ence relative to its environment. If so, however, we are forced to conclude
that the absolute amplitude of those cues matters, w.ich is equally interest-

ing.
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Figure 4. Design and results of Experiment 3. Labeling functions for the
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Repp: The Role of Release Bursts in the Perception of [s] -Stop Clusters

Another possibilityle that the present study suffered from floor effects
due to listeners' inability to detect the burst when it was attenuated. This
would explain why the largest difference occurred betweeh condition (a) and
all others. Note that condition- (a) and (b) were equivalent to the 12-dB and
24-dB attenuation conditions in Experiment 2. The average category boundaries
for these conditions were at 9 and 17 ms, respectively, in Experiment 2, and
at 10 and 20 ms in Experiment 3--a rather close agreement. Note also that, in
Experiment 2, a burst attenuated by 24 dB still had a significant perceptual
effect. The agreement between Experiments 2 and 3 suggests that the absolute
stimulus amplitudes were similar, and that no floor' effect occurred.
Nevertheless, it seemed advisable to replicate the present results with the
burst amplitude set at somewhat higher absolute levels, and with inclusion of
a no-burst baseline condition.

Experiment I

This replication of Experiment 3 used new :timali in a complete 2 x 3 x 2
orthogonal design. By including burstless stimuli in the design, it was
possible to examine the effects of fricative noise and vowel attenuation sepa-
rate from their effects on the relative salience of the burst--an important
control con.Ltion.

S.

Method

Stimuli. Good tokens of "say" and "stay" were selected from among sever-
al repetitions recorded by a new female speaker. Haft utterances were digi-
tized at 20 kHz. Ain Experiments 1-3, the fricative noise (170 ms long) was
taken from "say." The "day" portion of "stay" was about 450 ms in duration
and began with a release burst 13.35 as long. The overall rms amplitude of
this buret was determined to be 5.5 dB below the vowel onset, 11.0 dB below
the vowel peak (only 20 ms later), and 4.1 dB above the fricative noise maxi-
mum. Informal listening confirmed that this burst, as usual, was sufficient
for "stay" to be perceived without any closure silence (see also Exp. 5). To
be able to trade burst amplitude against silence, the most intense burst used
was 15 dB below the_original. k total of 12 stimulus versions were created by
orthogonally combining three factors: fricative noise attenuation (0 or 10
dB) burst attenuation (15 or 25 dB, or no burst at ,all), and "vowel"

attenuation (0 or 10 dB). Each of these 12 versions occurred with five clo-
sure durations ranging from 0 to 40 ms in 10-ms steps. The resulting 60 sti-
muli were recorded in 5 different randomization.

Subjects, and procedure. Ten new paid volunteers identified the stimuli

as "say," "stay," "spay," or "svay." The last two response alternatives were
included because the author, as a pilot subject, had noticed a tendency to
hear these additional categories. The tape was repeated once, so that each
subject gave ten responses to each stimulus.

Results and Discussion

Of the ten subjects, three gave only "say" and "stay" responses, while
the other seven used one or both of the additional resOnse categories as
well. In the initial analysis, all consonant cluster responses were pooled.
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Since the burstless stimuli had been created by.omitting the burst rather
than by infinitely attenuating it. 13.35 as (the duration of the burst) must
be subtracted from their actual closure durations to compere results directly'
for stimuli with and without bursts. This has been done graphically in Figure
5, where the arrows point toward the actual closure 4urations. The figure
shows average labeling functions for the three burst conditions, averaged over
fricative and vowel attenuation conditions. Clearly, the subjects gave many.)
more cluster responses to the stimuli w..th bursts than to those without.
Elimination of the burst resulted in a flattvning of the labeling function;
40 ms of silence was not enough to make a burstless stimulus soupd like an
unambiguous *stay,* The figure also shows the expected effect of the 10-dB
burst attenuation. It is clear that this experiment avoided the danger of
floor effects; if anything, the burst amplitudes were somewhat too high.

The -effects of variations in fricative noise and vowel iumlitude, which
were smaller than the effects of burst amplitude, are summarizeo in Table 1 in
the form of response percentages averaged over all closure durations. A
three-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (with the factors Burst,
Fricative, and Vowel) was first conducted on the total cluster responses,
ignoring the incommensurability of actual closure durations for stimuli itith
and without bursts. This analysis revealed, besides the expected Burst ef-
fect, F(2,18) = 64.8, p < .001, significant main effects of both Fricative,
F(1,9) 7 9.6, p < .02, and 'Vowel, f(1,9) = 12.4, p < .01, as well .as.signif-
icant interactions between Burst and Fricative, F(2,18) = 10.7, p < .001, and
between all three factors, F(2,18) : 12.1, p < .001. To clarify the triple
interaction, separate analyses of variance were conducted on stimuli with and
without bursts. Stimuli with bursts exhibited significant main effects of
Burst, F(1,9) = 32.7, p < .001, Fricative, F(1,9) = 45.2, p < .001, and Vowel,
F(1,9) = 10.4, p = .01, as well as a marginal Burst by Fricative interaction,

F(1,9) = 5.4, p < .05, and a strong triple interaction. F(1,9) = 30.6, p <
.001. Thus, the triple interaction was not due to different patterns ofre-
sults for stimuli with and without bursts. The separate analysis of burstless
stimuli revealed only a significant effect of Vowel, F(I,9) = 8.5, p < .02,

not of Fricative.

Consider now the directions of these effects. The Burst effect, of
course, was due to a decrease of cluster responses as the burst was attenuated
or eliminated altogether (Figure 5). The Fricative effect, too, was in the
expected direction: Attenuation of the fricative noise increased the number
of cluster responses. (A similar but nonsignificant trend was observed in
Exp. 3.) This is the kind of effect that might be expected if the fricative
noise roduced the salience of the burst through some form of auditory forward
masking (see Delgutte, 1980). This interpretation is supported by the finding
that the Fricative effect was absent in burstless stimuli, where there was no
burst ,to be masked (see.Table 1).

Turning now to the Vowel effect. it can be seen in Table 1 that attenua-
tion of the vocalic portion, like attenuation cf the fricative noise, resulted
in an increase of cluster responses, contrary to a nonsignificant opposite
trend observed in Experiment 3. Since this was true regardless of whether a
burst was present or absent, the effect was apparently not due to release frIlm
a backward masking effect of the vowel on the release burst, or simply to an
increase in the salience of the burst relative to the vowel.
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Table 1

Response pattern :n Experiment 4, averaged over closure durations.

Stimulus amplitude (dB) Response (percent)

Burst Friiative Vowel

..15 0 0

-10 0

O .10
- 10 -10

-25 0 0

- 10 0
O -10

.10 -10

no burst 0 0

-10 0
O -10

-10 -10

"say" "stay"
a

"svay" "spay" Total cluster

16.6 79.8 3.0 0.6 83.4

6.8 87.4 3.4 2.4 93.2
8.2 90.8 1.0 0.0 91.8
1.2 97.4 0.8t 0.6 98.8

20.2 57.4 16.8 5.6 79.8
19.6 57.2 17.8 5.4 80.4
20.2 74.8 3.6 1.4 79.8
10.4 86.0 2.2 1.4 89.6

67.6 12.4 10.0 '0.0 32.4

70.8 7.0 11.4 10.8 29.2
60.8 25.4 5.2 8.6 39.2
61.8 20.8 8.8 8.6 38.2
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The results are complicated by the triple interaction, which was due to
the fact that, with the higher burst amplitude, fricative and vowel attenua-
tion seemed to have independent effects whereas, with the lower burst ampli-4-
tude, only simultaneous attenuation of both produced an An explana-
tion of this complex pattern is beyond reach at the moment.

In summary, this experiment, in conjunction with Experiment 3, provides
little support for a role of relative burst amplitude in stop manner percep-
tion. While the preceding fricative noise may exert a slight masking effect
on the burst, the amplitude of the following vocalic portion seems to have its
perceptual effects primarily by changing the relative salience of cues con-
tained in that portion itself. While the present data cannot be considered
the last word on the issue, the possibility of a fixed perceptual criterion in
the amplitude domain deserves further attention, both with regard to the
perception of stop manner and to place-of-articulation distinctions in stops
(see Ohde & Stevens, 1983) and fricatives (Gurlekian, 1981).

Experiment 5

The preceding experiments, Experiment 2 in particular, demonstrate a
remarkable sensitivity of listeners to the presence of even very weak release
bursts. This suggests the hypothesis that the point at which a burst becomes
ineffective and ceases to trade with closure silence actually coincides with
the auditony detection threshold for the burst. This hypothesis was tested in
the present experiment. In addition, the study examined whether the detects-
bility of the burst is increased when the preceding fricative noise is re-
moved.

Method

Stimuli. The stimuli were derived from the utterances that also provided
the bk.sis for the stimuli of Experiment 4. In addition to the original stimu-
lus (full burst amplitude), six levels of burst attenuation were employed:
10, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 0 dB. In the identification test, these seven stimu-
li occurred with nominal closure durations of 0, 10, 20, and 30 ms. Ten dif-
ferent randomizations of the 28 stimuli were recorded.

In addition, two discrimination tests were assembled, which required sub-
jects to detect the presence of a burst. The two tests were identical except
that in one the initial fricative noise was omitted from all stimuli while, in
the other, the fricative noise was followed by a fixed 10-ms closure interval.
A fixed - standard same-different paradigm was employed. The fixed standard was
the burstless stimulus; it occurred first in every stimulus pair. After a
fixed interval of 500 110, the comparison stimulus occurred; it either did or
did not contain a release burst. Over six successive test blocks, the burst
in the comparison stimulus was attenuated by 0, 10, 20, 25, 30, and 35 d8.
Each test block consisted of 50 trials, the first. 10 of which were practice,
with the responses alternating between "same" and "different" and known in ad-
vance. Half of the remaining 40 trials were "same" and half were "different,"
in random order. The intertrial interval was 2 s.

Subjects, and procedure. Ten paid volunteers participated in the expert-
mere., six of whom had also been subjects in Experiment 4. In the identifica-
tion test, which Was always presented first, they responded "say" or "stay,"
with "way" and "spay" as additional options. In the discrimination tests,
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the responses were "s" ("same") and "d" ("different"). The order of the two
discrimination tests was counterbalanced across subjects. Playback amplitude
was controlled by adjusting the level so as to achieve a constant maximum
deflection on a vacuum tube voltrater, and by keeping it at that level
throughout the experiment. All tapes had been recorded at the same level.
The peak amplitude of the vowel (and, hence, of the unattenuated burst as
well--,see Exp. II) at the subjects' .arphones was estimated to be approximately
83 dB SPL.
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Figure 6. Identification and burst detection results from Experiment 5.

Filled squares plot the category boundary in ms of silence (right
ordinate) as a function of burst amplitIgle. Silence duration for
the no-burst condition is nominal; actual silence at the boundary
was 32 ms, as indicated. Circles show burst detection scores as
percent correct (left ordinate) for stimuli with and without ini-
tial (3)- noise.

Results and Discussion

The average data are presented in Figure 6. The labeling boundary for
stimuli with bursts attenuated by 20 dB or more is represented by the filled
squares. Stimuli with an unattenuated burst were uniformly identified as
"stay," and those with a -10 dB burst received only 16 percent Natty* responses
when no silence was cresent, so no boundaries could be determined for these

As expected, the boundary shifted toward increasingly longer values
of silence as the burst was attenuated. Note that the boundary seemed to in-
crease beyond the 35 dB burst attenuation, although the difference between
this condition and the burstless condition fell short of significance in a
t-test.

The discrimination (i.e., burst detection) results for the same stimuli
are plotted in terms of percent correct as the filled circles in Figur, 6.
Performance was perfect for the original burst and declined with increasing
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burst attenuation, first slowly, and then more rapidly beyond 25 dB. For sti-
muli with the initial [31-noise, performance reached chance at the 35 dB
attenuation. Note that the category boundary in the identification task con-
tinued to shift beyond that point for at least some listeners, suggesting that
subjects' sensitivity to the burst was at least as great in phonetic labeling
than in auditory discrimination. This result provides strong evidence of the
sensitivity of phonetic categorization processes to very subtle changes in
acoustic information.

Figure 6 also shows that burst detection was somewhat improved when the
initial [31-noise was removed, but only at the two weakest burst intensities
(not a significant difference). Thus there may have been a slight auditory
masking effect of the fricative noise on the burst, in agreement with Experi-
ments 3 and 4.

Experiment 6

The puroose of Experiment 6 was to demonstrate a trading relation between
burst amplitude and closure duration for the perception of a labial stop con-
sonant. Labial bursts are weaker, than alveolar and velar bursts (Zue, 1976),
and informal observations rave suggested that they are generally insufficient
cues for stop manner. In other words, some closure silence is usually needed
to perceive "sp," even with the original burst in place. This raises the
question of whether labial bursts function as manner cues at all; perhaps,
they merely add to the effective closure silence. Moreover, labial bursts
offer the opportunity of observing not only effects of attenuation but also of
amplificaticT. Would an appropriately amplified labial burst become a suffi-
cient stop manner cue?

The "slit"-"split" contrast was selected for the present study fo sever-
al reasons. First, it has been used extensively in earlier studies (Bastian,
Eimas, & Liberman, 1962; Dorman et al., 1979; Fitch et al., 1980; Marcus,
1978; Summerfield et al., 1981). Second, a "p" tends to be heard in this
context as long as there are no strong cues to a nonlabial place of articula-
tion in the signal portions surrounding the 'tient closure interval. That is,
listeners report "split" when separately pre iced "s" and "lit" utterances are
joined together with a sufficient interval silence in between (Dorman et
al., 1979). According to limited informal observations, the [11 resonances
following a stop closure, ullike those of a full vowel, do not seem to ua.or
any significant formant transition cues to stop manner and place of articula
tiqn, which makes the "slit"-"split" contrast different from the "say"-"stay"
contrast employed in Experiments 1 -5. This fact may be partially responsible
for the finding (cf. Fitch et al., 1980, and Best et al., 1981) that, in
burstless stimuli, the typical "slit"-"split" boundary is located at much
longer silent closure intervals (50-80 ms; for an exception, see Marcus,
1978) than the "say"-"stay" boundary (10-30 ms). Differences in place of stop
articulation and in phonetic environment may also contribute to this boundary
difference, however. One reaswi for conducting Experiment 6 (as well as
Experiment 7) was to see whether the presence of a labial release burst, am-
plified to equal the power of an alveolar burst, might shift the
"slit"-"split" boundary to the short silences characteristic of the
"say"-"stay" boundary.
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Method

Stimuli. A good token of "split" was selected from several utterances
produced by a Miele speaker and was digitized at 20 kHz. In the original
utterance, the initial [s] -noise (105 MS) was followed by a silent closure in-
terval (about 150 ms) and a "blit" portion consisting of an initial release
burst (16 ms), a voiced portion (about 230 ms), a silent (0-closure, and a
final (0-release burst. The major energy of the labial release burst was
concentrated in the first 4 ms. The rims amplitude of these first 4 ms was
termined to be about 14 dB below the [11 maximum, and 20 dB below the (I3
vowel maximum. The final 12 MS of the burst were about 13 dB below its ini-
tial 4 me.'

Three additional stimulus versions were created either by amplifying or
attenuating the 16-ms burst by 12 dB, or by eliminating it altogether. The
(actual) silent closure duration in each of the four versions was varied from
AO to 100 MS in 10-ms steps. The resulting 28 stimuli were recorded in 10
different randomizations.

Subjects and procedure. The same ten subjects as in Experiment 3 identi-
fied the stimuli as "slit" or "split." Because the author noted that some of
the stimuli sounded like "still:" to hts, this response alternative was provid-
ed as well. Stimuli without any clear consonant between the "s" and the "1"
were to be considered instances of "slit."

Results and Discussion

Since "stilt" responses were rather infrequent, Figure 7 shows the com-
bined percentage of "split" and "stlit" responses as a function of closure
duration and of burst conditions. Three results are evident. First, attenua-
tion of the burst by 12 dB had a clear effect, especially at the longer
silences. Apparently, burst attenuation resulted not so Midi in a boundary
shift as in a flattening of the labeling function. Second, the condition in
which there was no burst at all gave results very similar to the attenuat-
ed-burst condition, provided the no-burst function is shifted to make the
nominal closure durations comparable across the two conditions. (The actual
closure durations were 16 MS longer, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 7.)
This result is not surprising, given the initial low amplitude of the labial
burst. Third, amplification of the burst by 12 dB had, surprisingly, no ef-
fect at all. One side effect of the amplification seemed to be a tendency to
hear *snit" rather than "split," in accord with recent data by Ohde and
Stevens (1983) showing that burst amplitude is a cue to the labial-alveolar
distinction. However, the present tendency was exhibited only by three of the
ten subjects. A bias against the unfamiliar "stl" cluster may have played a
role.

The effect of burst attenuation or elimination demonstrates that labial
bursts, too, have a function as stop manner cues. The absence of any effect
of burst amplification, however, suggests that the "slit"-"splits boundary
cannot be easily pushed toward shorter values of silence. Although .one might
have expected burst amplification to shift the boundary on purely psychoacous-
tic grounds, it seems that the amplitude increment was either ignored by
listeners or channelled into decision:, about stop place of articulation rather

than stop manner. This curious and potentially important finding cal?ed for a

replication experiment.
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Experiment 7

This study was similar to Experiment 6, except for differences in stimuli
and the ranges of closure durations and burst amplitude values.

Method

Stimuli. Good tokens of the utterances "slash" and "splash" were record-
ed by a different female speaker and digitized at 20 kHz. The fricative noise
of "slash" (142 ms) was used in all stimuli. The remainder (about 590 ms) was
taken from "splash." This portion included an initial 10-ms release burst.
(The original closure duration was 66 me.) The amplitude of the burst "as de-
termined to be 7.4 dB below the (1] onset, 11.9 dB below the vowel maximum (75
ms later), and 2.9 dB above the fricative noise maximum (120 Mal after noise
onset). Six stimulus versions were created by leaving the burst unchanged,
amplifying or attenuating it by 10 or 20 dB, or omitting it altogether. Each
version occurred with (act'ial) closure durations ranging from 20 to 60 ms in
10-ms steps. The resulting 30 stimuli were recorded in 10 different randomi-

zations.

Subjects and procedure. Th., same ten subjects as in Experiment

participated. They identified the stimuli as "slash" or "splash," with
"stlash" as an additional option. To prepare the subjects for the amplified
bursts, the instructions mentioned that some of the stimuli might have "pops"
in them, which were to be ignored. The data of one subject had to be discard-
ed because of numerous response omissions.
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Results and Discussion

The results are shown in Figure 8. The left panel displays the labeling
functions for the different burst amplitude conditions. In two respects, the
findings replicate the principal results of Experiment 6: Attenuation of the
burst necessitated a longer interval of silence, wheeeas burst amplification
did not have the opposite effect; rather, amplified bursts seemed to function
like slightly attenuated ones. In two other respects, the results are differ-
ent from those of Experiment 6: The boundaries were considerably shorter
here, and even toe 20-dB burst attenuation condition still produced substan-
tially more stop percepts than the burstless condition. These differences may
indicate that the present release burst was a more powerful manner cue than
that in the previous experiment. In addition, the different range of closure
&mations, as well as other stimulus characteristic, may have contributed to
the boundary difference.
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Figure 8. Effects of labial release burst amplitude in Experiment 7. Left
panel is analogous to Figure 7, with legend provided by right pan-
el. Right panel shows category boundary as a function of burst am-
plitude. Actual silence duration in no-burst condition is indicat-
ed by arrow.

The right-hand panel in Figure 8 summarizes the data by plotting the
boundary lo-stion as a function of burst amplitude. It is plain that burst
amplification did not continue the trend established by the burst attenuation
results: As soon as the amplitude exceeded that of the origiml burst, its
trading relation with silence duration came to an abrupt end. " How is this
finding to be explained?
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Only four of the nine subjects gave am 4stlat" responses. These re-
sponses were fairly broadly distributed but tended to occur with the higher
burst amplitudes and at short closure durations. However, these weak trends
observed in a few subjects are not nearly sufficient to explain the sudden end
of the trading relation between burst amplitude and silence duration.

A more relevant observation is that, to the author (and presumably to the
subjects as well), the amplified bursts sounded like extraneous pops superim-
posed on the stimuli. This subjective impression suggests that amplification
of the burst destroyed its auditory coherence with the other signal portions
and caused it to "stream off." If so, it is particularly interesting that
subjects perceived these stimuli not as if they had no bursts at all, but
rather as if they had a burst of "normal" amplitude (see Figure 8). This
finding thus seems related to two other intriguing phenomena described in the
literature: duplex perception (e.g., Liberman, Isenberg, & Rakerd, 1981) and
phoneme restoration (e.g., Samuel. 19b1).

In duplex perception, a component of a speech stimulus is heard as a sep-
arate nonspeech event while, at the same time, it contributes to phonetic
perception. Although the auditory segregation of the component is commonly
achieved by dichotic channel separation, monaural duplex perception may occur
when an acoustic cue, because of certain extreme properties, loses its coher-
ence with the rest of the stimulus (see also Miller, Connine, Schermer, &
Kluender, 1983). The present experiment seems to provide such an instance.
Its results are also related to phoneme restoration, which is said to occur
when a portion of a speech signal is replaced with an extraneous sound without
affecting phonetic perception. Samuel (1981) has shown that, for restoration
to occur, the extraneous sound must be a potential masker of the replaced por-
tion. Thus, the so-called phoneme restoration effect may, at least in part,
be a "cue restoration effect "; that is, listeners fill in missing acoustic
information. A particularly relevant study was conducted by Pastore,
Szczesiul, Rosenblum, and Sehmuekler (1982): A syllable-initial [p] in one
ear was perceived as "t" when a noise hi.** occurred in the other ear, but on-
ly when the noise included the frequencies typical of (t) release bursts.
These findings combine aspects of duplex perception and cue restoration, as
Indeed do the present results. The amplified bursts were, of course, the best
possible maskers of spectrally identical "normal" bursts, and because they
segregated as "pops" from the rest of the signal, listeners were led to re-
store the original burst perceptually. If this interpretation is correct,
then the data provide a particularly interesting demonstration of the detailed
tacit knowledge of acoustic (or, perhaps, articulatory) properties of speech
that listeners possess and apply in the course of phonetic perception.

General Discussion

The present series of studies fills some gaps in our knowledge of the
acoustic cues for stop manner perception. They uniformly show that the re-
lease burst is a highly important cue for the perception of stops after [s].

One result that emerges from the experiments is that a natural alveolar
release burst is usually sufficient to cue perception of a stop in the absence
of closure silence (Exps. 1 and 5), whereas a natural labial release burst is
usually not sufficient by itself (Exps. 6 and 7). Although, in the present
studies, alveolar release bursts were followed by pronounced vocalic formant
transitions while labial bursts were not, preliminary observations indicate
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that the generalization holds regardless of following context, and.that velar
release burets are similar in salience to alveolar ones. The greater power of
alveolar and velar bursts is, in large part, due to their greater amplitude
and longer duration, although spectral composition and/or different perceptual
criteria for stops at different places of articulation may also play a role.

A second result of the present research is that listeners are extremely
sensitive to the presence of even very brief or severely attenuated release
bursts (Exps. 1, 2, 5). Experiment 5 showed that, when labeling stimuli
phonetically, listeners are at lea:t as sensitive to the presence of such min-
imal bursts as they are in a low-uncertainty burst detection task. As
Nooteboom (1981) has pointed out, "phoneme identification seems to be an ex-
cellent wa) of measuring just noticeable differences" (p. 149). This is not a
trivial result, for it suggests that the perceptual criteria employed in
phonetic identification are extremely stable and finely tuned, despite the
high stimulus uncertainty prevailing in a randomized identification test. In-.

deed, preliminary data suggest that this stability and sensitivity is main-
tained even in listening to fluent speech. The operation of stable criteria,
internal to the listener and presumably shaped by language experience, is a
hallmark of phonetic perception. Nevertheless, these criteria must also be
flexible to accommodate natural variability in speech, such as might be due to
changes in articulatory rate. /n other words, the criteria are stable but not
fixed; they are stable in the sense that their variability is not random but
controlled by relevant factors.

A third finding is that release bursts, when shortened or attenuated in
various degrees, engage in a regular trading relation with closure duration, a
second important cue for stop manner: The weaker the burst, the more silence
is needed to perceive a stop. There are two contrasting hypotheses about the
origin of such a trading relation: It may either be phonetic or psychoacous-
tic in origin. According to the phonetic'hypcthesis (see Repp, 1982), the
listeners' internal criteria specify the "prototypical" acoustic properties
for the relevant phonetic segments, so that a reduction in one relevant prop-
erty must be compensated for by an increase in, another property to maintain
the same response distribution. (A similar prediction could be derived from
the information integration model of Oden and Massaro, 1978; see also Massaro
and Oden, 1980.) According to the psychoacoustic hypothesis, on the other
hand, the principal cue for stop manner resides in the onset characteristics
of the signal portion (which includes the burst) following the closure
silence, and the role of the silence is to prevent a forward masking effect of
the preceding fricative noise on the auditory representation of those
characteristics, and/or to enable the listener to attend to the critical onset
properties. (This hypothesis is also congenial to the acoustic invariance hy-
pothesis of Stevens and Blumstein, 1978.)

The present results are not wholly incompatible with psychoacoustic ex-
planations. For example, the finding that attenuation of the fricative noise
resulted in a reduction of the amount of eilence needed for stop perception
(Exps. 3 and 4), but only when a burst was present (Exp. 4), could be

attributed to auditory forward masking. Effects of burst amplitude on stop
manner perception also lend themselves to a psychoacoustic interpretation in
terms of burst detectability. Data from other recent studies, however, argue
strongly against a psychoacoustic account at least of the role of silence in
stop manner perception. Best et al. (1981) found that the trading relation
between closure duration and the F1 transition for the "say"-"stay" contrast
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was absent in nonspeech analogs of the stimuli. Repp (1983b) demonstrated
that this same trading relation, as well as that between cloeure duration and
burst amplitude in "slit"-"split," was restricted to the phonetic boundary re-
gion but absent within phonetic categories. Perhaps the strongest result was
recently reported by Pastore, Szczesiul, Rosenblum,,and Schmuckler (1983):
When the .(s)-noise and the vocalic portion c "slit " - "split" tokens were

differentially lateralized, so as to reduce peripheral auditory masking and
facilitate selective attention, the amount of closure silence needed to per-
ceive "split" remained the same. These results strongly favor a phonetic ac-
count of the integration of acoustic cues in stop manner perception, without
ruling out certain vychoacoUstic interactions in the peripheral auditory sys-
tem that may, for example, affect burst detestability.

Two findings were unexpected and shoUld provide a stimulus for further
research. One result is that, apparently, burst amplitude has its effect on
stop manner perception in absolute terms, not relative to the amplitude of the
following signal portion (Exps. 3 and 4). The role that potential stop manner
cues in this voiced portion may have played needs to be examined in a more
controlled fashion. The results may suggest, however, that important stop
manner cues reside in the first few milliseconds following the clesure--that
is, in the absolute magnitude and slope of the sudden energy.inerement.

A second unexpected finding was the absence of a trading relation between
amplified labial release tbursts and closure duration (Exps. 6 and 7). This

phenomenon was tentatively interpreted as an instance of "cue restoration":
The amplified burst was perceived as an extraneous "pop', and thus, instead of
functioning as a cue in the speech signal, assumed the role of a masker for
the cue expected by listeners--viz., of the "normal" release burstrepresented
in listeners' detailed tacit knowledge of the normatiA4 acoustic properties of
speech. A relation may exist between this phenomenon and the demonstration by
Pols and Schouten (1978) that burstless initial stop consonants are more
accurately perceived when preceded by pink noise (a potential masker of an ab-
sent burst) and Samuel's (1981) findings on the role of "bottom-up confirma-
tion" in the phoneme restoration paradigm.

In conclusion, the present experiments have yielded factual information
on the perception of a little-investigated cue as well as several intriguing
effects that should stimulate further research. The results provide a modest
challenge to psychoacoustic theories of speech perception. Froet4. a

psycheacoustic viewpoint, stop manner perception seems a much simpler problem
than, for example, perception of place of articulation: All that may be in-
volved is the 'detection of some critical amount of energy increment or
discontinuity in the signal. The eventual success or failure of psychoacous-
tic theories will rest, of course, on" their ability to explain all kinds of
phonetic perception, as well as to predict specific results from a model of
auditory speech processing. Interesting work along these lines is now in pro-
gress (Delgutte, 1980, 1982; GoIdhor, 1983), Ind the present data, being rel-
atively straightforward, may provide a convenient testing ground for new
models of peripheral auditory processing.
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Footnotes

1
Dorman et al. (1980) found that the presence of an alveolar release

burst was not sufficient for perception of a,itop in vowel-fricative context
(i.e., of an aforicate, as in "ditch") in the absence of closure silence.
While it is difficult to generalize from results obtained with sig,gle tokens
of natural speech, it is possible that release bursts are more effective stop
manner cues in fricative-vowel than in vowel-fricative environments.

2
Amplitude measurements were performed after redigitizing the utterance

without preemphasis, using a program of the ILS speech analysis system. The

powerful appearance of the burst in Figure 1 is in part due to high-frewency
preemphasis. "Vowel onset" refers here to the 20 ms of waveform immediately
following the 20-ms burst. The burst, as defined here, may have included a
first, extremely weak glottal pulse (between cutpoints 5 and 6 in Figure 1).
No attempt was made to distinguish between transient, fricative, and

aspirative phases of the burst (see Fent, 1973).

3Playback amplitude was not precisely calibrated but was held constant
within a few dB by maintaining a certain setting of the level control on the
tape recorder (Amex AG500) for all subjects. The peak amplitude of the vowel

at the subjects' earphones (approximately 83 dB SM) was estimated postexperi-
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mentally by converting the peak deflection of a vacuum tube voltmeter in re-
sponse to the test syllotles into dB SPL, according to a chart prepared by
Haskins Laboratories technicians.

4
For no p0-4,1cular reas..a, the burst was excised rather than infinitely

attenuated. The latter procedure would have been preferable, but there are no
serious consequences for the int,eoretation of the results. (The same applies
to Experiments 6 and 7.)

5
The reason for the different effects of vowel attenuation in Experiments

3 and 4 is not clear; they may have been due to different strengths of the
stop manner cues in the vocalic portions used. In Experiment 3, no tendency
to hear consonants other than "t" was noted, and a +10-ms silence always yield-
ed close to 90 percent "stay" responses. In Experiment 4, on the other hand,
a significant nuober of "svay" and "spay" responses occurred, and even when
these were pooled with "stay" responses, the total percentage for burstless
stimuli with a 40-ms silence was only 72. Therefore, the vocalic portion in
Experiment 4 seemed to contain weaker stop manner cues than that in Experiment
3, and this may explain the different effects of attenuation.

6
Finally, the pattern of "svay" and "spay" responses may be considered

(Table 1). Attenuation of the burst increased both types of responses,
simuitaneously decreasing "stay" responses. Total elimination of the burst
increased primarily "spay* responses. There was also a consistent Vowel ef-
fett, with both "svay" and "spay" responses being less frequent when the vow
cello portion wes attenuated. Fricative amplitude, on the other hand, had no
effect on these responses at all. Closure duration did play a role (not shown
in Table 1): "svay" responses decreased.as closure duration increased in sti-
muli with bursts, but increased (high vowel amplitude) or remained constant
(low vowel amplitude) in burstless stimuli; "spay" responses showed a strong
increase with closure duration, provided they occurred at all :stimuli with
low burst and high vowel amplitude, and burstless stimuli). The latter trend
is in agreement with earlier observations that long closure durations favor
perception of a labial place of articulation (Bailey & Summerfield, 1980).

*Svay" percepts, on the other hand, may have resulted from either
"misinterpreting" the burst as frication when the closure was short, or--in
burstless stimuli--they may have taken the place of a possible "sthay* cate-
gory, which is difficult to perceive but corresponds to the informal observa-
tion that burstless "day* portions often resemble *they.* In either case,.
however, attenuation of the vocalic portion favored "stay" over "svay" and
"spay," which indicates a role of the vocalic onset envelope in this distinc-
tion..

7
There is a longstanding controversy, familiar from the literature on

categorical perception (see Repp, I983a, for a review), about whether speech
perception experiments should be concerned with what listeners can do iu an

optimal situation or with what they do under normal circumstances. Auditory
thresholds are often assessed in highly practiced listeners after many hours
of training,' No strong claim is being made here that these optimal thresholds
coincide with the limit of burst effectiveness in phonetic identification, al-
though they obviously define a .,ewer bound. Rather, the hypothesis tested
here concerns the 'burst detection threshold for unpracticed listeners in a
brief discrimination test, on the assumption that this threshold is more like-

ly to match the threshold of burst effectiveness in identification. In any
case, the hypothesis is that listeners' sensitivity in phonetic identification
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is no worse than in overt burst detection; if it is better, we would have ev-
idence that the subconscious processes of phonetic identification maximally
exploit auditory sensitivities.

84
.aome subjects gave many "svay" and/or "spay" responses; the former oc

curred most often at intermediate burst amplitudes and silences, the latter at
low burst amplitudes and long silences. For the purpose of group boundaey
determination, these responses were grouped with "stay" responses.

9
Inspection of the unpreemphasized waveform suggested that a first, very

low-ampl;tude glottal pulse may have been included in the burst as defined
here.

1$:
It seems likely that amplification of the burst by just a few dB would

still have increased its power as a manner cue. However, the present data
suggest that the trading relation with silence duration enda well before a
1O-dB gain is reached.
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A PERCEPTUAL ANALOG OF CHANGE IN PROGRESS IN WELS

Suianne Boyce+

Standard Literary Welsh exhibits a phenomenon known as "initial muta-
tion," in which a lexical item may retain the initial consonant of its cita-
tion form or undergo one of three different rules that change its initial con
sonant by one feature. These. rules "are traditionally known as the SOFT, NA-
SAL, and ASPIRATE mutations. The SOFT imitation changes voiceless stops and
liquids to their voiced counterparts, and changes voiced Pops to homorganic
voiced fricatives. The ASPIRATE mutation changes voiceless stops to
homorganic voiceless fricatives. The NASAL mutation changes voiced and voice-
less stops to nanals but maintains voicing and aspiration characteristics
(Fynes-Clinton, 1913). Examples (1)-(4) below illustrate, in order, the words
/pot/ 'pot' and /beik/ 'bicycle' in CITATION form, and SOFT, ASPIRATE, and NA-
SAL mutations.

(1a) (CITATION)

(2a) (SOFT)

(3a) (ASPIRATE)

(4a) (MASAO

(a pot?

The pot.

(el bot]
His pot.
(el rot]

Her rot.

(va robot]

My pot.

(lb) (a beik]
The bicycle.

(2b) (el veik]
His bicycle.

(3b) (el beik]
Her bicycle.

(4b) (va meik]
My bicycle.

The mutations are triggelled by a preceding word or a particular syntactic
context rather than phonological environment. Triggering contexts are
idiosyncratic and dissimilar; typical contexts for the SOFT mutation, for
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instance, are after the word i 'to,' adjectives after feminine nouns, and
negative verbs that begin with [b],[d],[g]. Strictly speaking, therefore,
conditioning for the mutations 1' neither morphological, syntactic, nor phono-
logical, but something of all three.

Them: is a certain amount of converging evidence that the ASPIRATE and
NASAL mutations are used less and less frequently in the Spoken language.
Jones (1977), for instance, states that "the Aspirate Mutation after other
words Ethan ei 'her'] is rarely heard in spoken Welsh" (p. 105) and that
"there is a tendency in many areas to use the Soft Mutation rather Cha the
Nasal after an ['ins] (p. 331). The most detailed analysis of this trend may
belong to Awbery (in press), who presents evidence from a number of Southern
dialects that the SOFT mutation is gaining ground at the expense of the
ASPIRATE and NASAL mutations. Thus, in environments where Standard Welsh
would use the NASAL or ASPIRATE mutation, Southern dialects may substitute the
SOFT mutation. In addition, she notes a number of environments where the
ASPIRATE mutation is dropped in favor of the CITATION form. Awbery states
that dialects may differ as to which environments and which lexical items un-
dergo the change, and tbot these changes are more common for younger than old-
er speakers. Her examples for the (Standard) citation forma /ka:nol/,
/klewed/, and /kareg/ are given below. The mutation being applied is in
parenthesis.

(5a) (NASAL-Standard form)
(5b) (SOFT - Dialectal form)

(6a) (ASPIRATE-Standard form)
(6b) (SOFT-Dialectal form)

(7a) (ASPIRATE-Standard form)
(7b) (CITATION-Dialectal form)

[al) qha.nol d *our]
[et, ge:nol a *aur]

In the middle of the floor.
[ (ni) xlawes i 82m]

glawes i 8sm]
I didn't hear.
(bum A xareg]
(Duna a kamg]
To hit with a stone.

Awbery's c4im is-that although these :;hangea show considerable variation
among dialect and speakers, there is a clear pattern of change in progress
from a fourway to a two-way system.

Given that such a change is occurring, the everyday experience of muta-
tion for speakers in the South must be somewhat varied; that is, speakers
must be accustomed to hearing both Standard and dialectal forms in the rele-
vant mutation contexts. From the standpoint of any one speaker's experience,
and regardless of whether the speaker's own grammar and productions are based
on Standard or dialectal forms, the recognition system must anticipate alter-
native possibilities for those contexts of NASAL and ASPIRATE mutations in
which substitutions may occur. In addition, overall, speakers must hear fewer
instances of the NASAL and ASPIRATE mutations than of the SOFT mutation and
CITATION forms. Presumably speakers are aware of this situation at some level

of their internal grammar: that is, they must 'know' that the NASAL and
ASPIRATE mutation contexts are problematic.

It is often hypothesized that law4e change coalesces around some point
of vulnerability in the system (opsOty, h'1' in the pattern, etc.). In this

vein, it's interesting to Natk 61.W iA %-_,:idara Welsh, Caere are many
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more contexts that require the SOFT mutation than the ASPIRATE and NASAL muta-
tions; an informal count of triggering contexts listed in Jones (1977)

reveals 2 for NASAL and 10 for ASPIRATE, as opposed to 51 for SOFT. This im-
balance has apparently (Warren Cowgill, personal communication) always existed
in the history of Welsh; although all three mutations have been steadily los-
ing contexts, the NASAL and ASPIRATE mutations have always been relatively the
most impoverished. (Note, however, that both NASAL and ASPIRATE mutations oc-
cur in some very common phrases--for instance, the NASAL mutation after an
'in' and the ASPIRATE mutation after ei 'her.' This may mean that if one fac-
tor affecting vulnerability to linguistic change is frequency of usage, the
particular measure applied must be based on regularity of usage, or number of
forms subject to the rule, rather than simple text frequency.) Thus, histori-
cal data as well as data from current productions in spoken Welsh suggest that
the ASPIRATE and NASAL mutations are weakening.

The results we present in this paper are focused on the state of the mu-
tation system as a result of the change in progress in spoken Welsh. However,

these data are derived from a series of experiments originally designed to
.speak to a different issue, that of the internal structure of the lexicon for
morphologically related words. Because of this separation between the origi-
nal aim of the experiment and the way we look at the data here, only a very
brief description of the experimental design and the theory behind it is of-
fered below. The entire series of experiments is reported in detail in Boyce,
Brownian, and Goldstein (in preparation).

Briefly, the experiments involved a method known as repetition priming.
This terhnique relies on the fact that a subject who has heard or read a word
recently will recognize it faster and more accurately when it is presented a
second time, that is, the subject is 'primed" for recognition of that word.
The effect has recently been manipulated to probe the organization of the
lexicon for morphological)), related words by testing which pairs of related
words produce a priming effect (Stanners, Weiser, Hernon, & Hall, 1979).

Thus, our experiments were structured to measure priming between various forms
(CITATION, SOFT mutation, etc.) of the same lexical item.

Procedure

Subjects listened firstto c list of "priming" words and then to a seconq
list of "target" words that were obscured by simultaneous random noise.'
Words used were mono- and bi-syllabic masculine nouns beginning witn a voiced
or voiceless oral stop, .nd were carefully balanced for number of (citation
form) initial /p /, /t /,/k /,/b /, /d /, /g /. All had stress on the first syllable.

Each word was presented in a syntactic context that required a particular
mutation and was recorded onto tape by a native speaker of North Welsh. The

contexts were as illustrated in examples (1) -(3) above with the addition of
optional postpositions: (a) ei o (SOFT MUTATION); (b) ei hi (ASPILATE

MUTATION); and (c) a ama (CITATION FORM for masculine nouns). The

postpositions mean, in order, 'of him,' 'of her,' and 'here' or Ithis, (All

three phrases are in current colloquial usage.) Subjects were told which
phrases would occur and were asked to write each phrase in full if they could.
Only full phrases with correct context and mutated form as well as correct
lexical item were scored as correct responses. Note that although in general
the ASPIRATE mutation is sbject to dialectal substitution, the ASPIRATE muta-
tion in the context "ei (hi)" is rigorously observed (Jones, 1977, p. 105).
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Presumably this is due to contrast with the SOFT mutation context "ei
(o)." To simplify experimental design, the NASAL mutation was not used.

Sta acts

The subjects were 60 native speakers of Welsh recruited through

Welsh-speaking clubs at the University of Bangor, Males, and Cambridge Univer-
sity, England. Of these, 34 were born and educated in North Wales, and 26
were born in South Wales. (The major dialect boundary for Welsh runs between
South and North Wales.) Forty-eight of the subjects had experience with
Northern dialect from living in North Wales; the other 12 (all born in the
South) were accustomed to Northern dialect from radio programs and friends.
None had any difficulty understanding the Northern pronunciation of the speak-
er who made the tape.

Results

We present data here from two experiments. As noted above, both experi-
ments were set up to contrast different prime-target combinations for the
three contexts used; however, for our purposes here the relevant comparison
is always, for instance, all CITATION form means versus all ASPIRATE mutation
means, all ASPIRATE mutation means versus all SOFT mttat.mn means, end so on.

In Experiment 1, each form of a 1pAice- item (CITATION, SOFT mutation, or
ASPIRATE mutation) was primed by that lexical item in the same form. Thi was

contrasted with conditions in which the target word was not primed. In all,

eight different lexical items ( words) were used. Each was represented once In
the appropriate form (CITATION, SOFT mutation, ASPIRATE mutation) in each
condition. The following tabl4 shows the results a: mean percent correct re-
sponses to the target form.

PRIME: SELF NONE

A CITATION FORM 73 46

R

G SOFT MUTATIOM 67 get

E
T ASPIRATE MUTATION 36 20

Here we see that means for the CITATION form and SOFT mutation are nearly
identical in both the SELF and NONE conditions. This means that the CITATION
and SOFT mutation forms behave similarly under both presentation conditions.
In contrast, the means for the ASPIRATE mutation are considerably lower.
(Analysis of variance showed the difference between the three sets of means to

be significant at the 1% level. A posteriori contrasts between pairs of means
for the CITATION, SOFT mutation, and ASPIRATE mutation indicate this differ-
ence is due to the lower ASPIRATE mutation means. There was no significant
difference between means for the CITATION form and SOFT mutation.) This sug-
gests that, even when subjects had been previously exposed to the same word,
in the same mutating phrase, words to which the ASPIRATE mutation had applied
were more often misperceived. This difference between SOFT and ASPIRATE mute-
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tions held for speakers born in both the South and North regions. (The
interaction between mutations and area of speaker was not significant.)
Rescoring in which all phrases with the correct lexical item were counted (re-
gardless of mistakes in context or mutation heard) did not alter these re-
sults. Thus, the weakness of the ASPIRATE mutations does not represent some
"bias" on the part of subjects against reporting the ASPIRATE mutation, or
against reporting the "ei hi" 'here context. Rather, actual recognition
of the lexical item is impe.d in this context.

The second experiment is essentially a replication of the first, for a
larger word set and with the addition of two more prime-target conditions.
The CITATION form was excluded. Thus, forms in hot'. mutations were presented
in the following conditions: (i) primed by themselve, (SELF priming); (ii)
not primed; (iii) primed by the citation form (BASE priming); and (iv)

primed by the other mutattoo (OTHER priming). The following table shows the
data for the SOFT and ASPIRATE mutation under each of these conditions, again
as mean percent correct recognition of the target mutated form. This time, 32
lexical items were used Again, each appeared once in each condition.

PRIME: SELF NONE : BASE OTHER
T 1..... ---------,-------- ..... --

A SOFT 61 41 1 49 49

R MUTATION
G i

E ASPIRATE 47 27 1 43 39

T MUTATION - - 1 -

As in Experiment 1, in all conditions those forms to which the ASPIRATE
mutation has applied are poorly recognized compared to forma in which the SOFT
mutation has applied. (Analysis of variance showed the difference between the
twc, sets of means to be significant at the 3% level.) Again, this pattern
holds for speakers from both regions (the interaction of area by mutation was
not significant), and rescoring again made no difference.

Discussion
a

Taken together, these results parallel the change in the mutation system
documented by Awbery. Her evidence shows the weakness of the ASPIRATE muta-
tion, as a rule that is being replaced by another rule, and suggests that the
CITATION form and the SOFT mutation contrast with the ASPIRATE as lively,
well-established rules in the grammar of Welsh. The experiments described
above show that this linguistic situation is reflected in (1) an equal proba-
bility that the CITATION and SOFT mutation forms will be correctly identified
and (2) a greater ic that forms in the ASPIRATE mutation will be mis-
perceived or missed. This result is particularly striking because, as noted
above, the context "ei hi" is an extremely robust environment for the
ASPIRATE mutation. Thus, the differential effect for the ASPIRATE mutation
occurs in a context exempt from the change in progress. This shows that it is
the rule itself, with all the contexts in which it applies, that is problemat-
ic rather than one particular syntactic or morphological context. Further,

speakers from both dialect areas show this effect of decreased perceptibility
for the ASPIRATE mutation.

1 6 a6 3
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These results are interesting for several reasons. First, of course, our
experiment constitutes independent :ind empirical support for Awbery's hypothe-
sis about mutation rule change in Welsh. More importantly, our experiment
shows that rule change in progress may be reflected in a tendency to confuse
or misperceive input that is eligible to undergo the changing rule. We have
seen that for all speakers, regardless of dialect area, any ASPIRATE mutation
context is susceptible to misperception. This is clear because the mispercep-
tion occurs even in the robust context 'ei hi" 'hers,' which is not subject
to dialectal substitution or change. It is not clear how much this decrease
in perceptibility for the ASPIRATE mutation is due to the subjects' experience
of dialectal substitution in ASPIRATE mutatiol contexts, and how much to
internal, grammar-related factors that may have led to changing production
the first place. We know that (many) Southern speakers are accustomed to
experiencing an unstable situation for the ASPIRATE mutation, but data on how
much the experience of Northern speakers includes substitutions in ASPIRATE
mutation contexts are currently unavailable. Production data from the North
parallel to Awbery's are needed to sort out these possibilites. It is possi-
ble that a study of Northern dialects would reveal a similar pattern of change
in progress. If so, then the interpretation of our data is the same for both
Northern and Southern speakers, that the recognition system changes as
production changes---in some cases, as in our robust 'hers' context, it may
even anticipate production for environmens tha are eligible to undergo the
changing rule, but don't. On the other hand, if no such changes are reported
in Northern dialects, our experiments may have tapped the early stages of a
change that has not yet emerged into production in the North.
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Footnotes

1
More precisely, it voices [p],[t],[k],[1] and trh), and spirantizes

(b),Ed] and (mi. The fricative reflex of (g) was once realized as (7] but has

since disappeared.

2
It has been shown (Kempley & Morton, 1982) that target words that have

been primed are more readily recognized in noise.
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3
An alternative explanation for these data based on differences in

discrimlnability for fricatives and stops may occur to the reader. Notice,

however, that equal numbers of both phonetic categories appear in both muta-
tions (e.g., Not] vs. Cveild, (fotl vs. (beiN1), and that while words with
initial voices rricatives were somewhat better recognized than words with ini-
tial voiceless fricatives, words with initial voiceless stops were better rec-
ognized than words with initial voiced stops: thus, the effects should even
out. In addition, a parallel experiment (not reported here) using words whose
initial consonants are never subject to mutation showed the same differential
effect in ASPIRATE mutation contexts. This evidence is examined in greater
detail in Boyce et al. (forthcoming).
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SINGLE FORMANT CONTRAST IN VOWEL IDENTIFICATION*

Robert G. Crowder+ and Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. Subjects rated ambiguous steady-state vowels from a con-
tinuum with respect to the categories /i/ pnd /z/ (Experiment 1) or
/C/ and /M/ (Experiment 2). Each target was preceded, .35 sec ear-
lier, by one of the following precursors: (1) one endpoint from the,
target continuum, (Z) the other endpoint, (3) the isolated first
torment (F1) from (1), (4) the isola%,:d F1 from (2), or (5) a hiss-
ing noise. Although (3) and (4) did dot sound as if they came from
the target continuum, they produced reliable contrast in .both
experiments. In the /i-t/ experiment, single- formant contrast was
as powerful as from the full vowels. These results suggest a senso-
ry, rather than judgmental, basis for the vowel contrast effects ob-
tained.

The occurrence of contrast in perceptual judgments along .single dimen-
sions is so cot,-onlyplace it stems almost uninteresting. In judging shades of
grey, heaviness of lifted objects, line lengths, loudness of tones, and so on,
the perceived magnitude of one stimulus is usually affected contrastively by
another stimulus with which it is presented. A patch, of grey' seems dark
against a white background and yet the same patch seems light against a black
background, for example. The perVasiveness of contrastive interactions be-
tween nearby stimuli should not, however, lead us to forget how important it
is. Contrast allows the perceptual system to focus Od what otherwise might be
elusive differences. It hardly requires discussion that edge sharpening, to
vision, advances the more informative aspects of the visual world at the ex-
pense of the less informative aspects.

The example of visual brightness contrast is an interesting one because a
detailed neurophysiological basis for it has been worked out (however, see
Gilchrist, 1977). Edge sharpening in at least simultaneous brightness con-
trast follows inescapably from verified rules of recurrent lateral inhibition
in the visual (retinal) system (see summary in Lindsay & Norman, 1977). Where
does this leave us with other kinds of contrast, though? It would be grandi-
ose toc apply the neural circuitry proposed for brightness contrast to, say,

'Also Perception & Psychophysics, in press.
+Also Yale University.
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contrast effects in judging the conservatism of Supreme Court Justices. Some
kinds of contrast, in other words, might be more "cognitive" or judgmental and
others more sensory. (This comment need not seem' like an eruption of the
mind /body distinction: Infants would display the sensory forms of contrast
but not the judgmental forms.)

In fluent speech perception, most especially in unstressed, "reduced"
vowels, the stimulus information is often impoverished relative to prototypi-
cal category instances. In a speaker's haste to get from one to another
consonantal gesture, he/she often "misses" producing a vowel sound in anything
like its citation form. Veridical perception would be well served, in these
cases, by a process of "edge sharpening" for the vowel perception system, so
that surviving acoustic stimulus distinctions would be exaggerated. Indeed,
since the work of Fry, Abramson, and Liberman (1962), it has beer) known
that isolated vowels show contrastive context effects in identification judg-
ments. Sewuseh. Nusbaum, and Schwab (1980) have distinguished three classes
of explanation for the various instances of vowel contrast that have been
reported in the intervening years. They discount feature detector fatigue as
an explanation because theee are often substantial time lapses between context
and target. We can also mention that retroactive contrast (Diehl, Elman, &
MoCusker, 1978; Repp, Healy, & Crowder, 1979)--where the target comes first
and the context secondeffectively dismisses this first explanation. Changes
in auditor/. ground and response bias are the two remaining classes of hypothe-
sis. Sawusch et al. ('980) apply these interpretations mainly to contrast
elicited in an anchoring paradigm and we need not follow these applications
here in detail. It suffices to remark that the auditory-ground interpretation
appeals to sensory contrast in a way that is congenial with the analogy to
visual b'ightness contrast, whereas response bias would very clearly be a
judgmental process.

Some recent research on selective adaptation in the perception of stop
consonants has pointed towards auditory-sensory explanations rat:.er than to-
wards judgmental explanations. In the selective adaptation paradigm, repeated
presentations of an adaptor stimulus are shown to affect the perception of a
subsequent test stimulus. The experimental operations involved in measuring
selective adaptatich are obviously, a special case of contrast, several authors
having suggested a profound continuity of process between the two (Crowder,
1981; Diehl et al., 1978; Diehl, Lang, & Parker, 1980). in two such experi-
ments, the authors were able to pit sensory (spectral) and judgmental factors
against each other. In one of these studies, Roberts and Sumuerfield (1981)
used an audio-visual adaptor in which an acoustic /be/ jos synchronized with a

visual /ge/. The combination was identified as /de/1r /3e/; however, its
effect on perception of a /be-de/ test series was identical to that of an
unambiguous acoustic /be/. Thus, perception responded to the 7ectral, and
not the perceived phonetic, nature of the adaptor. In the othti experiment
(Sawusch & Jusczik, 1981), an adaptor was made from a fricative-atop-vowel
syllable /s+ba/ with 75 ms of silence between the two segments. Under these

conditions, subjects call the adaptor syllable *spa" even though the
stop-vowel portion, alone, is unambiguously /ba/. In a /ba-pa/ test series
following these and other adaptors, the "perceptual /spa/" but "acoustic
/s+ba/" affected responses just the same way as did an unambiguous /ba/, again
showing the spectral cue to prevail even in the face of contradictory label-
ing.
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In their experimental work with isolated vowels from the /i/-/t/ continu-
um, Sawusch et al. (1980) reached the interesting conclusion that both sensory
and judgmental factors contribute to contrast, but at different ends of the
continuum. Their technique involved measurement of discrimination sensitivity
as well as identification ratings. When /i/ was the context (anchor), there
seemed to be genuine changes in the sharpness of the sensory system in the /i/
range of the continuum. When /1/ was the context, however, the changes seemed
rather to be in where people placed their response criterion. Thus, within
the same stimulus continuum we may be able to see more than one form of con-
trast operating.

Experiment 1

The present report extends the Sawusch et al. work in several ways, but
it explores the same question of where contrast effects should be located with
regard to the sensory versus response end of the processing machinery. In our
experiment, pairs of isolated .vowel sounds were presented in rapid (.35 sec)
succession. The stimuli all came from a seven-item /i/-/x/ continuer varying
only in Fl frequency. (The stimuli used by Sawusch et al. varied in F2 as
well as Fl.) The second item in each per was the target (second through
sixth item from the continuum) and the first was either of the two endpoint
items, either of these two items with F2 and F3 removed, or a control (hiss).
No response was required to the first item in each pair, the context item.
These conditions were either mixed together randomly in a continuous series of
trials or were presented in blocks. In the latter arrangement we should be in
a position to observe the anchoring effects found by Sawusch et al. as well as
"regular" contrast between, the two items in a pair. When the conditions are
randomized, however, only pairwise contrast should be observed. Our choice of
the neutral hiss in the control condition was considered: We wanted as close
to a "no contrast" condition as we could get. Any tone or vowel, however
unrelated to the test continuum it seemed, carried potential spectral or
phonetic bias. The hiss served as a simple warning signal with no such bias.

Because removal of F2 and F3 results in these items' sounding ulike to,
kens of the /i/-/t/ continuum, we can also offer expectations for which con-
trast effects ought to be influenced by whether the precursors are intact
three-fotmant vowels or not. If Sawusch et al. are correct in assigning con-
trast produced by /i/ to sensory factors, we might expect that removal of F2
and F3 would make little difference. For example, Crowler (1981, 1982) has
proposed a theory of frequency-specific recurrent lateral inhibition (see be-
low) that anticipates the same degree of contrast whether or not F2 and F3 are
present. If contrast from the /x/ side of the continuum is produced by other
factors, perhaps response bias or a range-frequency effect (Parducci, 1974),
then removal of F2 and F3 might alter the situation, ,ecause the tacit labels
that /subjects might assign to the precursors (and that might engage the judg-
mental bias) would be foreign to the target /i/-/t/ con.'nuum. Furthermore,

it a sort of adaptation-level mechanism contributed to contrast in the anchoN-
ing situation (Sawusch et al., 1980), then we should expect more contrast in
the blocked arrangement of conditions than in the randomized arrangement;
this is because in the blocked arrangement the same single precursor is the
first item in each pair and therefore vastly outnumbers each of the six items
that can be the second item in the pair.
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Method

Subjects. The subjects were 20 Yale undergraduate, serving either for

pay or for course credit.

Stimuli. The basic continuum of seven vowels was prepared on the Haskins
Laboretories Parallel Resonance Synthesizer. The items were designed to range
perceptually from /i/ to /I/ and varied only in F1 center frequencies (from
279 to 381 Hz in roughly equal steps). F2 and F3 center frequencies were kept
fixed at 2075 and 2780 Hz, respectively. These frequencies were compromise
values between those typical of the vowels /i/ and /// (Petersen & Barney,
1952). Three additional stimuli were used: (1) the /i/ endpoint from the
continuum with F2 and F3 removed (through options within the synthesizer);
(2) the /// endpoint modified in the same way, and (3) a soft hiss, which
served,as a control. All stimuli were 300 ma long. The vowels rose in funda-
mental frequency from 80 to 100.Hz during the first 100 ms and declined to 85
Hz during the last 100 ms. The amplitude envelope was likewise shaped at the
beginning and end ofthe syllable. In the stimuli with F2 and F3 removed,the
amplitude of Fl matched Fl amplitude in the corresponding full vowels. Howev-
er, the overall amplitude was reduced by removal of F2 and F3.

In.a preliminary experiment, 25 subjects were given single-item identifi-
cation tests on vowels similar to the vowels lack in F2 and F3 used in the
present experiment. Other details of that preliminary experiment need not
concern us: It incluuded contrast comparisons similar to, but superceded by,
those of the present experiment. Nothing in the preliminary study
compromises, however, what we 'found later. Of interest now is that these 25
subjects were asked to listen to tokens of the various precursors in isolation
and report what they sounded like, with examples of words containing the
sounds. It has long been known that people can perceive and classify sin-
gle-forment vowels, and that by frequency single formants are heard as back
vowels (Delattre, Liberman, Cooper, & Gerstman, 1952). When describing the
/i/ endpoint of the vowels described above, but with F2 and F3 deleted, 24 of
the 25 subjects reported it sounded like /u/ (BOOT) and the remaining,zubject
reported /9/. Given the /// endpoint, 7 responded with the same viefel ( /u /),
14 with the sound /0/ (BOAT), 3 with /A/, and 1 with /9/, but never ///.
Thus, we may be assured that removal of the second and tnird torments did in-
deed drive labeling away from the /ii-/x/ continuum.

The experimental tapes contained 100 trials, (pairs of vowels) apiece.
Each trial included the precursor, a 350 ms delay, and then the target: after
the offset of the target, there was a 2.5 sec delay before the be%Inning of
the next trial. After every ID trials, there was a longer intertrial delay (5
see) intended to help subjects keep their places.

procedUe Subjects in the blocked condition received five 100-trial

tapes, one For each of the five precursor conditions, in different orders as
determined by a Latin square. The 100 trials with a given precursor included
20 with each of the target vowels (numbers two through six on the original
continuum). Subjects in the random condition heard precisely the same 500
trials, also in batches of 100; however, the trials were completely random-
ized, so that two adjacent trials usually had different precursors,

In the first part of tht session, subjects were played the /i/-/i/ con-
tinuum three times, in order, from number two through number six of the origi-
nal seven. They were told that the first item in the group is "what we are
calling EE" and the last is "IH." They all then listened to the first 10 tri-.
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al* on the Random tape as practice, and then began the experiment proper. An-
swer sheets had. arabic numbers from 1 to 5 opposite each trial number. Over
the left column (the l's) the word BEET was spelled and over the right column
(the 5's) BIT. The procedure was to rate the similarity of each target to the
vowels in these two prototypes by circling one of the five numerals.

Results

;The main results are shown in Figure 1, in terms of mean rating in the
"IH",direction. The left panel shows ratings when the precursors were the
full-vowel endpoints from the continuum; the right panel shows what happened
When F2 and F3 were removed from these stimuli. The Hiss condition is drawn
in-both panels as a baseline.

4.0

.3.0

2.0.

Hiss
Precursor /

Full Vowels
as ftecursors

411111110 (1:1,

2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6

Position of Target on (ii-I4 Continerwn

Figure 1. The effect of five context precursors on the relationship between
.the position of a target vowel along the /i-t/ continuum and the
tendenoy to rate-it as /1/. The same control condition with a hiss
as context is plotted in both panels. On the left, data are shown
when the precursor was one or the other of the two series endpoints
/i or z/. On the right are the results when the same precursors
were used with all but the first torment deleted. (Experiment 1)

First of all, there was no result of blocking versus randomizing the
experimental conditions and so Figure 1 combines these two conditions. In a 2

(blocked/random) X 5 (precursor) X 5 (target position on the continuum) analy-
sis of variance, blocking did not approach the .10 alpha level, either as a
main effect or in interactions. However, the same analysis of variance showed
there were reliable differences among the five precursor conditions,
F(4,72) 2 7.11, p < .01, differences that interacted with target position,

F(16,288) = 3.41, p < .01. As the figure shows, precursors had little or no
effect on the relatively unambiguous targets--numbers 2 and 6 from the contin-
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uum. Of trAirse, the position on the continuum of the target itself had a
reliable maim-effect on ratings of "IH-tress," F(4,72) = 120.06, k ( .01.

Contrast was asymmetricaa from teh two ends of the vowel continuum, to
say the least: There was none when /r/ or its single-formant version were
used as precursor). However, the /i/ precursor quite obviously made the tar-
gets sound more like /r/, and this was true with or without F2 and F3. The
next question is whether the overall degree of contrast was different for the
full vowel:, (left panel) versus the vowels with F2 and F3 removed (right pan-
el). The best single measure of the contrast effect is probably the differ-
ence between the /i/ and /1/ precursors (or their modified versions). rn a
new analysis of variance, the control condition was dropped, and the factors
were (1) blocked/random, (2) full/altered precursors, (3) /i/ versus in
precursors, and (0 position of the target on the continuum. There was a
reliable main effect of whether the precursors were altered or not,
F(1,18) = 5.25, k ( .05, reflecting the fact that the full vowel precursors
(left panel of Figure 1) led to somewhat higher /I/ ratings whatever the iden-
tity of the precursor (/i/ or /a). However, the identity of the precursor
had a large main effect, F(1,18) = 13.91, k < .01, and it did not interact
with whethe.' precursors were full or altered, F < 1. Thus, there was no evi-
dence that full vowels exert a greater contrast effect than vowels with F2 and
F3 removed. There was a statistically significant interaction between these
two factors and the position of the target along the continuum,
F(4,72) = 3.23, k < .05. This interaction reflects the fact that the full
vowels had their effects exclusively on the fourth and fifth continuum posi-
tions, whereas the contrast produced by altered vowels occurred at all contin-
uum positions except the last.

Discussion

The main finding of the experiment is that contrast was obtained even
after F2 and F3 were removed from the endpoint vowels, rendering their, phoneti-

cally foreign to the continuum being judged. The degree of contrast was not
even changed by this operation. It is true that the contrast effect "bulged"
differently with the full vowels than with the altered vowels, as revealed by
the significant three-way interaction identified in the previous paragraph.
We defer comment on this finding until after reporting the second experiment.

Another finding was the asymmetry in contrast across the /i/-/t/ continu-
um. Whereas Sawusch et al. (1980) observed anchor effects from both ends of
this continuum, and later were able to assign them to different mechanisms, we
simply got no contrast at all from /I/. At the very least, the asymmetry of
this continuum in contrast tells us there is more at frork here than a simple
judgmental bias leading people to assign contrasting labels to precursor and
target. Such a bias would result in symmetrical effects. In fact, if we ac-
cept the Sawusch et al. analysis, our results suggest that judgmental bias
(associated with the in context) simply did not occur in our experiment.

It made no difference whether conditions were blocked or mixed randomly
across trials. This is comforting in that it means there is ere less choice
to worry about in designing experiments. It was disappointing in the context
of this experiment, however, for if contrast from /1/ precursors were a conse-
quence of judgmental bias, one might have expected blocking to make a differ-
ence, and differentially for the full and tie altered vowels. One possibility

is that judgmental bias was not engaged in the pairwise, precursor-target tri-
al arrangment because the precursor never required an overt lboeling response.
In tne anchoring literature, all items are identified in sequence. Perhaps
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requiring people to label both of the two items in each pair (as in Repp et
al., 1979) would have been sufficient to make blocking a more interesting
variable. In addition, the short interval between the stimuli in epair (350
ms) may have discouraged subjects from assigning covert labels to the precur-
sors.

Single-formant contrast is predicted by Crowder's (1978, 1981, 1982,

1983) theory>, The hypothesis is that vowels are represented in auditory memo-
ry in some form similar to a sound spectrogram. When two tokens are together
in auditory memory, they show frequency- specific lateral inhibition; that is,
where the two stare formant enlrgy, they mutually weaken each other'S'

representation. This process is %hown schematically' is Figure 2 for an
/a/-/m/ pair.

The inhibition has no effect on vowel quality when formants match from
the two vowels. However, when formants partially overlap, as in the illustra-
tion of Figure 2 or in Fl of nearby members of the /i/-/x/ continuum, the
intersection region will be inhibited in both. This leaves the most extreme
regions of the intersecting formants intact, giving them more extreme forwent
oenter frequencies after inhibition than they had before. The absence of con-
trast from In tokens is, of course, an baffling to this model as it is to
most others. At this point, we decided to replicate our experiment with an

vowel continuum, in order to see whether these findings had any
generality.

Experiment 2 %at.

The second experiment used vowels from the /c/-/m/ continuum and dropped
the comparison of randomized and blocked conditions, using blocked presenta-
tion only. Otherwise, it was nearly identical to Experiment 1. The purpose
was simply to generalize to different subjects and different vowels the
occurrence of single-formant contrast.

Method

Subjects. The subjects were 30 Yale undergraduates, participating in re-
turn for pay.

Stimuli. Another seven - vowel continuum was prepared on the Haskins Labo-
ratories Software Serial Synthesizer. (No parallel synthesizer was available
to us at the time.) The vowels were designed to range perceptually from /e/
to Am/ and varied, this time, both in F1 and F2 (respectively, from 530 to 660
Hz and from 1840 to 1720 Hz); F3 was fixed at 248f) Hz. The response alterna-
tives on. the extremes of the fine-point rating scale were the words BET and
BAT. Low-pass filtering (cutoff frequency = 800 Hz, rolloff 2 48d8/octave)
was used in order to produce endpoint tokens of /C/ and /:/ with F2 and F3
deleted. These altered versions of A/ atld /a/ sounded to us unambiguously
like /A/ and /0/, respectively. The same hiss was used as in Experimapt 1.
The item! were all 260 ms long, the IS! uas .35 sec, and the delay between
trials was set at 3.5 sec. In all other procedural details, this experiment
was identical to tkl blocked condition of the previous one.

Results

The results are shown in Figure 3, which is organized identically to Fig-
ure 1. Evident in the figure are several findings: (1) Contrast from the /C/
direction on the vowel continuum occurred both for the full vowel precursors
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PREDICTION OF PHONETIC CONTRAST Ito VOWELS
FROM FREOUENCYSPECIFIC LATERAL INHIBITION

IN AUDITORY MEMORY

ORIGINAI.LY

Ht

DURING iNHIBITION

AFTEINVAROS

Irl 1W

Figure 2. An illustration of hr frequencyspecific lateral inhibition could
produce phonetic contrast in vowels. See text for explanation.

ig 4.0

3.0

Es

2.0
2

Hiss
Priocursor ------ [a]

[3]
T.

Full Vowels
as Precursors

F2 and F3

Removed

,2 3 4 5 8 2 3 4 6 8

Position of Target along [t] - (is] Continuum

Figure 3. The' same as Figure 1 except the data are for an /E ie/ continuum
(Experiment 2)
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and for the single torments, (2) this contrast was larger for the full vowels, c

however, than for the single torments, (3) there was no trace of contrast from
the /a/ direction, and (0 there was again a tendency for contrast to "bulge"
in the most phonetically ambiguous region of the target items when the full
vowels were precursors, but not when the single torments were used.

These observations were confirmed by several analyses of variance on mean
ratings (toward /m/). In the first of these, all five precursor conditions
were crossed with he five target vowels. Both main effects and the interac-
tion wega statistically significant; for conditions, F(4,116) 8 13.32,

2 < .01; for target vowels, F(4,1I6) = 43.46, a < .01; and for the interac-
tion, F(16,464) = 4.49, 2 < .01. In the next analysis, the hiss condition was
dropped, leaving a two-by-two design with respect to the precursor (full vow-
els versus Fl only X direction of contrast from /c/ versus from /*/). The

five target vowels were compared in the third factor. There were statistical-
ly significant main effects of whether the full or altered vowels were used as
precursors, F(1,29) = 6.33, 2 < .01; of the direction or contrast,
F(1,29) a 47.12, 2 < .01; and of the placement on the continuum of the tar-
get, F(4,116) = 43.41. Given the uniform results of precursors from the /a/

direction, the first of these main effects means the full vowels produced more
contrast than the first torments alone. The reliable interaction between
direction cf contrast and the five target vowels, F(4,116) a 7.81, 2 < .01,

indicates that with the full and altered vowels combined, the interior
(ambiguous) vowels were more affected than those closer to the endpoints. The
three -way interaction between precursor type (full versus altered), direction
of contrast, and vowel, was statistically significant here, as in the previous
experiment, F(4,116) = 3.96, 2 < .01. This interaction is the most direct
verification of the "bulging" in contrast effects for the full vowels but not
for the altered ones.

The main empirical goal of tnis article is the establishment of sin-
gle-formant contrast. Therefore, since single-formant contrast was smaller
than full vowel contrast in this experiment, one additional analysis of vari-
ance was performed, including only two precursor conditions, the hiss control
and the single-formant alteration of /c/. In this analysis, the main effect
associated with this comparison was reliable at-the .01 level of confidence,
F(1,29) v 8.68. The position of the target vowel was of course also a reli-*

able source of variation, F(4016) = 41.29, p < .01, but the interaction was
less than 1.00. Thus, both experiments require the conclusion that sin-
gle-formant contrast can occur on a vowel continuum even when these precuriors
do not resemble phonetically the vowels targeted for identification.

General Discussion

The two studies are so very consistent in most respeccs, we should deal
with the single major discrepancy first: In Experiment 1, the total amoup of
contrast was no larger for the full vowels than for the single-forpant preiUr-
sors, but in Experiment 2, contrast was .arger for the full %vowels. One
difference in the target stimuli used in the experiment may be critical here.
In Experiment 2, there was variation between /0 and /at/ in both of the first
two torments, whereas in Experiment 1, only the first formant varied along the
continuum. Methodologically, this discrepancy appears at first inexcusable
but in fact was desirable to get "prototype" exemplars of both phonetic Cate-
gories (see Peterson & Barney, 1952). The consequence is that in Experiment
2, an ambiguous item on the iCi-/a/ continuum was receiving potential
contrastive influences frost both Fl and F2 in the. case of the full - precursors,
but only from Fl in Experiment I. It will be straightforward to untangle
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these factors in future research should anyone ever be interested in whether
single-formant contrast is numerically equal to regular contrast along contin-
ua varying in only one torment.

In both experiments, the full vowels produced markedly more contrast for
the more ambiguous tokens than for those from near the endpoints (the

"bulge"), whereas the altered, single-formant vowels produced relatively uni-
form contrast across the entire target continuum. We are intrigued by this
result, but can offer little guidance in its interpretation. An obvious
possibility for the locus of an interpretation is in some phonetic process.
The identification targets that receive the most contrastive influence from
the full vowels are those that%are most ambiguous phonetically: Correspond-
ingly, what distinguishes the full vowels from their single-formant variants
is that -they carry clear phonetic information about the relevant continuum.
Somehow the richness of the phonetic information'-in the precursor could com-
bine judgmentally with the precarious initial classification of the ambiguous
target. But such a simple, appeal to judgmental bias will obviously not work,

because there is no corresponding selective effect of the putative phonetic
process when contrast is measured from the "wrong" direction (that is, from
either /1/ or from /m/)%

. No contrast .was obtained in either study when one continuum endpoint was
used and abundant contrast was obtained when the other was used What is the
principle responsible for these asymmetries? With data on only two continua,
we would be foolish to propose a general hypothesis. We are now followl.ng
several theoretical possib.lities experimentally. The main burden of this pa-
per is not the asymeletry in contrast observed here and elsewhere, however. In

both experiments, we found unambiguous evidence that single-formant precursors
affect ambiguous vowel identification. This much was predicted by Crowder's
(1978, 1982, 1983) theory. There may well be other theories that predict sin-
gle-formant vowel eontrapt and so we shall not stress the confirmation of
these results for that one particular prediction. More to the point, the Sort
of theory that assigns contrast, in this situation to specific, sensory proces-
ses is advanced by single-formant contrasts If subjects were trying to "bal-
ance out" their use of the resoonse categories between their internal naming
of the precursor and their explicit rating of the target, the single-formant
precursors should have been much less effective.

One caveat needs to be added: Removal of F2 and F3 in Experiment 1 made
/i/ sound like /11/ and /1/ sound like either /u/ or /0'. Now /i/ and /u/
share the feature of being high vowels, whereas /1/ and /o/ are both

articulated with the tongue in a lower position. If subjects in Experiment 1

heard the altered vowels as an /u/-/o/ contrast (14 of the 25 subjects in the
preliminary, identification test did) and if they were somehow sensitive to the
high-low feature, it is possible that they applied a judgmental bias with re-
spect to that feature. That is, if they heard what they thought was /u/ as
the first member of the pair, followed by an ambiguous token between /i/ and
/t/ they might be biased to pick the lower tongue-position alternative, /I/.
A similar argument can be applied to /c/ and /*/ in Experiment 2,'which might
engage, both the high-low and front-baok dimensions. We cannot dismiss this
possibility on the basis of the present experiments. However, this sort of
process would encounter just as much difficulty with the asymmetry of contrast
along the various vowel continua as do other notions. Also, in Experiment 1,
where we have data on identification of the precursors, max about half of the
subjects would have :wen expected to identify the single ferment vowels as An
/u/-/o/ contrast, lf we believe the 1425 ratio of the prelialipary experiment.
Furthermore, this alternative explanation requires considerable abstraction of
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distinctive vowel features, which would be important if true, but remains
highly speculative now. And finally, the Fl dimension in vowel space is very
highly correlated with tongue height, so that the tongue - height dimension is
just another level of discourse in which one can talk about F1 frequency.
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INTEGRATION OF MELODY AND TEXT IN MEMORY FOR SONGS'

Mary Louise Serafine,+ Robert G. Crowder,++ and Bruno H. Repp

Abstract. Tien experiments examined whether the memory representa-
tion for songs consists of independent or integrated components
(melody and text). Subjects heard a serial presentation of excerpts
froa largely unfamiliar folk songs, followed br a recognition test.
The test required subjects to recognize songs, melodies, or texts
and consisted of file types of items: (a) exact songs heard in the
presentation; (b) new songs; (c) old tunes with new words; (d)

new tunes with old words; and (e) old tunes with old words of a
different song' from the same presentation ("mismatch songs").
Experiment 1 supported the integration hypothesis: Subjects'
recognition of components was higher in exact sores (a) than in
songs with familiar but mismatched components (e). Melody recogni-
tion, in particular, was near chance unless the original words were
present. Experiment 2 showed that this integration of melody and
text oc-Irred also across different performance renditions of a song
and that it could not be eliminated by voluntary attention to the
melody.

Introduction

Song is a unf ersal artform that consists of two seemingly separate com-
ponents, melody ar.d text. In practice a song may derive from a pre-composed
melody to which words are added, or from a pre-existing ter' later set to mu-

sir... In fact a song may be the work of two artists, a composer and a poet or
librettist. Yet the relationship between melody and text raises interesting
questions in the domains of both aesthetics and cognitive psychology.

One of the aesthetic issues is how the artform should be defined: wheth-
er it it simply a pairing of independent components or an integral whole that
transcends its parts. This issue has implications for the analysis of songs
from a music theoretic viewpoint--for example, whether the components can be
considered or analyzed separately.

A parallel issue can be raised from a cognitive viewpoint: To what de-
gree are melody and text independent or integrated in perception and memory?
While there is substantial literature both on linguistic memory and on musical
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memory (Deutsch, 1969; Dowling, 1973, 1978; Dowling & Fujitani, 1971), re-
search thus far does.not indicate how a hybrid form such as songs might be
represented xn memory. Indeed, research on hemispheric differentiation, espe-
cially that which suggests left-hemisphere dominance for language and

rIght-hemisphere dominance for music (e.g., Best, Hoffman, & Glanville, 1982;
Kimura, 1967), leaves entirely open how melody and text in songs might be pro-
cessed.

Our interest in this issue was generated by infornal observations sug-
gesting that, in memory for songs, melody and text form an integrated unit,
such that people find it difficult to separate the two components. For exam-
pie, if asked to recite the words of their national anthem, many people would
have to sing the song, or at least rehearse it subvocally, in order to
generate the words. Also, people may not immediately recognize that two dif-
ferent songs have the same melody if their texts are different. "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star" and "Baa, Bea, Black Sheep" are a case in point, where
ido-'ical melodies are part of what are considered entirely different song:.
Yes'on (1975) provides the example of the voll-known theme of the Mozart C ma-
jor piano sonata (K. 545), which (with slight changes in rhythm) is rarely
recognized as the melody of "Hey There, You With the Stars in Your Eyei." Fi-
nally, the first author has found instances of profound melody/text integra-
tion in informal experiments with a young child. In these experiments a
two.year -old, who could repeatedly sod accurately perform a large body of
songs, was nevertheless incapable of singing the melodies on the syllable "la"
without the words. Instead, she simply spoke the syllable in rhythm. Simi-
larly, she was either unwilling or unable to repeat the words without the mel-
ody.

These examples argue for some form of integration of melody and text in
memory for songs, although it is also true that adults, at- least, can

voluntarily separate a melody from its text and vice versa in singing and
recognition. Thu, in theory the memory representation for songs might consist
of: (1) independent components, (2) integrated components, or (3) a

non-decomposable whole (an extreme form of integration). If melody and text
were stored as independent components, we uould expect that memory for songs
could be predicted by the independent probabilities of memor;+ for melody and
memory for text. On the other hand, if the component, were integrated, we
would e'?ect that memory fo: 'me component facilitates memory for the other.
Finally, if songs were stored as non-decomposable whops, we would expect that
melodies cannot be recognized as familiar when their words are different, and
vice versa. This last hypothesis is clearly false in many situations: Words
are easy to recognize in new contexts, and most people can probably recognize
a tune when the words are different if the tune is pointed out to them.
(Muelcians and experienced listeners can often do so in any care.) Neverthe-
less, it is worth investigating the degree to which a wholistic representation
may characterize novel songs, when attention i3 not explicitly drawn to
tune-similarity.

. Note that the issue of integration can be distinguished, at least

conceptually, from two related issues: compatibility and associution.
Melodifts and texts are often compatible rhythmically in that hillier pitches,
longer durations, and musica3-metric stresset! tend .:03 occur on Accented syll-

ables. Similarly, melodies and texts may be compatible "semantically" in that
the tempo and musical mood seem to fit the meaning of the words. However, it
is poesible that a cognitive form of integration occurs irrespeltive of the
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compatibility of components. Indeed, whether compatibility is necessary or
sufficient for integration is an empirical question not under consideration in
the present experiments.

Also, integration of melody and text in song can be distinguished from
association as mere knowledge of co- occurrence. That melody and text co-occur
is undeniable. Yet association may occur without integration. Indeed, it is
possible to imagine other co-occurring events (e.g., speeob and background mu-
sic) that do not give rise to integration.

The purpose of these experiments, then, was to investigate the degree to
which melody and text are independent, integrated, or nonseparable (h4holis-
tic") in memorvfot songs.

..*Icperiment 1

Subjects heard 24 consecutive excerpts from folk songs, followed by a
20-item recognition test. The test items were of two types: (1) excerpts
that had bee.: heard in the presentation ("old songs") and (2) excerpts that
had not been heard in the presentation ("new songs"). Further, new songs were
of four types: (a) new tune with new words; (b) old tune with new words;
(c) new tune with old words; and (d) old tune with old words that had been
sung to a different tune in the original presentation ("tune and words mis-
matched"). In the remainder of the paper, the terms "tune" and "words," as
used with subjects, are interchangeable with "melody" and "text."

The main prediction was that, if subjects integrate melody and text in
memory, they should recognize previously heard melodies or texts more
accurately when they are paired with their original companion (text or melody)
than when they are paired Ath a different companion. On the other hand, it
melody and text are stored as independent components, then subjects should

--recognize previously heard melodies or tee4t equally well, whether paired with
the same or with a different companion. Finally, if songs are stored as
wholistic units, then subjects should not. be able to recognize melodies (or
texts) at all, except when they are paired with their original companion.

Method

Materials. Songs that we considered unfamiliar to the average listener
were drawn from a collection of indigenous American folk songs, compiled by
Erdei (1974). Twenty pairs of excerpts with interchangeable melodies and

texts were chosen, eac:1 excerpt ccnsisting of the opening two to four measures
of a song. (See list in appendix.) Thus each pair of excerpts yielded four
different songs, a total of 80. Figure 1 shows a.sample pair of interchange-
able melodies and texts. Examples of the five test-item type. are shown in
Figure 2.

In some cases minor alterations were made to the original melody or text
to ensure a rhythmic fit with its companion. (See appendix,) For example,
"across" from cne original text was changed to "'cross" in mr experiments
(Figure 2, test item a). however, in all cases the texts and melodies were
identical across caraltel presentation and test versions of a song.
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When tle train comes sp.iong When the train comes a- long.

Hush a- bye, don't you cry, go to sleep lit- tie bahe.

Hush a- bye, don't you cry, go to e'.eep lit-tie babe.

b When the train comes a- iongWhen the train comes a-long.

Figure 1. Sample pair of songs with interchangeable texts. (Aa and Bb denote

sonim; Ab and Ea denote derivatives.)

Said PatS01011044 ItEMS

1'0 plot Feet ved levied wearer.

Net two Mee. ltd tlitoedh the- - vie- de,

4i1734mt
Nola try 044 .h41 1 Ihred ieveo.hold eel 41.414 Albs I dose.

Me' the1 too. Mae et the vie- dee, A

ipr.=7gJ
Met. y had he, hY 0 Loa

$10 E4 044y et ..hle-.y Oen, Me- de but 0. 0 ch1e-ed daft.

SAMPLE TESI ItEMS

a

do. poor or lea 406 MO Joe Mt all - -'trove the fade.

b

Wet 111 we 40 vtcli tho old epee 11$44 .-t

meld let 414,4 et.11 4 dsc Jeded4001d , matt w014 1 AM:.

to Met tepvtd et the le. moot

1;paUgM
Ni- r Ayr . 01.*, N11., Itib ed bey ea ti -ed 46444

Figure 2 Sample presentation and test items. (a: new tune, new words; b:

old tune, new words; c: new tune, old words; d: old tunr, old

words--mismatched; e: old song)
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The excerpts, sung by a tenor with vocal training, were'rdmorded on tape.
They were sung as notated, except transposed down a fifth (or twelfth) to the
tenor range, and at a tempo of one beat per second' (MM: = 60). Thl excerpts
varied in key and mode, but were notated with G as the tonic in each case.
The tapes were recorded with a 5-sec interval of silence between presentation
items and a 10-sec response interval attar each test item.

Design,. From the bank of 80 song excerpts, five parallel sets of presen-
tation and test sequences were constructed. Each set was administered to a
different group of subjects.

In the presentation sequences .(24 items), half the excerpts were tunes
with their original words (type Aa or Bb in Figure 1), and half were tunes
with words borrowed from their companion song (type Ab or Ba in Figure 1).

In the test sequences (20 items), each of the five test item types (a
through e in Figure 2) zccurred four times. Moreover, across the five subject
groups presentation items were paired with each of the five possible test item
types, fallowing a Latin square design. For example, Table 1 shows the
generation of possible presentation and test items from two of the song pairs.

.D.WheaDM aDM

Table 1

Presentation and Test Items From Sample Song Pairs

SUBJECT GROUP I tI III IV V

SONG PAL(
1

Pres./Test Pres./Test Pres./Test Pres./Test Pres./Test
a

(Aa and Bbix Aa Ba Aa Bb Aa Ab Aa Ab Aa Aa
Bb

b a

(Aa and 'ably Ab Aa Ab Bb Ab Ab Ab Ba Ab Aa
Ba

a = new tune, new word3
b = old tune, new words
c = new tune,, old words

old tune,. rid words, mismatched

e = old song

1Two examples (X, Y) from 20 song pairs.

... aDM - ral .a
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As shown in Table 1, a mismatch test item (type d: old words paired with
old tune of a different song) required two presentation excerpts. Whenever
two such items were required in the presentation, they immediately ftllowed
each other on the tape. Thus each presentation sequence required 4 pairs of
songs for the mismatch test items, plus 16 songs for the other test item types
(total of 24 songs).

In all presentation and test sequences, the excerpts were generated
successively from Song Pairs 1' through .20, in the order listed in the appen-
dix. Thus, the interval between each presentation item and its corresponding
test item was roughly constant.

Procedure, Subjects were tested in small groups in a quiet room, except

for one large group that was tested in a classroom. Presentation and test
tapes were played back over loudspeakers. Subjects were instructed to listen
carefully to a presentation of 24 excerpts from simple folk songs and told
that their memory for them would be tested later. After the presentation they
were asked whether any of. the excerpts were familiar, and if so, to estimate
their number on the answer sheet. Following that, the siswer sheet was ex-
plained and the test sequence was presented. About f:ve minutes elapsed be-
tween the presentation and test sequences.

For each test item, subjects were asked to indicate on the answer *met
whether they had "heard that exact excerpt before," and if not, whether they
had heard either the tune or the words. In advance of the test, subjects were
given an explanation of the term "tune" (melody) and a description of the five
types of items they could expect on the test (types a through e). Thus, they

were prepared i'or the test of recognizing tune, words, or exact song, but they
did not have knowledge of this requirement prior to the presentation.

Subjects. Subjects were 32 undergraduate students with varying degrees

of musical training. The first 16 subjects, who were tested together in a
classroom environment, necessarily were all assigned to one particular presen-
tation/test condition. Sixteen additional subjects were divided among the re-
maining foUr conditions.

Results and Discussion

Subjects' post-presentation estimates of the number of songs that seemed
familiar averaged 1.4 (out of 24 presentation items, 12 of which were original
folk songs). This reselt confirmed the relative unfamiliarity of the materi-
als.

For the discussion of recognition scores, we adopt this terminology: If
subjects 'indicated that they recognized an exact test excerpt as one that had
been heard in the presentation, this is called an "old sorg" response. Simi-
larly, if they indicated recognition of just the melody or the text, this is
called an "old tune" or "old words" response, respectively.

Recognition of old songs. Table 2 lists the mean proportion of "old

song" responses made to the five types cf test items. Subjects correctly rec-
ognized old songs 85% of the time, a surprisingly high rEcognttion rate, given
that the presentation excerpts had been heard only once. Incorrect responses
were lowest (.07 and .06) whenever new words were heard, ana highest (.39) for
"mismatched" tune and word', where both components had been heard originally
in different presentation 3.4gs.
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New Songs

Table 2

Mear. Propor:Aon of "Old Song" Responses (Exp. 1)

Words

New Old Mean

New .07 .25 .16

Tune
Old .06 .39 .22

Mean .06 .32

Old Songs .85

Table 3

Mean Proportions of "Old Tune" and "Olu Words" Responses (Exp. 1)

"Old tune" responses

New Songs

m014 words" responses

Words

New Old Mean

Words

vew 0?d, Mean

New .44 .40 .42 New .10 .78 .44

Tune
Old .53 .63 .58 Old .13 .85 .49

Mean 48 .52 Men .12 Q2

Old Songs .92 .92

4183-
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It might be argued t at this high false alarm rate for mismatched old
tune and words (.39) indi tes some measure of independent storage for song
components. To some degre subjecti erroneously thought they recognized the
mismatch songs, apparentl because the components were familiar, though never
paired in the original presentation. Note, however, that this effect was
largely due to a high false-alarm rate for all items containing old words,
which probably reflects the fact (discussed below) that words were ruch easier
to remember than tunes. Nevertheless, this false alarm rate is :ar below the
hit rate for original old songs, which indicates that subjects were more like-
ly to retain the associa on of a presented melody with its presented text
than to retain the components independently.

This is necessary but not sufficient evidence that subjects integrated
melody and text. To. address the issue of integration, we must examine melody
and text recognition separately, and determine whether thase components were
more accurately recognized in old songs than in any type of new song.

Recognition, of components. Table 3 Shows the mean proportion of re-
spcinsds to the questions'regarding recognition of old songs, tunes, and words.
In this table "old song" responses are included both in "old tune" and 1.1 "old
-words" responses, for a response of "old song" indicates that subjects recog-
nized both the tune and the words.

The main !typothesis was that, if melody and text are integrated in memo-
ry, old tunes should be recognized more accurately in old songs than in mis-
match songs (or songs with new words). Similarly, old words should be recog-
nized more accurately in old songs than in mismatch songs (or songs with a new
tune).

Consider first the "old tune" responses. Old tunes were recognized more
accurately in old songs (.92) than in mismatch songs (.63) or songs wfth new
words (.53). The advantage for old songs over mismatch songs Imo highly sig-
nificant. across subjocts, t(32) .27 P < .001, and across test items,
F(1,18) = 16.20, P < .00'. The advantage was equally large for old songs

presented in their original folk song version and for old songs constructed by
recombining the melodies and texts of different original folk songs, F(1,10 =
0.05.

Consider now the "old words" responses. Words 'were recognized more
accurately in old songs (.92) than in mismatch songs (.85) or songs with new
tune (.78). Because of ceiling effects, the advantage for old songs over mis-
match songs fell just short of significance across subjects, t(32) 2 2.00, a <
.06, but it was significant across items, F(1,18) = 6.35, P < .02. Once
agent it did not matter whether or nGt the old song was a real folk song,
F(1,18), = 0.18.

These results suggest that melody and text are integrated in memory to a
considerable degree. One component is recognized better in the context of the
other, original component, than in some new context. The advantage for origi-
nal contexts (old songs) !:olds even over new contexts in which the zomponents
are just 03 familiar (mismatch songs). The deciding factor seems to be not
whether the components ore familiar, b.st rather whether they had been paired

in the initial perception. Thus melody and text appear not to be stored
independently; the components are stored in some integrated fashion.

18;
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Responses, to new sons. The data from Experiment 1 allow for a further
clarification of the integration effect. in the remaining discussion we
consider "old tune" and "old words" responses to new songs only Two issues
are of interest her. First, were tunes and words recognized better than
chance in these new contexts? A strong form of the integration hypothe-
sis--that is, a "wholistic" conceptionvould predict that tunes and words
cannot be recognized at all outside of their original contexts (old songs).
Second, aside from the integration effect describeti Above, there might also be
a "contamination" effect from compaaion components at the recall (not storage)
stage. That is, Mere tune and word judgments (whether correct or incorrect)
influenced by the familiarity of tne other component?

To examine the above issues, separate 2 X 2 ANOVAs were performed on "old
tune* and "old words* responses, both across subjects and across items, with
the factors of tune (old vs. new) and words (old vs. new) whose combination
represents the four types of "new song" test items. With regard to tunes,
Table 3 shows a mesa hit rate of .58 and a mean false alarm rate of .42, which
represents rather poor performant'e. The difference between hits and false
alarms was significant across subjects, F(1,30) 9.51, Q < .01, Vat not
across items, F(1,18) 2 2.99, Q < .11. Thus, tune rtcognition 4n new songs
was near chance. The recognition score for words was much higher: a mean hit
rate of .152 versus a mean false alarm rate of only .12. This difference was
highly sigaricant, of course.

Thus the strong form of the integration argument--a "wholistic" concep-
tion --does not hold up to test here. Certainly, texts were recognized better
than chance in new contexts, and there seemed to be some minimal memory ,for
tunes as well, indicating some degree of independent storage of componei:ts.
As discussed earlier, components are more accurately recognized in original
contexts (old songs), but they may also be recognized to some degree in new
contexts.

Tht second issue concerns the influence of one component's familiarity on
judgments of the other component--a "contamination" effect. With respect to
tune, Table 3 reveals that subjects responded "old tune",more frequently when
the words were old (mean of .52) than when the words were new (mean of .48).
This sulll effect was significant acrcss subjects, F(1,30) = 5.91, Q < .0;2,

but not across items, F(1,18) = 1.35. With respect to words, subjects
responded "old words" somewhat more frequently when the tune was old (mean of
.49) than when it was new (mean of .44). This effect was also significant
across subjec%s, F(1,30) = 5.52, g < .05, but slot across items,

F(, 18) = .05.

In summary, Experiment 1 yielded the following results. The main finding
was that recognition of one component ( melody or text) was facilitated by the
simultaneous presence of the other, original componeae (in old songs). This
effect argues for an integrated representation of melody and text in memory
for songs. in addition, we found that recognition memory for old songs was
excellent, even after a single presentation. Our casual observation was that

this excellent performance was accompanied by rather low confidence: Many
subjects felt they were just guessing.

However, there is evidence that tunes, and especially words, can be rec-
ognized to some degree when paired with new components. While this does not

contradict the integration hypothesis, it does indicate some mesa:re of
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separation of components and argues against the stronger %holistic" connep-
tion of melody/text relations.

Experiment 2

The integration effect in Experiment 1 leaves open at least three ques-
tions. First, perhaps the effect was induced by the requirements of a song
(rather than melody or text) recognition task. The testing procedure in
Experiment I required primarily "old song" recognition, and only conditionally
tu,e and word recognition. Thus tune and word recognition scores were based
in'large part on correct "old song" responses. It remains to be determined
whether subjects would recognize tunes or words more accurately in old than in
new contexts if they were asked to judge only these components. In other
words, if "old song" responses were not permitted, would thei.e still be an ad-
vantage for tune or word recognition in old songs?

A second issue concerns the extent to which the integration effect is
sensitive to subjects' strategies at the presentation stage. In the first
experiment,' subjects listened to the presentation songs with the knowledge
that their memory for songs would be tested. Perhaps this instruction engen-
dared a global, integrated memory for melody and text at the presentation
stage. What remains to be determined is whether this integration is optional
or obligatory. In other words, would the integration effect still hold if
subjects were given the instruction to listen analytically? For example, if
subjects were told at the presentation stage that their memory for tunes would
be tested, would they be able to ignore the words?

A third question concerns the generality of the integration effect. . In

the first experiment, the presentation and test tapes were recorded by the
same performer. Thus vocal inflection, timbre, and other variables in the
performance of melodies and texts would be similar across presentation and
test songs. It remains to be determined whether the integration effect is
Sufficiently abstract to hold across different performance renditions of a
long. In other words, would the integration effect hold even for a recogni-
tion test in which the items are sung by a different performer? Moreover, a
possible danger to avoid is that old song recognition might be an artifact of
the acoustical identity of old,songs across the presentation and test tapes.
Any physical identity, even an accidental or musically irrelevant one, could
Have contributed to the old song recognitions in Experiment 1. If the
integration effect were found to hold across different performers, it would
prove to be abstract as well as unattributable to the acoustical identity of
old songs.

Experiment 2 was resigned tr address these issues. Specifically, Expert-
rient 2 sought to dete 'Line (1) whether the integration effect would hold in a
Selody-only lather than song recognition task; (2) whether it would hold even
tn the face of instructions to listen analyticallythat is, to tunes onlyat
he presentation edge; and CD whet'er it would hold across different per-

formers (and performer, rendit%ons) of the presentation and test songs.

Method

Materials. The materials were the same as in Experiment 1, except that
the five sets of presentation and test sequences were recorded a second time
this time by a female vocalist ia the alto range, a perfect fifth higher than
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the male tenor recordings. While the same general guidelines were followed as
to tempo and and other notated musical factors, no attempt was made to imitate
the tenor's performance renditions.

Design. The recordings by male and female vocalists allowed Umr four
combinations of 'male and female presentation and test sequences (M/M; M/F;
FIM; F/F): These four conditions were further subdivided into two iffstruc-
tion conditions." The resulting eight conditions were applied across the f.ve
sets of presentation /test sequences. This resulted in 40 conditions.

Pro.edure. The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1, with the

following differences: Half the subjects received the sane instructions in

Experiment 1. The other half received "analytic" instructions:,"Liaten care-
fully to these songs and your memory for the tune or melody only that is,
just the iusicel'portion--will be tested later. You can ignore tht words be-
cause you will not be tested on these." At the test stage, all subjects made a
written response to the question, "Did you hear this exact melody before?" for
each item.

Subjects. Subjects were 48 undergraduate students of varying musical
backgrounds. Each of 40 conditions contained one subject. Eignt additional
subjects were assigned to, the first set of the presentation/test"tapes,
distributed across the eight conditions of performance rendi.ion and instruc-
tion.

Results and Disc,:ssion
a

Subjects i Experiment 2 found the folk song materials as ..1,,,amiliar as
had subjects in Experiment I. After the presentation of 24 songs, subjects
reported a mean of 1.2 familiar songs.

Recognition of tunes. Table 4 compares tune recognition in mismatc4ed
new songs and in 01.1 songs f:r two conditions of performance rendition (same
voice vs. :different voice) and two conditions of instruction (general vs. ana-
lytic). These data wire analyzed in a three-way ANOVA across subjects. For

reasons having to co with the design of the 'experiment, the performance and
instruction factors were not included in the ANOVA across items.

The results confirmed tht integration effect found ir, Experiment I. That

is, even in this tune recognition tack. subjects recognized tunes more
accurately in old songs (mean of 84 acro:a all conditions) than in mismatch
songs (met of .64), F(1,40) = 17.19, p < .001, across subjects and
F(1,18) ::-' .42, 2. < .002. acros& iteme. Moreover. the. integration effect was
maintained even for the analytic condition, where subjects were told to pay
attenticir only to tunes at the presentation stage. There was no significant
main effect for instructions or any interaction in this analysis.

Further, the integration effect held to a considerable degree even across
differeht performance renditions. Although Table 4 suggests that the advan-
tage for old songs was reduced.in the different-performer condition, th-
interaction )f test item type and performance rendition was not significant,
F(1,40)'.1 3.86, p < .10. Finally, as in Experiment 1, whether or not an old

song was a real folk song made no difference, F(1,18) = 1.31.
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Table 4

Mean Proportion of "Old Tunen Responses (Exp. 2)

Performance: Same Different

Instructions: General Analytic General Analytic

New songs (mismatch) .60 .69 .69 .60

Old songs .94 .94 .73 .77

MbOOMOI,.....14mOw.Imm,....*m4. ..... ...... .....M .....

Table 5

Mean Proportion of "Old Tune" Responses: New Songs (Exp. 2)

General instructions Analytic Instructions

Words Words

New Old Mean,

.36 .50

NeW Old Mean

New .20 .57 .38 New

Tune
Old ..23 .64 .44

Mern .21 .61

Old .35 .64 .50

Mean .35 .57

MMI.Mmomom.m.....,40,.040.ftm4...M ....... ..a ....... ..... m.m
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We thus conclude that the integration effect is robust. Melody and text
appear to. be integrated in memory, even in the face of attempts to focus on or
separate the melody at the presentation stage, and even when the performer is
different at the recognition stage.

Responses to new songs. It remains to be determined how the effects of

instruction and performance rendition influenced (1) the accuracy of tune
recognition in new songs, and (2) the "contamination" effect of words on "old
tune" responses. The relevant data are shown in Table 5, separately for the
two instruction conditions but averaged over performance conditions, which
showed no effect here.

The data for new songs were analyzed in an ANOVA across subjects on "old
tune" responses with the factors of tune (old vs. new), words (old vs. new),
instruction condition (general vs. analytic), and performance rendition (same
vs. different). In the ANOVA-across items, only the first two factors were
included.

As Table 5 shows, tune recognition in new songs was poor, even worse than
in Experiment 1. The main effect for tunes was not significant in either
analysis. Although it may appear -that subjects had some success in recogniz
ing tunes when the words were old (compare hits with false alarms in "old
words" columns), in fact the tune x words interaction was not significant.
Thus subjects did not recognize tunes better than chance in new song contexts.
Moreover, tune recognition was equally poor regardless of instructions or per-
formance renditions.

However, there vas a highly significant main effect Per words, with sub
jects giving many more "old tune" responses when the words were old (mean of
.59) than whew 'the words were pew (mean of .28), F(1,40) = 50.01,

,
< .0001,

across subjects, and F(1,18) = 37.58 E < .001 across items. In addition,
this effect interacted with instructions, F(1;40 ='4.15, E < .05, in that it

was less pronounced in the analytic instruction conditiod.

In summary, Experiment 2 shdlied,that the integration effect foe memory of
original melody and text is both obligatdry and abmOct. Anal tic instruc
tions did not reduce the integration effect; subjects were unab e to ignore
the words in storing melodies at the presentation stage. M reover, the
integration effect is generalizable across different performance renditions in
the presentation and test stages.

That tunes were recognized so poorly in new contexts would seem to argue
for an even stronger form of the integration hypothesis--a "wholistic" concep
tion of melody/text relations in memory. Even instructions to listen analyti
cally did not improve tune recognition. While it seeks possible that there is
an asymmetry in,memory integration, such that tunes are more dependent on the
words than vice versa, our findings may simply reflect the fact that the tunes
were much harder to remember than the words. This may be an artifact of the
folk song genre, since the melodies were in many ways similar (small range; G
tonic; homogeneous rhythm; mostly step wise melodic motion), but the texts
were very different from each other. Moreover, texts could be recognized by a
single salient word (e.g., "Babylon" or 'turkey "), but the tunes had no such
advantage. Ultimately, the question of which component is more memorable
boils down to the nature ofthe materials. We might imagine a reversal of the
memory advantage for words if we had selected texts that were very similar to
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each other, and melodies that were widely discrepant. But in the case of the
folk songs u3ed in our experiments, a natural asymmetry exists in the salience
of texts and melodies.

Gcneral Discussion

We conclude from these experiments that melody and text are integrated in
memory to a considerable degree. We found that the familiarity of old tunes
and words (when mismatched) was an insufficient predictor o: the superior
recognition for original old songs. Moreover, we found no evid.Ace that sub-
jects can voluntarily reduce the degree of integration of melody and text.
Indeed, what was surprising was not only the size of the integration effect,
but that subjects seemed to be unaware of it Thus melody and text appear not
to be stored as independent components. On the other band, a stronger or
"wholistic" form of integration appears to be untenable, at least as far as
the text is concerned. Our results leave oped the possibility that, under
certain conditions, the melody may be completely integrated with the text (but
not vice versa).

In addition to this integration, there appears to be a reciprocal
"contamination" in familiarity judgments of melodies and texts. This effect
may be voluntarily reduced, though not entirely removed. The effect itself
`may be an artifact of.the selected materials, and it may depend on other fac-
tors that are not clear at present; we have no explanation for the difference
between Experiments 1 and 2 in the magnitude of the influence of word
familiarity on tune judgments.

Ono question that is left unresolved by the present experiments is the
degree to which tune recognition in old songs may have been due to subtle
changes imposed on a melody by the specific texts employed. Two possibilities
area semantic effect and a prosodic effect. For example, specific semantic
connotations may become associated with a Melody when it is heard in connec-
tion with a text about animals, cobblers, lullabies, dancing, and so forth.
These connotations may facilitate tune recognition in old songs or hinder
recognition when the text. is different. To take an extreme example (Figure 2,
item b),, it may be difficult to recognize a melody originally heard in connec-
tion with a bldebird coming through a window, when that melody is later heard
in connection with a "old sow's hide."

An alternative hypothesis is that different texts impose prosodic or
submelodic variations on melodies. A change in text results in a drastic
change in the segmental structure of the words, which may have modified to
some extent ;Mat was nominally the same melody. For example, different pat-
terns of consonants, vowels; stresses, and voicing may influence the onset and
deca characteristics of tones and the precise degree of stress given to them.
Thus similarity of submelodic structure may have facilitated tune recognition,
even across different performance renditions, although it can hardly account
for the whole old song advantage.

We note here a natural asymmetry in the relation between (audible) melody
and text: While a tune can exist perfectly well without any words (when
played on_a musical instrument, for example), words always have some kind of
"tune," it only the nonmusical one provided by the prosody of spoken language.
In the context of a song, the musical tune in large measure takes over the
function of prosody and thus becomes an aspect of the suprasegmeatal proper\
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t1

ties of the words. Viewed in this way, it is (tate conceivable that memory
for tunes is more dependent on memory for words than vice versa; certain:y,
outside the realm of music the prosody of speech is remembered, if at 'all, on-
ly as an aspect of the words by' which it is camted. We hope. to investigate
this interesting parallel between speech and music in future experiments.
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Footnote

1
We noted that both of these "contamination" efflpts were exhibited only

by one group of sukiects (the large group assigned to Conditfon I) but nowt by
the o)er groupi. We have ro explanation for this difference. With respect
to all other effects of interest, the subject groups gave equivalent results.
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APPENDIX

Pairs of Folk Son" Excerpts with Interchangeable Texts.

All Folk Songs from Erdei (1974)

Number/Title Number/Title

1 9: Hunt the slipper 92: Cape Cod Girls
-2 12: Let us chase the squirrell 73: Christ WAS born'
3 15: Who's that tapping at the Ii2dow? 82: Mary had a baby
4 16: How many miles to Babylon? ' 120: Nuts in May

5 21: Poor little kitty puss' 80: Turn the glasses over
6 22: Down in the meadow 68: The old woman and the pig
7 27: Hush little baby 13: Bye, bye baby
8 32: Bluebird 55: The old sow

9 38: Ida It *di ' 2 39: Mama, buy me a chiney doll
10 52: Dear companion 81t Wayfaring stranger

11 67: I lost the farmer's dairy key 128: Watch that lady
12 69: Old turkey buzzard 72: My good old man

13 78: Hold my mule 102: Needle's en'
14 99: When the train comes along 132: Hushabye

1

15 103: Housekeeping 147: My old hen

16 148: I'm goin' home on a lloud 138: The raggle taggle gypsies

17 110: Give my love to Nell 137: Blow, boys, blow

18 122: Cripple Creek 129: The little dappled cow

19 142: Goodbye girls, I'm going to Boston 144: Cradle hymn

20 2:- The boatman. 86: The Derby ram

;Minor alteration was made in text
`iMinor alteration was made in melody

194,
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a THE EQUATION OF INFORMATION AHD MEANING FROM THE rEasEtciivEs OF SITUATION SE-
MANTICS AND G/BSON'S ECOLOGICAL REALISM* -

M. T. Turvey+ and Claudia Carello++

0 Introduction

As Barwise and Perry suggest, their theory of meaning is consistent on
several .fronts with Ecological, Realism as it has been developed by the
psychologisif James J. Gibson. The most important convergence from our per-
spective is the shared convict: on that meaning is neither in the braintfie
residence openly preferred by grthOdox psychologists--nor in some
netherworld --a location intimated brFregean semantics. Rather, meaning is
contained in the system defined by the nested relations between the real prop-
erties of a living thing and the real properties of the environment with re-
spect to which the living thing condults its daily affairs.

How is this type of realist account of meaning supported? Both Gibson
and Barwise and Perry have attempted to ground meaning in information._ But
both are extremely careful about the sense in which information As to be used.
Gibson (1966) pointed out that information theory in the style of Shannon
(1949), was not adequate to the demands of perceivingobtaining information
about activity-relevant properties of the environment. Whereas information
for communication engineering is assumed to he finite and transmittable,
information for perceptual systems is inexhaustible and noticeable (i.e., not
carried, as through a channel) (Gibson, 1979). To characterize information as
a quantifiable reduction in uncertainty does. not require a consideration of
meaning; to characterize informatioe,as the specification of the observer's
environment demands it. Similarly,i3erwise and Perry deny Dretske's (1981)
assertion that meaning and information are dissociabl,e. Instead, situation

, semantics and ecological psychology place what Barwise and Perry call "Con-
straints on the structure of reality" at the heart of their attempts to
consider meaning and information conjointly. That is to say, if an event, A,
is linked systematically to another event, B, A is i 'nformation about B; the
linkage Is meaningful.

It is in the nature of the linkage that. the different emphases of the two

approaches can be seen. Gibson (1954, 1966) identified three such linkages:
convention, projection, and natural law. These underwrite the relationships
between, for example, an automobile and its license, an automobileand its

'To appear in:, L4E42121108 and Philosophy (special issue on Barwise, J., and
Perry, J. Situations andrittitudes)

+Also University of Connecticut.
++State University of New York at Binghamton.
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shadow, and a moving automobile and the optical flow pattern it generates,
respectively. Examples of the last type--what Barwise and Perry refer to as
information based on noMic structural constraints--are at the core of the
Gibsonian program. An understanding of the information required for animals
to control locomotion. in a cluttered surround is considered propaedeutic to
understanding information of the other types. The focus is on uncovering laws
at the ecological scale (i.e., appropriate to a given animal-econiche system)
(Turvey, Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981) that underlie information in the specifica-
tional sense (Reed, 19e1; Turvey & Kugler, 1984, press), captured as fol-
lows:

Situation-type A

generates by law
......mM111.1.1M1110....MOIm.O.P.mob)

specifies

Situatioti-type B ()

Information in the pictorial sense and informatitfi in the indicattonil
sense (that central to linguistic meaning) can be schematized similarly:

Situation-type C

produces by projection

<.40mq10.my
adpicts

and
0.

,Situation -type E

is conventic.nally linked to
MOOMOMO4111...MM.M.V.I.M

<0.....m..m.w
indicates

Situation-type D,' (2)

Situation-type F, (3)

respectively. For Gibson, both of these are predicated on Information in the
specificational sense. A representational picture, for Example, is a surface
treated in such a way as to make available some of the same (formless and
timeless) invariants that are available in the real scene (Gibson, 1919). In
the same vein, the symbolic waggle dance of the bee indicates the loeation'of
a source of honey in the invariant pattern of dips and twists. In all cases,

meaning i., there to be discovered, whether the animal is immersed in a lawful-
ly structured lea of energy, encounters an arrested arrPy of persisting
invariants, or confronts culturally determined conventions. That is to say,
even if the constraints are at some remove from the animal - environment system,
each new individual need not reinvent f.-.r recreate them. .Rather, the
systematicity of the relationships must be noticed. Buttthe fundamentality of
information in'the.specificational sense runs still deeper. In order for
information in the indicational sense to be efficacious, infbrmation in the
specificational sense already must be available. For example, In order for a
stop sign to regulate the'dynamics of traffic flow and, therefore, for its me-
aning to be realized, information specifying the retardation of forward motion
and the'time-to-contact with the place where velocity must go to zero, must be
available.
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We will pursut the notion of informati n in the specificational sense in
the section that follows in an effort to sup rt the arguments of Gibson and
Barwise and Perry that meaning and information c be equated.

Information in the Specificational Sense and Situation -type Meaning

Consider a transparent medium (air or water) that is densely filled with
light scattered by a substantial- surface below. Now consider a point or
observation that is moving in the medium rectilinearly relative to the ground.
In order to define an optical field that flows relative to the point of
observation, each point of the ambient I4ght can be assigned a vector that is
opposite that of the vector of the point of observation. If, for example, the
point of observation is moving toward a point, then the optical filid will
flow outwards from that 'target point'. That is, there is a lawful relation
of the type: forward rectilinear motion of a pant of observation (F)
global optical outflow (0). (This is, an instance of a more general law of
ecological optics formulated as: ,a particular motion of a point of observa-
tion relative to a surround ----> a particular global transformation of ,the
ambient optical field.) Turning the relation around, global optical outflow
is said to be information about forward rectilinear motion of a point of
observation in the sense that, given that there are no other natural ways of

producing global optical outflow (Turvey, 1979), global outflow is specific to
forward rectilinear motion. This is Gibson's way of defining the information
contained in the light--it is optical structure lawfullYogenerated t7 the lir
out of surfaces and 7 movements of the point of observation relative to the
layout. We can capture the essence of the Gibsonian view-in tern of Barwise
and Perry's situation-type: .

Situation-type F

lawfully generates

..sMPw.m.m.mw,.4m....m..
specifies

Situation-type 0. (4)

Put very simply, under Gibson's ecologicalanalysiar 0 means F.

In many circles, however, there is a reluctance to use the term 'means'
or to construct a phrase of the form 'O's meaning is F' in the absence of a
living thing, an agent. Thols, for Barwise and Perry a relation such as (4) is
only one half of their theory of meaning asit might apply to a given animal.
The other half is*the attunement of the animal' in question to the relations.
For them, information and meaning are equated but the equation holds, strictly
speaking, only when, there is attunement of the animal. In short, in demise-
and Perry's situation semantics, the meaning of an event o that is of the

- event-type 0 is a product of the relation F ---->0 and attunement to the rela-
tion. Putting a living thing.that sees and locomotes (and which, therefore,
must be attuned by definition) at the point of observation relative' to an
Artificially generated outflowing global' optical field, underscores the iden-
tity of information and meaning to which the ecological approach and situation
semantics subscribe. . If 0 means F, then for a human observer maintaining an
tpright stance global optical outflow will induce backward postural adjust-
ments since forward movement rather than vertical stasis is 'occurring.'
ExperimentallyA this is shown to be so (Lishman & Lee, 1973; Lie & Aronson,
1974).

le
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We are not fully Comfortable with the notion that the relation of 0 and F
can be talked about in two ways; (1),. as informs about F' in the absence of
an attuned agent, an0 (2) as .t0 means F' given 'an attuned `agents Our
discomfort arises from the deetre to develop a consistent direct realist post
tion in perceptual theory (Michaels & Carello, 1981; Turvey et al., 1981;

Shaw, Turvey, & Mace, 1982) and our recognition of how Ausive this realist
goal has'been in the past. It may be a quibble but it seems to us that ore.
alist perspective is undercut to the degree that we cannot talk clearly and
confidently about situations and events as having meanings for the activities
of organisms, regardless of the psychological states of organisms. Given the
low-level development of the conoept of attunement in situation semantics,
there is a danger that attunement might be read in a psychologically.contribu-
tory sense, viz., the organism is able to interpret the information, that is,
to ascribe meaning to the information.

From a realist viewpoint, meanings are discovered by animals, not invent
ed or created by them. The nomic structural constraitils of ecological optics
relate kinetic ind kinematic facts at the ecological scale to optioal struc
ture. They are the sine qua non for the evolution of visually guided l000mo,
tion, whether the forceefor locomotion be produced by legs, fins, wings, or
machine (Gibson, 1979), TA say that the lawfully produced optical properties
are merely information fans to convey the existential import of the nomic
constraints of ecological optics: They hate been the basis for the successful
locomotion of an indefinitely large number of species for a Very long period
of time. Indeed, we would speculate (and, we hope, not glibly) that attune-
went to these constraints could not have come about unless they were already
meaningful, that ii, unless the kinetic consequences of a (naturally occur.
ring) global optical pattern always held.

'To fix this equation of information (in the specificational senseYand
meaning consider a point of observetion moving on a rectilinear path that is
interrupted by a subitantial surface perpendicular to the ground. The struc- r

tured.light to the point of observation is usefully construed as nested visual
solid angles with the point of observation as their common vertsx.(Gibson,
1979).. ;rudely speaking, the larger solid Angles correspond to the faces of
surface.lElout and the smaller solid angles correspond to the facets; fs a

moving point of observation approaches the substantial surface on its path,
the corresponding visual siolid.angles will dilate. Analysis shows that the
inverse of the rate of .dilation is aglobal property that is specific to the
time-to-contact between the point of observation and thi surface (Lee, 19;6,,

1980). To be somewhat pedantic, when a point of observatiork approaches a slur.
face undo constant force conditions (the kinetic perspectitp) and, therefore,
at a constant velocity (the kinematic perspective), it defines a physical
situation such that, for'any distince between the point and the surface, there
is a corresponding time before point ,and surface contact. The light is law-
fully structured by this physical situation of imminent collision such that

there are optical properties unique and specific to the facts that a collision
will occur and that it will occur at'a certain delay. We can identify ths,
ime-to-contact optical property, l(t), then, in. the terms 'of Barwise and

Perry:

lawfully generates

Situation-type C(t) 77

specifies

198

201

Situation-type r(t), (5)
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where T(t1 omens one thing and one thing only, namely, contact C, at so ,many
seconds from now if the current conditions of motion persist. Contact mill
occur whether the point of olipervation is filled by an attuned agent, i.blind
agent, or a trolley. A given value of T(t) means gollision aye certain time.
This fact of nature is the sort of meaningful invariant to which perceptual
sYstemi could adapt and become sensitive or attuned. That T(t)41s meaningful
in the way we have suggested is shown in its use by gannets in controlling
their diving for fish (Lee & Reddish, 1981), by flies in initiating, their-

deceleration prior to contacting a surface (Wagner, 1982), and bylinmans in
leaping to hit a ball (Lee,.Youtfg, Reddish, Lough, & Clayoton, 1983i.

As we have noted, l(p) is information about an upcoming collision if the
curi!ent conditions of motion persist. Obviously, the collision need not be
inevitable if the conditions of motion are changedin appropriate ways, for
example, if 'the point of observatioh stops or veers to the side. -Mortimer,

the strength and timing of the collision can be controlled (as demodttrated by
the examples above) if the point of observation accelerates or decelerates ap-
propriately. Is there information for what is appropriate? For example, is
dherq information specific to the circumstance 'deceleration is sufficient to
.come to a halt before contIttihg the surface'? Such control infOl-mation is
available 'in the first deri tive of the time-to-contact, variable, dt(t)/dt.
In particular, if (Wt.)/ -0.5, then deceleration is sufficient and there
will not be contact; if dia. /dt < -0.5, there will be contact.

This 'type-of-dontactI variable is of particular interest because it is a
dim4nsionless quantity it is not attached co any units of measurement)
that distinguishes natural categoriesCcontacts vs. noncontacts. The cate-
gory boundary does not change--the meaning of the situation does not
change--with changes in speed of the observation point, its distance from the
surface, or the si':e of the surface. The information specifying the category
boundary is lewfuly produced by the movement of a point of cbseryation with
respect to a surface. We have suggested elsewhere (Kugler, Turvey, Caron*, &
Shaw, in press; To&vey & Kugler, in press-a) that dimensionless quantities
that mark off distinct specifidational states play the same significant role
In law-based explanations ofthe control of activity as dimensionless quanti-
ties that mark off distinct physical states play in law-based explanations of
cooperative phenomena. . a

How Situation -type Meanings Become Situv.ion Meanings

The above are examples, of optical properties lawfully linked to particu-
lar relationships between a moving point of observatiNN and a layout of
surfaces. Thev are examples of nomie structural lonstraints that underwrite
situation-type (or event-type) meanings for,locomoting agents, if agents: hap-
pen to be about. IL.iding the laws of ecological optics around an unoccupied
point of observation is an important move: The laws are thereby sees to be
general and public, in that any observer, in principle, can occupy auy point
of observation and share with other observers overtime the invariants in the
ambient optic array t4 that point. Given the fact that there situation-type
meanings are observer'Indifferent, however, we need not expect them to deter-
mine activity fully when an observer is brought into the picture (just as we
do not expect the laws of motion by themselves--operating, as they.must, with-
in certain boundary conditions -to .rationall-e fully a given particle's

trajectory). An occupant at a Point of observation transforms a situa-
tion-type meaning into a situation meaning and whfie the latter depends on the
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former, it is not identical with-it--as Barwise and Perky take great pains to
note. *4

We wish/4ft show,41s do Barwise 2nd Perry, that there is. nothing spooky
tit about this transformation of situation -type meaning into situation meaning.

An observer occupying a point of observation will have a magnitude (height,
weight) that Alines an intrinsic scale for the laws of ecological optics, and
a repertoire of effectivities (goalsdirected.activities) that define the uses
to which the information'beed on these laws is to be put. As it is with Ear-

and Perrt's discourse situationse.gonnections, and resource situations,
C: which squeeze different situation meanings out of an invariant linguistic

situation #ype meaning (underwritten by conventions/ structural constraints),
so it is with scale and intention, which squeeze different situation meanings
oar

l,

of an invariant action situation-type meaning (underwrittefl Oy nomic
structural constraints). We:expect that, formally speaking, these two sets of
'boundary conditions' may have much in common. *Let us concentrate, however,
on examples of how scale and intention produce situation meanings.

The motion (F') of,.,apoint of observation over one surface towards a
drop -off tom another lower surface will lawfully generate, an optical flow (D')
distinguished by a discontinuity, viz.; * horizontal marAin.above which opti,-
cal structure 'magnifies and gains and below which optical structure%magnifies

4 but 4oese not gain. This nomic'structural constraint and ,,the inforiation in
the specificational sense that it yields can be represented as:

lawfully generates.

situation-type F' situation-type 0' (6)

041 A Specifies

The situation-type meaning of 0, is 'approaching a brink'. If the point. of

observation is occupied, say, by a running, four-legged animal, then the
situation-type meaning is too general and insufficiently constrains the ani-
mal's.behavior. The richer, particular meanings of 'approaching a step-down
place' or 'approaching a jump-down place or 'approaching a falling off place.
are required for the hunnessful control of locomotion. These meanings are

; situation meanings. They'depend on the magnitude of the brink relative to the
size of the animal. What is a step-down place for one animal (e.g., a horse)
is a jump-down place or a falling-off place for another animal (e.g., a

mouse):

The ortht.dox move is to treat these situation meanings as

subjective--that is, as mental categories imposed on an objective, meaningless-,

surround. This is where the spookiness creeps tn. Gibson's.ecological real-
ism and Barwise and Perry's situation semantics reject this move to subjective
categories. Rather, the situation meanings in question must Oe underwritten
by pcalld main structural constraints; they. are real relations between real
propirties of the animal - environment system to which the animal can become
attuned. -
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The strategy, roughly speaking, is to note tna (a) the magnitudes of
surface layout are describable in units of the animal such ..as eye height or
stride length; (b) above soave critical number of a body-scaled unit such as n
(eye heights), a drop-off cannot be negotiated by stepping down; (c) the opt-
ical flow can be shown to specify surface layout in body-scaled units (Lee,
1980); and (d) given (c), there is a dimensionless optical property like
dt(t)/dt that marks off at a critical value distinct specificational states,

'approaching a step-downable place' and 'approaching a non-step-downable'
place' (Turvey & Kugler, 1984). That is, given the optical structure 0'
fashioned by any point of observation approathing any brink in a surface,
there is a scale transform s effected by di partiulae animal a at the point of
observation such that s(00)---->0", where 0. is the optical structure specific
to the brink in the scale of a. In Barwise and Perry's lerms, 0' is Affi-
cient--althceigh its. meaning is fixed ('brink'), its "interpretation"
(''step-downable,"not step-downeble') Varies with s. . To reiterate another
central theme of situation semantics, "...efficiency is crucial to "all mean-'
ing."

A similar scenario can be written for the role of intention in transform -
ing situation-type meaning into situation meaning. For example, a.baseball
fielder bent on catching a fly ball transforms situation-type meaning 'impend-
ing coll'sicr' into 'thing to be intercepted,' while a boxer with a glass jaw
transforms 'impending collision' into 'thing to be avoided.' Each intention
defines a natural category (selects values of the final conditions of a law)
such as 'hard contact,,' which, in turn, specifies the activities that will
produce that category (i.e., constrains, values of the initial conditions of
the law). Just as understanding the interpretation of an utterance requires
understanding its context of use in Barwise and Perry's terms, so understand-
ing how an intention transforms a-situation-type meaning into a situation me-
aning requires understanding the context of laws under which theinteniion
brings the animal, including the convention thatodefines the initial condi-
tions to be assumed given the final conditions to be obtained (see Turvey et
al., 1981,. for a more thorough discussion of this line of reasoning).

Throughout Gibson'S ecological mealism and Barwise and Perry's situation,
semantics is a commitment to treat meaning as an aspect of reality. This sort
of treatment gives rise to explanations of mewling that appeal to natural-law;
understanding meaning is not qualitatively different from Understanding other
natural phenomena. The strategy is reinforced, for the Gibsonian program, in
never losing sight of the control of locomotion as the paradigmatic problem to
be understood. Locomotion. is a skill that is not limited to humans and,
therefore, the temptation to ascribe it to special ezntal powers is lessened.
Bardyise and Perry,. on the other hand, are trying to be realists in a bailiwick
whAre mentalese is at its most alluring. We applaud their efforts.

Dretske, F. (1981).
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Footnote

1A/though We agree with the distinction that Barwise and Perry draw be-
tween situation -type and event-type, for purposes of exposition we use situa-

tion-type for both circumstances.
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A COMMENT Oil THE EQUATING OF INFORMATION WITH SYMBOL STRINGS'

M. T. Turvey+ and Peter N. Kugler++

Physicists have been included in the past totregard "information" as a
physical variable similar in kind to energy or matter (e.g., Layzer, 1975;
Tribus & McIrvine, 1971). There are objections, however, to carrying this
inclination over to the realms of biology, physiology, and psychology. The

equating of "information" with negative entropy or an absolute measure of
objective order does not adequately capture the ways in which the term "infor-
mation" is used in explanations of the phedgmena characteristic of those
realms. There is a very general impression that the various explanatory roles
ascribed to "information" in biology, physiology, and psychology are perform-
able by symbols organized by a grammar..

What are the roles that symbol strings fulfill? Fundamentally, they are
indicational and injunctional: Symbol strings can indicate states of affairs
(e.g., "deficiency of metabolite so-aid-so"; "road work ahead") and they can
direct or command states of affairs (e.g., "release hormone so-and-so!";
"slow "down! "). This popular quasi-linguistic view of "information"--what
might be termed the indicational/injunctional sense of information (cf. Reed,
1981; Turvey & Kugler, 1980--is central to the papers of Bellman and Cold-
stein, and Iberall. Our efforts im this brief note are directed at putting
this indicational/injunctional sense of information into perspective. Insofar
as the issue of the continuity of linguistic and movement' capabilities in-
volves the concept of information, clarifying the different senses of the con-
cept, and their relationship, will prove helpful. Two rather different sets
of arguments are involved--those attributed to Howard Pattee and those
attributed to James Gibson.

Pattee (1973, 1977) has identified WO modes of complex system function-
ing: A discrete mode characterized as rate-independent operations on a finite
set or symbols, and a continuous mode that refers to the rate-dependent
interplay of dynamical processed. Given this distinction,4,one can ask how
symbol strings and dynamics coevolve kpm the cellular level up through the
evolutionary scale. More pointedly, the question can be raised: Are there
universals of symbol string/dynamics interactions that might be appropriate to
an understanding of the linguistic and coordinated movement capabilities of
living systems? Pattee addresses these questions through the problem of

American Journal of Physiology, to press.
+Also Department of Psychology, University of Conhecticut.

44Alao Crump Institute for Medical Engineering, University of California, Los
Angeles.
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enzyme folding. This particular example consists of two qualitatively differ-
ent phases: the genetic code synthesizes an amino acid string, which then
folds into a functioning enzyme. The translation of the DNA symbols into
anima acid strings is a discrete symbolic process, while the folding of the
one-dimensional amino acid string into a three-dimensional machine is a
continuous dynamical process. The former is a constraint on the latter. To
describe the relationship as one of constraint is an important step for
Pattee, for it suggests that the system's meaning--its dynamic ability --does
not merely reduce to a symbolic representation. The symbolic mode harnesses
the forces responsible for the function, but the symbolig mode is not equated
with the function. But neither iwthe dynamic mode eompletely autonomous.
The folding of the enzyme cannot proceed until the code provides the necessary
constraint. In other words, neither mode alone is sufficient for the activity
in question.

Of significance is the observation that the discrete symbolic mode,
information in the indicational/lnjunc sense, is kept to a minimum in
natural systems (Pattee, 1980). Information trued quasi-linguistically
does not provide all of the details for a given cess; itacts as a con-
straint, of the nonholonomic type, on natural law so t the dynamic details
take care of themselves. In other words, by Pattee's nalysis, most of the
complex behavior of living systems is essentially self-assembly that is "set
up" by symbol strings, but'not explicitly controlledby them. Presumalby this
should be no less true of the linguistic and movement coordination
capabilities of biological systems. For Pattee, complete comphrehension can-
not be gained by appealing to symbol-string processing or to physics alone.
Both must be used together, but in a special way. Pattee advises: Use phys-
ics cleverly so that symbol strings need only be used sparingly in order to
assure the parsimony of the explanation.

As noted, symbol strings are incompletethey are limited in detail with
respect to the detail of the processes that they indicate or direct. A number
of perplexities are generated by this incompleteness. For example, on what
grounds and by what means does a particular symbol string get created rather
than another, referring elliptically to one set of properties of the indicated
or directed dynamical process rather than another? What determines the detail
of the indicated or directed dynamical process that the symbol string repre-
sents? Taken together, these two questions require an answer beyond that giv-
en by a physics (e.g., Prigogine's Dissipative Structure Theory, Iberall's
Homeokinetics) that seeks to explain how structure evolves with a consequent
loss of dynamical degrees of freedom. What is required is an explanation of
how that loss is special yielding a symbol string, an alternative description
(Pattee, 1972), that is privileged with respect to the dynamical process that 0

it indicates or directs (see Carello, Turvey, Kug]er, & Shaw, 1884). There

are shades of the problem of induction (Goodman, 1965) here, the problem of
projectable predicates or properties, which continues to resist solution in
conventional philosophy and psychology. Consider another consequence of
incompleteness. Because of its necessarily reduced detail, a symbol string
cannot specify a process or act, that is, it cannot provide a lawful basis for
the process. This is not to say that information in the indicational/injunc-
tional sense cannot be responsible for a process in part, only that it cannot
constrain a process in full. Pattee's paradigmatic example is meant to sag-
gest that the known laws of physics complete the picturefilling in what the
symbol string leaves out. But we doubt whether all relevant examples succumb
to this solution, tout court. It seems to us that in many (if not most) bio-
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logical settings the dynamical details "take care of themselves" because there
is non-symbolic information that specifies how they should do so. is,Iberall
and Soodak (in press) express it, a cooperativity is a state'of affairs of an
ensemble that is maintained from below by the activity of the atomisms of the
ensemble and from above by the field boundary conditions (equated with
nonholonomic constraints se symbol strings in most biological instances).
The intimation below is that cooperativities involving biological atomisms are
predicated in large part on information in a non-symbolic sense that is made
available in the course of atomistic activity.

Gibson's (1966, 1979; Reed & Jones, 1982) focus has been the control of
locomotory activity in natural cluttered surroundings. His definition of
information is explicit and distinct from the orthodox sense of information as
indicational/inJunctional. For Gibson, information in the case of vision is
optical structure that is lawfully generated by environmental structure (the
layout of surfaces) and by movements oT the animal (both movements'of the
limbs relative to the body and movemente of the body relative to the sur-
round). The optical structure does not resemble the facts of the ani-
mal-environment system, but it is specific to them, in the sense of being law-
fully depeRdent on them. In short, Gibson's sense of information is specifi-
cational. A simple example illustrates the relation between the two senses of
information, Gibson's and the orthodox. Symbol strings on the highway of the
type.SLOW DOWN and STOP are intended to direct the dynamics of traffic flow.
For atomises (humans) that can read the symbol strings, complying with these
injunctions is possible only if there is continuously available information
specific to the retardation of forward motion and the time to contact with the
place where velocity is to go to zero. A deceleration of global optical out-
flow specifies the slowing down of a moving point of observation relative to
the persistent, non-moving layout of surrounding surfaces. The inverse of the
rate of dilation, of the visual solid angle to.the point of observation that
is created by approach to the place where motion is to be fully arrested:
specifies continuously the time at which the place will be contacted. And the
first derivacive of the time- to -aontact optical property specifies that the
forward motion will or will not be arrested in time under the current condi-
tions (forces) of motion.. (See Gibson, 1979; Kugler, Turvey, Carello, &

Shaw, in press; Lee, 1980, for a detailed discussion of each of these forms
of specification.) This example suggests that without information in the
specificational sense, information in the indicational/injunctional sense is
impotent. Further, this example suggests that for a given process, the degree
of detail in a symbol string is inversely related to the availability of
information in the specificational sense. At the very least, the information
available in the specificational sense determines the lower bound on the de-
tail of information in the indicational/injunctional sense.

Stated in more general terms, Gibsonian information is a physical vari-
able that can be identified with low-dimensional macroscopic properties of
low-energy _fields lawfully generated by properties of system-and-surround
(Kugler et al., in press). For a system that has an on-board source of avail-
able potential energy (such that it can resist the surround's forces through
the generation of forces of its own), information in the Gibsonian specifica-
tional sense is the basis of the system's coupling to its surround. Where a
convention, abstractly interpreted, leads the system to take a nongiodesic
path (route), information in the specificational sense provides the support by
which this elected activity is made possible.
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In summary, the points we wish to underscore are these: (1) the Andica-
tional/injunctional sense of information is.not exIlusive; (2) information in
the indicatidnal/injunctional sense is predicated on information in the speci-
ficational sense; and (3) the perplexities surrounding the incompleteness of
symbol strings may be dismissed in a principled fashion by a, thoroughgoing
analysis of information in the specificational sense (cf. Carello et al.,
1984; Turvey & Kugler, 1984).
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AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH TO PERCEPTION AND ACTION*

M. T. Turvey+ and Peter N. Kugler++

1.0 Introduction

In his chapter on "Someemergent problems of the regulation of motor
acts', Bernstein (1967) identifies four major problems:

(1) If perceiving, were not a matter of being accurately aware of the objective
facts of the environment and of one's actions, then the reliable control of
activity would not be possible. However, the orthodox theory of receptor pro-
cesses implies an arbitrary relation between these processes and the circum-
stances--environment and action- to which they nominally refer. This theory
is Inadequate to explain the everyday achieves -ts of animal activity. What
is needed is a theory that accounts for how perceiving\keeps an animal in con-
tact with the rea?ity that bears on the successflil conduct of its actions.

(2) Patently, animal activity is an instance of self-regulation, but what kind
of self-regulation? Is it of the type conventionally expressed by

self-regulating artifacts or do the regularities of animal activity, follow
from principles that are, as yet, unique to natural systems?"

(3) Neither the geometry nor the kinematics of movement can serve, in the gen-
eral case, as the determinant of the composition of an act. An action is what
it is by virtue of its intention, that is, the motor problem (a needed change
in the relation of the animal and its environment) toward which the actiop is
directed as a' solution. How are we to understand an intention as (a) the
principle guiding the overall formation of an act and 00' the influence
dominating the selection of its details?

(4) Clearly the control of activity .sore than a retrospective matter. In

the most general of cases, control 1.ust be prospective. For example, in

basketball, one exerts forces against the ground of a specific magnitude so as
to cause the hands to be at a height at a specific time to intercept
a thrown ball. What is the'basis of this anticipatory capability that makes
possible the realization of any goal-directed activity/

mINI.11110

*Also in H. T. A. Whiting (Ed.), Human motor actions: Bernstein reassessed.
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Problems (1) and (N) are discussed in Section 2.0 and problems (2) and
(3) are discussed in Section 3.0.

2.0 On the Objectivity. and Aecur4CE of Perceiving

For any animal, activity takes place with respect to surfaces. For
terrestrial animals, the most important surface is the ground. The ground is
not even. Neither is it geometrically and materially uniform from place to
place. There are gradual and sharp changes in the'ground level. There are
cracks and gaps. Liquid and solid areas are interspersed. Further, the
ground surface is cluttered with closed,, substantial surfaces. Some of these
are attached, others are movable and some move under their own power. Thy
clutter varies greatly in size. But for any terrestrial animal there are al- N\
'ways closedj-substantial surfaces both smaller and larger than its size. Some
of the ground's clutter are barriers to locomotion, but ibvariably there are
gaps large enough to permit passage and barriers small enough to be hurdled or
climbed. Locometing From place to place, finding paths through the Clutter,
is necessary given the uneven distribution of the resources on which the per-
sistence of the animal depends.

As Bernstein remarks, the meaningful problems that activity solves arise
out of the layout of surfaces surrounding the animal, the environment. A few
such meaningful problems, are depicted in Figure 1. Awareness of the "prob-
lems" and awareness of the activities that do or do not solve them is the role
of perceiving. It is obvious to Bernstein that perceiving (both the layout of
surfaces and activities with respect to the layout) must be "objective" and.
"accurate." If per/ecving fell short of these requirementa--if it were, on
the contrary, "subjective" and "inaccurate"--then meaningful, adaptive activi-
ty would not be possible. Bernstein writes (1967, p. 117): "We may consider'
the formulation of the motor problem, and the perceptide of the object in the
external world with which it is concerned- as having their necessary
prerequisites in maximally, -fUll and objective perception both of,the object
and of each successive phase and detail of the corresponding movement which i5
directed towards the solution of the particular problem." What Bernstein
says seems straightforward enough: 'perceiving must keep an animal in contact
with its surroundings and with its behavior. It will be argued, however, that
a number of fairly radical steps have to be taken to insure that the theory Of
perception that we develop as scientists cat live up to the natural demands
placed on perception by normal activity in cluttered surroundings.

Clearly, Bernstein believes that the role of "afferentation" in the sack
ance of activity is the significant role, even though afferentatiorias a triA7
ger of reflexes has a better scientific pedigree and.is better understood by

physiologists. The triggering role of afference assumed prominence because of
the tendency to focus research on Uncial movements -- discrete responses
made to momentary and punctatcstimuli--rather than on activities resolving
environmentally defined problems. Bernstein considered this triggering role
of afference, developed as it was in the context of the reflex arc, to be
overvalued and pointed out two unwelcome consequences of this overvaluation.

First, it established a bias to equate receptor processes in general with
signals that release or inhibit reactions. Bernstein reminds us. that this
equation leads to the ynacceptable interpretation of the receptor processes
accompanying linguistic events as just triggers--the so-called second-signal-
ing system. Closer to the present concerns, he points out that t'oe emphasis'
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Figure I. A small sample of the meaningful problems that the surrounding lay-
out of surfaces poses for a locompting animal.

on the afferent triggering of reactions obscured the fact that afference
modulates ongoing movements. Bernstein saw a distinction between the tradi-
tional physiology of reaction and ,the physiology he wished to promotea
physiology of activity (Gelfand, Gurfinkel, Fomin, & Tsetlin, 1971; Reed,
1982a). In this respect (and others) he was of kindred spirit with Gibson
(1966, 1979, 1982) in rejecting the classical view of action as (merely) re-
sponsts.triggered by signals emanating from either outside the body or inside
the brain. However, it should be noted that Birnstein labored under a major
terminological manifestation of the classical view, .namtly, the
correspondencies of the terms "sensory" and "afferent,* "motor" and "effer-
ent." This was unfortuante given that he rejected the conceptual identity
that these correspondences implied.

As Gibson (1966, 1979, 1982) and Reed (1982a) have ably argued, the
psychological concepts of sensory and motor vannot be equated, respectively,
with the anatomical structures termed afferent and efferent. The anatomical'

definition of the sensory system (as receptor elements, cortex, and the affer-
ent pathways that mediate them) fails to accommodate the adjusting, Optimiz-
ing, steering, and symmetricalizing of sense organs -that is, their purposive
activity Wibson, 1966). Bernstein recognized this inadequacy. In referring
to the systematic searching by sense organs, he wrote (p. 117): "This is an
entirely active process, and the effector side of the organism is here em-
ployed in a manner completely analogoUs to that which is later explained to
underlie afferentation in the control of movements." The anatomical defini-
tion of motor system (as cortex, motoneurons, and the efferent pathways that
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ed
mediate them) fails to accommodate the dynamic respon4veness of effector or-
gans to changes in the'external force field brought about by changes in the
orientation of effectors to the surrtgund and to the body --that .is, their
contextual sensitivity (Turvey, Shaw, & Mace, 1978). More than anybody before
him, Bernstein'sougbt too.substitute the analysis of action in terms of effer-
ent commands from cortex to motoneuronc by an analysis of ,action as the
selective use of information about the environment and about one's movements
to selectively modulate one's movements with respect to the environment
(cf. Gibson, 1979).

Second, try tradition of regarding afferents as triggerins signals en-
forced, in Bernstein,rs view, a general attitude toward afference as arbitrari-
ly related to the environmental conditions that cause it. All that is re-
quired for the successful initiation of a reflex is afferentationAhat is COR'
stant and' recognizable by the effector apparatus. The proximal cause of a
reaction need bear no necessary relation to the distal cause. As Bernstein
sees it, this idea of an arbitrary connection between afferent states of
affairs and environmental states of:affairs is pernicious. If the afferent
(or sensory) codes are arbitrary (as is claimed by Mailer's Doctrine of

Specific Nerve Energies and its successors) and if what the aninal perceives
is based on these codes, then what is there to guarantee that the animal's
perception is objective and accurate? The depth of Bernstein's concern is ex-
pressed in this quotation (p. 126): "...from the fact that it is clearly
possible to reconcile the perfect operation of reflex functions ...sith the'coml-
plete arbitrariness of their sensory codes it is very easy to slide from the
position of the recognition of the symbolic nature of all reception in gener-
al, and of the conditionality of the pietbre of the world in the brain,and the-
psyche, to the concept of unknowability of objective reality and similar
idealistic conceptions..."

2.1 The Cartesian Program

1 The orthodot and very popular representational/computatiodal approach to
grind (see Chomsky, 1980; Fodor, 1975; Pylyshyn, 1980) is consistent with the
arbitrary coding theme that Bernstein bAieves (incorrectly, as we will claim
below) to be rooted in the reflex philosophy and methodology. The representa-
tional/computation:1 view abides by a "formality condition "--the explicit
understanding that mental operations are formal, symbol manipulations per -,
formed on formal, symbol structures (Fodor, 1980). To a computer (and, by

analogy, to a brain) it is immaterial whether its internal codes refer to this
or that fact; how the signals 'are formatted and' how they relate consistently,
among themselves by rule are what matters,. not their meaningful content. We

raise the spectre of the formality condition for two reasons. One reason is
that 'Bernstein, despite his dislike of this condition in the guise that was
familiar to him, invokes a mechanism for the control of activity that is
continuods with the representational/computational thesis and, therefore, with
the,formality condition. Bernstein suggests. that an ordered sequence of set
points-- Earesentations, of required values--governs the flow of afference and

efferenoe within the acting animal. The ordered sequence is a program
prescribing the general form of the activity; it is a representation of the'.

activity for .the effector organs (Cf. Cummins, 1977; Shaw, Turvey, & Mace,

1982).
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The other reason is that the formality condition is clearly tied tp the
historical tradition that began with the Cartesian Doctrine >f Corpbreal
Ideas. It is this tradition that encourages the arbitrary coding itr :erp >7ta-
tion of afference, not the reflex arc methodology, which is itself a restate-
ment of the Cartesian doctrine (Reed, 1982b). Descartes' doctrine, stated
very generally, isthet all awarenesses are awarenesses of states of the body
-or, as we would be more prone to say today, states of the brain. In contempo-
rary thought, it is said that direct access to environmental and ebehavioral
states of affairs is limited to the physical (or bodily) outputs af teansduc-
ers that are linked hot to the envienmental and behavibral states, but to the
basic energy variables, e.g., intensity and wavelengths of light (Boynton,
1975; Pod& & Pylyshyn,, 1981). The question that this doctrine poses has
been at the base of almost all theories in psychology, viz.: 'How can the
environment' be known objectively and accurately and acted up successfullt
when the ideas one has about such things are based on awarenesses merely of
brain states? Descartes had an answer to the subsidiary question of how pri.-
sari objective qualities might, be derived from secondary subjective qualitiez
ane it has been a persistent. ingredient in almost all subsequent theorizing.
He assumed an act of understanding that passed judgment on what environmental
things might have caused the brain state; in his best. known example, he as-
sumed a rule-governed, quasi-mathematical process of inference from the abates
of the eye muscles and the visual nerves to tote ,distance of an environmental
Object.

We eau now focus sharply on the full implications of Bernsteins innocent
claim that the coordination of an animal and its environment' must be basee ol
objective and accurate facts. Because of the pervasiveness of the Cartesian
doctrine In physiology, psychology and cognitive science (see Reed, 1982b; '

Shaw et-al., 1933), it is generally accepted thattan animal's awareness of its
activities and of the surtfase layout to which they refer is not direct but
mediated. Descartes had pr6osed rules, inferences and judgments to get to
these objective facts of aotivity and environlent.from the directly given,
subjective brain states. To Descartes' lift of cognitive or epistemiemedia-.
fora, later theorists have added representations, schemes, program, models,
organizing principles, meanings, concepts, and the like. Whether dressed in
its traditional or modern garb, the Cartesian program for explaining how
felicitous activity is abhievid in a cluttered environment. faces a profound
predicament. There is nothing in this explanation to guarantee tbat the gro.
mall inferential operations performed,on the brain states will yield conclu
sions that are objective and aocurate rather than fatuous. In responding to
John Locke's version of the Cartesian program, Berkeley thought a guarantee
was unwarranted and emphasized the phenomenalism (that there are only phenome-
nal objects such as ideas) implicit in the Cartesiin program. Hume thought a
gual:tntee was'unlikely to be forthcoming and emphasized the skepticism (that
there may well be an environment and activities oriented to it, but AO one can
be 'sure of their'existenee) implicit in the Cartesian program. It is to
thoughts such as those expressed by Berkeley and Hume that Bernstein refers
when he remarks on "...the concept of unknowability of objective reality and
similar idealistic conceptions..." Bernstein (p. 125) goes on to says (too
cavalierly, in our opinion) that such thoughts "..:have been disproved by.
authentic science long ago." As scientists committeffto an objective real?
ty, we must claim that it is knowable by animal$, more or less. However, a
scientific account of perception that is consistent with this realist posture
has been thwarted, yin our view, by the almost universal abceptance of the
Cartesian program. As long as the Cartesian program is the accepted strategy
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for explaining the coordination of an animal and its environment--as long as
the awdeness of surface layout and action is claimed to be cognitively
mediated--then thethoughts of Berkeley and Hume cannot be dismissed cavalier-
ly and the predicament identified above remains firmly entrenched if psycho-
logicaland physiological theory.

Accurate, objective conclusions might be assured if the inferential
.

operations (and the various cognitive entities such as representations, etc.)
were tightly constrained by reality. But the Cartesian program debies an ani-
mal direct contact with reality; to reiterate, only brain states are directly
contactable. The problsa for the Cartesian program, therefore, is how to get
the reality that bears on the felicitous control of activity into the mind or
nervous system of the animal. There are several responses to this problem.
Thelost popular response is that It model of r *ality is constructed by a prft-
ess. of justifying inferences in the course of eiter evolution or ontogeny, or
both (Bernstein advances a solution of this type). We will briefly summarize
some of the reasonn that render this response (scientifically) unacceptable
(see Shaw et al., 1982; Turvey, Shaw, Reed, & Mace, 1981, for a fuller
discussion).

All forms of ,non -demonstrative inference proposed by inductive logi-
cians--eRumerative inference, eliminative inference, and abductive infer-
ence--can be expressed as a confirmatory relation between evidence and hypoth-
esis. The conditions of adequacy for confirmation vary among the forma of
inference (seeSmokler, 1968), but this is immaterial to the Points we wish to
make, viz., that the Very notion of inference requires (1) the ability, to
project relevant hypotheses and (2) the availability of predicates in which to
frame evidence statements and hypotheses. To clarify, the notion of a basic
set of hypotheies is explicit in eliminative and abductive inference and im-
plied in enumerative inference. For example, one version of abduction (Han-
son, 1958, p. 72) goes as follows:

Some surprising phenomenon P is observed.

P would be explicable as a matter of course,if H were true.

Hence, there is reason to think that H is true.

If a mode] of reality were derived from inference, then it would have tq be
supposed that Lppropriate hypotheses--hypotheses _that- were generalizations
about enviknmental state otaffairs--were already at Vie disposal of the an-
imal. ' What is their originT Surely the answer conno..*be "inference;'" for
that would precipitate a ,vicious regress. But' if the answer is not "infer-
ence," then the only option for the Cartesian program,islhat the origin of
the hypotheses is both extra-physical and extra-conceptual. These are mutual-

.

ly exclusive categories.

The same conclusion follows from U.* point about the availability of two
kinds of predicates, those for framing evidence statewnts and those for from-
ing hypotheses. The predicates in an evidence statement (the outputs. of the
transducers) stand for energy. variables and, by argument, have their origin in

physical processes. But for any form of inference there must' be available,
concurrently, predicates in which to couch hypotheses and these must be
predicates that standilir environmental properties (such as an. obstacle to

locomotion).. The origin of these environment-referential predicates cannot be
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inferential, otherwise the argument is regressive; anCit cannot be physical
(law-based) because that option is denied the Cartesian program, by.defini-
tion.

The general conclusion to be drawn is that'a reliance on inference takes
out a loan of intelligerce that science can never repay: The Cartesian pro-
gram is not a scientifically tractable program, and a fortiorf,41s a program
for perception that science would be ill-advised to pursue.

2.2 Gibson's Ecological, Program

We believe that the.Cartesian program must be abandoned if a scientifi-
cally acceptable account is to belfrovtded of:the perceptual objectivity that

i
Bernstein regards as the sineAmp non of action. To ease the break.with
tradition, it may help to remember that Descartes built his perceptual theory
around thought, not action. Clbson's (1979) is an approach to perceiving that
takes the control of activity as its central concern. In this approach the
Cart^sian doctrine of corporeal ideas is rejected together with the many
perplexities that it entails. Rather than founding perceptual theory on brain
states that 'are related tenuously to the environments and activities of
animals, Gibson founds perceptual theory on structured energy distributions
that are lawfully related to the environments and actions of animals. Rather
than asking how accurate objective inferences from brain states to the facts
of environments and actions are made, Gibson asks how information specific to
the facts of environments and actions is detected. Rather than assuming that
the conventional variables of physics provide the only legitimate basis for
iescribing, the environment, Gibson advances the idea that the environment can
be legitimately described in terms that are referential of the activity
capabilities of animals.

It will not be possible for us to do complete justice to Gibson's
perceptual theory in these pages (see Gibson, 1979; Michaels & Carello, 1981;
Reed & Jones, 1982; Turvey et al., 1981; Turvey ACarello, 1981). We will
restrict ourselves, therefore, tothose Gibsonian concepts that we take to be
most central-to the control of activity --the concepts of information and
affordance. And we will restrict ourselves to the perceptual system of great-

-

est relevance --the visual perceptual system.
.

Information is optical structure generated in a lawful day by environmen-
tal structure '(for example; surface layout) and by the movements of the ani-
mal, both the Movements of its body parts relative to its body sod the move
ments of its body as a unit relative to the environment. ,This optical "struo..

ture does not resemble the sources that generate it, but is specific to those
sources, to the sense that it is nominally (lawfully) dependent on them. The
claim is that there are laws at the ecological scale that relate optical
structure to properties of the environment and action (Gibson,'1979; Turvey
et al., 1981).

This treatment of information and the notion of ecological laws rests on
an optical analysis that departs from the classical geometric ray optics and
the more contemporary physical optics. Though some have argued to the con.
trary (e.g.; Boynton; 1975 Johanson, 1970), neithe. of these analyses is
sufficient to captuce the richness of light's structure 'subsequent to multiple
reflections from surfaces of varying inclination and substance and undergoing
various types of change. Gibson's push 'has been for stheory of optics that
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can do Justice to ambient !telt is a basis for the control of activity. Given
that activity is at ''he ecologicil scale of animals and-their environments,
Gibaon termed the sought-after optical theory ecological optics. The limita-
tions of conventional optical analyses recognized by Gibson (1981, 1979) are
echoed by illumination engineers (e.g., Gershun, 1939; Noon, 1961; Moot &
S'vnesr, 1981) whose goalt are much more modest than Gibson's. In the subsec-
tion that follows we consider the activity-relevant questions raised by Figure
1 in terms of Gibson's ecological optics.

2.2.1 Lot does the animal know that it is moving foi:Ward?

Forward rectilinear motion of a point of observatidn relative to the
surroundings will lawfully generate an expanding optical flow patterli globally
defined over the entire optic array to the point_ of observation. [A, locally

defined expansion pattern, kinematically discontinuous at its borders with the
optical structure in the large, would be lawfully determined by a part of the
surround moving relative to the point of observation. in natural circum-
stances there can be no amOlguity, contrary to the standard claim (von Hoist &$,
Nittelatldt, 1950), about'what is moving- -the animal or part of its environ-
ment TUrvey, 1979).] As noted above, the lawfulness of optical structure at
tit...ecological scale is the basis for its functioning as information for the
controA of activity: If A lawfully generates B, then B specifies A. Lishman
and Lee. (1973) have shown that humans walking voluntarily forward will report
that they are walking backwards when exposed to the global optical transforma-
tion that is lawfully generated by backward locomotion (and which, therefore,
specifies that the walker is moving backward). Further, when flying insects

are expased to global optical transformations that are the lawful consequences
of forces tnat produne rotation, vertical displacement, and yaw, they respond
with the appropriate counteracting forces (Srinivasan, 1977; Turvey & Remnz,
1979).

2.2.2 Now does the animal know from where to 01m. (to accommodate an upcoming
barrier) and How does it know whet he its deceleration is adequate (to
accommodate its locomotion to an upcoming brink in the ground)?

The answerS-to both of these questions depend', in the Gibs onion perspec-.
tive, on information about the imminence of contact (with barrier or brink).
-Lee (1974, 1976, 1980) and others (e.g., Koende?Ink & van Doorn, 1981) have
identified an optical variable, symbolized as T(t) by Lee (1976), that is
equal to the inverse of the rate of dilation of a bounded region of optical
structure. z(t) is lawfully generated by the approach at constant velocity of
a point of observation to a substantial surface tn the frontal plane, or vice
versa; it specifies the time at which the point of observation will make con-
tact with the surface.

Obviously, the existence of an optical variable specifying time-to-con-
tact bears directly on the question posed by Bernstein (Queition 4 above) of
how control can be prospective. Any answer to the question of prospective
control is constrained by the requirements that (1) causes precede effects and
(2) causes be actual rather than possible states of affairs. An event at a
later time cannot cause an a%tion at an earlier time and only actual events
can be causal. In the Cartesian program, the bases of prospective control are
representations; actual mental states existing in the present (rather than
futurs, possible states of the animal-environment system) are the causes of
activity. The logical, format of these representations in the case of cons
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trolled collisions most be that of a counter factual,- roughly of the form "if
I don't.change what lam doing and the conditions continue to be as they are,
then X is likely to occur." . The basis bf prospective control in the
Gibsonian program is exemplified by the time-to-contact variable, viz., there
is information in the present optical structure (e.g.. the value of t(t) at
ti) specific to what will occur the present conditions continue (e.g.;
collisioliat time ti). To draw the contrast sharply, in the*Gibsonian program
the basis for prospective control is sought in 'laws attbe ecological scale
(that relate preseht optical Properties to upcoming properties of the ini-
104U-environment system); in the Cartesian program the basin is sought in

inferential.proceasea (that relate the semantically neutral outputs of trans-
duceea to a counterfactual representation). Reiterating the arguments raised
above, the Cartesian solution to the problem ofprospective control begs the
interesting questions; for example, how does the animal construct just that
counterfactual representation that is right for the current situation?

Let us look at an elimple of the use of the time-to-contact variable.
The gannet, a large seabird adt feeds on fish, hovers about thirty meters
above the water. On sightina prey, it dives down first with its wings part-
ly spread for steering and then with its wings folded so that it enters the
water vigorously but cleanly. It may hit the water at speed approaching 25
ms-1 (or 55 miles h-1). The action problem for the gannet is to retract its

)t'

wings soon enough to wooid fra uring them but not so soon as to hinder the
accLracy of Its dive: Given th the gannet dives from varying heights, at
varying initial speeds, and in crying wind conditions. how does it properly
control its entry? Lee (1980) and Lee and Reddish (1981) have concluded that
wing retraction is initiated when the time-to-eontact variable reachesa cer
Cain margin value.., (Because the animal is constantly accelerating due to
gravity in the dive, the same margin value of t(t) will be associated with
different actual timesAo-contact. The birds are seen' to fold their wings a
longer time before contact the higher the starting point of the dive.)

There is reason to believe that th4 time-to-contact varijle is the basis
of prospective control in a number of related circumstan i. Data on the
kinematics of catching a ball ISbarp &Whiting. 1974, 1975),. hitting a base-
ball (Hubbard & Seng, 19S 4), infants reaching fora moving object (von Hofsten

..,
& Lindhagen, 1979; von Hofsten, 1983), stepping, down (Freedman, Wann!tedt, &
Warman, 1976), and falling on one's hands against an inclined board (Dietz &
Noth, 1978) are more or less amenable to such an analysis (see Fitch, Taller,
& Turvey, 1982; Fitch & Turvey; 1978; Lee, ,980). The last situation is
depicted in Figure 2. The triceps brachii muscles are shown to tense in prep-
aration fur an upcoming collisior in which the arms must absorb the momentum.
With the eyes closed, .the electromyographic index of the initiation of muscle
tension is tied to the start of falling; wAth the eyes open and with differ-.
ent falling distances the index occurs at varying times after the start of
falling but at an approximately constant time prior to contact.

We should remark that the fact of a simple, single oical property
specifying the imminence of contact has implications for another of Bern-
ateinls concerns. namely, how an animal can adjust its behavior to the veloci-
ty of things. Bernstein pursues a conventional argument that velocity is ar-
rived at by a process of comparing the present location of a thing with the
memory trace of an immediately preceding location and dividing the deduced
distano4 traveled by an interrally determined estimate of elapsed time. The

inadequacies of this kind of explanation have been discusied in detail (Gib-
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t Tune

start
fall (s)

4;-'---.
start of
foil (s)

Figure 2. With the eyes open and with different falling distances the Initia
tion of tension in the triceps brachii muscles occurs at varying
times after the start of falling but at an approximately constant
time prior to contact (Above). With the eyes closed initiation or
muscle tension is tied to the start of falling .(Below). (From
Fitch, H. L., Tuller, B., & Turvey, M. T. (1982). The Bernstein

perspective: III. Tuning of coordinative structures with special
reference to perception. In J. A. S. Kelso (Ed.), Human motor be'
havior (p. 278). Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.)
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son, 1979; Turvey, 1977). Here we wish to comment only on the questionable
strategy of analyzing higher-order activity-relevant variables in terms of the
putatively more basic variables of displacement and time. Inertial guidance
systems are based on Newton's laws of inertia and gravity. These systems de-
tect accelerative forces directly. They determine velocity and distance
indirectly through the single and double integration, respectively, of the
accelerative forces. In like fashion, adherents to the Gibsonian program
(Lee, 1980; Runeson, 1977; Turvey & Shaw, 1979) argue that the imminence of
collision is not inferred from'a preliminary determination of speed of ap-
proach and distance from surface; rather, the basis for an animal's knowing
when a surface will be contacted is the detection of T(t) as such. The point
is that to understand how perception controls activity, we must be willing (i)
to question the primary reality status of the basic variables of physics; and
(ii) to look for variables (observables, quantitities) at the ecological scale
that uniquely specify the relation of animal to environment; and (iii) to
consider hard- or soft-molded processes that detect these ecological variables
(rather than knowledge-based procedures that construct representations of them
from conventional physical variables).

So, how does the animal know from where to leap? The answer, to be
blunt, is that it does not need to know the proper place; rather, it needs to
know the proper time. The former depends explicitly on the speed, the ;otter
does not. Evidently, as anticipated, the successful leaping of a barrier
depends on the time-to-contact variable. It also depends on body-scaled
information, but we will have more to say about that below. And how does the
animal know whether it is braking sufficiently? An animal's deceleration is
adequate if and only if the distance it will take the animal to stop is less
than or equal to its current distance from the brink (Lee, 1980). Adequacy of
braking is specified by whether the rate of change of T(t) equals or exceeds a
Critical value (Lee, 1976; 1980). A related observation is that flies begin
to decelerate prior to contact with a surface at a critical value of T(t)-1
(Wagner, 1982).

2.2.3 Now does the animal know that the barrier is jumpable and that the

brink is step -down place (rather than a falling-off place)?

Knowing that sopething is in the class of jumpable objects and that some
other thing is in the class of step-down places would be treated $n the Carte-
sian program as the imposition of subjective, meaningful categories on an
objective, meaningless surround. Conventionally, it would be said that the
animal has concepts of such things and debate would focus on how such mental
entities could be established. Careful analysis would reveal that, given the
departure point of the Cartesian program, .empirical contributions to such
concepts would have to be secondary to the rational contrioution (Fodor,

1975). In sharp contrast, .the Gibsonian program seeks to unoover a natural,
lawful basis for knowing what activity (or activities) a situation offers.
Consider a brink in the surface that happens to be a step-down place for a
given animal rather than a place where it would have to jump down or climb
down or steer away from. To begin with, the property of the brink as a
step-down place for the animal cannot be captured in the scales and standard
units of physics. These scales and units are intended to be "fully

objective," that is, observer- or user-independent. They are extrinsic meas-
ures, in that the standards on which they are based are divorced from and
external to the situations to which they are applied. To capture a step-down
place for a given animal requires intrinsic measures, those whose standards
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are to be found in the situation of animal and brink. In Figure 3 the separa-
tion of surfaces (R) must somehow be expressed in units of the animal. Leg
length is obtiously significant but scaling surface magnitudes in terms of the
unit 'eye- height' is probably a better move (cf. Lee, 1974, 1980). A lawful
allometric relation (Gunther, 1975; Huxley, 1932; Rosen, 1967) is to be
expected between eye height (E) and leg length (L): L a aE where a and b
areconstants, (Eye height will, of course, vary with the animal's ptqture,
but our Intent here is to convey the style of the analysis rather than its
full detail). If the separation of surfaces (R) at a brink is below some
critical number, nE (or is less than or within a tolerance range + 6), then
the separation is a step -dawn place; above this critical number (or range) it
is a place that requires some locomotory strategy other than stepping down.
Noting that E is unity, there is a dimensionless quantity that marks the
.boundary between the activitiesstepping down vs. jumping down, for exam-
plethat a,brink offers an animal. Now the question becomes whether or not
there is an optical property specific to this dimensionles quantity.

First, a point of observation moving toward a brink in a surface (where
one surface partially occludes another) will lawfully generate an optical flow
pattern in 4hich there is a diScontinuity, viz., a horizontal contour above
which optical structure magnifies and gains and below which optical structure
magnifies but does not gain. The non-gain and gain of structure are specific),
respectively, to the occluding surface currently supporting the animal and the
occluded surface to which it is heading. Second, from Figure 4 (after Warren,
.1982) it can be seen that the separation (R) of the occluding and occluded
surfaces can be expressed in units of the height of the point of observation E
and in terms of the ratio of the rate of displacement of the point of observa-
tion (dx/dt) to the rate of gain of structure (ds/dt). Letting t1 - to be. the

time of a step (x), for the same stepping rate the gain of structure (s) is
greater the greater the separation of surfaces (R). Although the example is
crudely developed, it makes an in principle argument that there will be a di-
mensionless quantity of optical flow, such as (dx/dt)/(ds/dt), which is
specific to the vertical separation Of surfaces at a brink, scaled in units of
the observer. A critical value or range of this optical flow property will
specify the boundary between places the animal can step down fromthose that
can be accommodated by limb extensionand places requiring a different
maneuver.

Dimensionless numbers play a significant role in many branches of phys-
ics. The commonly used numbers, referred to as principal numbers by Schur-
ing (1980) (of which the Reynolds, Raleigh, Mach, Prandtl, and Froude are
prime examples), are built from laws. Thus, the Reynolds number, which ap-
plies to fluids, is built from Newton's law of inertia and the law for shear
stress of a Newtonian fluid,- The two laws are cast as dimensionless ratios or
a numbers (e.g., w a F/ma), and these two numbers in ratio give the
Reynolds number. At a critical value of the Reynolds number, the inertial

forces (favoring turbulence) dominate the viscous forces (favoring laminar
flow) and there is a shift from the one kind of flow to the other. Generally

speaking, the major dimensionless numbers in physics mark off, at critical
values, a change in the relation of forces from a balance between them to a
dominance by one of them and, thereby, mark off distinct physical states. In
like fashion, it seems that the dimensionleis numbers built from purely opti-
cal variables mark off, at critical values, distinct states. They are not
physical states associated with distinct forms of energy absorption, however,
but specificational states (see Kugler, Turvey, Carello, & Shaw, in press).
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1 Fl

Figure 3. Approaching a brink of, a surface. E is eye height, L is leg length
and R is the surface separation.

/et

a Figure 4. In approaching a brink of a surface the ratio of dX/dt/dS/dt
depelds on the surface separation R relative to the eye height E.
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Thus, in the example just given, the dimensionless quantity (dx/dt)/(ds/dt)
specifies step-downable when it is below a critical value and non-step-down-
able when it is above that critical value.

We wish to underscore with two well-developed examples the potentialsig-
nificance of dimensionless quantities to law-based explanations of the control
of activity. When dt(t) /dt > -0.5, it specifies that the point of observation
will stop prior to contact with an upcoming substantial surface if current
conditions persist, whereas when dr(t) /dt < -0.5, it specifies that there will
be a collision between the point of observation and the surface if the current
conditions persist. This critical value of the ,rate of change of the
timeto-contact variable is an invariant optical quantity: Whether the animal
is approaching a surface or being approached by a surface, the quantity -0.5
marks off two distinct specificational "states concerning the collisional
consequences of the animal's current activity.

The second example returns the focus of this subsection to the perception
of the kind of activity that an arrangement of surfaces affords an animal.
Warren (1982),investigated the perception of stairways that varied in riser
height in terse of two questions: (1). Could a person perceive. whether a
stairway was climbable in the normal fashion (a question of the critical riser
height)? and (2) Could a person perceive how costly, in metabolic terms, a
stairway would be to climb (a question of the optimal riser height)? A
preliminary analysis of the biomechanics of stepping up revealed that the
riser height Mt) beyond which normal stair climbing would be impossible was a
constant proportion of leg length (L), viz., .88L, or R/L (a dimensionless
quantity) = .88. Subjects, who differed markedly in height (5'4" vs. 8'4"),
saw photographs of stairways with risers that ranged between 20 in and 40 in
and were asked to judge the climbableness of each stairway. Although the
riser height that distinguished the stairways judged to be climbable from the
stairways judged to be nonclimbable differed between the two groups of sub-
jects when measured in inches, it did not differ when measured in leg length.
For both groups of subjects R/L = .88, that is, the critical riser value
that had been determined from biomechanical considerations. With respect to
the optimal riser heig$,t, the metabolic cost of climbing at 50 steps/min on an
adjustable, motor-drivfn stairaill was evaluated at riser heights varying from
5 to 10 in for short (5'4") and tall (6'4") subjects. The minimum energy ex-
penditure per vertical meter (cal/kg-m), indicating optimal riser height, oc-
curred at a riser height of R = .26L. In two visual tasks, a forced choice
task and a rating task, the stairways were pitted against each other in pairs.
The tasks revealed that the preferred riser height (the stairway that was seen
to be the one that could be climbed most comfortably) differed between the two
groups of subjects when measured in inches but it did not differ when measured
in leg length. The preferred or optimal value for both groups was .25L in the
forced choice task and .241. in the rating task, very close to theeoptimal val-
ue of .261. determined by metabolic measurement. ,_a

2.2.4 Affordances

In Gibson's (1979) terminology, step-down places, falling-off plac6,,
climbable-places, collide-withable surfaces, travel-throughable openings and
so on (Figure 1) are affordances. That is tu say, they are properties of the
environment taken with reference to the animal. An affurdance is an invariant
arrangement of surface/substance properties that permits a given animal a
Articular activity. It is a real property -one might even say a physical
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property--but one that is defined at the ecological scale of animals and their
niches. Ry the laws of ecological optics, the light structured by an
affordince will be specific to the affordtnccas the above examples suggest.
The optical property specific to an affordance is like the time-to-contact
property: It is not decomposable into optical variables of a putatively more
basic, type. .Consequently, it is claimed, the perceiving of an affordance.is
based on detecting the Eatical property that specifies the affordance. In the
Gibsonian program, perceiving an affordance is not mediated by computation-
al/representational processes. It is, said to be direct, and understanding how
this can beunderstanding the physical processes at the ecological scale that
make possible the direct perception of the reality that bearson the control
of activity--is what the Gibsonian-program is fundamentally about (Section,
3.2).

3.0 Principles of Self-kuplation

It is fair to say that in working under the Cartesian program one is in-
clined to explain regularity (of activity) by reference to intelligent regula-
tors. In the Cartesian view of things, it is an act of the intellect that
interprets the outputs of sensory transducers and puts them to use with re-
spect to externally oriented desires. Intelligence in its various manifesta-
tions (e.g., judging, comprehending, decision making, comparing, projecting
and evaluating hypotheses, recognizing, reconsidering, commanding, and so on)
is at the core of the Cartesian explanation of the control and coordination of
movement. For Descartes himself the intellect was equated with the soulor
as Ryle (199) liked to say, disdainftdly, "the ghost in the machine."

The contemporary student of movement who chides all 'little man in the
brain' explanations of control may, however, be firm in the belief that
concepts borrowed from cybernetics and formal machine theory are acceptable
explanatory tools. Personally, we think such convictions are suspect.
Concepts such as set-points, programs, and so on are superficially attractive
in that they refer to material things that perform the role historically as-
cribed to homunculi. Under closer scrutiny, such concepts are revealed to be
the products,of an Intelligent act performed by a being with foreknowledge of
the regularity, to be achieved. The concepts of cybernetics and formal machine
theory are seductive because they facilitate the simulation of 'regularities';
but they are not, we believe, in the best interests of explanatory science.
First, these concepts necessarily assume intelligence and rationalityassump-
tions that were, after all, the reason for science's original and persistent
displeasure with Descartes' homunculus. Second, their promise is limited, at
best, to describing and, perhaps, to predicting regularities. But explaining,
ini the sense of identifying the lawful basis for behavior, is ineffably beyond
their reach.

At one time, Bernstein was enthusiastic about the relevance of cyberneti-
cal and formal machine-analogues to the physiology of activity. Melater be-
came much more circumspect with regard to their appropriateness. Cybernetical
notions figure prominently in his discussion of "Some Emergent Problems of the
Regulation of Motor Acts" (as we will underscore in the subsections that fol-
low). But in later chapters he questions the propriety of cybernetics for
biology and physiology and intimates that "the "honeymoon" between these two
sciences" (p. 181) may be over (also pp. 185-186). In Section 3.1 we criti-
cally evaluate the cybernetical treatment of Bernstein's regulatory notion of
circular causality and in Section 3.2 we outline the physical conditions for
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that principle. Our belief, consonant with Bernstein's later° impressions, is
that the physiology of activity would fare better married to a physics that
addresses the ecological scale and its }natural regularities rather than to a
formal theory of the regulation oartifacts.

3.1 The Um prinoiple, (Cybernetically Interpreted)

Bernstein is convinced, and properly so, that self-regulation is based on
circular causality--the "ring principle" as he terms it. He embraces the fa-
miliar interpretation of this principle, the one advanced by Cybernetics: A
referent signal or set point mediates signals fed forward to and fed back from
a device or process (generically referred to as 'the plant'). For the conduct
of an activity a single referent,--and, a fortiOri, a single ring -will rarely
be sufficient. Bernstein assumes an ordered sequence of referent signals.
Insofar as a referent signal must predate the afferent and efferent flow that
it mediates, so the order of the referent signals must largely be ascribed
prefatory to the activity. In brief, Bernstein's proposal for self-regulation
is the popular notion of a program. MacKay (1980)'identifi et kinds of de-
tail one might expect to find in a program for a step cyose of locomotion
(Figure 5).

In addition to identifying (1) the general a priori rescri tive nature
of the program, this example= illustrates nicely that a program is 2) an-ord-
erly sequence of preferred quantities (e.g., 100 ms), (3) an orderly sequence

of commands (e.g., stop extension) to the skeletomuscular machinery that re-
alizes these quantities, and (4) an orderly sequence of symbol strings (the

representational format for the quantities and the comaands). It also
illustrates a more profound feature of the program conception: (5) that
rate-dependent processes-the irreversible thermndYnaaies and the mechanics of
the sceletomuseular system--are coupled to and constrained by rate-independent
structures--the symbol strings.

The centrality of the ring principle to self-regulation cannot be doubt-
ed. (The reciproCity of locomotion and global optical transformations de-
scribed in Section 2.0 is one example of the principle's ubiquitous applica-
tion.) What can be doubted is whether the properties identified in (1)

through.(5) above are necessarily entailed by the prinoiple.

3.1.1 111 concept, of the referent signal

The sollwerts (required values, set points) that have been used frequent-
ly to 'explain' the stabilities of vegetative processes (thermoregulation,
respiration, feeding, drinking, etc.) arg more fictitious than real (e.g.,

Friedman & Stricker, 1976; Iberall, Weinberg, & Schindler, 1971; Mitchell,

Snellen, & Atkihs, 1970; Werner, 1977). The observed stable quantities of
vegetative processes (e.g., human body Zemperabbre of 37 degrees centigrade)
are not Prescribed values or goals playing a causal role. They are, more

accurately, resultant quantities, indexing a stable relation between indepen-
dent processes (force systems) defined over the same state variables (Iberall,
1978; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1980, 1982; Yates, 1982b). As we like to put
it, these so-called sollwerts are not a priori prescriptions for the system

but a posteriori facts of the system's processes.
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Figure 5. A program formulation of a locomotory step cycle (Adapted from Mac

Kay, N. A. (1980). The motor program: Back to the compelter.

Trends in Neuroscience, 3, 97-100).
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The experiments of Zavelishin and Tannenbaum (1968) are illuminating in
this regard. They focussed on two respiratory variablesthe resistance (r)
of the air to inspiration and the duration (d) of inspiration. The function. V
relating I to r was identified. A function F relating r to d was imposed
(Figure 6). Circular causality was thereby established. The value of d at
which the respiratory system settled down was that value mutual to the two
functions. If F was chosen to intersect f at more than one value of d, then
the system would settle at one of the mutual points or oscillate between them
depending on the actual details. Figures similar to Figure 6 are to be seen
in Mitchell et al. (1970) and Werner (1977) with reference to temperature
regulation, and in Guyton (1981) and Yates (1982a) with reference to the pres.
sure-flow relationships for blood circulation.

d = f(r)

Figure 6. Circular causality defined over the respiratory variables r (resis-
tance to inspiration) and d (duration of inspiration).

Each of the aforementioned instances of the ring principle or circular
causality involves two distinct pathways of influence between two variables, x
and y. The system in question must satisfy two independent causal laws, one
linking x to y and one linkiLg y to x. The real equivalent of the point of
intersection of the two functions in the x by y coordinate space is the
equilibrium operating point of the systemthe only point that satisfies both
causal laws. The equilibrium point is not frozen; it can be shifted by
changing the system parameters (see Guyton, 1981; Mitchell et al., 1970;

Werner, 1977; Zavelishin & Tannenbaum, 1968). In sum, each of these in-
stances of circular causality exemplifies a stable equilibrium state that is
achieved without the processes of measuring the istwert of the bounded vari-

able, comparing it to the sollwert, and amplifying the difference to bring
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about an action that reduces this difference. The probesses of measurement,

feedback, amplification' and comparison that Bernstein takes to befgeIiiiria
requirements, of self - regulation are not to be foand.

3.1.2 Intensional descriptions and teleological 'explanation

How general is an interpretation of self-regulation that does not

implicate the conventional, intelligence-based, mediating mechanisaft of
cybernetics? Intuitively, a notion such as a referent signal or program, and
the related processes of feedback and the like seem to be called for whenever
we construct's description of a system (S) such as:

.S prefers (wants, desires, seeks, etc.)`G,'

where G can be the value of a property of S, a property of a thing in S's
environment, an orientation of S to the layout of the environment, and so on.
A statement of the above kind is called an intensional context or descriptim
Basically, it involves borrowing the property of one thing, G, to build a
property of another thing, S, viz. 'prefers G.' What is the status of the
borrowed property G?

Orthodoxy invariably interprets intensional deacription as license to
ascribe concepts: To predicate of S the property 'prefers (wants; desires,
seeks, etc.) G. is to ascribe to S the concept of G. Similarly, in matters of
perception, to say that 'S can perceive step-down places. (Section 2.2.3) /3
to say, by the orthodox interpretation, that S has a concept of step-dowr
places. What is it about intensional description that 'invites conceptual
ascription? Why should the convenience of describing a property of athing,S
in terms of a thing G be translated into the claim that S possessor, or
embodies in some form the thing G? Empirical considerations reveal that the
intensional conteii-lbiological system S prefers a body temperature of 37 de-
grees centigrade' does not mean that the end-state of 37 degrees is encoded in
the system's central nervous system and, relatedly, does.not identify a rela
tion between S and a central nervous system representation of the quantity 37
degrees centigrade. The lesson of this example is twofold: Fir'st, intension
al description does not mandate conceptual ascription; and second, intension-
al description may simply be a way of referring indirectly,to lawful process
303. It seems, therefore, that intensional description will invite conceptual
ascription to the degree that a lawful basis for a given regularity is

unexplored or indiscernible (Turvey et al., 1981).

Let us turn away from vegetative processes, such as temperature regula.
tion, to the more general case. . Consider the following example of a
goal-directed activity, to be designated L. A swiftly flying bird suddenly
changes its posture, spreads its wings, flaps them briefly, glides, flaps its
wings a little more, and alights gently on a branch. A teleological descrip-
tion (Woodfield, 1976) of L reads:

.S did B in order to do G.,

where refers to the bird, 8 to the behavior and G to the goal of alighting
on the branch with a minimal mutual transfer of momentum between bird and
bran& (Engler, Turvey, Carello, & Shaw; in press). This teleological
description of L can be expanded (after Woodfield, 1976) to make the implied
internal conditions transparent, albeit in Imentalese" (Fodor, 1975):
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,'S did B because S (i) wanted 'to do G and (ii) believed
that B would lead to G.'

Now we have a teleological explanation of L.

It is very important to distinguish a ring principle (or circular
causality) explanation of L from a teleological explanation of L. The ring
principle" takes G for granted and explains how S mato G. By definition,. a
rirg principle explanation consists not so much of a single sentence of the
type 'S did B (at a 'particular time, in a particular way,etc.) because...'
but consists, rather, of a set of sentences describing cycles of sot-
ing-perceivimechange (in the animal-environment relation). The ring princi-
;plc explanation of L would be in terms of the reciprocity of the bird's ap-
proach and optical flow, with particular emphasis on the deoelerativq forces
supplied by the bird with-respect to -maintaining the optical flow property
dt(t)/dt within the range specifying a "soft" contact (see Section 2.2.2).
The; teleological explanation' of L also take$ G for granted, but it explains
'AILS does B. Thus, the two explanations are complementary (Woodfield,' 1976).
If the procebses governed by the ring principle are viewed as dynamical,then
the states of S ('wanted', 'believed') are tantamount to field boundary condi-
tions on dynamical procesies. The form of these particular boundary condi-
tiro is that of non-holonomic constraints (about which more will be said be-
low).

Clearly, the intention (i) in the teleological explanation of L above is
Bernstein's linage of achievement' (Pribram, 1971) that constrains the varia-
tions in the content of the belief (ii) until G is done. Recall that, for
Bernstein, where actions are planned they are planned in terms of biological
consequences (that is, in terms of how an activity will change the Int-
mal-environment relation) and not in terms of the pattern of bodily movement
(Problem 3 of the introduction). But can the state picked out by the phrase
'wented,to do G' be tntarpreted as an 'image' in the sense of an actually
existing mental or mural representation of G? Woodfield (1976) cautions
thusly:

It is tempting to think of a goal as a concrete future event, and to
think of the present desire as involving a conception of ,that future
event, with the conception of.the goal being in some sense logically
or ontologically derivative from the goal itself. But this is the
wrong way round. A goal just is the intentional object of the rele-
vant kind of conception. (p. 205)

Let us see what a Gibsonian analysis of G looks like. The goal G in the
goal-directed activity L involves two aspects: one, a surface X that can sup-
port S and two, a soft, feet-first collision with X. The former aspect de-
fines an affordance, and under the Gibsonian program an affordance is optical-
ly specified. That is, the light structured by a branch is specific to the
support property of that surface layout vis-wwis the bird's proportions. The

latter aspect, that of the soft collision, is specified by dt(t)/dt >

The twc aspects of the intention 'wanted to do Gt in L might be interpreted in

the Gibsonian ,program as follows: 'wanted to do G' is a matter of having
detected information that continuously specified a surface of support and hav-

ing detected information that continuously specified the intensity of an
up-coming collision with that surface, on the occasion of a certain metabolic
condition of S.
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One should be circumspect about the generalizability of an analysis of
the preceding type. Intentionality is a large issue and the reader's favorite
example of intentional behavior is probably much more elaborate than L. How-
ever, states of affairs such as L are common; they comprise, the larger part
of an anima's daily directed activities. And insofar as the Gibsonian pro-
gram can anchor teleological explanations of goal-directed activities such as
L in natural laws at the ecological scale, it promises a natural basis for
intentionality. Be that as it may, the comparison between the Cartesian and
Gibscnian programs on the subject of intentional objects (the goals of
goal-directed activities) is sharply drawn. Under the Cartesian program,
intentional objects are represented in an internal medium; under the
Gibsonian program, intentional objects are lawfully specified by structured
energy distributions(Turvey et al., 1981).

3.1.1 Commands el information in the indicational sense

Any disquiet with the concepts of internally encoded required values or
intentional objects as representations, extends to the concept of 'commands.'
Is circular causality in general; and the. perception-action ring in particu-
lar,_ mediated by commands? Although it has been a commonplace to say that the
brain commands the body, this way of talking has been subject to little scru-
tiny. As Reed (1981) has observed, there is an entire theory of action
wrapped up in the notion of central nervous system commands and much conceptu-
il effort will be required to unravel it. We will give some hints of what is
involved. To anticipate, issues raised in the preceding subsections will make
a repeat appearance but in a subtly, different form.

The control of activity is founded on information, as both Bernstein and
Gibson have sought to understand. "Commands" are a kind of information that
can be termed indicational because their role is to indicate an action to be

performed (Reed, 1981), much as a stop sign on the highway indicates the ac-
tion of arresting the forward motion of a car and a directional sign on the
highway indicates which turn to take. Inclinational information is incomplete.
To be commanded to stop one's oar is not to be told the details of how to do
so. Obviously, the informational basis for corning activity is not
exhausted by information in tne indicational sense. To stop the car requires
information about when to begin decelerating and information about when the
deceleration is sufficient and so forth. This sense of information was,dis.
cussed in Section 2.2'and in the immediately preceding section. Consonant
with the terminology of these earlier sections, we will refer to this sense of
information as specificational. , The important point to be made is that an
indicated act cannot be performed without information in the specificational
sense. On, generalizing, this point reads: The inclinational sense of informs-.

tion is always predicated on the necifloationalsense of information.

Holding this dependency in abeyance for the present, let us focus on the
commonalities between commandsas Sources of information in the indicational
sense--and rules. Neither commands nor rules can determine an action, both
commands and rules can be violated or ignored, both commandi and rules can
enter into conflict (creating demands for impossible outcomes), and both
commands and rules require on explicit act of comprehension/ for their func-
tioning (Reed, 1981). For these reasons, a lawful determinate account of the
control and coordination of activity cannot be founded on the notion of
commands or information in the indicational sense. A further undesirable
feature is that uhe criticisms that apply to a body-states or sensation-based
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theory of perception (see Section 2.0) apply to a command-based theory of ac-
tion: There is no rational explanation of the genesis of thecknowledge that
forms and intprets commands. A command -based theory of action looks like
another unrepanble loan of intelligence.

The lawful basis of optical structure relevant to activity's control was
labored in Section a:2 in order to make the notion of specification transpatp.*.
ent. Where information in the indicational sense is close to the concept of
rule, information in the specificational sense is cognate with law. Laws are
determinate, non-negotiable (they can never be violated or ignored), harmoni-
ous (they can never give: rise to impossibilities), and they do not depend on
explicit knowledge for their functioning. In the cybernetical interpretation,
the ring-principle is mediated by indicators (commands). But it is apparent
that this need not be soolor the same reason that mediation by referent sig-
nals need not be so. It is an unmediated, law -based interpretation of the
ring principle (rather thin a mediated, rule-based interpretation) that is the
focus of the Gibsonian program (see Section 3.2). A lawful account of the
control and coordination of activity cannot be founded on information in the
indioationg sense but it could be founded on information in the specifics-
tional sense'.

3.1.4 Symbolic and dynamical, modes

The contrast oflindioational information and specificational information
parallels that of discrete symbol strings and continuous dynamical processes
or, equivalently, rate independent structures and rate-dependent processes.
These contrasts are ,maid by Pattee (1973, 1977, 1979) to identify
Complementarity Principle that is the hallmark of living systems. Living sys-
teals are seen to execute in two modea, the symbolic and the dynamic, which are
incompatible and irreducible. Consequently, understanding biological, physio-
logical and psychological phenomena is said by Pattee to rest with the
elaboration of this oomplementarity. The computational/representational ap-
proach to these phenomena that is'dhamploned by the Carteaian program is

Pattee's view -- because it attempts to explain only through the dia-
*rote symbolic mode. Similarly, in his view, an approach that seeks to ex-
plain such phenomena using only.(sio) the laws, of dynamics will also prove in-
adequate. By Pattee's reasoning, both modes must be given full recognition;
the phenomena in question are the result of the coordination between the two
modes. Stated more sharply, complementarity is advunced as a principle that
calls for simultaneous use of formally incompatible descriptive modes in the
explanation of the characteristic phenomena of living'systeme (Pattee, 1982).

There is, however, an asymmetry between the two modes that has to be
appreciated. Nature uaes the symbolic modenonholonomio (nonintegrable) con-
atraintsaparingly. Dynamics are used to the fullest, wherever and whenever,
to achieve. characteristic biological effects. Symbol strings are used, now
and then, to direct dynamical processes and to keep down their complexity--in
other words, to trio the dynamical degrees of freedom. In Figure 5, which
depicts a prototypical program formulation of activity, the opposite strategy
is at work. Very many nonholonomio constraints are exploited to achieve ('to
explain') the kinetic and kinematic regularities of m locomctory step cycle.
The question of how the dynamics -- properly construed for the biological scale
in terms of the conjunction of statistical mechanics and irreversible
thermodynamics Iberall, 1977; Prigogine, 1980; Soodak & Iberall,
1978)eight fashion the phenomenon is not addressed, nor is the question of
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how the :symbol atringx interface with the dynamics. Pattrea analyila 15, nn
important one for thaae atudenta of movement who would pursue the Cartesian
program With its emphaala on the symbolic mode: Only in the working out of
the physica of a regularity can one identifythe nature and type of :symbol
atringa (nonholonomdc constraints) needed to complete the explanation. To be-
gin with the symbolic mode, and to adhere strictly to it, invitee an account
that will be plagued by arbitrarineaa Nap surely, is the account of a
atep.cycle represented by Figure-5). To begin with the dynamical modei,and to,
pursue it earneatly, prom15.5 an account that will be principled.

0

There la, however, a deep prexem with Patteesa Complt:entarity Princi-
ple. "yr Pattee, the discrete aymbol :strings function as informatibn in the
indications' sense. The proposed cohplementarity, therefore, is one of indi-
cational information and 41r:ulna. The problem with endorsing a view of incli-
national information and dynamics as family incompatible is that it rules
out any explanation of the origin 'a indicatiodal information. We and others
have recorded our disquiet with the Complementarity Principle for just this
reason (Carello, Turvey, Kugler' & Shaw, 1982; Kugler et al., 1982). One
suspects that for the conalatencY of physical theory, informatior in the indi-
cational sense should be lawfully derivable from dynamics (a0 information lo
the apecificational sense).

3.2 The lam Principle (Physically Interpreted)

In thin final section we provide an overview of the physical foundations
of Bernatelea' ring principle. Uhereaa the cybernetical interpretation of the
ring principle is consistent with the Cartesian program, the interpretation
evolving in physical biology 15 consistent with, the Gibaanian program.

3.2.1 Open systems and the role of causal dynamics

classical physics, living. ayatems are continunualy strug-
gling a irnst the laws of phyaica. Within the left few decades, however, it
has became increeaingly apparent that thane physical :systems that are open to
the fl of enertY and matter into feud out of their operational componenta be-
have a manner that auggesta the behavior of living things and suggeata
drama ically different virbof ca sal dynamics (5.. Yates, 1982a, 1982b, for a
nevi Whereas the behavior of an laolated physical ayatem is strictly de,
ter ned by the 3113t311021 initial and boundary conditions, :systems open tip the
flow of energy and matter can evolve internal constraints that 'free' the aye-
temhs dynamics from its initial conditions. The arising of the new internal
conatrainta aervea to limit the trajectories of the internal components,
thereby reducing the aysteWs" internal degrees of freedom. Aa theee con-
atrainta arise, new apatio/temparal orderings are created and the ayatem_de-
rivea new ways vf doing buaineaa with its :surroundings (that la, new ways of
transacting energy).

While living systems can be viewed as following from the lams of physics,-
one diatingulahing characteristic that emerges in ayatema of this order of
complexity is the ability to time-delay energy flaws internally. Thin is ac-
compliahed through the maintenance of internal potentials from which the sys-
tem can periodically draw energy 30 as to produce a generalized external work
cycle. Thin melt - contained source of potential energy (usually in chemical
form) allowa the system to be characterized as self-auataining. The ability

to be self-spataining means that the ayatemta behavior is no longer governed
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strictly by minimum energy trajectories or external work cycles defined on
surrounding gradient fields. The possibility now arises that a self-sustained
system can temporarily depart from the constraints defined by the surrounding
potential minimums. Departures from and returns to minimum regions defined in
the surrounding potential field require some form of sensitivity to the
gradients; and this, in turn, requires some form of self-sustaining system.
The ability to discriminate law order potential gradients selectively
(Frohlich, 1974; Volkenstein & Chernayskii, 1978) and the ability to fore van
autonomous, persistent self-sustaining system (Iberall, 1972, 1977) are funda-
mental characteristics of living systems.

3.2.2 Determinate and nondeterminate tra jectories in particle/field systems,

Particle physics (classical, quantum and relativistic) studies the tra-
jectories of particles to infer the dispositions of potential fields- The
assumption underlying tMe above strategy is that variations in the observed
force field are strictly a function of the particle's position in the field.
The above assumption rests on two reouirements: (i) that surrounding poten-
tials remain constant (in both space and time), and (ii) that the particle has
no 'internal means for introducing or absorbing forces (which could contribute
to a trajectory's departing from the minimum regions defined by the surround-
ing potential field). Particles satisfying this* tw., requirements have their
trajectories comple ly determined by the form of the surrounding potential
field: The minimum egions identify geometrical singularities in a topologi-
cal field. The rticle system is completely determined by and causally de-
pendent on the topological form of the surrounding potential field.

3.2.3 Self-sustaining systems and circular causality,

If, however, the particle system of interest has an internal neaps for
generating and dissipating forces of a magnitude comparable to the foOves of
the surround --that is, the system is self - sustaining -'then the behavior of the
particle need not be completely' determined by the topological form of the
surrounding potential field. The particle has available internal sources and
sinks that can generate and absorb forces that, when ...wmbined with the forces
generated by the surrounding potential field, can yieldequili 'rium states
that are not strictly defined by the singularities of the surrounding poten-
tial field. The behavior of this class of particle system can be said to be
mondeterninate with respect to its relationship with the surrounding potential
field (cf. Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1942; Kugler, Turvey, & Shaw, 1S32).

While the particle's equilibriumistates are no' longer detnrminately specified,

by the state of the surrounding potential afield, the particle is still,
nonetheless, causally coupled to the, forces generated by the surrounding
potential. That is to say, changes in the fOrces generated by the surrounding
potential field will require compensatory canges in the particle's internally

\ generated forces if an equilibrium state ,is to be maintained invariant: The
forces generated by the surround and the forces generated internally are
causally linked in a circular causality with respect to invariant equilibrium

states.

The phyiical concept of circular causality (cf. Iberall, 1977) is meant
to identify the lawful nature of, the coupling that links the surrounding
potential field (and its associated force field) with the interior potential
field (and its associated force field). Self-sustaining systems and their
associated equilibrium steAs are lawfully coupled to the surrounding poten-
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tial field through circular causality; they are systems whose interior poten-
tial fields play an active role in fashioning final equilibrium states.

Self-sustaining particle systems are characterized by low energy cou-
plings that relate the particle's position to its surrounding field. The low
energy coupling is defined relative to the external work cycle generated by

the particle. The coupling defines a ratio of the forces generated by the
particle's external work cycle in proportion to the forces generated by the
surrounding potential field. A dimensionless number can be used to distin-
guish the nature of the coupling qualitatively:

Pi = (forCes generated, by the 'article's external work cycle)
(forces generated by the urrounding potential field)

Pi < 1 = high energy coupling

Pi > 1 = low energy-coupling

A high energy coupling (Pi < 1) defines a coupling in which the particle'!

external work cycle is such that it is insufficient to resist the surrounding
field's potential gradients. If, however, an external work cycle is generated
by the particle that resists the surrounding field's potential gradients (Pi >
1), and contributes actively in the organization of equilibrium states, then

6
the coupling can be considered to be of a low energy nature. The low energy
coupling realized by a self-sustaining system forma a lawful basis from which
a generalized theory of information can be derived.

3.2.4 Information and the ecological apipmch to perception and action

Central to the Cibsonian program is the claim that information must refer
to physical states of affairs that are specific and meaningful to the control
and coordination requirements of activity (Turvey & Carello, 1981).

Following Gibson (1950, 1966, 1979) the above requirements for informa-
tion are to be found in the qualitative properties captured in the structured
patterns of energy distributions coupling an animal to its environment (see
Section 2.2). These patterns (1) carry, in their topological form, properties
that are specific to components of change and components of persiaterce in the
animal-environment relation; (2) are meaningful (i.e., they define gradient
values) with respect to the animal's internal potentials; and (3) are lawful-
IL determined by the environment and by the animal's movements relative to the
environment. According to the Gibsonian program, information is a physical,

variable that defines a coupling that is specific and meaningful with respect

111-44

to the changing geometry of the econiche (defined e animal/environment
particle/field system totality). The energy terns coupling the animal

tfiternal potential field) and environment (sucr tiding potential field) are
continuously scaled to the changing parameters and dimensionality of the sys-
tem (cf. Kugler et al., 1980). The information carried in the evolving geome7
az of structured energy, distributions is information about animal dynamics
(internal potential layout) relative to environmental dynamics (surrounding
potential layout). This concept of information is consistent with Thom's view
of information as geometric form (cf. Kugler et al., 198P):

any geometric form whatsoever can be the carrier of information, and
in the set of geometric forms carrying information of the same type
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the topological complexity of the form is the qualitative scalar of
the information. (Thom, 1975, p. 145)

Information as a geometry of form (defined over potential fields) arises as an
a posteriori, fact of the system. The information can be carried in the forte
of geometric manifolds that are created, sustained, and dissolved within a
large variety of physical flow fields. The flow fields can be assembled out
of mechanical, chemical, or electro-magnetic constraints.

3.2.5 On the determinate nature of information and the non-determinate nature
of behavior

The goal of physics for the twentieth century has been to understand the
nature of the energy states exhibited by particles at all scales of magnitude.
The foundation of physics rests on the commitment (explicit or implcit) to
natural laws, that is, the commitment to a natural continuity in energy states
reducible to symmetry statements (equations) defined on conservations. The
strategy for defining natural'laws rests on the identification of trajectories
assumed by particles. While this strategy, has valid application for simple
particle systems (non -self- sustaining systems), its application toward
explicating the natural laws governing the energy states of self- sustaining
systems must be questioned seriously. The behavior of a self-sustaining sys-
tem is not strictly determined by the energy states of the surrounding poten-
tial fields. As noted, the energy states of the internal potential field play
an active role in the dettrmination of the observed trajectory. While the be-
havior (observed trajectory) of a self - sustaining system has a nondeterminate
status, the informational states defining the low energy coupling that relates
the surrounding potential field to 'the internal potential field has a

determinate status. the information states are invariant (i.e., stable and
reproducible) in the strictest sense of lawful determinism. A physical analy-
sis of the behavior (observed trajectories) of self-sustaining systems must
entail an inquiry into the low energy informational states that lawfully cou-
ple an animal (complex self - sustaining particle) to its environment (surround-
ing potential field). (For an example of a physical analysis of the role of
low energy couplings, see Kugler, Turvey, Carello, & Shaw, in press). It can
be argued that the log of a physics befitting, Bernstein's phYsiology of
activity, is that of identifying the laws that create, sustain Id dissolve low
enemy informational states.
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MAPPING SPEECH: MORE ANALYSIS, LESS SYNTHESIS, PLEOE*

Michael Studdert-Kennedy,

Stimulation mapping would be of little interest, if its achievements were
merely to assign brain loci to categories of linguistic or psychological
description. Our understanding of complex, intermodal functions, such as nail-
ing or reading, would be blocked rather than advanced, if we were to conclude,
as Ojemann speculates, that each is a macrocolumn or module, an impenetrable,
vitreous chip in the great mosaic of language. The promise of stimulation
mapping is rather that it may reveal, by some pattern of association and
dissociation, e-e simpler mechanisms from which a function emerges and, ulti-
mately, its underlying neural circuitry. To fulfill this promise, stimulation
studies should not adopt uncritically the familiar, nonanalytic, modali-
ty-based tests of aphasia assessment. Rather, these tests or others must be
given a functional analysis in terms of clear-cut psycholinguistic hypotheses.
Naming, for 'example, is not a unitary function: naming errors may reflect
perceptual, semantic,. or phonological deficits (Goodglass, 1980), an the
source of naming errors may often be inferred from their form (e.g., Katz,
1982). Similarly, deficits in oral reacing are open to increasingly
sophisticated analysis in terms of phonological segmentation, lexical access,
and phonetic execution (e.g., Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, & Shankweiler,
1980). Unfortunately, little in the target paper suggests that systematic
analysis of this kind was attempted.

Ojemann did, however, test one "lower" function that might plausibly be
expected to enter into a pattern of relations with several others, namely,
orofacial mimicry. If the ability to produce simple movements of the mouth'is
impaired, one would not Le surprised if the ability to speak, in naming or
reading, or even to recall a word (if short-term storage engages=a motor
representation), were also impaired. In fact, very much these relations were
observed (though not with perfect consistency). Yet interpretation of even
this modest pattern of associations is hazardous.

Before turning to this, consider how we might interpret the most contro-
versial link with impaired mimicry: impaired phoneme identification. The

key, at least to the frontal lobe sites, is hinted at in the spaibely reported
findings of Darwin, Taylor, and Milner (Ettlinger, Teuber, & Milner, 1975,

*Commentary on Ojemann, G. A. Brain organization for language from the per-
spective of electrical stimulation mapping. The Behavioral and Brain Sci-
ences, 1983, 6, 218-219.

.Also Queens College and Graduate Center, City University of New York.
Acknowledgment. My thanks to Virginia Mann for advice. Preparation of this

comment was supported in part by RCN Grant No. HD-019911 to Haskins Labora-
tories.
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p. 132), cited by Ojemann. These authors discovered that. patients in whom the
left facial regions had been excised, for relief of epilepsy, were impaired
both in spelling to dictation and in the same phoneme identification task as
Ojemann used. Since these patients could understand and talk normally, Darwin
and his colleagues concluded that their difficulty was confined to tasks
stressing the phonetic structure of speech sounds. This conclusion implies
that the identification of phonemes in nonsense words may be essentially a
nonlinguistic task (inasmuch as it bypasses the lexical and syntactic proces-
ses of normal speech perception), a task very close, in fact, to mimicry.
Ojemann stresses that stimulation during the phoneme identification test oc-
curred only during presentation of the stimulus. However, since the patients
had simply to reproduce what they heard, their task reduced to finding, !luring
presentation, the motor pattern speoified by the stimulus. Moreover, if, as

Ojemann suggests, motor sequence programs were stored in the temporo-parietal
region, this account would also handle the temporo-parietal links between
phoneme identification (accomplished by execution of a two-syllable nonsense
word) and three-gesture mimicry.

We may note, incidentally, that all phoneme identification tasks, calling
for metilinguistic judgments, may reveal more about structural correspondences
between audition and articulation than about normal processes of speech
perception. Accordingly, even if a motor-reference theory of speech percep-
tion were still viable, Ojemann's findings would have little bearing on it.
in fact, the link between perception and production is probably deeper and
less tortuous than the old motor theory proposed. As °joss= himself hints,
the link is clearest in language acquisition, whe7i the child learns to speak
by discovering the articulatory dynamics specified by the speech it hears.

I come next to tLe pattern of associations and dissociations between
functions, rather confusingly charted for a seven-subject series in Ojemann's

:imam 3 and 4. Apparently, the circles of Figure 3 correspond to the large
circles of Figure 4. There are 52 large circles (25 frontal, 9 parietal, 18
temporal), representing sites where all five language functions were tested.
In addition, Figure 4 displays (by my count) 27 small circles (4 frontal, 10
parietal, 13 temporal), representing sites where all functions, except orofa-
eial mimicry, were tested. This brings us to a total of 79 sites. Of these,
15 seem to have yielded no result, leaving us with 64 effective sites (24
frontal, 18 parietal, 22 temporal), an average of about 9 per patient. By

arduous tabulation, we can discover the links between functions impaired at
each site though not, unfortunately, how these links were distributed across
subjects.

Among my findings was the fact, touched on by Ojemann in his discussion
of discrete localization, that every function (except, interestingly, mimicry)
is disturbed alone on at least one site, a dissociation that effectively
demonstrates the absence of causal relations among the !notions in at least

those patients who display it. But what is most remarkubl is that every
function (except single-gesture mimicry, confined to the frontal lobe) is im-
paired in every area. Thus, short-term memory (STM) is impaired at 16/24
frontal, 11/18 parietal, 7/22 temporal sites; reading and/or naming are im-
paired at 13/24 frontal, 9/18 parietal, 11/22 temporal sites; three-gesture
mimicry is impaired at 4/23 frontal, 5/8 parietal, 5/13 temporal sites;
phoneme identification is impaired at 9/24 frontal, 5/18 parietal, and 6/22
temporal sites. How are we to square this distribution with Ojemann's model,
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assigning retrieval to the frontal, storage to the temporo-parietal lobes?
Moreover, Ojemann reports that STM was tested with stimulation at the time of
input, storage, or retrieval, but these distinctions are not preserved in the
report of the data. Were all frontal STM deficits confined to retrieval, all
temporo-parietal deficits to storage?

The problem worsens as soon as we leave these statistical patterns and
consider individual subjects -a reasonable move if we are interested in mech-
anism. Ojemann acknowledges a high degree of individual variability, but as-
sures us that "the interrelationships described in the model can be readily
identified in individual patients, such as the one illustrated in Figure 2."
Why, then, were we not given a comparable figure (or at least a table) laying
out the 'pattern of relations for each subject? Yet, even if we had the
individual data, we would have to be cautious in interpretation. If two func-
tions are dissociated, we can be confident that there is no necessary connec-
tion between them. However, even if they are regularly associated, we cannot
infer a necessary connection. This is so because electrodes are large rela-
tive to nervous tissue, so that we cannot be sure that the association is not
due to blocking of distinct, though closely neighboring, functions. These
limitations are inherent in the stimulation-mapping technique in its present
state of refinement.

On the other hand, as Ojemann argues, the fact that certain associations
do recur over wide areas of peri-Syivian cortex is encouragement enough for
continued research. Ojemann is to be honored for rediscovering a valuable
technique, the most precise that we have to analyze the neural circuitry of
functioning human cortex, and for leading the way toward imports new
discoveries.
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BOOK REVIEW*

R. E. Asher and Eugenie J. A. Henderson (Eds.). (1981). Towards a history of
phonetics (pp. i-317). Scotland: Edinburgh University Press.

1r

Leigh Lisker+

The editors of this volume, a collection of eighteen papers on various
topics in the history of phonetic ideas and of writing systems, had two pur-
poses in undertaking their enterprise: to do honor to David Abercrombie on
the related occasions of his seventieth birthday and retirement from the chair
of phonetics at the University of Edinburgh, and to make a beginning toward a
systematic history of phonetics, one of the enduring interests of the distin-
guished scholar being saluted. As the editors not:, this book is nothing like
a complete or integrated history of the field, or even a first approximation
to one; with nineteen authors from six countries and the inevitable diversity
that multiple and independent authorship entails, this was not to be expected.
It does, the editors say, include discussion of those matters that should be
important components of any proper history. The papers are arranged into six
"parts," three of which deal with the developaent of phonetic ideas (basic
concepts, processes, voice quality, and voice dynamics), one on "national
contributions," one on the achievements of individual scholars, and one on
writing systems.

The contributions included in the first three parts of the book range
over the following topics: feature classification (V. A. Promkin and
P. Ladefoged), the phonetics-phonology distinction of Kruszewski and the
Kazan' School (K. R. Albow), the articulatory .ersus acoustic-auditory
description of vowels (J. C. Catford)iwestern-traditions in the description
of nasals (J. A. Kemp), early experimental studies of coarticulation
(W. J. Hardcastle), consonantal rounding in British English (G. Brown), and
the auditory analysis of voice quality (J. Laver) and prosody (H. Sumera). Of
these papers, all but three are of interest largely as intended, that is, as
history. The essays by Catford, Hardcastle, and Brown, wh historical-
ly-oriented, might also engage the attention of an ahistorically-minded con-
temporary speech researcher. Catford makes a spirited yet ,Judicious defense
of the traditional vowel-height model of vowel classification developed by
A. M. Bell and elaborated by Henry Sweet and Daniel Jones. Hardcastle's paper
reminds us that the phenomenon of coarticulation, currently very much under
scrutiny, is by no means a recent discovery, and that the view of speech as a

*Also Languagein Society, 1983, 12, 369-371.
+Also Unikiersity of Pennsy1,4nia.
Acknowled ment. The preparation of this review was supported in part by

BIM Grant D-01994 to Haskins Laboratories.
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sequence of static positions or sounds linked by glides has been .explicitly
recognized as fallacious for at least a century. Brown discusses the rela-
tively neglected feature of lip rou^ding as a property of British English con-
sonants, casts doubt on historical inferences based on the absence of refer-
ence to it in earlier descriptions of the language, and suggests that the
so-called rounded vowels are less reliably marked by rounding than are certain
of the consonants.

Two papers deal with the contribution individual phoneticians. One
is by R. Thelwell, who describes the career of a relative, John Thelwell, a
speech therapist and lecturer on "elocutionary science" in London during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The other is a brief autobio-
graphical sketch by K. L. Pike that describes the path he followed in his
development as a phonetician; naturally enough, it does not begin to do jus-
tice to the contributions that make him the most accomplished phonetician
among the American linguists of this and the last four decades.

w. S. Allen, who contributed significantly to our historical perspective
with his stud; a the phonetics of ancient India, here gives an account of the
phonetic thouet -of the ancient Greeks, and presents evidence to support his
view that in Oonetic analysis they were not up to the Indians, even if they
elaborated an alphabet that he judges to be more useful a tool for phonetic
analysis than the Devanagari. Two papers, by M. A. K. Halliday and by
N-C. 7. Chang, are densely packed with information on the development of
phonetic and phonological thought in China. Both papers are rich in leads for
those interested in pursuing the relation between phonetic theory and.orthog-
raphy in the Chinese context. Sevelopments in phonetics in nineteenth-century
Germany are, of corse, much nearer home (hardly ay more "national" than
those in Britain), and K. Kohler goes well beyond a historical acccunting to
conduct a forceful polemic against what he deplores as the unfortunate separa-
tion of "linguistic phonetics" from phonetics in its physical, physiological,
and psychological aspects, a development for which he holds Sievers mainly
responsible. He argues vigorously against the separation of phonology from
phonetics, which he terms an "ominous schism," and instead, champions the idea
of an independent discipline -of "speech science" freed of any "unfortunate"
dependence on_linguistics and open to all the disciplines that have something"
to contribute to the study of speech in all its aspects.

The last four papers are concerned with writing systems that can be said
to represent, more or less imperfectly, the phonetic properties of speech.
Two of them are devoted to the history of efforts to fit systems borrowed from
ore linguistic setting to another rather different one. A revision of a study
by Abercrombie himself describes attempts over the past four centuries to
repair the perceived deficiencies of the Latin (or Roman) alphabet as a vehi-
cle for English, while J. Maw deals with the refashioning by scholars and oth-
ers of the Arabic and Latin orthographies as devices for representing St,:ahill.
Both papers go into detail in recording the many attepts at script "reform,"
but we can only infer from the extent to which the various changes proposed
gained general acceptance just how widespread was dissatisfaction with the
orthographical status quo. A paper by J. Kelly and one by M. K. C. MacHahon
recount the history of the development of the various sshorthands"linvented
and promoted by a number of phoneticians during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries: A. J. Ellis, I. Pitman, A. M. Bell, and Henry. Sweet.

These systems were, for the most part, intended to serve as auxiliaries to the
standard orthography, for scientific and secretarial purposes: The modern
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reader may be surprised to learn how large a role phoneticians played in a
matter that aroused a good deal of public interest and contention at the time;
the recent popularity of Shaw's Pygmalion, brought about no revival of interest
in the means by which Professor Higgins captured on paper the details of
Liza's speech patterns.

A bibliography of David Abercrombie's published works, prepared by

Elizabeth Uldall, a list of the names of pi .sons and institutions whose
subscriptions aided its publication, and indices of personal names and sub
jects complete the book. The editors and publisher are to be congratulated
for the aesthetically pleasing format and remarkably errorfree printing of an
extremely demanding text.

Towards a history, of phonetics, succeeds in making a case for the serious
study of the development of ideas about the nature of speech as an important
aspect of the history of linguistics. Not that anyone would contend that the
history of phonetic thought is unworthy of scholarly attention, but the
contributors to this volume demonstrate that a wealth of readily accessible
materials awaits the historian who can organize into a lucid picture men's
opinions, different over tise and place and cultures, regarding the nature of
that uniquely human product, the,act of speech.
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